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LUDORIUM - gamesdatabase.at
How to use our data base LUDORIUM to find more games!
The navigation menu is available in German, English,
French, Italian and Czech.
All data in the database are based on copies in the archive
of the Austrian Games Museum. All facts have been taken
directly from the game and were checked again. All these
games are physically existing and available from the archive of the Games Museum.
We would like to assist you to find the right game for you
and your group and have therefore linked several parameters to the games. Up to now not all games have been
linked to all parameters, we are permanently working on
updating older games.
Currently our database offers more than 28.000 texts and
over 20.000 images. The majority of those come from
the articles in our monthly publication WIN The Games
Journal.
Our menu system currently is available in 5 languages:
German, English, French, Italian and Czech. The texts are
currently mostly in German and English, we are working on
offering them in additional languages, too.

852 Games for you!

Besides letters many languages contain special characters.
In case your keyboard cannot print them, here’s the
solution:

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

The 32nd edition of our Games Compendium is
again full of content and most informative, we
can present 852 games from 132 publishers from
all over the world, of course again in a German
and an English edition.

For „Österreich“ type in only „sterreich“ or „_sterreich
For Gygés“ type in only „Gyg“ oder „Gyg_s“!
Parts of any term are valid search entries, too!
„_“ replaces any special character!
SEARCHING: Already with SEARCH you have many options
to find the game of your choice:
SEARCH FOR A GAME OR AUTHOR (There you can enter
the complete term or only part of it, which will yield more
results):
TITLE OF THE GAME
PUBLISHER
PERSON (Author, Artist, Editor)

It is also the 10th time that our Games Compendium is published for Spiel in Essen, adapted to
modern times as a PDF edition, free for download
for all!

RESULT OF THE SEARCH
Back to SEARCH
Last page
One game forward
One game back
Next page

SEARCH ON RECOMMENDATIONS (this information has
only been entered for some of the latest years)
GROUP – ALL, KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS,
MANY PLAYERS
PREFERENCES – ALL, RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY,
CREATIVE, KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION,
INTERACTION, DEXTERITY, ACTION

BOXES ACTIVE AND VALID FOR ENTERING A NEW SEARCH:
GROUP – KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
(Lists only games for the chosen target group within the
selected year)

FOR PLAYERS (more criteria for your selection)
NUMBER OF PLAYERS
ABOVE AGE
RULE LANGUAGE
CATEGORY (our classic classification)

AWARD WINNER - Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spiele Preis,
Spiel des Jahes
(Lists only games with such an award in the selected year)

PUBLISHED OR AWARD WINNER IN THE YEAR
YEAR – ALL or 2001 to 1979
HONORS – Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spielepreis, Spiel des
Jahres (Note the year)
PUBLISHED – Nuremberg or Essen (Note the year)
LAYOUT
SHORT INFO – WITH, WITHOUT (WITH means the short info
is shown instantly)
SORTING (In case of marking year current games are
shown before older ones)
„Game title“, „Publisher + game title“, „Year + publisher +
game title“, „publisher + year + game title“, „recently added
to the Museum“
ALTERNATE LISTING OF PUBLISHERS
This enables you to access a game directly without
searching.
Please note, especially when entering criteria: The more
you enter the fewer results the system will yield, please
remember when making your selection.

PUBLISHED – ESSEN, NUREMBERG
(Lists only games from Essen or Nuremberg within the
selected year)

SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS,
MANY PLAYERS
(Lists the games with the chosen group size within the
selected year)
PREFERENCES – RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY, CREATIVE,
KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION, INTERACTION,
DEXTERITY, ACTION
(Lists all games fitting the chosen preference within the
selected year)
TEXTS
(Lists texts – short – middle – long- extra – in the language
stated)
LINKS
(Lists active links to a publisher or other internet sites)
IMAGES
(Shows additional images of the game)
We hope that you will find your game within our system.
Please help us to improve and let us know your comments
or suggestions at: office@spielen.at

Please, use our compendium and recommend it
to your family, to friend and acquaintances who
are interested in games. Whoever loves games
and loves to play games, needs this overview,
because it is not a list of new releases, but a compendium of description of the game flow and
evaluation of game mechanisms. Those evaluations, based on our GABIS system, enable you to
find games that might interest you.
We are sure, that you will find, among all those
games, exactly the right games for you and your
friends. Please, use the information that find on
those pages - we love to compile the information
for your use.
Once again this year, there is a game published
by Österreichisches Spiele Museum (e.V.), this
time designed by Dennis Rappel, Tybor der Baumeister The King’s Behest, an expansion for last
year’s game, set in the world of Longsdale.
We provide information on games also on the
net, you can look for games in the data base of
the Games Museum, you will find images and
text.
Info http://www.spieledatenbank.at and www.
ludorium.at
We do more than publishing a Games Compendium and a monthly Magazin, WIN: We are
Gesellschaft „spielen.at“ zur Förderung der
Spielekultur in Österreich (e.V.). Visit us Info:
http://www.spielen.at

When you have made your entries, simply press the
SEARCH button!

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
Our Austrian Games Award 2018

STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can help you to find the game
that best suits your tastes. The color accompanying each game title represents the
User Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number of players.
The Bar in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to 10 Features of a game.

Istanbul Das Würfelspiel
Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the head line)
Children: Games for children an educational games. Adults can play in a guiding
function.
Families: Children and parents play together, all have the same chance to win and
have fun.
Friends: Young people and adults play together as equals
Experts: Games with special demands on rules and playing time. Especially for
game geeks

Competition among merchants; you collect rubies and goods
and money with your assistants. Rubies are acquired with money and goods. Dice are assistants, they can provide bazar cards,
money and four types of goods. You take income for mosque
tiles, roll five dice and can use the results for two actions - always
with dice or goods tiles to acquire other tiles, bazar cards, money
or rubies or mosque tiles. Mosque tiles also provide additional
dice and other advantages, five mosques provide a ruby. If
someone has five or six rubies, you win at the end of the round
with most rubies.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Please note for the user groups Children, Families and Friends: Children who love
to play can be ahead of their peers! Please note that our target group “families” does
not imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore, our user groups can
overlap. The choice of suitable games always depends on your playing partners and
your fun with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of
players are marked with an icon.

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player. We have listed
10 features players note when deciding on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in a game he will enjoy the game.
The color code marks the dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted preference.
No colored boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance: The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of random generator
Tactics: Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on one move
Strategy: Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several moves
Creativity: The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other creative efforts
Knowledge: Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory: Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication: Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction: Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity: Motor skills
Action: Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or are included in the game, often even more translations can be found
on the web
In-game text: A YES marks a game with language-dependent components that cannot be played without translation or knowledge of the language
IMPRESSUM
Spiel für Spiel 2019 * Spiele Handbuch * ISBN 978-3-950739-15-7
Erscheint jährlich seit 1988. Die deutsche und englische Ausgabe
erscheint zur SPIEL `18 in Essen am 23. Oktober 2018. Alle Angaben
bezüglich empfohlenes Alter und Spieleranzahl in den Spielebeschreiungen entsprechen dem Stand zum Erscheinungsdatum.

Medieninhaber: Verein Österreichisches Spiele Museum (e.V.)
Obfrau Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,
Raasdorferstrasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielemuseum.at.
Das Österreichische Spiele Museum ist ein gemeinnütziger Verein, der
sich zur Aufgabe gesetzt hat, das zeitgenössische Spiel zu dokumentieren und zu kommunizieren. (Archivstand: mehr als 30.000 Spiele)

Verkaufspreis: weltweiter kostenloser PDF-Download
Limited gedruckte Edition nur in Essen erhältlich
Anfragen zum Spielehandbuch richten Sie bitte per Email an:
office@spielen.at, mehr Spiele: http://www.spieledatenbank.at

Redaktion: Alle Texte von Chefredakteur Dagmar de Cassan.
Kontrollredaktion: Maria Schranz. Titelgrafik und Layout: Andreas
Resch. Bildbearbeitung: Walter Schranz. Satz und Endredaktion: Dipl.
Ing. Bernhard Czermak.
Koordination der Arbeiten: Gesellschaft„spielen.at (e.V.)“
(tätig durch viele ehrenamtliche Mitarbeiter), http://www.spielen.at

Hersteller und Verleger: Verein Spielezentrum (e.V.)
Obmann Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,
Raasdorferstrasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielezentrum.at.
Das Spielezentrum ist ein gemeinnütziger Verein mit der Aufgabe, die
Verbreitung der Idee des Spielens im Familienkreis durch VeranstaltunColour codes for target groups (Headline Colour) gen und PublikationenColour
codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
zu fördern.
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For children + learning
For families

With friends
For experts

Chance
Tactics

Strategy
Creativity

Copyright: Dieses Buch enthält urheberrechtlich geschützte Teile, ohne
schriftliche Bewilligung aller Inhaber dieser Rechte ist die Vervielfältigung, Mikroverfilmung und die Einspeicherung und Verarbeitung in
elektronischen Medien sowie jede Art von Verwertung verboten. Das
Bildmaterial wurde uns von den Spieleverlagen zur Verfügung gestellt.

Knowledge
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
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#hashtag - the game

1st & Roll

3x8

Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Stephen Glenn
Publisher: R&R Games

Designers: Christian Fiore, Knut Happel
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Two teams rival with their creativity and affinity to Instagram.
A theme card is drawn, and the timer is turned over. Each
team now tries to come up with the most suitable hashtag for
the theme, beginning with the current letter. You can use any
language for the hashtag. When all have chosen, you score the
hashtags via Instagram; the hashtag with most postings wins
the round. Image cards are resolved the same way; you check,
however, if the hashtag really provides a result suiting the image
card. After ten rounds, you win with most followers. There is also
a Flight Mode that can be used if there is no Internet access.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: yes

Roll, Pass & Kick Your Way to Victory! Complex simulation of
a Football game with dice and cards, including all elements
of a Football game from Penalties to Long Bomb or punts.
Players select offensive or defensive play by selecting a die and
simultaneous uncovering. In a 2-player game each player leads
one team; when three or four are playing, two players coach one
of the teams. One player rolls for defense, the other for attack.
You select from available defensive and offensive card from your
hand, gained or lost yardage is determined by dice roll. Division
Packs with DFL Expansion Teams are available. New edition of
1st & Goal.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Three rows of eight cards each are necessary to win. 110 number
cards have values of 0 to 109, ten cards each show one of eleven
colors, and there are ten blocker cards. Three cards are on display
and you have four cards in hand. As active player you can: 1. Lay
out cards to begin or continue a row, in ascending order and at
the end of a row - four rows are possible at any time - and then
relocate groups of cards between row ends; or 2. Raise number
of hand cards by one from stack or display, or 3. Put a blocker
card for colors into an opponent’s row. Completed rows of eight
cards count towards the row limit of four rows per player.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Creative word game for 2-10 players, ages 10+

Sports simulation for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

4 gewinnt

5 Colors

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: John Bannister
Publisher: Gallery Ouchi / Japon Brand

6

7 Wonders Armada

7

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Repos Productions / Asmodee

The classic game that keeps changing again and again - the
game is now again published under its old name „4 gewinnt“
and shows the old familiar colors of red, yellow and blue. You
have a set of pieces in your color - red or yellow - and alternate
with your opponent to place one piece into the 6x7 vertical wall,
which is blue in this edition. If you are first to place four of your
pieces in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row, you win. This is
again the simple original version, no pushing out of pieces, no
simultaneous playing but only clever inserting of pieces!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You play color cards for points, there are 20 cards each in five
colors. You hold six cards, then cards are removed from the stack.
In rounds, all simultaneously play two cards for turn 1, and then
one card each for turns 2 and 3, and refill their hand. Then you
put your cards in the color with the majority on the table on
your personal scoring stack. If there are too many cards played of
a color - in relation to the number of players, the round explode
and the second-most played color counts. This also goes for a tie
in majorities. When a certain amount of #1 card is played, only
those cards score. When the draw pile is empty you win with
most points in your scoring pile.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Fleets to conquer the seas; Armada and Island cards enhance
interaction. Victory conditions remain the same, the flow of the
game has been slightly changed, militarty conflict and shields
have been renamed. Dockyard boards represent fleet construction with basis and six upgrade cases, usually with a bonus. After
building a card you can build a level of the dockyard track of the
same color; naval conflicts are resolved after ground conflicts,
you compare naval shield strength of all players. Islands are
explored, taxes cause coin loss, fleets have special abilities. There
are rules for team play and a game of eight players.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr pl * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2 players, ages 6+

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Expansion for 7 Wonders for 3-8 players, ages 10+

8 * 28

8Bit Box

Designers: David L. Hoyt, Colin Morgan, Mike Hirtle
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Frank Crittin, Grégoire Largey
Publisher: Iello / Hutter Trade

8

12 Thieves

6

Designer: Thorsten Gimmler
Publisher: Queen Games

8

You want to get as near as you can to 8 or 28. You draw a card
and set it down hidden. The active dealer prepares a gem - first
blue, later red - and offers one hidden card to each player to
view. If you accept, you display it openly. If your open cards pass
28, you are out of the round. In turn all are active dealer until nobody takes a card. Then half of the gems is taken by whoever is
nearest to 8, the other half goes to whoever is nearest to 28. 1/11
can count for 1 or 1. If you manage 8 and 28 exactly, you take all
gems. When there are no red gems left, each blue gem is worth
1 point, each red one 2 and you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Three games in retro design remind one of old video games, but
are played on a board: Stadion is a sport simulation, you decide
with your gamepad on the amount of energy for the current
competition. You need to confer with team members to achieve
most medals after ten competitions. Outspeed is a galactic race;
you use the gamepad to select the next segment and succeed
with clever management of fuel and good driving. Pixoid
reminds one of PacMan, a cute little energy cube flees from bugs
through the labyrinth, you program direction and distance with
your gamepad.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Guardians versus thieves, and treasures in the palaces. Palaces
with treasure chests are on display. You hold palace cards and
place your guards next to the palaces. Then you play palace
cards and either place one of your thieves from the board into
a place or relocate one of your guards or relocate one of your
guards + one of your thieves or a neutral guard. This you can
repeat as often as you have cards to play for it. To steal a treasure,
you need as many of your own thieves in the palace as indicated
on the top chest; you take the chest and all your thieves. Whoever is first to own the necessary number of chests, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Card game on sums for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Game compilation for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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13 Clues

13 Indizien

13 Minuten

Designer: Andrés J. Voicu
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Andrés J. Voicu
Publisher: Game Factory

Designers: Daniel S. Pedersen, Asger H. Granerud
Publisher: Frosted Games / Pegasus Spiele

1899 London is shaken by heinous crimes – each player is a
detective and is assigned a case and must identify the clues for
his case. You are dealt five cards according to a given procedure
and choose one person, one weapon and a location and hand
those cards, in a holder, to your neighbor. He must not see the
card, but all other players must be able to see them. Then you
spend magnifying glasses fr actions, in any order and also one
action several times: Question witness on the number of cards
seen in one category – man/woman, outside/inside, up close/
ranged weapon – card color – or contact a secret informer or
make an accusation.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

1899 London is shaken by heinous crimes – each player is a
detective and is assigned a case and must identify the clues for
his case. You are dealt five cards according to a given procedure
and choose one person, one weapon and a location and hand
those cards, in a holder, to your neighbor. He must not see the
card, but all other players must be able to see them. Then you
spend magnifying glasses fr actions, in any order and also one
action several times: Question witness on the number of cards
seen in one category – man/woman, outside/inside, up close/
ranged weapon – card color – or contact a secret informer or
make an accusation.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Cuban Missile Crisis 1961 - as Presidents Kennedy or Khrushchev
you must resolve the crisis within 13 minutes without triggering
a nuclear war. You play one card to trigger an event - using only
cards with your own or UN flag - or for an order, into your own
or the neutral area and draw a card. For an event, you resolve
the card text; for an order you place influence marker into a
contested region, both with resolving the rules for contested
regions. When both players are down to one card, you score
prestige points, controlled DEFCON areas and DEFCON type of
card in hand and in your area, three identical ones there mean
nuclear war is triggered.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Historic simulation for 2 players, ages 10+

20 Questions

150 Spiele Sammlung

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Publisher: ASS Cartamundi

365 Spiele Sammlung

4

4

Publisher: ASS Cartamundi

Each card lists twenty hints, clues or bits of information as well
as the answer; this can be a person, a location, a year or an item.
The guesser names a number. The reader reads him the corresponding clue and marks the question number on the board.
Now the guesser has one try to guess the term correctly. If he
does, the reader scores 1 point for each clue given, the guesser
scores 1 point for clues not needed, and both move their pieces
accordingly. Cards can also feature assignments for the player,
which mostly relate to piece movement. If you are first at the finish, you win. New edition of Querdenker with 300 revised cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl + many more * In-game text: yes

A box full of games, a copious collection card games, dice games
and board games, offering 150 different games; a classic game
is presented in its basic version and then various variants are
offered, e.g. for Checkers or Nine Men’s Morris. There are games
using varying numbers of dice, from one to five dice, games using cards and dice, card tricks, puzzles and of course the familiar
board games of Ludo or the Goose Game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Another collection of games, this time one game for every
day of the year - again the collection features card games, dice
games and board games; a classic abstract game is presented
in its basic version and then various variants are offered, e.g. for
Checkers or Nine Men’s Morris. There are games using varying
numbers of dice, from one to five dice, games using cards and
dice, card tricks, puzzles and of course the familiar board games
of Ludo or the Goose Game or Snakes & Ladders, but there are
also cooperative or crazy versions of familiar games.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Collection of games for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Collection of games for 2 or more players, ages 4+

1066

18CZ

18Lilliput

Designer: Tristan Hall
Publisher: Schwerkraft Verlag

Designer: Leonhard Orgler
Publisher: Lonny

Designer: Leonhard Orgler
Publisher: Lonny

Der Kampf um England. You have your own Objective deck and
complete Objectives in alphabetical order to the Battle of Hastings. When this is revealed you can deal damage to opposing
wedges. You also have a unique deck for forces you control, with
army cards, events, tactic and attachments for card improvements. Card abilities are Action, Response, When Played and
Constant. Action abilities must be initiated and fulfill conditions;
rounds comprise 1. Preparation, 2. Deployment - play card, resolve action, sacrifice card or pass, 3. Wedge battles, 4. Objective
battles. Includes a solo version.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Simulation of railroad building in Czechia, based on the 1829
system by Francis Tresham. At the start you buy Local Rail companies. Then stock rounds and operation rounds alternate. In
stock rounds you buy company shares with your private wealth.
In operation rounds the owner of most shares s a company’s
director and uses the company wealth to receive income, build
track, buy/build stations, operate trains, administrate income,
take over companies and buy trains. At the end of the last operation round you win with the biggest fortune. Includes maps for
variants Bohemia for 2 players and Moravia/Silesia for 2-3 players.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en * In-game text: no

The 18xx card game. You build a track network for companies
with action cards and buy engines for transport remuneration.
Starting companies have individual advantages and character
cards have special trains for use in owned companies and also
special track parts. In eight rounds, you select an action card and
implement one of its two actions, and repeat this for a second
card; with rules for track building, engines, stations and shares.
Then all move their engines, followed by administration. In
round 8, the income is doubled, you cannot set money aside for
engine buys, and the richest player - share value + cash - wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en * In-game text: no

Battle simulation for 1-2 players, ages 12+

Railroad economy game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

18xx variant with cards, for 1-4 players, ages 10+

6
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1830

A Fistful of Penguins

Designer: Francis Tresham
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Jonathan Franklin
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

A Tale of Pirates

8

Designers: A.H. Granerud, D.S. Pedersen, D. Tascini
Publisher: Cranio Creations / Asmodee

Schienenleger & Spekulanten! Share rounds alternate with Operation rounds, and private capital and company capital are strictly
separate. Engines become outmoded and obsolete and are replaced by new ones; tracks can be built over with more valuable
tracks. At the end you win with the biggest fortune from money
and share values. The new 2018 edition features the core game
and a somewhat bigger board 1830+, where some of the preprinted hexes have been changed; also changed were building
costs for some hexes and yellow hexes are limited. You can play
the core game on 1830+, scenarios for it are announced.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Players are asked to catch animals for a zoo, each player starts
with six penguins and 10$. You take the number of dice for the
round and roll them; then you can either 1) cash them in for
money and tokens or 2) spend a penguin to roll a spare dice and
add it to your roll or 3) spend the dice showing penguins and
take more penguins. Steps 2) and 3) can be repeated as often
as you want. The final result earns you penguins and money depending on your final combinations of animals. After three such
rounds with 4, 5 and 6 starting dice to win with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

A 3D ship is divided into seven sections for one action each; six
sectors are next to an ocean sections. Ten chapters assign life
points; for each chapter, you need to meet the goal, before you
can begin the next one. In a turn, you reveal cards in a sector to
which the ship is pointing. For an action, you place your timer
into the action case and turn it over. When the timer has run
down, you can do the action. At the end of the round remaining
enemies fire and cause damage; damage must be repaired
before you can place another timer there, If you cannot place a
damage marker, you lose a life point. Needs an app for playing.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Railway and economics game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Cooperative real-time game with app for 2-4 players, ages 8+

A Thief’s Fortune

Abenteuer 1 x 1

Designers: Konstantinos Kokkinis, Sotirios Tsantilas
Publisher: Artipia Games

Designer: Wolfgang Borkner
Publisher: Haba

Abra Kazam

7

Designer: Antonin Boccara
Publisher: Buzzy Games / Blackrock Games

8

Looting the palace; due to touching a mysterious hourglass you
can see into the future. You have boards for Past, Present und
Future; the Present board has room for only four of locations,
characters and events each. Phases of a round: 1. Planning draw one location, character and event card + any two, put
them as required into the future, while drafting cards and taking
resources. 2. Loot from the Future for your stock or danger
track. 3. Action - activate character/event in Present, spend time
or pass. 4. Bribe. 5. End of Round. After five rounds, you score
Fortune points in the Past and resources in stock.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

A gate showing puzzles blocks the entry to the City of Gold in
the rain forest. The puzzle wall is randomly filled with number
tiles - cream side up and all in the same orientation - and then
one random tile is removed and set aside. The active player
always multiplies the number over gap column with the number
to the left of the gap row, takes the result number and turns it
over - if it shows the same color as the gap, the result is correct
-> the tile is placed in the gap and you advance one step on the
ladder board. Depending on the variant, you can discard a card
or receive one as a reward. Includes a solo and a cooperative
version.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Play standing up! One set of small and big card each represents
identical sets of spells. Two of eight color sets are selected for a
game; take care! The red one is meant for experienced players!
The big cards are displayed, the small ones are stacked facedown. The active magician draws a small card and imitates the
depicted spell with his wand, so that the others can guess the
spell from the movement. When the correct card is guessed, the
active magician takes the small card; the correct guesser takes
the big one and must meet its challenge, either once immediately or until he guesses another card.
Version: fr * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Resources management for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Calculation game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Gesture and action game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Ach du Kacke!

Activity Hol den Horst!

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Seven Towns
Publisher: Piatnik

4

Activity Kindergarten

16

Designers: Hablit & Catty
Publisher: Piatnik

4

In this game, dog poops need not be instantly removed but
are placed along a mat representing a meadow. At the start
you form eight plasticine poops and distribute five of them
randomly on the mat. The active player is blindfolded, another
player turns the spinner and the active, barefoot player goes
minimum that many steps along the mat, but always goes to the
end of the mat. There you remove the blindfold and memorize
the number of poops you stepped on. Then those poops are
reshaped and again randomly distributed. The spinner result can
also add or remove poops. When all have walked the mat once,
you win if you stepped into fewest poops.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As usual, you cleverly present terms and guess them quickly, but
this time together with Horst, a 150 cm inflatable doll. In turn,
you are the presenter, take Horst and draw a card. Then you read
the hint and then enact the pantomime with Horst to explain
the term - Vampire, or Rodeo Riding or Shoe Salesperson or Pulling a Tooth - without sounds or speech and never without Horst.
Whoever guesses the term, takes the card. You repeat this until
time runs out. Now the other players score two points per card,
you as the presenter one point. When all have been presenter
four times, you win with most points. Includes a team version.
Version: de * Rules: de en hu pl ru * In-game text: yes

Elephants „Lila“ and „Grün“ are on their way to the lake. The variable board allows a short or a long game. Children play in two
teams following the usual rules of Activity. 165 cards provide
terms that must be explained and guessed. The terms are
presented by image and by word. Methods of explanation are
pantomime, drawing and description. When the term is guessed
correctly, the successful team’s elephant moves to the next color
square of the color indicated on the back of the card. The time
span for successful explanation is adjusted to the age of players.
Includes a cooperative variant. Revised new edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Memo and action game for 1 or more players, ages 4+

Creative communication game for 3-8 players or teams, ages 16+

Communication game on definitions for 3-16 players, ages 4+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

7
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Activity Original

Adrenaline Team Play DLC

Adventure Island

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Filip Neduk
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Many versions exist for this modern classic game. This one
reverts to the roots. More than 2500 new terms are offered and
the basic rule is amended with a new detail, which brings a bit
of tactics and even more interaction into the game. If a team has
solves a task and moves to a square already occupied by another
pawn, this pawn is moved back. So you can try to use card selection to beat your opponent. If the pawn moving back ends up
on an occupied square, nothing happens, and both pawns stay
on this square.
Version: de * Rules: de and others * In-game text: yes

In a destroyed world conflicts are resolved as a virtual Adrenaline
Tournament. The expansion Team Play DLC is intended for two
teams, each of them always directing three characters. Teams
alternate their turns, each character in he team has one action,
in any order of characters : Move one step and take what’s there
or shoot. As an alternative, you can do an unlocked Adrenaline
action or pay for adrenaline and do an Adrenaline action. With
the new mechanism Damage Buffer, damage goes first into the
Buffer; if is exceeds six, it is flushed to player boards. At the end
of the turn, special character abilities are used.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Stranded on the way to India! You prepare characters with
special abilities, card stacks and display according to requirements of the selected adventure. New cards enter the game via
mastered adventures and player decisions. A game has days
and nights. In daytime, you resolve two actions from cards on
display; events often demand dice challenge resolves. Items on
cards can be used. At night, characters go to camp; you discard
one food or receive an exhaustion token. Cards give game goals;
if you cannot place exhaustion markers or draw disaster cards,
the game is lost. Adventures can be played any number of times.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Communication game for 3-16 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Adrenaline for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Cooperative adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria

Agent Undercover 2

Agentenjagd

Designers: R. Di Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Alexander Ushan
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Prospero Hall
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

This expansion concentrates on the role of Conan. He evolves
from Warrior and Thief to Mercenary, General and King, his
abilities grow accordingly. This is documented on the Conan
Reference Board, with abilities of Strengths, Agility and Cunning,
which are all of importance when a story card is resolved. The
Mood Wheel represents the influence of Conan’s temper, he
becomes wiser as he grows in experience. If the end of the
experience track is reached, the game ends with a scoring of
majorities in adventure markers. In dice decision a new die is
added for each change of stature. Lots more details.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Die Fortsetzung - Unmasking secret agents, this time two from
rivalling secret services, by up to 12 players at 17 new locations.
You use the rules of Agent Undercover. For a round, you are
either a secret agent or have a role suiting the location. Players
ask questions of each other - the secret agent wants to find
out his locations, the others to unmask the secret agent. After
the agreed time, all name a suspect - or one player alone at
any time - and, depending on the vote or correctness of the
suspicion, either the secret agent or the other players win and
score accordingly. After the pre-agreed number of rounds, you
win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de hu + many more * In-game text: no

Hunt for a spy by agents using an App! The App places the
agents and - secretly - the spy and one agents’ ally per continent.
The active player has two actions - travel and play action card - in
any order und number. For Travel you press the button for the
vehicle and move your agent. If you meet an informant, you
automatically receive action cards when leaving the continent.
When you enter a card code the app announces the effect to
you only or to all players, e.g. the distance to the spy. At the end
of your turn you are secretly told your distance from the spy. If
you press the button “catch spy” in a city and are correct, you
win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Age of Conan for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Party and deduction game for 3-12 players, ages 12+

Deduction game with App for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Agricola Bubulcus Deck

Agricola - Die Moorbauern

Airship City

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Masaki Suga
Publisher: analog lunchbox / Japon Brand

A new deck of cards as a new expansion for the revised editin
of Agricola; again featuring 120 cards for Minor Improvements
and Occupations; A like Artifex is followed by B as in Bubulcus
as an alphabetical follow-up. Packaging and design correspond
to that of the Artifex deck and - as in the Artifex Deck - there is
now separate, expansion-specific rule sheet in Bubulcus. You
can again decide to shuffle all cards into the core game or use
individual cards from the expansion.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Cutting peat and forest provide heating and arable land. You
must remove peat and forest from the estate plan with special
actions to be able to do farming and husbandry. This removal
gives you wood and heating, those actions are supplement actions without use of person markers. In the food phase you must
heat rooms or receive bed marks for persons in your household.
Scoring also takes bed marks and horses into account. Three
levels to play: I-without cards; II- Minor improvements, no Occupation; III - With both Minor Improvements and Occupations;
most complex one. New edition
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

New habitats on airships, transport and other public facilities
are still missing. In five stages of four rounds each with one
turn per player, you select cases for actions: Resources - wood,
metal, gold, gears; contracts and building of airships or public
facilities for victory points. If someone then selects the same,
you can profit, too. Donating airships to the city gives you higher
efficiency in future building, in hiring workers and renovating
your workshop. Completed conditions give you bonus actions.
At the end of the game you score for majorities in ship building,
construction and completed contracts.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Expansion for Agricola for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Agricola for 1-6 players, ages 12+

City building game for 3-4 players, ages 14+

8

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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All you can eat

Alle gegen Rudi

Designer: Kevin G. Nunn
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

7

Alle helfen mit!

4

Designers: Anja Wrede, Christoph Cantzler
Publisher: Noris Spiele

3

Food chain from worm to flea! In a round, you use cards with
animals and stars for their value. You play one card face-down
per turn, tnine hen all reveal and it’s feeding time: From the
alpha animal on, each bird player takes one worm off the table,
while available; then cats take birds, dogs the birds and finally
fleas the dogs. If you eat, you take all cards the animal has eaten.
When an animal is the only one on the table, it eats all immediate neighbors in the chain; animal that did not eat and was not
eaten, stays on the table. After nine cards, you count your stars.
When all were alpha animal once, you win with most stars.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Hedgehog, Dog and Bear as a team against Rudi Racing Mouse!
The active player rolls two dice and moves the respective
animals - Rudi and the Hedgehog one step, the dog two and
the bear three steps - and puts them next to the case reached.
Several animals next to a case are possible. When a Hedgehog
double is rolled, you can decide to move the hedgehog twice or
move both dog and bear once. When Rudi crosses the finish line
first, he wins; if one of the team members, regardless which one,
crosses the line first, the team wins. If both teams arrive at the
same time, the race is tied. Whoever is first to win two such races,
wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Sunshine family has muddled up their favorite things, players assist in re-assigning them to parents and three children. In
Game 1, the big person cards are laid out, the small item cards
are stacked face down. In turn, you pick up an item card and take
it to the corresponding person. In Game 2, persons and favorite
things are laid out face-down. As active player, you turn up one
person and one item card - if the belong together, you take the
item card; when all favorite items are with the correct person,
you win with most cards / the highest stack.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 7+

Racing game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Memo and Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

Alles an Bord?!

Alles Tomate!

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

7

Alone

6

Designers: Andrea Crespi, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games

Before your adventure, you must load your ship as best as you
can, using 14 slots on deck and below. Equipment and goods
are heaped; 13 adventure cards are displayed. All load simultaneously, using one hand, always one tile or goods at a time, and
maximum two goods, both in suitable slots. If you are first to be
done, you shuffle the adventure cards face-down; their backside
shows the respective category. If you want to complete the top
card, you discard the necessary items and take your reward.
When all cards are resolved, remaining goods become money,
equipment is discarded, and 10 money become a chest. After
two rounds, the richest player wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You assist Max and Emmi to sort out the chaos on a farm. 7
theme cards are displayed, one farm card each is – after a short
time to memorize it – placed face down underneath the theme
card of the same color. Then a card from the stack is turned up. If
you are first to name the item that is hidden under the farm card
next to theme card of the same color as the card you just turned
up, you get the card. The card you just turned up is placed
face-down next to theme card, again after a few moments to
memorize it. When all cards are given out, you win with most
cards in your stack.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

After a space accident, a hero finds himself alone in an abandoned colony and fights for survival. One player embodies
the hero, sees only part of the map and has only a few tools to
survive; he completes missions with deduction, exploration und
survival and wins if he completes the Final Mission. Up to three
more players embody the Evil adversaries, see all the map, plan
strategies, set traps and spawn monsters; they win by defeating
the hero. You can create randomized scenarios or play pre-set
scenarios in campaign mode. Difficulty levels determine tools
and rewards the hero for triggering the Final Mission.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Space adventure for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Altiplano

Altiplano Der Reisende

Animale Tattica

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen, Louis Malz, Stefan Malz
Publisher: dlp Games

Designer: Susumu Kawasaki
Publisher: Kawasaki Factory / Japon Brand

In the South American Andes, the population achieves prosperity with fishing, alpaca breeding and mining. Limited resources
demand road construction, accessing of new production sites
or resources as well as stockpiling. Roles in the game limit access
to resources at the start, but give special actions. Resources have
individual characteristics and ranges of application. In a round,
players draw tiles from their bags for the planning cases, transfer
them to action cases and then resolve those actions until all
have passed. At the end, you score commodities tiles, boats,
houses, completed orders and house bonuses as well as stocks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr hu it nl pl pt ru * In-game text: no

New ideas for the population of the South American Andes. New
components are expansion boards Traveler for the action boards,
a new mission “Own minimum three achievements at the end”
and events, which you can also use without the Traveler, they
enter the game in the new Phase 0 of the round. In the planning
phase you can now place discs on action cases on the Traveler
strip and on achievements from the public trading point. Basic
actions of the Traveler are Acquire Opal or Acquire Achievement, maximum one per round, or Buy Goods. At the end of
the round, the Traveler moves to the next board part without a
player pawn.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es it nl pl * In-game text: no

Dog, Cat, Penguin and Bear amuse themselves with training
skirmishes, players are commanders and use their Spirits to
win. Based on the Great Dalmuti, you play animal cards of your
type. The first player opens with a single card or several cards of
the same number, but never two cat kings or two #12 bears together. The others in turn play either the same number of cards,
but of higher value, or the same total, but made up from more
cards; Spirit cards have several special uses. If you cannot or
want not to play, you pass and draw two cards from your stack. If
your hand is empty - not necessarily your draw pile - you win.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

Bag building game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Altiplano for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

9
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Anno Domini Kuriositäten

Antike II

Architectura

Designer: Urs Hostettler
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Pavel Atamanchuk
Publisher: Game Brewer

8

A card in Anno Domini shows an event and on the back-side
the corresponding date. You play an event. The others place an
event above or below it, depending on whether they believe
that this event took place later or earlier than the first event.
When somebody doubts the sequence, the dates are controlled
and – depending on the result – the doubter or the active placer
takes cards from the stack. If you are first to get rid of all your
cards, you win. There are more than 20 theme sets, from Europe
to VIPs and from Coins to Nature, KURIOSITÄTEN is the latest set
and can be combined with all or any of the other sets.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Ancient people found cities, build temples, sail the seas and discover science. Legions and galleys open up new living space and
defend their people from enemies. You enter a square and apply
its actions. Before that, you receive a coin, and afterwards you
can found cities or win an ancient personality. The new edition
introduces two new boards and the new card Bellona to balance
the starting player advantage, as well as city markers for controlling resources of a newly founded city. Military has become
more expensive and conquest of cities easier. Temples for victory
points are now neutral without damaging other players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr * In-game text: no

Rivals in Urban development - you have a set of cards and place
cards into a city grid of streets = number of players and eight
blocks per street. Card effects allow you to manipulate your own
and opposing cards. In turn you put a card on a free space or a
space with a destroyed card, resolve the card effect and draw
cards. The newly placed cards is compared to the one left of it. If
this card is 3x lower than the placed card, it is destroyed. Is only
lower, it is rotated and loses value. If the left card is higher, it is
rotated to gain value. If no-one can place a card, you sum points
on your cards in the grid. Includes an advanced version.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr kr nl ru * In-game text: yes

Quiz game on dates for 2-8 players, ages 10+

Strategic development game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Armageddon

Arraial

Designers: Chris Marling, David Thomson
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: Nuno B. Sentieiro, Paulo Soledade
Publisher: Mebo Games

Astro Drive

8

Designers: Miko Punakallio, Max Wikström
Publisher: Lautapelit / Asmodee

8

Having survived Armageddon, you want to re-establish civilization, found a town and utilize survivors. In six rounds, after copious preparations, you make exactly one bid, using survivors, for
equipment cards, erecting buildings and town actions. Buildings
that you acquire in this way are instantly built. As a town action
you use survivors for expansion, repairs and special actions,
especially for fighting plunderers. Then you check for sufficient
defense against plunderers – if insufficient, there is damage –
and for sufficient shelter – if not available, you discard survivors.
In an interim scoring after round 3 and the final scoring you
score public scoring tiles and one private one.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Street festivals in Portugal! YOu organize your own and win at
the end with most guests. In three phases, you take turns and
spend three action points for any three actions, options are 1.
Rotate turntable by 90° or 2. Take a card from the turntable and
place the corresponding tile on your street board. Completed
rows bring white guests, two adjacent tiles of the same color
give you a guest of that color, the biggest area of a color ears you
its guest pair. When you cannot refill the turntable, the phase
ends. In phases I and II you must place at least one tile, in Phase
3 at least two tiles.
Version: de * Rules: de en pt * In-game text: no

Race in space on a modular board! You select one movement
card, all reveal the card and move their space-ship in decreasing
order of initiative - using movement points to move forward,
you must use all of them. Control points move your ship
sideways, you need not use all of them, but cannot save them
for later. Once per turn you can spend an energy cube to acquire
two movement or two control points. Occupied cases are
jumped over forward, never sideways. There are bonus symbols
on cards and asteroids, worm holes, black holes or fog or radiation for obstacles. The first ship across the finish line or the last
surviving ship wins.
Version: multi * Rules: en fi * In-game text: no

Worker placement game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Tile placement for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Space race for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Astro Drive

Atlantica

Designers: Miko Punakallio, Max Wikström
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designers: Christian Fiore, Knut Happel
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Au Backe!

8

Designer: Frank Nestel
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

5

Race in space on a modular board! You select one movement
card, all reveal the card and move their space-ship in decreasing
order of initiative - using movement points to move forward,
you must use all of them. Control points move your ship
sideways, you need not use all of them, but cannot save them
for later. Once per turn you can spend an energy cube to acquire
two movement or two control points. Occupied cases are
jumped over forward, never sideways. There are bonus symbols
on cards and asteroids, worm holes, black holes or fog or radiation for obstacles. The first ship across the finish line or the last
surviving ship wins.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Salvage treasures and knowledge of Atlantica in a race against
the hurricane. You use either the action surface for air and take
Dive cards, or you can do up to three actions out of four options
to acquire cards: 1. Treasure cards at the Dive Boat; 2. Diver
cards or any two other card - treasure, ship or research - in the
Pub; 3. Ship card at the Harbor. 4. Research card at the Research
Station. To do an action, you must play corresponding Diver
cards maximum three, distributable for several locations, but
only action per location. When the hurricane appears, you score
points for research cards and for treasure cards with correlating
room on ship cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You play an animal card from your hand and then turn over a
chicken run card to find the image from the animal card on the
chicken run card. When the images correspond, you may set
aside your animal card and play another one. You can go on
playing cards and turning up chicken run cards until you either
run out of cards or you turn up a wrong card. The chicken run
cards are turned back face down at the end of the turn. If you
turn up chicken muck, you must either turn up a shovel immediately or draw 2 cards from another player and take back your
own card. You win, if you can set aside all your cards first.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Space race for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Collecting game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Card and memory game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

10

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
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Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory
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Auf den Spuren von Marco Polo

Auf den Spuren von Marco Polo

Auf der Flucht

Designers: Daniele Tascini, Simone Luciani
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Daniele Tascini, Simone Luciani
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner-Verlag

As one of the companions of Marco Polo you plan your route
through lucrative cities to score points with them and with
completing orders, and you also try to meet targets for the final
scoring. Completed tasks give you advantages; in cities you can
use privileges. In each round you roll and place dice on action
cases and implement the action - take money, visit the market,
camels, Khan’s favor, taking orders, use city cards or travel. Before
or after an action you can do additional actions. After five rounds
you score completed target cards, trade posts in Beijing and,
with it, goods as well as the majority of completed orders.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Die Gefährten des Marco Polo - two modules for combination
with the core game, individually or both together. Die Stadt
Venedig - City of Venice - introduces a fifth player, the additional
board has an action case for a Trade Post in Venice, supplying
one dice case less than there are players. The big Palazzo case
gives city card, the small one bonus markers, trade posts give
points at the end. Die Gefährten - Companions - are cards, six are
on display. The back side of the cards, when stacked, provides an
action case, on which you place a die and then choose an open
card, usually for permanent use, sometimes for once-only use.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Both players simultaneously investigate a case - you are investigator and culprit in turn. You construct a case for your opponent
from location and escape vehicle cards; crime scene and arrest
scene are visible, with four locations and five vehicles face-down
in-between. In turn you ask three questions; answers are “yes”
or “no”. Then you can play an investigation card, which your
opponent can answer with a defense card, or swap a card. When
five location cards and four escape vehicle cards of your case are
turned up and you name the locations of accomplice and loot in
your case correctly, you win; if not, your opponent wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Development and worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

First expansion, for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Crime puzzle with cards for 2 players, ages 14+

Ausgefuchst!

AuZtralia

Azul

Designer: Thilo Hutzler
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Next Move Games

4

8

Each player sits in front of a row of hen images, and those hens
are also depicted on tiles that are spread face-down in the
middle of the board. You also place five columns there and
put one wooden hen on each of the columns. Then all players
simultaneously search for suitable hen images for their row,
using one hand only. Hens that you cannot use or already have,
are put back face-down. If you push a hen off her column while
searching, all other players – not you! – may try to grab it; who
manages to grab it can put it in his row for a joker. If you have
gathered al hens and found the fox, you call “Ausgefuchst” and
win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Railway building and fighting Old Ones in Australia. You place
markers from HQ to action boxes. Actions and taking markers
back cost time. Railways are needed for mining, farms and military attacks on Old Ones; railways need coal and iron from mining and imports. Unblighted farms yield gold and victory points.
Military variety is needed. Persons with abilities and resources
assist. Cooperation might be necessary. When the Old Ones
wake up, the act like an additional player. When X time hs been
spent or a harbor is destroyed, you score for farms, defeated Old
Ones and Persons, the Old Ones score their remaining numbers
and blighted farms.
Version: en * Rules: de en es fr pt * In-game text: yes

Ceramic tiles for the Royal palace. Tiles are laid out on factories.
In the Pattern phase, you take all tiles of a color from a factory the rest goes on the table - or all tiles of one color from the table
and assign them to a pattern row on your player board, surplus
ones go into a bottom row, for penalty points. In the tile phase,
all - simultaneously - shift the rightmost tile in a completed row
on their board to the wall side of the board, the rest of the row
is set aside, and you score points for this tile and newly formed
groups with it. If someone has a complete row on their wall, you
score completed rows, columns and color groups on the wall
board.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Memo and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Military economics adventure for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Azul Die Buntglasfenster von Sintra

Bad Bones

Designer: Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Next Move / Plan B Games

Designer: David Flies
Publisher: Sit Down!

8

Bakerspeed

8

Designer: Marko Jelen
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

7

Colored glass windows for the palace. You have your own palace
with color strips and glazier; glass pieces are on factories. You
can collect - all pieces of a color from one factory, a rest goes to
the table, or all pieces of a color from the table, and put them
on one strip in your palace, at the glazier or to his right; surplus
pieces are shards and go to the tower - or you can move the
glazier to the left. A complete strip is checked for color bonuses,
then you keep one of the pieces for the palace window - the rest
goes into the tower - and score window and bonuses. After six
rounds you score pieces on strips and glass shards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Skeletons for your neighbors! Phases of a round: 1. Move
hero - one step in any direction, skeletons on entered cases
are destroyed. 2. Place or pick up a trap. 3. Move skeletons ->
if one moves off your board, it appears in the graveyard of a
fellow player or in your own village and destroys a house or
tower level there and then goes back into the bag. Traps have
varying effects. New skeletons appear. Within the phases, all
play simultaneously. When tower or village of at least one player
are destroyed, the others score for visible stars on traps and
undestroyed houses and tower levels. With solo, cooperative
and advanced versions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Bakerstreet’s hobby detectives try to catch criminals in order
to help LeStrade. Three deduction dice for features show three
colors, three symbols for the type and three numbers for the
number of persons. For each possible combination there are two
corresponding cards. The active player rolls three dice one after
the other in a sequence of his choice. After each die all players
try to discard a card with the correct number of features. The
fastest player may leave his card on the table. When nobody can
discard a suitable card, you ignore previous results in the next
toll(s) of this turn. Whoever is first to be out of cards, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Set-collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Dice and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

11
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Bamboleo

Bananagrams

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Abe and Rena Nathanson
Publisher: Game Factory

6

Bang!

7

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

The one and only mechanism in Bamboleo is balance! The
difference and beauty of the game lies in the unusual, unusually
pretty and challenging realization of the game. On a wooden
base vaguely shaped like an abstract tree trunk sits a wooden
disc on a cork ball. Before you balance the disc on the ball you
set all 30 wooden shapes on the disc. And yes, balancing the
full disc on the ball on top of the base. If you manage to balance
the disc, it is your task to remove one piece in your turn without
disturbing the balance and let the disc tumble! When it tumbles,
the pieces you collected up to this moment are scored.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr gr nl no * In-game text: no

11 to 21 letters are your starting stock, all reveal them and try
to form as many words as possible. If you have used all letters,
you say take -> all take a letter and use it, rearranging is allowed.
If you want to swap, you say garbage, discard a letter and take
three new ones. When there are fewer letters in stock than there
are players and you have used up all your letters, you call harvest
and win with a correct grid; if not, you must quit and return all
letters to stock. If nobody was able to use all letters, you win with
the smallest rest and a call of Banana, if stock is empty. Variants
are stated.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

On location at a wild-west genre film! Each player secretly chooses a role – sheriff, deputy, outlaw or renegade – and a character
with special abilities, but only the sheriff is known to the other
players. You draw two cards and use them to assist yourself,
maybe to acquire a horse or a weapon, or you attack another
character within your range. “Bang” is used to shoot; your target
may use “Missed” to defend himself. If you lose all life points, you
drop out of the game. You win if you eliminate your opponents:
The sheriff the outlaws, the outlaws the sheriff and the renegade
should be the last one standing.
Version: de * Rules: cn de fr fi gr hu it kr pl se * In-game text: yes

Game of balance for 2-7 players, ages 6+

Word placement game for 1-8 players, ages 7+

Wild-west card game for 4-7 players, ages 8+

Bang! The Dice Game

Banquet Royal

Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Vincent Joubert
Publisher: Bankiiiz Editions / Blackrock Games

8

Bastille

7

Designer: Christoph Behre
Publisher: Queen Games

Shootout with dice in the Wild West! As sheriff, outlaw, deputy
or renegade you have the same goals as in the card game
and roll five dice, maximum three times. You can set aside and
reroll dice. Dice show symbols with different effects, which are
implemented in the order of Arrow, Dynamite, Bull’s Eye 1 and
2, Beer and Gatling - for yourself, your neighbor or all players.
For arrow, bull’s eye, dynamite or Gatling you lose a life, for
beer you win one. Dynamite cannot be rerolled and arrows are
implemented after each roll. When you lose your last life, you are
out of the game.
Version: multi * Rules: en it + cz de es hu kr pl * In-game text: no

Royal Cook to be is your aim und collect Royal respect with correct menu sequences. Stacks for menus of value 1, 2 and 3 are
set out, Royal Orders on the board are briefly revealed and then
covered, you begin with one menu of each value. In a turn you
place toque or dish next to the central case or to toque or dish
on the board. Or you name a Royal order, turn over the marker,
place the dish and earn the order token for correct announcement of the Royal Order. If you can combine dishes for one your
menu card in the correct order with your current placing, you lay
out the card for points equal to the card value. Includes Gourmet
variant.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

You prepare for the revolution, use influence and look for allies
and weapons. Phases of a round: Influence tokens - in turn, one
influence token at one of seven locations, until all tokens are
placed, you cannot pass. 2. Resolve locations 1 to 7 in descending order of influence value there, for allies or bonuses like coins,
influence, weapons, task cards etc. 3- Flag scoring based on character cards. After four rounds you score gems, crown maximum,
catacomb bonuses for followers and Bastille points/weapons;
in the final scoring after round 8 also allies, task cards, followers,
coins and weapons. Includes Secret Mission variant.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Dice game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Placement and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Set collecting game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Battlestar Galactica Starship Battles

Bausack

Designers: Andrea Angiolino, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Bears vs. Babies

8

Designers: Matthew Inman, Elan Lee
Publisher: Exploding Kittens / Asmodee

After 40 years, the Cylons are back, Twelve Colonies are destroyed, and the Colonial Fleet faces the Cylon ships. This starter
set comes with four miniatures, two Colonial Vipers and two
Cylon Raiders, plus all other components. In a turn you resolve
phases, always by all players. In the introductory game, you play
three phases: Planning movement - move ship, discard used
card - Fire weapons, using line of sight or range. In the standard
game there are two more phases of movement and firing
weapons, including details like rotation or overboost. Includes
optional rules and scenarios with varying victory conditions.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

A bag full of unusual building blocks – you find a mushroom,
an egg cup, a pyramid, or a Christmas tree. Players build towers
according to their rule of choice: A joint tower built by all. Or
an individual tower, you 1) bid for blocks to place or 2) bid for
placing a block and also for refusing a block, if you cannot bid to
refuse you quit the game or 3) have a base and build your own
tower, but at the start all players have chosen blocks and placed
them in a row; then you build and can take blocks from other
rows. Or 4) you win with three red blocks in your tower, blocks
are auctioned and placed in any tower.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

In your turn you play 1-2 cards to construct many and stron
green, blue and red monsters. Lines at card edges must connect fully. Or youc an draw cards, babies are placed on their
color cases on the map. Each color with each player is an Army
with strength = total of card strengths. A battle with babies is
provoked by turninv up a baby arme from the mat; you compere
its total strength to that of all armies of the same color on the
table. Bear armies always fight! The strongest monster army that
could defeat the baby army wins the baby cards; if noindividual
player can do it, babies win and are discarded; all monsters are
always discarded.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

SciFi Miniatures Conflict for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Game of creative building for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Conflict card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

12

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Beasty Bar and New Beasts in Town

Beat the Parents!

Designers: Stefan Kloß, Anna Oppolzer
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

BeeSmart

6

Publisher: Spin Master

Designer: Hartwig Jakubik
Publisher: Piatnik

5

Party at the Beasty Bar, your animals want to attend. You place
one of four animals in hand at the end of the queue and apply
its action, followed by “permanent animal actions in the queue
and, finally, the entrance check at Heaven’s Gate: When five animals are in the queue the two foremost ones can enter and the
last animal is thrown out. You end your turn with drawing a card.
When all animals are played you win with most animals in the
bar. New Bests in Town introduces new animals and corresponding rule changes; it can be combined with Beasty Bar, in this case
you choose 12 animals of value 1-12 for your deck.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Parents versus children; the team that has both markers at the
opposite starting cases, wins. Parents play red, children play
yellow. Both teams place their „All or nothing“ tokens face-down
on any cases of their side of the board. If a team answer correctly,
moves the marker one step and is asked another question; the
turn ends, when an answer is wrong or if a team answered all
questions of the card correctly or when a marker reaches the
opposite side. An “All or nothing” chip that you reach, must be
revealed and resolved. If you meet an opposing marker, you
send it back two cases.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

If you want honey pots, you need to to survey well! 30 flower
tiles are placed in a grid 6x5 randomly, you have a bee. One
player rolls the die; all try simultaneously to place their bee on
that flower that shows most elements of the dice color in both
row and column. You count flower petals as well as flower pistils,
and each tile counts only once, When all bees are placed, all
positions are checked, and you receive honey pot chips for place
1, 2 and 3, depending on the number of players. For the next
round, each player switches two flower tiles. If you are first to
collect ten or more honey pots, you win!
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Spotting game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

BiberClan

Bibi Blocksberg Der blubbernde Hexenkessel

Billabong

Designer: Jörg von Rüden
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Eric Salomon
Publisher: franjos Spieleverlag

7

5

9

High numbers are on demand in the Beaver Lodge, but cards
change positions. The active player draws a card: a number
goes into your own or another lodge or you swap it for another
card, open-faced or face-down. Cards covered by other cards in
your lodge or a single open card are protected. A special card
removes a card from a lodge or turns over an unprotected card.
If you put your 5th card in the lodge, all add up cards in their
lodge at the end of the round; three or four identical card give
a bonus, five instantly win the game; or else you win with most
points after five rounds. Can be combined with Biberbande.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Potions for the exam! Merk-mich-Hextrank: According to the chosen level of difficulty, the cauldron names ingredients and their
numbers; players memorize both and in turn put an ingredient
into the electronic cauldron and press the ingredient button. In
case of a third wrong ingredient, the cauldron explodes.
Husch-husch-Hexentrank: All play to beat the time. Ingredients
are distributed face-down in the room. Bibi names an ingredient;
all four of it must be found and put in the cauldron. A wrong
ingredient can be taken out before you press the button. When
the time runs out before all ingredients are in the cauldron, it
explodes.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Kangaroos race around the Billabong, an Australian water hole,
supervised by the referee kangaroo. Five kangaroos per player
are placed anywhere on the board; then all kangaroos must
cross the start/finish line, jump once around the billabong and
then cross the start/finish line again. A kangaroo either jumps
one step in any direction - never across the Billabong - or, more
kangaroo-like, over any kangaroo in straight line, always as far
beyond it as it was away before the jump. To control such jumps
or even possible chain jumps, you place the referee Kangaroo on
the starting case of the current jump or jumps.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Memo and action game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Race and position game for 2-4 players, ages 9+

Bingolino

Bioblo Big Box

Designers: Elisabeth & Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

Bitte nicht füttern!

3

Publisher: Bioblo

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Haba

5

You draw 16 number tiles - there are 66, 3x 1-22 - for a 4x4 grid in
any arrangement. As the active player you select 1 to 5 dice, roll
them and sum the results. This total is valid for all players - if you
have such a tile open in the grid, you turn it over. If the active
player cannot turn over the tile or does not want to, he alone
may deduct one die result from the total and turn over a tile
with the new total. If he cannot do that either, he must turn back
up a turned-down one. If you have turned down four tiles in
orthogonal or diagonal row, you call “Bingolino” and take a star
to mark the row. If you have four stars, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Bioblos - short for Biological Blocks - are innovative building
blocks: Flat, longish oblongs with a comb structure. They come
in different colors, are light and easy to use, even when you
place them vertically in your construct. They are also an egolocical novelty - made from 60% wood shavings and a biological
synthetic component on plant basis (mainly sugar cane) and
thus made from 100% renewable resources. Another advantage:
You can clean them in a dishwasher or washing mashine. The
Bioblo Big Box offers 340 blocks in ten colors; templates and
construction tops are available from the website. Winner of the
German Design Award 2018.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Hungry monsters hide under the junk, players want to feed
them. On a sheet of paper, you place the board with open
monster mouths, covered by 24 item tiles, one mouth remains
uncovered. The active player slides a tile or a row of tiles - when
the then open mouth shows no snack yet, you mark the mouth
with a sign for a snack; should the mouth already show one or
more snack marks, you first move your marker as many steps
along the box edge and then mark the mouth with another
snack mark. When your marker passes the dog, you hand in your
bone token or must quit if you have no bone token. The last one
in play wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Building blocks for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Memo and shunting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

13
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Black Skull Island

black stories Das mörderische Drehbuch

Black Stories Junior School Stories

Designer: Luigi Fellini
Publisher: Strawberry Studio

Designers: Nicola Berger, Georg Schumacher
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designer: Corinna Harder
Publisher: moses. Verlag

8

8

Character cards are adjusted to the number of players, you are
dealt two of them and also two info cards on character abilities.
You play a face-down character card, all reveal their card and
resolve the cards in ascending order of card activation number;
this causes distribution of coins or treasure cards for booty;
character abilities override game rules. If afterwards you have
one or two characters in front of you, you take them back. If now
someone has seven or more booty cards, the game ends and
you add the value of your booty; if you have the most booty,
you win.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

In this edition, you must restore order to mixed up film scripts
in a studio. 50 director cards provide information on six scenes
per script, represented by six cards a to f. The director of the
round takes all cards for a film and reads the director’s card. Then
he puts scene 1 on the table, reads film title and introductory
sentence to players who describe the scene. When the description tallies with the one on the director‘s card, players must pose
questions for yes/no answers to the director to determine how
the story continues. Each correctly guessed scene is laid out.
Discussions are necessary, the director should provide guidance.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Junior edition of black stories on the topic of school and pupils,
featuring 50 puzzles in three levels of difficulty. The game
master, called class representative in this edition, reads out
the puzzle and answers questions posed by the players, here
called pupils; the copious text with the solution helps him with
answers, but sometimes he must improvise if the text does
not provide an answer. Players can confer. If you want a more
difficult game, you can only ask questions resulting in a yes/
no-answer from the game master, and you may continue asking
until you get No.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-9 players, ages 8+

Black film stories for 3 or more players, ages 12+

Deductive narration game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Black Stories Sebastian Fitzek Edition

Blackout Hong Kong

Blank

Designer: Sebastian Fitzek
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: eggertspiele / Plan B Games

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Publisher: HUB Games

8

50 very black stories as usual, but this time told by the master of
the thrilling illusion himself. 25 stories are entirely new, 25 stories
are based on the books, all thrillers, by the author. The 50 stories
come in a gift box shaped like a book and you need not know
the thrillers. The story teller is called the Arbiter, he reads the
story on the front of the card. The other players are his people
and may pose any questions but must pose them in a way that
the arbiter can answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints
or deviate players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer
on the back of the card is the only correct and acceptable
solution.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Electricity blackout in Hong Kong! Eight phases of a round are
played by all players in turn. 1. Roll for goods, plan cards by
placing them face-down. 2. Implement selected cards. 3. Goals
- complete tasks in task areas for effects, cards and influence.
3. Explore - Receive goods, money or Victory Points, danger of
injuries in unsecured districts. 5. Buy new Goals. 6. Clean-up. 7.
Secure districts -> Victory Points and unlocking of tick actions.
8. New cards and tick actions when requirements are met. At
the end of the game you sell goods, change money into Victory
Points and score for open exploration tiles as well as cards in
hand and in slots.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A game that changes with each play. Six of 72 cards come with
illustrations and effects, 30 are illustrated and 36 are blank. 14 of
38 rules cards give rules, 24 are blank. Aim of the game is, to be
first to shed all your cards. Three rules cards are displayed. You
are dealt seven of 72 cards and play minimum one card from
your hand, corresponding in number or color to the top card on
the discard pile, and following all rules cards. In case of a mistake
you draw a card; effects of newly discarded cards are resolved.
If you are out of cards, you win and may create a rules card or
design a game card.
Version: en * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Deductive narration game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Complex development for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Card shedding game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Blank

Blank Blankdemic

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Publisher: HUB Games / HUCH!

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Publisher: HUB Games

6

Bleib cool!

8

Publisher: Hasbro

A game that changes with each play. Six of 72 cards come with
illustrations and effects, 30 are illustrated and 36 are blank. 14 of
38 rules cards give rules, 24 are blank. Aim of the game is, to be
first to shed all your cards. Three rules cards are displayed. You
are dealt seven of 72 cards and play minimum one card from
your hand, corresponding in number or color to the top card on
the discard pile, and following all rules cards. In case of a mistake
you draw a card; effects of newly discarded cards are resolved.
If you are out of cards, you win and may create a rules card or
design a game card,
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Blankdemic Designer Booster Pack #1 is an expansion for Blank!
You cannot, however, simply add the cards, but must construct
your game a bit - you need to take out Game Effect cards
and other cards from the basic game and add the total of ten
Blankdemic Game Effect cards. You also need to remove all 14
rule cards from the core game and to replace them with 10
Blankdemic rule cards. After those changes, you play using the
rules of Blank!
If you insist on shuffling the Blankdemic cards into the basic
came, please keep to the limit of 72 cards with two cards per
number in each color.
Version: en * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Keep cool! The active player puts the Cool-O-Meter on his head
- the sensor lies flat on his forehead, the player sits very quietly
and the unit calibrates with the player’s pulse. Three action dice
are thrown; all select an action, implement and try to make the
active player lose his cool. The have a lot of leeway, creativity is in
demand for Be an animal or Go crazy or any other of the actions;
the main point is making the player lose his cool! When the
alarm sounds, he has lost. But if the winning sound is heard, he
scores a point for keeping his cool! After three rounds, you win
with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Booster for Blank for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Party game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

14

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Blocky Mountains

Blöde Kuh

Designer: Gerhard Junker
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Florian Racky
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

5

Blossoms

8

An adventurous path leads up to Blocky Mountains peak; you
must build and climb it. You turn up a route card and build the
route, taking note of the additional task. Then you move trapper
and bear with sticks, food is pushed. If you succeed you move
your marker forward as stated on the route card. Mastered
additional tasks earn you squirrels. If you fail, you can try again
if you discard a squirrel. The next player can use the same route
or change it by discarding squirrels. Whoever reaches the peak
on the board first, wins the game. Cooperative core game, with
competitive, solo and advanced versions.
Revised new edition
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Runaway animals are redistributed, but three of a kind are not
wanted by anyone. As active player you must 1. discard one animal and to its action: Sheep - nothing; Pig - your neighbor takes
the pig or draws a card; Horse - each player gives a face-down
card to his neighbor; cow - draw a card yourself. Or 2. discard a
pair; your left neighbor take the Not-Wanted card of the animal,
maybe the left neighbor of its current owner. Or 3. you pass and
draw a card. If someone is out of cards, you get -4 for most cards
in hand and -2 for the second-most. After three rounds, you win
with fewest points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Stacking and dexterity game for 1-4 players, ages 5+

Card-shedding game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Bloxx!

Blue Lagoon

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Blue Orange Games

6

Designers: Fornal, Kusina, Pitulski, Rogowski
Publisher: REBEL.pl

8

Competition for the most beautiful flower bouquet. You have
any number of actions: Growth - at first, you must draw a
flower card and add it to a flower or an empty pot or end your
turn. Plant - Once per turn, add a card from your hand to a
pot, maximum six cards. Cut - once per turn, empty a pot with
minimum two cards, your turn ends; you can have several sets
of a kind, but cannot combine sets. Once per turn, you can also
reserve a pot and cut and use the pot action in your next turn,
water, fence, rake and pruner. When the cards are used up, you
score the total value of your plants and the number of varieties
in your bouquet.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: no
Set collecting game for 2 players, ages 8+

Bock auf Socke

8

Publisher: Spin Master

8

Roll dice and mark forms! You roll two dice showing symbol
groups of circle + crosses and enter one of the results on your
sheet; starting at the bottom, later shapes adjacent, can be
rotated or mirrored. You mark the shape, then circle and crosses;
when one of the numbers on the sheet appears in a circle, you
score it for points. Completed color rows without a gap score
a bonus; gaps score penalty points. Players select one of your
results; if the choose the same as you did, they must replace the
circle in it with a cross. When two players cannot enter any of the
shapes of a roll, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Settling islands in the newly discovered archipelago. In the
Exploration phase, you place settler or village - according to
requirements - and take resources or statues in the spot. When
all has been collected or all settlers/villages are placed, you score
presence on islands, chains of settlers and villages, number
of villages on islands and resources. In the Settlement phase,
you take back all settlers, remaining resources and also villages
in Holy Stone Circles. Then resources and statues are placed
on stone circles, and you place again settlers and villages as
required. When all is placed, you win with most points after a
second scoring.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt ru * In-game text: no

Things in socks! Two socks - one for each team - are filled with
two identical sets of 30 items. If you want, you can up to four
items of your own. The spinner determines an item - blank case
for any item or one of your own - and the active players of both
teams now search their sock for this item - only with one hand
and without locking into the sock. If you are first to find it, you
take it out and move the team pawn by one step; then you put
the item back into the sock and give the sock to the next player.
The first team to reach 11 points, wins. Includes Das Sockenrennen variant featuring five pre-determined items.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Search game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Bodensee 50 Rätsel

Bonk

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: David Harvey
Publisher: Game Factory

Bop it! Moves

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

The game mechanism known from black stories games featuring
seemingly inexplicable statements or puzzles, which must
solved by asking questions, is expanded by regional context.
You can only ask questions which can be answered by the
“know-it-all” game master with yes or no; he can also ask for a
new question in case of irrelevant questions or questions that
cannot be answered. He can also give tips when questions are
totally off track. This game contains puzzles pertaining to the
Bodensee region and provides - together with the solution - also
information and daytrip suggestions for the regions and the
exact location for the respective puzzle.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Steel marbles versus a wooden one! The slides in the corners of
the board face the middle, three steel marbles sit in each corner
and the wooden target marble at the starting point. The game
is best played by four players in two teams, one player at each
slide and team members side by side. All play simultaneously
and let steel marbles roll down the slides to send the wooden
marble into the opposing goal, for a point. When you succeed,
the target marble is placed back on start. You can pick up
marbles in your own corner or that of your partner at any time,
and also hand them to your partner. The first time to score five
points, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bop it! Moves – Yet another version of the fast reaction game. Besides the basic commands – Twist, Pull and Push – there are ten
new commands – Knock, Approach, Comb, Weigh, Drink, Golf,
Hammer, Selfie, Sing or Whip. You do not need any items, only
concentration, quick reactions and full body control to enact
the correct movement at the correct time. The game unit uses
special technology to recognize the correct movement. You can
play alone or hand on the unit - on its order - to the next player
in a multi-player version. Game modes are Action, Classic and
Beat Bop which gives the commands with a sound effect.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Puzzle solving for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

15
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Brabble

Brains Family Burgen & Drachen

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Break Free

8

6

Publisher: Ravensburger

One letter is placed on each of three frames, five letters are on
display. The active player must either add a letter to a frame,
use an open special tile for inserting a letter, removing a letter
or swapping letters, or doubt a frame. A letter is placed on a
frame, left or right of letters already there, and then you refill
the display; special tiles do not count for the display and remain
open-faced. If you doubt, your predecessor must name a word
which contains the doubted combination in exactly the same
way; whoever is correct, takes a star. If you place a seventh letter
on a frame, you must name a word. You win with three stars.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In this Brains version we build paths to castles and defeat
dragons. You have a hero board, a hero and landscape tiles.
An adventure tile is turned up. All play simultaneously and
place castles and dragons on their hero board according to the
adventure tile template. Then you place your landscape tiles on
your hero board to form paths; the hero must be able to reach
all castles by a path; paths must continue across tile borders. If
you are first with the correct solution, you win the round and
a medal. You win the game with three medals, but must also
have defeated two dragons by forming a path to a dragon with
corresponding arrow color.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Players in handcuffs! They are agents on secret missions
and want to train their abilities by freeing themselves of the
handcuffs in varying levels of difficulty. Handcuffs with a green
inlay are donned, chaining-together is possible. On a signal, all
take their picklock and try to find their way across the labyrinth
of the inlay. When you freed yourself, you immediately take the
most valuable of available victory chips. When all handcuffs are
open, you remove your picklock and place - for additional, more
difficult rounds - first the yellow and then the red inlay into the
handcuff. After three rounds, you win with most points. Game
variants are included.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Word forming game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement puzzle for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Brettspiel Adventskalender 2018

Brikks

Designer: diverse
Publisher: Frosted Games

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Bring Your Own Book

8

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Year Four for the pre-Christmas treasure chest with an expansion
behind each of the 24 doors and one expansion hidden behind
a secret door: Agra, Alubari: A Nice Cup of Tea, Carson City,
Carthago, Codenames, Crisis, Das tiefe Land, Die Burgen von
Burgund, Dixit, Elfenland, Great Western Trail Ground Floor 2nd
Edition, Gùgōng, Keyflower, Krieg der Knöpfe, Luxor, Menara,
Mercado, Outlive, Penny Papers Adventures: The Temple of
Apikhabou, Rajas of the Ganges, Santo Domingo, Spring
Meadow, Teotihuacan, Wildlands
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Drop blocks! You select a block from a sheet and mark it in the
bottom row of the “slot machine” sheet. Then, two dice determine row and column for the current block for all - it “falls” as in
Tetris and you enter it, as gap-free as possible; you can move it
to the left or right. Covered circles of the same color give energy
points and victory points; with energy points you can rotate the
block or replace it with another. Completely full rows give bonus
points; you have three bombs to detonate unsuitable block. If
you cannot enter a block completely, you stop playing. When all
had to stop, you score your slot machine sheet.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Each player takes a book or a magazine and cue cards are set out
face-down. One player is Goethe of the round, draws a cue card
and names one of the categories on it. All players but Goethe
search their books for a passage fitting the cue - word, sentence
or paragraph. If you succeed, you call “got it” and all other players
have 60 seconds to find something, too. Then all read their selection - any random one if you did not find something suitable
- and Goethe chooses what he likes best and awards the card. If
you have three or four cards, you win. In a variant, you vote for
the winner of the round.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Collection of expansions for 24 + 1 games

Stacking game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Creative communications game for 3-8 players, ages 14+

Broadhorns

Buccaneer Bones

Designer: James Harmon
Publisher: Rio Grande Games

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Bucket of Doom

8

Publisher: Big Potato / Asmodee

Trade along the Mississippi! You finance freight expeditions on
the river, during seasons with special rules. For an expedition,
you buy a boat and freight. The longer the expedition, the
higher the revenue. Turn phases. 1. Replenish market. 2. Resolve
Spoiling of goods. 3. Two actions -- Harbor including buy, sell
and pickup/dropping of passengers, or move boat, even twice.
4. Expedition card - Delivery and Passenger for gold, Spoil for all
players, Ice against spoiling, Peddler for buy and Good Current
for two additional steps. When the last season slot is full, you
score gold for freight, and sale of the boat and wreaths on town
tiles.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Six ships for each player sail on six routes between harbor and
islands, with the one goal to capture treasures - they are pirate
ships, after all! You roll dice, can re-roll once and can move a
ship towards the harbor for two identical results. Three identical
dice take you from harbor to island or back. When your ships are
already on an island, you have special abilities from them in your
turn, in relation to dice results. In case of a failed roll you may
mark a treasure belonging to a richer pirate and steal in your
next turn with a triple result. If you steal your third treasure, the
game ends and you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Win most Doom cards by coming up with the world’s best
escape plan. You hold eight object cards; the first Doom card is
read. Now you come up with a plan to escape this doom, using
only one of the objects in hand. You tell your plan to the others.
All players vote by pointing their elbows at the player with the
best escape plan, in their opinion! If you got most votes, you get
the card, and all draw a new object card. If you have nothing
useful in hand, you can swap cards. Experienced players play
with any number of object cards, and professionals use ten
instead of eight, but only refill their hand when all objects have
been used.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Economy game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Creative game for 4-20 players, ages 18+

16

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Bumpi

Burg Kletterfrosch

Designers: Brad Ross, Don Ullman
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Gunter Baars, Markus Nikisch
Publisher: Haba

5

Burg Kritzelstein

5

Designers: Corentin Lebrat, Ludovic Maublanc
Publisher: Blue Orange Games

6

Wanted: The correct Bumpi Cube! Eight five-sided Bumpi Cubes
are set out and a task card is turned up. Now all search for the
corresponding Bumpi Cube by pressing down the red-white
Bumpi side on top of the cube with their finger, which causes
the five sides of the cube to flatten out on the table. If you found
the correct cube, you announce this and receive - after a check the task card. Unsuitable cubes are released by lifting the finger,
they spring back up. If you announce an incorrect cube, you
lose a task card. Cards demand animals on colored background,
groupings of two animals or of four colors. Whoever collects five
cards first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk pl * In-game text: no

Francesco Kletterfrosch wants to give back things to the castle
inmates which they dropped into the pond. Nine out of ten
windows of the castle are equipped with hidden inmates. The
active player turns over the top card from the stack and opens
a window - if he found the correct person, he puts him back
openly and then - in the runtime of the timer - pulls up the frog
with both ends of the string, balancing the marble on the frog.
If you succeed, you take the card and hide the person again.
In case of wrong person or failure your turn passes, in case of
a failure the card is set aside. When all cards are taken, you win
with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Draw the perfect castle! Variant Kleiner Baumeister: you roll two
dice: For a resource, you place a marker into your board; for
residents you fill in silhouettes; all other players use one result.
When row or column of the board are full, you remove the markers and draw this part of the castle - floors of the main tower
for guests, towers and banners for points, walls for residents.
When the castle is complete, you draw a cloud and the castles
are scored. In the variant Große Architekten guests influence the
game; with food and gold you can reactivate them; for gold,
stone and food you can steal guests from other players.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Spotting game with special dice for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Memo and dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Drawing game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Byzanz

Café Fatal

Designer: Emanuele Ornella
Publisher: Lautapelit / Asmodee

Designers: Brett J. Gilbert, Trevor Benjamin
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Calimala

8

Designer: Fabio Lopiano
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Packages of goods are auctioned on the market at Byzantium; a
number of goods in accordance with an offer card are displayed
and you make a bid with goods cards from your hand; whoever
wins the auction, pays his bid to the market and also one of the
cards from the offer. The remaining offer you take up in your
hand and display the offer card. When all have won an auction,
all take - in order of their offer cards - a type of goods from the
market. You can sell sets of identical goods - also with a trader
for a joker - at any time and keep the highest card for profit,
face-down. When all cards have been auctioned, you win with
the biggest profit.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fi fr se * In-game text: no

In Mathilde’s Café, you roll dice for free food. Tables are laid
out, morsels are in the bag and you use six dice. At the start
of a round, one morsel is put on each table, two more go on
two tables determined by two dice. As active player, you roll all
available dice and place all with your chosen value on a suitable
table, as per rule requirements. If, at the end of a round, you have
the majority at a table, you get all morsels; in case of a tie, the
higher dice value decides, in case of another tie they stay on the
table. At the end, your morsels are worth one, two or five points,
completed cheeses, pizzas and cakes score double their value.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Arte di Calimala, the guild of cloth merchants in Florence, was
patron for buildings and works of arts and tried to take over civic
power. As member of the guild you win prestige from delivering
cloth and sponsoring buildings and work of arts. The active
player puts a disc, on an action case, on top of others already
there, up to maximum four - for resources, building, work of art,
weaving, ship, transport or donation; then you activate the case
and up to three discs in a stack, maybe also using action cards,
and all implement the actions. A fourth disc in the stack goes
into the city council and triggers a scoring.
Version: en * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Worker placement for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Camel Up

Captain Silver

Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Wolfgang Dirscherl, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Carcassonne Edition II

6

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Camel race in the desert - two addled camels move in opposite
direction; you bet on stage and final results. You have one of four
options: Take a betting slip for a camel. 2. Place your spectator
tile on the track. 3. Take a pyramid slip, get a dice out of the
pyramid and move the respective camel, also on top of other(s).
4. Bet on the final winner or loser of the race. When five of six
possible dice have been taken from the pyramid, the stage is
scored. When a camel unit crosses the finish, you win - after a
last stage scoring and a final scoring - with most money. In case
of 6-8 players, betting partnerships are possible. Revised new
edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Pirates looking for treasures! All play simultaneously and want
to find items depicted on ocean cases by feeling for them in
their bags. Correctly identified items are placed on the first case
of the row or adjacent to items already there; wrong items are
placed on the volcano island. When a row is complete, all rows
are scored: Wrong items cost you a coin, for correct items you
receive, depending on the case, either coins or move your ship
to maybe receive coins or a treasure chest. Then you lose one
coin for each item on the volcano island that is also depicted on
the volcano card of the round. After three rounds, you win with
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A modern classic in a new outfit - for this new editions the
graphics of the game have been redesigned. Cover and tiles
have been changed and the rules have been revised for even
easier access to the game: Otherwise the game is the same: You
place landscape tiles for a landscape of cities, roads, meadows
and monasteries next to each other, adjacent card edges must
correspond. Seven meeples are placed on newly placed tiles and
are scored when the landscape type is completed. Meadows are
scored at the end of the game and the winner is the player with
the highest score. Two mini expansions - The Abbot and The
River - round off this edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl * In-game text: no

Race and betting game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Tactile game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

17
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Carcassonne Wirtshäuser und Kathedralen

Carcassonne Händler & Baumeister

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

First expansion for Carcassonne, featuring 18 new landscape
tiles. Some of them show inns which score two points for the
highway robber for the completed road segment. When the
tiles with inn symbol are part of an unfinished road, the road
is not scored! Cathedrals score three points for each tile in a
completed city; if a city with cathedral is not complete, the city
does not score points. Other new components are point tiles
for scoring and one big meeple for each player, which is equal
to two standard meeples. One set of meeples for a 6th player
completes the expansion.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Burgfräulein und Drache

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

2nd expansion for Carcassonne featuring 24 new landscape
tiles, 20 of them with commodities. There are also commodity
tokens and one pig and one builder for each player. When a
player completes a city with commodity symbols, he receives
one commodity token per symbol. If you own most of a type
of commodity at the end of the game you score ten points. Pig
and builder are treated like normal meeples - the pig raises the
value of cities for farmers and may only be placed with your
own farmer. The builder allows double turns in cities or on roads
when they are extended or completed.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

In the 3rd expansion the land around Carcassonne is plagued by
a Dragon. The Dragon moves when a volcano is placed or when
a card with the Dragon is placed: Each player must move the
Dragon one tile horizontally or vertically until the Dragon has
moved over six tiles or is stopped by a cul-de-sac. The Lady removes an opponent’s knight if she is placed next to an occupied
town, the placing player may not place a pawn anywhere in this
move. The Fairy can be moved when no pawn is placed. Tunnel
and Monastery are new features within a town.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Carcassonne Abtei und Bürgermeister

Carcassonne Der Turm

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Carcassonne Graf, König und Konsorten

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Fifth expansion with 6 estates, wagons, mayors and abbeys
each. An abbey closes a gap and completes all adjacent tiles for
a scoring and is scored like a monastery when a monk is present.
The Mayor is placed in cities and scores the coats of arms in a
city. An estate is placed at the crossing point of four tiles with
a meadow and the meadow is instantly scored. The wagon is
placed on road, city or monastery and scored like a meeple;
and a wagon can also be relocated instead of being taken back
after a scoring. The new landscape tiles feature cities with two
separate boroughs, roads with three meadows and roads with
roundabouts.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The 4th expansion brings 18 landscape tiles with tower icon,
30 wooden tower parts and a tower for tile storage. Depending
on the number of players you receive 5-10 tower parts. In your
turn you draw and place a tile as usual. Then you can place one
of your men, or place a tower part on a tower location, or add
a tower part to an already existing tower, or put a meeple on
a tower to complete the tower. Placing a tower part entitles a
player to capture one meeple of another player; equal numbers
of prisoners between players are exchanged; you can also buy
back a prisoner for 3 points from the score track and place him
immediately.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

6th expansion with one new expansion and three mini-expansions, previously published. Graf von Carcassonne: City cards
are laid out for Carcassonne and begin the game, The Count
is placed into the city. If you trigger a scoring and do not score
yourself, you may put a meeple into Carcassonne. König und
Raubritter: The King goes to whoever owns the biggest city, for
one point at the end of the game. The Robber Baron goes to the
owner of the longest road for one point per completed road. Der
Fluss II is placed at the start and you can place a meeple there
already then. Kultstätten steal points from monks. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne, for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Carcassonne Brücken, Burgen und Basare

Carcassonne Schafe und Hügel

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Carcassonne Manege frei!

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

The 8th expansion contains 12 new landscape tiles with bridge
markers, 12 bridges and 12 castle parts. When a bazaar is turned
up, the tile is placed and a bazaar takes place. You turn up one
tile per player and the tiles can be bought with victory points. A
bridge continues a road and is built on the tile just placed or a
tile adjacent to this tile. The ends of bridges must be placed on
meadows. A small town of two tiles can be expanded to a castle
and scores the points of the first building that is scored in the
vicinity. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

9th expansion with 18 landscape tiles, showing hills or vineyards, 18 sheep and wolf chips and 6 shepherds. Shepherds are
placed on meadows and you draw a chip: A sheep is placed, a
wolf removes sheep and shepherd. If you expand a meadow
with shepherd you can expand the flock - again by drawing a
chip and placing the sheep, a wolf would again chases away
sheep and shepherd - or score the flock for 1 point per sheep,
sheep and shepherd are then removed. Sheep on merged
meadows count for all players; at the end of the game sheep
have no value. Hills decide ties for their owner, vineyards next to
monasteries score 3 points each. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion #10 for Carcassonne, including 20 landscape tiles
- 12x tent with one tent slot and 8x artists with two artist slots
- as well as 16 animal tiles of value 1 to 7, one tent token and 6
ringmaster pawns. Tent tiles are places as usual; on the first one
you place a face-down animal and the tent token; when another
tent tile triggers a scoring, you also score the tile with the tent meeples on the tent tile and its eight neighbors score the points
of the revealed animal tiles. On artist tiles, you place a meeple
for an artist; whoever adds a tile next to it, places a 2nd or 3rd
meeple on the artist tile for five points in a scoring.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fi hu nl * In-game text: no

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 7+
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Carcassonne Amazonas

Carcassonne Goldrausch

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Caracassonne Safari

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

The starting board is placed near to the edge of the table, you
have four meeples and two camps and all boats are placed at
the source of the Amazon. You draw and place a tile as usual and
can then place meeple or camp on it, or move your boat on the
Amazon and score the tile if necessary. Tributaries and villages
are scored as usual, camps at the end of the game. You can
only add tiles behind the front edge of the Amazon. A meeple
on boat symbols moves the boat. An Amazon tile expands the
Amazon, then boats in first and second position score points
for piranhas and caimans on the new tile. Series: Carcassonne
Around the World
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

The series Carcassonne Around the World takes us to the Wild
West with this edition - tiles are placed as usual and you place
cowboys on railway tracks, mountains, prairies and roads. Newly
placed mountains are equipped with mining tiles. Instead
of placing a cowboy you may place or relocate your tent or
take a mining tile from the mountain on which your tent is
currently located, independent of other cowboys or majorities
on the mountain. Scorings for mountains and railways feature
additional details, e.g. double points for only one engine on the
track and mining permits on mountains, both in interim scorings
and the final scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Around the World in Africa! 72 landscape tiles show
savannah, animal paths, baobab trees and bushes with animals.
50 animal/ waterhole tiles can be combined for water holes.
Two neutral rangers sit next to the start tile, you begin with two
animal tiles. You draw and place a tile into the display, with corresponding edges. Then you can either relocate a ranger, maybe
for points, place a meeple or start a waterhole on a tile or extend
it - for instant points and points for the complete water hole
- and then maybe score completed paths, bushes or baobab
trees. At the end, you score animals on paths and bushes and
animal tiles.
Version: de * Rules: de dk en fi no se * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Carcassonne Südsee

Carcassonne Big Box

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

Carcassonne für 2

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

Landscape tiles are laid out to form a South Seas island archipelago. Runways connect islands and yield shells, the islands
yield bananas and fish come from the ocean. Four ships are
on display. In your turn you draw a landscape tile and place it
next to at least one already in place, landscape features must
correspond! Then you can place an islander on it or take back an
islander. Completed runways, islands, ocean regions or markets
are scored and you get the goods. Finally, you can deliver goods
to a ship for points. When the last tile is placed or the last ship
taken you win with most points after a final scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl * In-game text: no

The introductory set for the classic game comes with the core
game and eleven expansions. The rules recommend that your
first game should be a core game without using the farmers, and
then, you can, step by step, add the farmers as well as the expansions Wirtshäuser und Kathedralen and Händler und Baumeister.
The expansions Der Fluss and Der Abt can be used at any time.
For adding the Minis you should have some experience with the
game, as their combinations can result in complex situations. If
you use all expansions at the same time, you have an intensely
challenging game of about two hours.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The game classic in a tin - for a game of two. There is no board
with a scoring track and therefore there are only six meeples;
the rules are the same: You place landscape tiles for a landscape
of cities, roads, meadows and monasteries next to each other,
adjacent card edges must correspond. Meeples are placed on
newly placed tiles and are scored when the landscape type is
completed. In this edition, farmers are a variant and are not
used in the core game; but if they are, the usual rules apply and
meadows are scored at the end of the game; if nobody can draw
or place a tile, you win with the highest score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Placement and position game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Introductory set for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Placement and position game for 2 players, ages 7+

Carcassonne Junior

Caro

Designers: Marco Teubner, Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Annedore Krebs
Publisher: Noris Spiele

4

Carpe Diem

8

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

On occasion of the national holiday, 14th of July in France,
sheep, hens and cows are traditionally let loose. The children of
Carcassonne have fun in catching them again and they are depicted on the tiles doing this. In you turn, you select a stack, turn
up the top card and add it to the display, next to a card already
there and with corresponding edges. When a path is completed,
all players place a meeple on the path, if a child in their color is
depicted on the path. Whoever is first to place all his meeples,
wins. New edition with a new name, first edition „Die Kinder von
Carcassonne“
Version: de * Rules: de + many more * In-game text: no

Building blocks, but only seemingly! In the elegant box of
abstract design you find a number of squares made out of highquality wood and coming in four colors: white, light grey, dark
grey and burgundy red. These blocks demand that you to think
around corners! In turn you place a square for a high score and
consider carefully, because space is scarce and not every combination of colors is allowed. And of course, the other players, too,
have a piece to place!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Develop your borough of Rome! Four phases have seven turns
each; in a turn, you move your pawn on one of two possible
slots, take a tile from there and either store it or place/build it.
You build first over the shovel and then adjacent and in correlation of borders - villas for victory points, landscapes for goods,
dwellings for coins, building tiles, advance on the banderole,
etc. At the end of a phase, you place a disc on a case between
two scoring cards and score them for ownership of the depicted
items or for discarding of goods/coins; in the end scoring you
score villas, banderole positions, fountain cards and borough
frame achievements.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Tile placing and building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Carson City The Card Game

Cartagena

Designer: Xavier Georges
Publisher: Quined Games

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

Castellum: Maastricht

8

Designer: Erik Scheele
Publisher: Game Brewer

A city is build in the Wild West with cards, you rival for carefully
arranged lots and buildings for the most prosperous town.
Prosperity means victory points; they come from fulfilled
building requirements and presence of persons. In two epochs
you select Auction card in each of nine rounds; all reveal it and
take a building or person in descending order of their auction
card. Buildings are placed into the maximum 8x8 grid, adjacent
to at least one lot and not rotated; empty lots on cards can be
covered. Persons can be activated for their effects. In Epoch II,
new cards come into play.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Pirates flee along the tunnel from the Cartagena fortress to their
boat or through the jungle of Tortuga from their boat to the
Pirate Bay. You have two actions in your turn - you play a card
and move one of your six pirates to the next free card symbol or
you move back to the nearest case with one or two pirates and
draw one or two cards. Whoever is first to have all pirates in the
boat or at the Bay, wins. In the complete version, you combine
both paths and use one action to move the boat between islands. Includes three variants: Captain Morgan for drawing cards,
Freibeuter for a card limit and Zauberin with special effects for
card symbols.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Strengthen defense, defeat opponents! You defend part of the
city wall. Phases of a year: 1. Build - Resources and Angel cards
in relation to Fortification cards; place workers in turn - 2 at
the start +1 for every year - and resolve case action: Resources,
temporary boost, angel card, buy fortification or troop card
for defense line. 2. Siege - place enemy card. 3. Angel cards for
support or special effects on enemy cards. 3. Combat - compare
defense and enemy cards; maybe annual reward. After four
years, you score victory points on enemy cards, resources and
special cards according to type.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

City building with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Race game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Castle Rampage

Castro

Designer: Matthias Cramer
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Jürgen P. K. Grunau
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Cat Stax

8

7

Publisher: HUCH!

Card duel for castles! In Gate and Castle of both players are four
face-down cards each, you have two cards in hand. You draw
two cards, can put one under castle or gate and then play any
number of cards, paid for by discarding other cards. Then you
use card effects and discard the cards. Attacks target the gate
first, then the castle. The top card there is revealed; in case of
equal defense and attack values the defense card is destroyed;
the attack card is discarded. Is the attack value higher, the
defense card is destroyed, and you must turn over additional
cards for comparison, if necessary. If you lose the last castle card,
you lose the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Castro offers a combination of the mechanisms from Yatzy and
“Four in a Row”. Squares on a game board are marked with
results of dice rolls, each player has 15 pagoda roofs. You roll five
dice and have five rolls to achieve a useable result, which you
need not announce before rolling. You may set dice aside and
re-roll them later. The dice result determines – within certain
restrictions for when the result was achieved - where on the
board you can place one of your pagoda roofs and if you can
cover another payer’s roof with one of your own. If you cannot
place a roof, you lose a roof. Whoever achieves four roofs in a
row first, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Place cats! The game features twelve cats of varying sizes which
cover varying numbers of squares in a grid. Depending on the
chosen puzzle in one of four levels of difficulty, you place the
cats shown on the card into to grid to cover all squares. Some
puzzles demand several levels of cats, each level must be filled
exactly, nothing can exceed the grid or leave gaps. Cats can be
arranged in any orientation - standing, lying sideways, on their
head or within each other. A solution is given for every puzzles,
other solutions could be possible.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Fun card game for 2 players, ages 8+

Dice and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 1 player, ages 7+

Catalyst

Catan Der Aufstieg der Inka

Catch the Moon

Designers: Chiacchiera, Corbelli, Föhmark, Abrahamsson, Roscini
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Klaus Teuber, Benjamin Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Fabien Riffaud, Juan Rodriguez
Publisher: Bombyx Studio

6

Age of Rebirth, thanks to new catalytic energies and special
beings, the Catalysts, who can use it in a kind of network. You
take turns to resolve one option: 1. Contributions - you take
coins equal to the highest price for a catalyst card on the board.
2. Recruit Catalyst - pay costs, place card to empty building or
separately. 3. Activate catalyst and resolve effects at your discretion, then maybe resolve building effects. Then you place the
Catalyst into your scoring stack and reduce your coins to eight.
When lack of Catalyst cards triggers the game end, you score
Catalysts in your stack, buildings, military power and coins.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Based on Catan - you want to develop three tribes by constructing one settlement or city for each level. When the cultural apex
is reached, decline of the tribe follows, and you start a new tribe.
Resources are wood, wool, ore, potatoes and stone; there are
also goods for trade - feathers, coca and fish. Trading and building can be done in any order. You cannot build a road between
jungle hexes for goods. Combat Art cards work like Knight cards
and also offer protection from the Robber; the Robber cannot be
placed on a goods production hex. If you place the 11th culture
marker, 3rd one for your 3rd tribe, that is, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Dreamers on the way to the moon with ladders. Two straight
ladders begin at the basis. Then players in turn put a ladder
on the existing structure, depending on the dice result with
touching only one other ladder or exactly two ladders or so
that the tip of the ladder is the highest point in the construct,
whereby the ladder must touch one and may only touch two
other ladders. If you let go of a ladder, you cannot move it any
more. For fallen ladders or not completed placement you take
a Moon Tear. When the last one is taken, or the last ladder was
placed, the player who took the last Tear must quit and then you
win with fewest tears.
Version: multi * Rules: en es + fr it jp * In-game text: no

Card management for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Development game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Dexterity game for 2-6 players, ages 6+
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Catch the Number

Caverna Die Höhlenbauern

Caverna Die Vergessenen Völker

Designer: Klaus Fleischmann
Publisher: Beleduc

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

5

Target number - race target! In Variant 1, you use a Joker Dice
with * replacing 1, #1 pieces are set aside. The starting player
rolls the big die for the target number of the round. Then, in
turn, all roll the Joker die, take the resulting number or - in case
of * - snatch a number from another player. If, in your turn, you
can discard the target number, you score the points next to the
number on the big die and keep eventual surplus numbers.
Then the next player rolls a new target number, and so on. If you
are first to collect seven points, you win. In an easier version, #1 is
in play and you use a number die without Joker symbol.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

In analogy to Agricola dwarves dig for ore and rubies and furnish
living and working space in caves. Ore is used for weapons on
outings searching for rewards, provisions come from grubbing
woods, agriculture and husbandry; rubies are bartered for
goods and landscapes. 12 rounds comprise revealing of action
area, fill aggregation areas, work time with one action for each
dwarf, returning home and harvest with feeding your family
and animal propagation. At the end you score gold for animals,
grain, vegetables, rubies, dwarves owned, cave furnishings,
pastures, mines, parlors, stores and chambers. Missing animals
and beggar markers cost you gold.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr + 12 languages * In-game text: yes

Dwarves are no longer alone on Caverna! Eight new faction
introduce new advantages and challenges - you can play a
dwarf using the rules of the core game or play one of the new
factions using special rules. Each faction brings four rooms
which replace rooms from the core game. Goblins are special
features, only Trolls and Dunkelelfen can get them, they have
special placement rules, are a permanent fixture, arrive as adults
and count towards person maximum. New fruits are Juwelfrucht
and Pilz, only available over rooms or faction abilities. Both give
victory points, Juwelfrucht can be swapped for a ruby, Pilz for
vegetables.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Number collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Development game for 1-7 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Caverna for 1-7 players, ages 12+

Caverna Höhle gegen Höhle

Century Fernöstliche Wunder

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Emerson Matsuuchi
Publisher: Next Move / Plan B Games

Cerberus

8

Designer: Pierre Buty
Publisher: La Bôite de Jeux / Blackrock Games

7

Epoche II: Die Eisenzeit - Four rounds expand the game and
follow seamlessly after Epoche I; both epoch should be played
in sequence. There is, however, a short-game rule to enable you
to play only Epoch II. You have four turns per round and select
from all available action tile, also those from Epoch I. Cases on
the new action track have additional actions which you can
do before, after or in-between actions of the respective action
tile. After the first three rounds, you receive ore equal to the
number of your donkeys. Donkeys are not discarded and there
is a limit of 9 ore. For the short game, you first draft room tiles
from Epoch I.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Spice islands in the Far East! You move your ship onto the next
tile. For more steps, you place one spice on every isle you cross.
The owners of ships on your target isle also get one spice each.
Then you load available spices on your ship and can then do an
action: Market action = swap spices on an island with a post, setting one up if necessary; Harbor action at the harbor = discard
spices for points, or Harvest action anywhere = take 2 ginger. If
someone takes his 4th point token, you score points and bonuses, visible values on your board and all remaining spices but
ginger. Combinable with Century Spice Road to Sand to Sea.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr + 10 other languages * In-game text: no

Reach the Barque, hunted by Cerberus! You move your or
another players’ adventurer with cards. If you help others,
you move faster. But the Barque is not big enough for all, so
someone has to be sacrificed. If you are caught by Cerberus,
you change sides and want to win his mercy by hindering your
former friends. You must play an action card and can collect or
play Survival or Betrayal cards. When the barque is full, all in the
Barque win; Cerberus wins if you catches all adventurers if or
the barque cannot be filled completely. Variable due to different
board layouts and variable strength of Cerberus.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Tile placement and development for 1-2 players, ages 12+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card-driven move game for 3-7 players, ages 7+

Challenge Austria

Checkpoint Charlie

Chef Alfredo

Designers: Melita and Robert Sedlaczek, Roberta Baron
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: José Antonio Abascal
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Queen Games

5

A track is color-coded for each Austrian province; cards are
white for questions on all of Austria or colored when referring
to provinces; you can answer those only when your pawn is in
the respective province. At the start, you choose a province and
draw five questions. Then, in a turn, you roll dice and move your
pawn, can then buy, sell or swap questions, or return them for
a fee and draw new ones. Then you can answer questions in
hand and earn 5 € for a correct answer or pay 3 € for a wrong
one. There are special roles for moving from one province crest
to another and for team play, too. Whoever earns a previously
agreed sum first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

At Checkpoint Charlie, Sleuth Dogs unmask Cat Spies with
unique feature combinations. Every player is a unique Sleuth
and draws a secret clue tile with one of the five Spy features. In
the suspicion phase, you draw Cat Spy cards and compare them
to your clue tile; in case of correlation you display the card. From
Cat cards and clue tiles - revealed during the game in a game of
three and four players - on the table you deduce the Chief Spy
with five features and his Deputy with four features. To accuse
a Cat Spy, you place your agent marker on the card. Correct but
also wrong or no accusations give or cost you points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Chef Alfredo makes the best soups, but unfortunately he has
forgotten which one is in which pot. Four pots with recipe tiles
are on the stove. You roll a die: For Chef Alfredo you switch two
pots. An ingredient result is put into a pot, you put it in and
check, but do not announce a mistake. Your left neighbor takes
the die without changing it and can accept your choice of pot
and roll again, you receive a Chef tile. If he doubts your choice,
he compares the die and the recipe tile in the pot. Whoever
is correct, takes a Chef tile and all ingredients from the pot go
back to stock. When all Chef tiles are taken, you win with most
of them.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Quiz game for 3-9 players, ages 14+

Deduction game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Dice and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

21
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Chess Junior / Junior Schach

Chicken out!

Designer: Herbert Josef Thanner
Publisher: cubes.art

Designer: David Parlett
Publisher: Piatnik

5

Chickwood Forest

7

Designer: Matt Loomis
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

A game to teach and introduce chess, intended for one child
learning the game and one person already familiar with the
game. The game and rule booklet begin with explaining the
rules for chess pieces - King, Queen, Rook, Bishop, Knight and
Pawn and giving play examples. Then there are junior games using a reduced number of pieces in different combinations. Chess
situations like taking pieces, covering, re-taking, double attack
and forced moves are featured. Chess pieces are represented by
cubes, each side shows one of the pieces.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Chickens are out, but need to be counted! Cards featuring black
chickens - are always added up - and red chickens - are sometimes subtracted - and foxes, which set the total to 0 or 20 or
double it or are equal to the last chicken card played, are handed
out evenly. From your face-down stack, you play a card and tot
up the total. If you pass 21 or go “chicken out” by not playing a
card, you take all cards. If you reach 21 exactly, cards played are
set aside and you can play two or more cards. If you are out of
cards, each chicken card scores 1 and each fox scores 10 after the
next taking or setting aside of cards.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Robin Rooster steals from the rich eagles, gives to the poor sparrows and earns glory! The active player plays a card at a castle
and then takes a castle with all cards, adds up alms markers
on benefactor cards and places alms in an unbroken row from
village to village. When all have robbed a castle and distributed
alms, the next round begins. When there are not enough cards
for this, you score glory from castles, villages in relation to alms,
loot cards, chest majorities, unique garments, jewelry and
additional glory from more than one Maid Marihen. Henchmen
and surplus chests cost you glory.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Introductory chess game on chess for 2 players, ages 5+

Card summing game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Chiffre

Chimera Station

Chronicles of Crime

Designer: Peer Sylvester
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Mark Major
Publisher: Game Brewer

Designer: David Cicurel
Publisher: Corax Games

Kommissar Wolf must decode the message of the Mafia boss
quicker that the boss decodes that of Mr. Wolf. You hold a set
of 21 letter cards, vocals are marked on the back side. You draw
three topic cards and lay out a word of four, face-down letters,
corresponding to a topic. You have, in turn, one of four options:
1. Place an open letter next to one of your opponents - he puts
it above or below depending on the sequence in the alphabet
or reveals it if it the correct one. 2. Guess an opponent’s letter. 3.
Guess at an opponent’s topic. 4. Guess the opponent’s word; if
you are correct, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Collect prestige points at the intergalactic Commerce Hub, primarily from constructing modules and taking command of the
station. Five rounds have three phases each: 1. Placement - you
place workers to a module for advantages or to the Splicing Lab
for additional components or to the Worker Lounge for money
or food, resolve the effect or take the bonus. 2. Splicing Lab Re-location of workers in alphabetical order, but not back into
the Splicing. 3. Feeding - Take workers back into stock, discard
one food per worker or remove one component from an unfed
worker. In each round, the station changes. At the end you score
resources and advantages.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it * In-game text: yes

As a team of forensic experts, you cooperatively solve cases
in London, assisted by the free all. Each scenario provides a
complete case. The group decides if a character or a location
is scanned for information; scanning clues gives information
on relevancy, scanning of forensic contacts plus other cards
gives further information. IF you believe that you can solve, you
answer questions; your answers are evaluated, also in relation
to time used for solving - items, locations and suspect scanning
costs you 5 minutes, change of location 20 minutes. Situations in
the scenario can change with used-up time.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Crime card game for 2 players, ages 10+

Worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Deduction game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Chronicles of Frost

Chronicles of Frost All That Burns

Circo Delfino

Designer: Blażej Kubacki
Publisher: NSKN Games

Designer: Blażej Kubacki
Publisher: NSKN Games

Designer: Carmit Benbenishty
Publisher: Piatnik

6

Valskyrr - Land if Ice and Snow. You develop your Hero and the
land and begin with a unique deck of ten cards. A player turn
provides movement, exploring, fighting and quest progress by
playing Fate cards including allies and items from your and and
by activating cards in your Hero area. Cards in the chronicles
provide additional points. If you have completed your search
and your exploration quest or all purchasable cards have been
used or all locations are discovered, and all enemies eliminated,
you win with most points. There are two modules provided with
additional mechanisms.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

This is a campaign expansion for Chronicles of Frost, featuring
four cooperative or solo adventures which you can play individually or linked together, telling the story of Sigraed the Lady
of Mistflame and her rise. The expansion introduces a new kind
of Fater Card, a set of alternate Location and World Event cards,
for use in the cooperative mode only and Sigraed herself in three
villain incarnation and as a redeemed hero of Aestemyr. There
are new enemies and new tokens for wounds, extra rewards
and Skills. The Campaign goal is victory over Sigraed and Victory
points are scored from cards in the Chronicle and eliminated
enemies.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Playful dolphins need to form formation - a formation comprises
dolphins in three colors and ascending numbers; only number
and color of the dolphins are considered; the number of cards
involved is irrelevant. The active player draws a card from the
stack and puts it openly into the display of cards. If you spot a
formation, you call “got it!” and point out the cards; if you are
correct, you take the cards; if not, you discard a card; when the
stack is empty, you win with most cards. In the version Superkür,
you add five Super cards and can use mixed colors, for instance
combine a red and a blue dolphin into a purple one.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Deck building adventure for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Chronicles of Frost for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Card game on sets for 2-6 players, ages 6+
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Citadels

City of Rome

Claim

Designer: Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Matthew Dunstan, Brett J. Gilbert
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Scott Almes
Publisher: Game Factory

An adaptation of Ohne Furcht und Adel - the basic rule is the
same: You secretly choose a character for the round; then you
are called for in character sequence, reveal your character, take
gold or a building, use your ability and build a building for gold.
Changes come from the cards - there are now 27 characters, of
which you use eight or nine for a game; there are 90 buildings, of
which you use 68, and you can play action cards, acquired from
the building stack. At the end of the round in which someone
built his 7th building, you score for gold and silver on buildings,
a complete set of building types and for unique buildings.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es fr it nl * In-game text: yes

Beginning with two city cards you build your version of Rome
on maximum 4x4 slots. In a round, you play: 1. Preparation - new
action strip and new building cards. 2. Place builder on free slot
of the action strip; the nearer to the emperor the more choice
in building, but fewer action points. 3. Actions: Select building;
then - using points from position on action strip, you can buy
points, too - 1x building with using its function or taking influence markers, and 1x production from all your productions
buildings. After 14 rounds, you score buildings, money and
influence gained in scorings at the end of some rounds. The
richest player wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Five factions - Kobolde, Ritter, Untote, Doppelgänger und Zwerge - decide the succession of the King. In Phase I, you recruit
followers. The top card from the stack is turned up, the leader
and his opponent play a card, you must follow suit and special
abilities of factions are resolved. The highest card of the color
played by the leader or the leader win the revealed card for a follower. The loser draws a card from the stack for a follower. After
13 such rounds, you collect followers in Phase II - Again, both
play a card, the player in the lead goes first; the winner takes
both cards and after 13 rounds you add up your score.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-8 players, ages 10+

City building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Trick-taking game for 2 players, ages 10+

Claim 2

Claim it!

Cloud Mine

Designer: Scott Almes
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designers: Guido Albini, Martino Chiacchiera
Publisher: Piatnik

Five factions - Gnome, Riesen, Drachen, Trolle und Seher - decide
the succession of the King. In Phase I, you recruit followers.
The top card from the stack is turned up, the leader and his
opponent play a card, you must follow suit and special abilities
of factions are resolved. The highest card of the color played by
the leader or the leader win the revealed card for a follower. The
loser draws a card from the stack for a follower. After 13 such
rounds, you collect followers in Phase II - Again, both play a card,
the player in the lead goes first; the winner takes both cards and
after 13 rounds you add up your score.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

1855 in the Wild West - players are gold diggers which claim
their territories and defend them against take-over. You roll
three dice and place your white marker and can then either roll
again or replace the white markers with markers of your own
color. You must assign one die to a row, the other to a column
and the third die to a white or black marker. Depending on the
situation on an area there are different rules for what markers
you can place. If you have claimed the necessary number of areas there is one last round and then the player with the biggest
area of connected squares wins.
Version: en * Rules: en es fr * In-game text: no

Trick-taking game for 2 players, ages 10+

Dice and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Cluedo

8

Describe and guess clouds! One player is Cloud Scout of the
round and selects one of 4-8 cards - in relation to player numbers - in his hand; there are 80 cards in total. The Daydreamer
describes this secret cloud with maximum five words. Then
the card is shuffled into the other hand cards and all cards are
displayed. All other players are Sky Watchers and give a guess
in turn. When a guess is wrong, the card is turned over. For a
correct guess, the Sky Watcher takes this and all other open
cards, the Daydreamer all face-down cards. If nobody guesses
correctly, the Cloud Spy takes all cards. When the draw pile is
depleted, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de it * In-game text: no
Description game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Cluedo junior

Publisher: Hasbro

8

CO2: Second Chance

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Vital Lacerda
Publisher: Stronghold Games

The classic detective game, set in a new, modern environment,
this time in a classy mansion including a swimming pool,
á la Hollywood Movie Star! Cluedo as we know it and yet is
different! This version of the detective game introduces new
characters and a new background story together with a new
graphic design. Again murder has been done, we use character
conspiracy cards and are also confronted with a time limit. When
the time card is drawn, playing time has run out for the affected
player: he is out of the game and can no longer solve the case by
deducing weapon, location and culprit.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Somebody has eaten the cake all by himself and the little hobby
detectives search for the owner of the sweet tooth. As in Cluedo
the case is randomly assembled at the start - maybe Gloria at
5 with cocoa? Each case features clues in the guise of pictures
underneath playing pieces, players need not be able to read.
Those clue pictures are also on the notepads of players, so that
you can cross them off. Connecting Cluedo junior to Cluedo are
the familiar characters, albeit in a comic-book design: Baronin
von Porz, Oberst von Gatow, Professor Bloom, Fräulein Gloria,
Frau Weiß and Reverend Grün.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

In CO2 , as a manager, you meet government demands for
ecological power stations. In five rounds = decades you play one
operation phase in Round 1, and one supply and one operations
phase in Round 2-5. Supply phases comprise Income Distribution, Energy Supply and Event resolving; Actions are proposing
or installing a project or constructing a power plant. Proposing
earns you rewards. CO2 : Second Chance is a revised new edition
with a new design, new rules, better balance in the game flow
and a new event deck. Mechanisms have been improved and
you now can play cooperatively or in solo mode based on goals.
Version: en * Rules: de en es fr pt * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Strategic resources management for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Cobra Paw

Coco Papagei

Codenames Pictures XXL

Designer: Derek Weston
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Louis et Thibault
Publisher: Blackrock Games / Asmodee

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

6

Make use of Meister Miau’s technique when fighting for 21 Clawfuku tiles showing two identical or two different symbols out of
six, both dice show all six symbols. You roll and quickly grab the
corresponding tile from the middle or from another player while
adhering to the codex of grabbing. If you are first to hold six tiles,
or eight in a game for two players, you win. In variants, you 1. Set
aside tiles; if one of their combinations is rolled, you get a tile,
if you are first to call „ninja“ correctly; or 2. You lose a tile of you
make a mistake or 3. You are first to grab eleven tiles using the
rules of Version 2.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Without respect, witty, satirical, politically incorrect and rather
funny - a familiar mechanism was used here for a cheeky question/statement & answer game for adults. There are 600 cards
in the game, questions & answers; you begin with some answer
cards in your hand. One player draws a question card and reads
it out. The gap in the question is filled by players in turn with one
of the answers in their hand - e.g. ... this is my dearest with for you,
darling with Billy shelves. Players read their combinations in turn
and the game master hands out a point for the - in his opinion best combination.
Version: de * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

Variant of Codenames. The rules of Codenames apply to 5 x 4 images laid out in a grid. The master spies of both teams alternate
to give clues made up from a word and a number; the number
indicates the number of images to which the clue relates. If a
team touches a code picture and is correct, it can keep guessing
and the image is covered with the team’s color. If you touch
neutral agents or one of another color terminates your move,
the images are covered accordingly. If you touch the assassin,
you and your team lose the game instantly. Variants for giving
clues and end of the game are given. New oversized edition with
double-sized cards.
Version: en * Rules: de en + 13 other languages * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Question/answer game for 3-12 players, ages 16+

Image guessing game for 2-8 players, ages 14+

Codenames Pictures XXL

Codenames XXL

Coimbra

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition / Asmodee

Designers: Flaminia Brasini, Virginio Gigli
Publisher: eggertspiele / Plan B Games

Variant of Codenames. The rules of Codenames apply to 5 x 4 images laid out in a grid. The master spies of both teams alternate
to give clues made up from a word and a number; the number
indicates the number of images to which the clue relates. If a
team touches a code picture and is correct, it can keep guessing
and the image is covered with the team’s color. If you touch
neutral agents or one of another color terminates your move,
the images are covered accordingly. If you touch the assassin,
you and your team lose the game instantly. Variants for giving
clues and end of the game are given. New oversized edition with
double-sized cards.
Version: en * Rules: de en + 13 other languages * In-game text: no

Two teams elect a Master Spy. 25 random code names are
displayed. Master Spies place a randomly chosen code key into
a holder to determine positions of team agents, neutral persons
and the Assassin in the display. Master Spies alternate to give a
clue of word + number for the number of code names the clue is
relating to. When a team touches a code name and is correct, it
can keep guessing and the card is covered with the team color. If
you touch neutral agents or agents of the other team, your turn
ends and they are covered in appropriate colors. If you touch
the Assassin you lose the game for your team. Oversized edition
with double-sized cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en + 27 more languages * In-game text: yes

Security guards protect scholars, council members, merchants
and clerics. You select two characters, place your pilgrim and
then play rounds comprising phases: Roll dice - draft and place
dice into the town - take back dice in relation to their position,
for favor tiles and character cards - playing order according to
number of crowns owned - influence-income in relation to color
of selected die - Investment into a voyage. After four rounds, you
score Investment in voyages, majorities on the influence track,
sets of diplomas, character cards with game-end bonuses as
well as guards, coins and crowns.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: no

Image guessing game for 2-8 players, ages 14+

Word guessing game for 2-8 players, ages 14+

Complex worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Collecto

Colt Express Bandits

Concept Kids Tiere

Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Designer: Christophe Raimbault
Publisher: Ludonaute / Asmodee

Designers: Gaëtan Beaujannot, Alain Rivollet
Publisher: Repos Productions / Asmodee

7

4

48 marbles - eight in six colors - are put into a 7x7 grid, the
middle dent is free; at the start you cannot have two adjacent
marbles of the same color. The active player slides a row of
marbles as far as it will go and then collects all adjacent marbles
of the same color(s), minimum two in a group; one of them must
be in the row you just moved. If you could not form a pair and
the other players also do not see a possibility, you have an extra
turn; a marble from the first move must be moved again and
after the turn there must be one adjacent pair. If no pair is possible anymore, you score one point for each group of 3 marbles
you collected.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

New characters for Colt Express: With each of the six bandits,
you can challenge the game itself, which follows the rules for the
respective bandit. There is always a special winning condition
and new actions for a bandit. Belle looks for jewels, her actions
are Theft and Charm; Cheyenne is faster than all others and steals
purses from bandits. Ghost wins, if he holds the suitcase at the
end. Django lays out dynamite and has an explosion action; Doc
shoots with special bullets with varying effects. Tuco interacts
with the Marshal in various ways; the number of bullets he shot
determines the value of his loot.
Version: multi * Rules: de it + en es fr nl pl * In-game text: no

Pictograms/symbols used to explain terms - in this cooperative
version for children you explain animals. Pictograms represent
environments, day or night active, friendly or aggressive, size,
color, pattern, number of legs, scales, claws, flying, swimming
and much more; the explainers place frames around the pictograms they want to use; the guesser has as many guesses as he
wants, explainers can only answer with yes or no. 12 out of 110
animals in two levels of difficulty are drawn and explained one
by one; if you guess one correctly, you take the card, at the end
players can evaluate their ability as a team.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Sliding and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Expansion for Colt Express for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Non-verbal explanation game for 2-12 players, ages 4+
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Concordia

Concordia Aegyptus / Creta

Concordia Salsa

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Fame and Fortune in the Roman Empire. As a colonist you go on
the modular board into one of the provinces in the Empire or in
Italy to produce brick, food, cloth, wine or tools. All begin with
an identical set of cards and acquire additional cards, which are
used for actions and victory points. The Tribune lets you take
up spent cards again, which results in an intermediate scoring.
If you build the last house or buy the last character card, you
take Concordia, followed by a last turn for each player. Then you
score Gods on character cards in relation to buildings, goods,
colonists, etc. Concordia gives you 7 points.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it jp hu nl pl pt ru * In-game text: yes

Two new boards! In the Aegyptus scenario, Memphis is the
starting town; town tiles B are removed, a bonus food is placed
in Kush; PRAEFEKT gives additional food when producing in
Nile provinces and for players with incense trade for production
in a province with a harbor town at the Red See. ARCHITEKT
allows several sea colonists per sea route; sea colonists to the
Red See needs KOLONIST: Special case Incense Trade for sea
colonists. Szenario Creta - Knossos is starting town, town tiles C
are removed; Gavdos is a province with one town and variable
bonus goods for production, money bonus +2.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Three new features for Concordia in this expansion: Salt is a
new good, and can be acquired in Salt Cities. Salt is used for a
joker good and can replace any other good. You cannot buy
salt for money and you cannot sell it, and Salt Cities do not
count for Mercurius. Forum introduces 27 Forum cards with
new strategic options; Patricians are permanent cards, Burghers
give once-only advantages. There are also two new maps/
scenarios - Byzantium and Hispania. Starting city for Byzantium is
Byzantium, Starting city for Hispania is Saguntum. There are also
rules how to play the new scenarios without Salt. New edition
with a new cover design
Version: multi * Rules: de en es it pl * In-game text: yes

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

New Concordia scenarios for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Concordia for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Concordia Venus

Connis Lieblingsspiele

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Cookie-Box

5

Designer: Jean-Claude Pellin
Publisher: Piatnik

6

Concordia Venus is a supplement for Concordia as well as a
stand-alone version of Concordia. New boards introduce scenarios - Ionium/Hellas and Imperium/Cyprus, you can play with
2-5 players, or the team version with four or six players. You have
character cards in hand and play one of them; the Tribune card
allows you to take all played cards back in hand; in a team game,
your partner also resolves the action of your card. If someone
has bought the last character card from the display or built all
15 houses, you score at the end of the round - each character is
affiliated to a deity, who gives victory points for development
achievements.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es it pl * In-game text: yes

Conni is known from many games for children; here she presents ten games on two boards; Sleighing Hill and Playground.
Das Große Wetthüpfen und Auf geht’s zum Schlittenfahren! are roll
& move games, Plitsch, platsch, Regenwolke, Kater Mau Mau-Mau,
Conni Quartett and Aufgepasst und abgelegt! are card games. In
Kleiner Max you roll dice and bluff, in Käfer würfeln you only roll
dice; Dreierlei is a memo game, andWo versteckt ihr euch? is a dice
and memo game. Seven games are aimed at kids of ages 5+,
Aufgepasst und abgelegt! and Wo versteckt ihr euch? are suitable for ages 6+, and Kleiner Max for 3-7 players, ages 7+.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fill orders for cookies quickly! You have nine double-sided
cookie tiles with different front and back sides. Order cards
show nine cookies. You lay out your tiles in a 3x3 grid randomly.
An order card is turned up and all players try to arrange their
cookies, as fast as possible, to correspond to the template on
the order card. You can turn the tiles and move them around in
the grid. If you achieve the arrangement, you hit the card. If the
arrangement is correct, you take the card face-down, otherwise
openly and must quit the game with two open card. Whoever
has four face-down cards first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Supplement for / version of Concordia for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Games compilation for 2-7 players, ages 5+

Arranging and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Cookies

Cortex+ Challenge

Designer: Hartmut Kommerell
Publisher: HUCH!

Designers: Johan Benvenuto, Nicolas Bourgoin
Publisher: Captain Macaque / Asmodee

5

Cosmic Factory

8

Designer: Kane Klenko
Publisher: Gigamic

10

36 cookies must be baked within 4 hours. The hour hand is at 0,
the minute hand at 12. You roll three dice and, depending on the
result, you either put cookies on the sheet or decorate cookies
or, if no result fits, taste and take a cookie off the sheet. For
unused dice, the minute hand moves, unless you taste or there
are not enough cookies or decoration for the action. If the hand
arrives at 12, one hour has passed. A full sheet goes into the
oven and stays there as long as the current color of the minute
hand case indicates. If the hand arrives at the alarm marker, the
cookies are done, and the sheet can be used again.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Aim of the game: A complete brain. 3D cards are on display for
visual and tactile checking and are then set aside. The top card
of the task pile is revealed: Reflection, Arithmetic, Occurence,
Gear wheel, Rock-Paper-Scissors, Color, Missing, Order and Touch
Challenge. If you found the solution, you cover the card with
your hand and answer. If you are correct, you take the card, up
to a maximum of four cards. Two cards with identical back sides
are swapped for a piece of the brain puzzle. In case of a wrong
answer, you pass your next turn.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Create a galaxy in one minute! The Kaos card of the round for a
special rule is turned up. You draw nine tiles face-down, look at
them, and twice keep three tiles and hand on first six and then
three tiles. Then you arrange your tiles in a 3x3 grid, forming
color groups of adjacent planets, uninterrupted by constellations or asteroid paths, and can also take bonus markers to bet
on the largest color zone. After one minute, you score color
zones, longest path, bonus markers and points from the Kaos
card. After five rounds you sum your lowest color score and your
path score and win with the highest total.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Knowledge and logic game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Tile arranging game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Counterfeiters

Cranium Dark

Designer: Olivier Bourgeois
Publisher: Quined Games

Publisher: Hasbro

Crime Master

18

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Mafia counterfeiters print counterfeit money and swap it for
real money. Help from the Godfather against police is costly! In
turn, you place a henchmen for an action on a free case: Black
Market Shopping, Print counterfeit money, launder it in a wash
supermarket or via a fence, evade tax or fly to the Caribbean to
fetch or deposit money on offshore accounts. Police caps on
the case move the marker, at certain cases an effect is triggered:
Godfather you lose half of your real money, but not from
offshore accounts; Police investigation - Supermarkets can now
recognize counterfeits of a certain quality. Controller Strike - no
flights are possible.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Make your friends guess terms, using pantomime, plasticine,
pen or words! The active player draws a Cranium card and an Action! card and must then get the other players to guess the term
on the Cranium card, using the means stated on the Action!
card. This could be, for instance “form the term while someone
sits on your lap” or “act like a motivation coach” for terms like “hypochondriac” or “milk a cow”. Some cards forbid you to speak in
your turn. When the term is guessed in the run-time of the timer,
active player and guesser each take one of the cards. Whoever is
first to own seven cards, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Scene of Crime: Metropolis. 25 cases await their solution. One
player is Crime Master, detectives decide on team work or individual investigations. One player draws a case and lists all facts
on the card and the details that need to be found out. The Crime
Maser takes the card “Solution of the Case”. Investigators I turn
pose questions that must be answered with yes or no. Everyone
can keep asking until he gets a “no”. When you name correct
details, you score one point. When the investigators can think of
no questions anymore or twelve points have been awarded, you
win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Party and guessing games for 3 or more players, ages 18+

Deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 14+

Crime Master 2

Crisis

Crisis: The New Economy

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designers: Pantelis Bouboulis, Sotirios Tsantilas
Publisher: LudiCreations

Designers: Pantelis Bouboulis, Sotirios Tsantilas
Publisher: LudiCreations

Scene of Crime: Holiday regions. 25 cases in Germany, Austria
and Switzerland need solving. One player is Crime Master, detectives decide on team work or individual investigations. One
player draws a case and lists all facts on the card and the details
that need to be found out. The Crime Maser takes the card “Solution of the Case”. Investigators in turn pose questions that must
be answered with yes or no. Everyone can keep asking until he
gets a “no”. When you name correct details, you score one point.
When the investigators can think of no questions anymore or 12
points have been awarded, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Axia must be lead out of recession and crisis. In a round you
deal with phases Event, Loan Interest, Planning, Actions and
Evaluation. If you cannot pay interest, you take penalty tiles.
To plan, you set managers on available action slots. Then you
resolve slots with at least one manager, resulting in win or loss of
SP, actions are, for instance, Shady Business, Subsidies, Export or
Production, etc. Then you compare the amount of victory points
with the target sum of the round and adapt the finances of Axia
accordingly. When they are in the black after seven rounds, Axia
has survived the crises, you can pay pack loans and calculate
your victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en gr * In-game text: yes

15 cards as an expansion for Crisis: Despite crisis and inefficient
government, there are still small niches in the country of Axia for
commercial innovations. Local companies develop new technologies, while others provide assistance for environment and
population; there are rewarding investments on offer. 5-8 companies of the New Economy replace the respective companies
from the core game; for an earlier access to the fifth manager,
you remove the company cards for Mine 01 und Mine 02 from
the core game and replace them with Recycling 01 and 02, and
only replace 3-6 company cards with new Economy cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 14+

Economics game for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Crisis for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Crossboule C3

Crown of Emara

CuBirds

Designer: Mark Calin Caliman
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Stefan Alexander
Publisher: Blackrock Games

6

8

Variant of Boules, featuring soft balls, playable in any surrounding. The small target boule is called ”Jack”; if you throw it, you
determine how everybody throws their boules, “left hand only”
or “roll them” etc. You try to get your own boules as close as you
can to Jack. You can play “Dog eat Dog” or in teams. First you
throw Jack; then each player in turn throws one of his boules.
When all are thrown, you score for lowest distance to Jack and
for combos that are formed by one or more of your boules
touching Jack. With 13 points you win a set, with two sets you
win the match. Two-Player Sets in many color versions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Two four-part boards represent town and country. In a round, an
event is revealed and resolved, and you draw three of your nine
action cards, place it at your board and move your pawn 1-3
steps accordingly on one of the boards. Cards provide resources
or actions on both boards. Then, at the new location, you can
resolve the location action and use your artisans. Then you can
do - by discarding resources - each of the three optional actions
once - buy Peerage, hire Artisan or hire Advisor. Actions give you
Citizen or Construction points; after six rounds, you compare
both values; the lower one is your score and you win with the
highest.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Birds need to be assembled in flocks, either two species with
three birds each or seven different species. You begin with eight
cards and always place all birds of a species from your hand, at
the left or right end of one of four rows on the table. If the newly
placed birds together with the same species at the other end of
the row enclose other species, you take those and slide remaining cards together; the dealer adds cards for a second species to
the row. To enlarge a flock, you show all cards of the species and
add one or two cards, depending to the flock size. If someone is
out of cards, the round ends, all discard remaining cards.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr + es it * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Worker placement for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Custom Heroes

Da ist der Wurm drin

Designer: John D. Clair
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment / Asmodee

Designer: Carmen Kleinert
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Dam it!

4

Designer: Graeme Jahms
Publisher: HUCH!

8

Construct cards in the Card Crafting System. You play rounds of
tricks with a standard mechanism - the same number of cards
of equal or higher value; from Round 2, you can activate special
effects with victory points. You hold a number of card upgrades,
which you can place - free of charge - in front of cards in their
sleeves; those upgrades are effective for the duration of the
game, thus developing the stack for all. If you are out of cards,
you earn victory points according to the timing. If you are out
of cards and have 10 or more victory points before the scoring
of the round, you win; or else Sudden Death happens after six
rounds.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Worm-burrowing party in neighbor’s garden! You pick a worm
head and let it disappear into your worm’s tunnel. Then you roll
the die and push a worm section of this color into your worm’s
tunnel. When the first worm head appears at the other end, the
round is finished. You win, if the head of your worm is furthest
ahead. In the version for older children you can place your daisy
tile and your strawberry tile next to the corresponding slit in the
tunnel of the worm which you believe will become visible first.
If you picked the right slit, you can feed the tile to your worm by
pushing it into your own tunnel.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dam building competition - you need lots of different logs and
very little garbage. Dam cards are sorted by building costs and
victory point value; four river cards are displayed. The active
player selects one of two options: Take a river card or build a
dam. Tree cards you use for dams, a garbage card you neutralize
by a beaver garbage disposal card or place it on your dam
building stack .To build a dam, you lay out tree cards from your
hand, maybe with a garbage disposal card for a joker. For a
correct dam combination, you take the top dam card from the
corresponding dam stack. At the end of the game, you score
dams and remaining stepping stones.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Card construction for 2-6 players, age 14+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Card placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Darien Apocalypse

Darwinning!

Das Chamäleon

Designers: Gary Dicken, Steve Kendall, Phil Kendall
Publisher: Ragnar Brothers

Designer: Timo Multamäki
Publisher: Dragon Dawn Productions

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

10

Mismanaged attempt to set up a Scottish Trade post in Central
Panama; simulation in four Quantum worlds lets you hope for
a positive outcome, somewhere, competitively or cooperatively. Due to catastrophic circumstances, the apocalyptic rider
rampage, the are dealt with individually at the start. A world
with a rider is in chaos; all others are active, but shadows block
certain actions there. Player actions follow, especially important
is Praying with dice rolls, to remove shadows from active worlds.
Use of buildings happens continuously. You score Scots and
goods as silver, buildings give bonuses for Scots, company
shares, silver etc.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A species on its way through the ages! You improve it by winning tricks. The last one in the food chain plays one or several
cards, all others play a better combination or a single card. The
best combination wins the trick and you improve your species
with one card from the winning combination. However, if you
win the last trick, all others improve their species! Then a survival
check is done - missing food and bite marks depending on the
position in the food chain reduce population. A card can be used
to improve traits, increase population or add a new environment; those categories are scored at the end of the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr it * In-game text: no

Unmask the Chameleon, but don’t give away the code word!
Chameleon card and players minus 1 code cards are shuffled,
all get one card. One player rolls two dice and turns up a theme
card; dice results and symbol on the code cards identify the code
word for all but the chameleon. Then, all in turn name one word
relating to the code word, the chameleon tries to bluff. Then all
discuss who might be the chameleon and point at a player that
they suspect. If you got most votes, you reveal your card and, if
you are the Chameleon, can still score if you name the correct
code word. Depending on the outcome, points are awarded. You
win with five points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Complex „Quantum” game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Development by trick taking, for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Word guessing game for 3-8 players, ages 10+

Das Farbenmonster
Designers: Josep Maria Allué, Dani Gómez
Publisher: HUCH!

Das große Bauernhofspiel

4

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Das große Baustellenspiel

5

Designer: Team Noris
Publisher: Noris Spiele

4

A game of emotions! The Color monster wakes up and has
mixed emotions, players are asked to sort them. You roll a die:
1 or 2 ->move monster; spiral -> place monster on any case;
face -> place girl with the monster. When the monster then sits
on a case with emotion tile, you tell when you had that feeling
yourself. Then you take a glass, turn it over and - if it has the color
of the emotion tile - put the tile in. When the class has mixed
colors, you switch two glasses. Girl and monster together on one
case can hide a mixed-color class. When all emotion tiles are in
their glasses, before three mixed-color glasses are visible, all win
together.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cards are rewards and you get them for knowledge or help to
the farmer. You hold four harvest cards and roll a die: For a question mark you answer a question - help might be necessary for
reading - and receive the card for a correct answer. For a number,
you move maximum that many steps: On a planting field, you
must put down all suitable cards in your hand. If then two cards
are in place, you have planted the field and take one card for
your reward. In the hen coop or on the cow pasture you receive
a reward if three cards are in place. In the barn, you draw a card
and place it where it belongs. Whoever collects eight cards first,
wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

We help at the building site! Three tasks are displayed, you have
three vehicles of your color. In your turn you roll the die - a tool
you take from stock or for another player; for a question mark
you can take any tool from stock. If you have two tools to meet
a task, you discard them and put your vehicle into this board
section, from outside or another section on the board. When the
necessary number of vehicles - also several of the same player
- are in the section, you put a brick of your color into the house
and take back your vehicle(s). When all tasks are met, you win
with most bricks in the house.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cooperative memo and narration game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dice, collecting and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Das große Feuerwehrspiel

Das große Jahreszeitenspiel

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Team Noris
Publisher: Noris Spiele

5

Das große Polizeispiel

6

Designer: Team Nori
Publisher: Noris Spiele

5

Cards are rewards for knowledge or help for fire fighters. You
hold four
Operation cards and roll a die: o For a „?“, you answer a question
- reading assistance might be needed - and get the card for a
correct answer. o For a number you move maximum as many
steps: On a „?“ you answer a question; on a „!“ you take cards on
the case or place two from the pile if the case is empty. You also
take cards on a blank case. o For a „!“ you count Operation cards
on the board and - in case of five or less - add three from stack;
then you move three steps and resolve the new case. If you have
eight cards, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A journey along the seasons; you play as a team and share
information on events during the year. 109 season cards show
events and one easy and one difficult questions, answers are on
the back. For a game, you set out 20 randomly selected cards.
The active player decides on an easy or difficult question, rolls
the corresponding die and advances Lilly. If you can answer the
question, the card goes out of play; if not, it is put back under
the stack. When Lilly passes the exclamation mark, a new year
begins. When the stack of 20 cards is empty before ten years
have passed, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Police in action all around town; players assist and need to complete as many tasks as possible. Players start in the middle; four
events are revealed and their cases on the board marked with a
mission token. In a round, four dice are rolled, and players decide
who gets which one; then all move their pawn accordingly, and
double the number if you get the die of your pawn color. If you
reach a mission token, you remove it; on color cases, only the
player with the same pawn color can remove the token. When,
after such a round, all events are used up and no mission tokens
left on the board, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Quiz game on annual seasons for 1-4 players, ages 5+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Das große Prinzessinnenspiel

Das kunterbunte Wimmelspiel

Designer: Team Noris
Publisher: Noris Spiele

5

Das Maß aller Dinge

4

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Arno Steinwender, Christoph Puhl
Publisher: Game Factory

Evil King Balduin has hidden the evening robes shortly before
the ball begins. The princesses start their search at the castle,
all other characters - Jester, Knight and Archer - on one of their
cases. You roll the die and move maximum as many steps in any
direction. On a case with a character you receive a search card at
your first visit - it tells you where to find one of your accessories
- and if you stop there again, you take and resolve an event card.
If you reach a case showing an image from one of your search
cards, you take this accessory. If you are back at the castle first
with all three accessories, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

52 big search cards carry 7 or 8 symbols, 52 task cards carry 2
symbols each. Te search cards are spread out, task cards and
three objective cards are shuffled and stacked face-down. The
top task card is turned up - if it is an objective card, set it aside
and turn up the next card. All search simultaneously for the one
search card showing symbols and background color of the task
card. If you find it, take the Snatching figure. If you are correct,
you keep the task card and put back the figure. If you are wrong,
you pass for the round, the others continue the search. When
the third objective card is turned up, you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

How long does it take your hair to grow 2m? 300 cards asks
such crazy questions, but the answer is an exact value within
the corresponding chart. The card is centered above the “Maß
aller Dinge“ strip. Then you cover a sector on the strip with your
estimation strip, also on top of other strips. For an answer, the
card is placed at the “Maß aller Dinge” track with its image side;
the arrow indicates the answer. If it also points at your estimation
track, you score the number of lines on your track - the shorter
the more lines - and mark your tape accordingly. The first one to
reach 15 cm, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll/move/collect game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Spotting game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Estimation game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Das Nilpferd in der Achterbahn

Das Rotkäppchen-Duell

Designers: Bertram Kaes, Heiner Wöhning
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: Christoph Reiser, Arno Steinwender
Publisher: Game Factory

Das Spiel des Lebens

5

Publisher: Hasbro

8

First sighted in 1988, again in 1998 and now, completely revised,
in 2018! In the party game in two modes - Gemeinsam gegen die
Drecksau orTeam gegen Team - you complete tasks for points.
Depending on the location of your Hippo you make the others
guess terms using explanation, drawing or pantomime. For each
success you move your Hippo forward accordingly, for a failure
the Drecksau moves. On action cases you complete special tasks
- gurgling a word, form a term or solve quiz tasks. In the Team
mode, missed points go to the opposing team instead of the
Drecksau and there are other action tasks. Whoever is around
the track first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Three picnic baskets are hidden in the forest and must be
found for Grandmother. You have a set of 15 trees, both players
alternate to place them, facing the images on their own trees,
and try to place them among the opponent’s trees for confusion
purposes. But remember where you put your empty trees! Then,
in turn, you rotate a tree and check the backside: The signpost
has no effect, the Wolf forces you to give a picnic basket to our
opponent, and the Woodsman allows you to rotate another tree.
If you found three baskets, you get a coin, and a new forest is set
up. You win with two coins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

A new cover design and a new wheel for the game that has
amused generations! At the start players must decide between
a fast-track career and the longer track via a university degree.
Then you roll the die and move along the paths, at crossroads
you must choose the long way. You follow the instructions of
the squares on which you end your moves and you buy life
insurance if you want to and can afford it. You can take out loans.
You marry, have children, acquire status symbols, and cross the
customs bridge to reach your feudal mansion or your retirement
home. When the last player reaches one of these destinations
the richest player wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Party game for 3-12 players, ages 10+

Spotting game for 2 players, ages 5+

Move & roll game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Das Spiel des Lebens Banking

Das Spiel des Lebens junior

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Das verfluchte Piratengold

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Pau Moré
Publisher: Haba

5

At the start players must decide between a fast-track career and
the longer track via a university degree. Then you roll the die and
move along the paths, at crossroads you must choose the long
way. You follow the instructions of the squares reached with
your moves and buy life insurance if you want to and can afford
it. You can take out loans. You marry, have children, acquire status symbols, and cross the customs bridge to reach your feudal
mansion or your retirement home. When the last player reaches
one of these destinations the richest player wins the game. New
edition with bank cards instead of cash and a card reader!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The junior version offers a fabulous day at the Fun Fair to all
players. You dash across the board in your cute little car, of
course according to the value indicated on the famous number
wheel. You visit attractions, for instance Water Park, Chocolate
Factory or the Zoo. The Fun Train takes you to the other side
of the board, very fast! Action cards are drawn on the way and
invite players to act, sing or tell stories. With these activities you
win stars for your adventure card or some pocket money to pay
entrance fees at the attractions. Whoever is first to collects ten
stars, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Pirates divide Captain Blackbeard‘s treasure. You reach into the
bag and - blindly - draw out as many coins as you want, once! If
you only drew golden ones, you put them into the slit of your
chest on the board. Black coins you drew are cursed gold - you
put one of them on the island and the others back into the
bag. When the last coin is on the island, all count their gold.
With the fewest, you draw two parrot cards and then all receive
treasure chest cards for their coins, maximum four, and the ship
is handed on. If it sailed once around the island - all have been
starting player once - you win with most treasure chest cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Move & roll game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Deckscape Das Geheimnis von Eldorado

Deckscape Das Schicksal von London

Deckscape Heist in Venice

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

A version of Live Escape Room games. Players must solve
puzzles to meet the task. In cooperative play, all win or lose
together and only need pen and paper, all other information
is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be
changed! There are puzzles and items - puzzles show an an
image and a question that must be answered. Items are needed
to solve puzzles, they remain on the table. Wrong solutions are
marked with X, missing items with 2X. In this edition, we parachute into the jungle after a plane problem and need to survive
and unravel the mystery of Eldorado.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it nl ru * In-game text: yes

A version of Live Escape Room games. Players must solve
puzzles to meet the task. In cooperative play, all win or lose
together and only need pen and paper, all other information
is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be
changed! There are puzzles and items - puzzles show an an
image and a question that must be answered. Items are needed
to solve puzzles, they remain on the table. Wrong solutions are
marked with X, missing items with 2X. In this edition, England
needs assistance, four contraptions must be defused before
midnight!
Version: de * Rules: de en es it nl ru * In-game text: yes

A version of Live Escape Room games. Players must solve
puzzles to meet the task. In cooperative play, all win or lose
together and only need pen and paper, all other information
is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be
changed! There are puzzles and items - puzzles show an an
image and a question that must be answered. Items are needed
to solve puzzles, they remain on the table. Wrong solutions are
marked with X, missing items with 2X. In Heist in Venice, you
need to break into the oldest Casino in the world in Venice and
steal the 1-Billion-Euro-Poker-Chip!
Version: en * Rules: de en es it nl ru * In-game text: yes

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Deckscape Raub in Venedig

Deckscape Test Time

Deckscape The Fate of London

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: Abacusspiele

A version of Live Escape Room games. Players must solve
puzzles to meet the task. In cooperative play, all win or lose
together and only need pen and paper, all other information
is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be
changed! There are puzzles and items - puzzles show an an
image and a question that must be answered. Items are needed
to solve puzzles, they remain on the table. Wrong solutions are
marked with X, missing items with 2X. In this edition, you need
to break into the oldest Casino in the world in Venice and steal
the 1-Billion-Euro-Poker-Chip!
Version: de * Rules: de en es it nl ru * In-game text: yes

Doctor Thyme tests the abilities of all players. He explains his
project and presses a button, an alarm sounds, the room is
locked down the doctor falls through a trap door and the room
gets dark. Players must solve puzzles to find their way out. In
the cooperative game, all win or lose together and only need
paper and pen, all other information is available from the game;
the card sequence must not be changed. There are puzzles and
items - puzzles show an image and a question that must be
answered. Items are necessary to solve puzzles; those cards stay
on the table. Wrong solutions are penalized with an X, missing
items score 2X.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

A version of Live Escape Room games. In this edition, England
needs assistance, four contraptions must be defused before
midnight! Players must solve puzzles to meet the task. In
cooperative play, all win or lose together and only need pen
and paper, all other information is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be changed! There are puzzles and
items - puzzles show an an image and a question that must be
answered. Items are needed to solve puzzles, they remain on the
table. Wrong solutions are marked with X, missing items with 2X.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Escape Room with cards, for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+
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Deckscape The Mystery of Eldorado

Der geheimnisvolle Zaubersee

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Anna Oppolzer, Stefan Kloß
Publisher: Drei Magier Spiele / Schmidt Spiele

Der Herr der Träume

5

Designer: Jerry Hawthorne
Publisher: Plaid Hat Games / Asmodee

7

A version of Live Escape Room games. Players must solve
puzzles to meet the task. In cooperative play, all win or lose
together and only need pen and paper, all other information
is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be
changed! There are puzzles and items - puzzles show an an
image and a question that must be answered. Items are needed
to solve puzzles, they remain on the table. Wrong solutions are
marked with X, missing items with 2X. In The Mystery of Eldorado,
we parachute into the jungle after a plane problem and need to
survive and unravel the mystery of Eldorado.
Version: en * Rules: de en es it nl ru * In-game text: yes

Three mages cross the castle lake to escape from castle Rabenfels and Mage Rabenhorst, but are again and again magically
stopped or moved back towards the castle. You turn over a
tile -> 1. Magic animal - you slide a pawn leaf by leaf over the
board until it is magically stopped. However, if the reached leaf
shows the animal you revealed you may go on moving. The
tile is covered again in both cases. A stopped pawn is freed by
revealing the animal depicted on the leaf. 2. Rabenhorst - the
lake is rearranged; all pawns move backwards toward the castle.
When all pawns are at the landing, before Rabenhorst reaches
his finish, all win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

In various adventures, stuffed animals, aka Stuffies, protect
their little girl from monsters under the bed. The adventure
book is a guide through the story, tells to turn over pages and
gives instructions. Stuffies encounter monsters and fight and
defeat them, can contact lost or forgotten stuffies, assist them
and receive rewards. Interesting locations can be explored, you
can trade with merchants, have to master dice challenges and
cope with group challenges together. When all stuffies are out
of stuffing, the game is lost; all win together, when the story has
been successfully completed - the book tells you which ending
of the story can be told.
Version: de * Rules: cn cz de en es fr pl * In-game text: yes

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Magnetic move and memo game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

AdventureBook game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Der Unterhändler

Der unvollendete Fall von Holmes

Der Vetternkrieg

Designer: A. J. Porfirio
Publisher: Frosted Games

Designer: Alexander Krys
Publisher: iDventure / Asmodee

Designer: David A. Mortimer
Publisher: Frosted Games

Negotiations with a hostage taker! The starting situation is prepared based on the selected kidnapper card. A round comprises
negotiation, buy and escalation phase. The hostage taker poses
main, escape and side demands, all hidden at the start. Effects
reveal demands. Negotiation cards influence hostage taker and
situation or demand threat rolls; danger level below 0 or the
card symbol free a hostage, a level over 7 or a symbol kill a hostage. Buying phase - you acquire cards for negotiation points. In
the escalation phase you resolve an escalation card. You win or
lose depending on the status of hostages and hostage taker.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr it * In-game text: yes

Solve murder cases, based on the Escape Room mechanism. In
Victorian London, you are tasked with solving a mysterious, so
far unresolved murder case, a case that Sherlock Holmes did
begin to investigate, but did not complete. The digital part of
the game provides instructions and is needed to enter answers
to questions posed by it; the real part is played with real items
- traces of a crime that survived till today. As always in Escape
Room games, you can only play once with the same group of
people. You solve various puzzles and play as a team or against
time or in a multiple-team mode, using several copies of the
game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

War of the Roses between York and Lancaster in England in the
15th century. If you control all regions of England or control
most regions after five rounds or - if both parties control the
same number of regions - have won most battles, you win. Five
rounds comprise: Handing out action cards - swap an action
card with your opponent - determine battle field - alternate to
play four action cards each and either resolve the primary event
of the card or use the command points of the cards for actions evaluate battle - check victory condition - clean up.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Card game for 1 player, ages 13+

Escape Room variant for 2-12 players, ages 12+

Conflict simulation for 2 players, ages 12+

Detective

Detective

Designers: P. Rymer, I. Trzewiczek, J. Łapot
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: P. Rymer, I. Trzewiczek, J. Łapot
Publisher: Portal Games

16

Detective Stories Fall 1

16

Designer: Alexander Krys
Publisher: iDventure / Asmodee

Cooperative solving of cases, in a campaign of five cases on
decks of cards, used as per instruction. As a team you collect,
always with conferring, clues, information and traces, but not
everything you find necessarily belongs to the current case, so
keep copious notes. For witness statements, additional material, person files etc. you use antaresdatabase.com, where you
also enter facts. After a given number of days - with action like
research, write report, use talent or agency tile, all of which uses
up time - with normal shifts and maybe overtime, you enter
your final report on the site and score for answers and fitting
evidence.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fr it pl ru * In-game text: yes

Cooperative solving of cases, in a campaign of five cases on
decks of cards, used as per instruction. As a team you collect,
always with conferring, clues, information and traces, but not
everything you find necessarily belongs to the current case, so
keep copious notes. For witness statements, additional material, person files etc. you use antaresdatabase.com, where you
also enter facts. After a given number of days - with action like
research, write report, use talent or agency tile, all of which uses
up time - with normal shifts and maybe overtime, you enter
your final report on the site and score for answers and fitting
evidence.
Version: en * Rules: cz de en fr it pl ru * In-game text: yes

Das Feuer in Adlerstein
A momentous fire in the town of Adlerstein causes one fatality.
A journalist is accused of arson with lethal consequences. He
collects a lot of evidence in order to prove his innocence. Players
must investigate if he tells the truth and find the real culprit. The
came is designed as a realistic crime and demands investigation
simmilar to those conducted by police in real life. The game
is played with real items and objects! You need access to the
Internet and a Facebook account. The game can be played in
cooperative or competitive mode.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cooperative crime game for 1-5 players, ages 16+

Cooperative crime game for 1-5 players, ages 16+

Dedection game for 1-5 players, ages 14+
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Deutscher Spielepreis 2018 Goodie Box

Dice & Dragons

Designer: diverse
Publisher: Frosted Games

Designer: Elad Goldsteen
Publisher: Golden Egg Games

Dice Settlers

8

Designer: Dávid Turczi
Publisher: NSKN Games

2018, a new year and a new edition for the “little brother” of
the Brettspiel Adventskalender! The Goodie Box for Deutscher
Spielepreis 2018, is published as a tribute to one of the most
important awards for games in the German-speaking countries.
The Goodie Box features new expansions, exclusive for 12
months, for four of the Top Ten Games in the award, Azul - winner of Deutschen Spielepreis 2018, Rajas of the Ganges, Die
Quacksalber von Quedlingburg, and Altiplano, and , for a bonus,
Black Stories Essen Edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dragons lay waste to the land, heroes in the guise of warrior,
wizard, cleric, ranger or rogue fight them. One hunt spans
several rounds of three phases: Hero attack with rolling dice,
activate skills for hit points against a dragon with dice results or
cover skill in case of a failed roll. Then the dragon counters with
his symbols and you lose hit points. After all player turns the
dragon attacks again. A dragon at 0 hit points is eliminated, a
hero with 0 hit points is dead. A successful hunt gives experience
and gold. Experience gives new skills and gold is used to prepare
for further hunts.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

You control settlers and pioneers to explore, settle and govern
new land: you put tents and houses on tiles for points and
bonuses; tent majorities control tiles, houses give permanent
control. Dice represent settlers for exploring, trading, researching and expanding. Technologies are resources for points and
provide special abilities. Phases of a round are: Rolling dice
drawn from your bag, according you your current quota; then
you can do two main actions and clean-up. The game ends if
one player has built five houses, if all victory point markers or all
land tiles are used up or if there are only two or fewer dice colors
in general supply.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Collection of expansions for five games

Fantasy dice game for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Dice-driven 4X game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Die Brieftasche des Paten - Greif zu!
Designers: Wilfried and Marie Fort
Publisher: Lifestyle / HUCH!

Die Bunte Bande

8

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Die Kleine Hexe

4

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: HUCH!

5

Police at the door - the Mafia Boss escapes and leaves his wallet!
Who loots most and yet seems innocent? Being innocent and
rich in three rounds scores victory points; you are innocent
holding one identification, less than 500 money and maximum
two currencies. The active player draws a card from the wallet or
puts one into it or buys identification or flips a timer card. When
all were active, a timer card is flipped, too. When the last one is
flipped, the round ends - you can play special cards, each police
man present investigates one character, and innocent characters
score victory points in order of their wealth.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr it jp kr nl ru * In-game text: yes

Circles are connected by shapes. Each player has four circles of
one color. One circle per player is placed in the middle, it must
touch the other players’ circles. The remaining circles are laid out
in a big circle at a distance, circles of the same color not next to
each other. You roll the die and take a shape of this color and put
it on the table; it must touch any circle or any other shape. When
no suitable shape is in stock, you relocate one on the table.
Aim of the game is to connect all your circles. If you are first to
achieve this, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Das turbulente Flug- und Suchspiel
Little Witch wants to dance at Blocksberg and believes that
she needs Good Deeds for this. Players help finding then - they
look at the tiles, distribute them face-down around the room
and name the deed when placing the tile. Then a Good Deed
card is turned up and the active player flies Little Witch to the
corresponding tile, the others can help with “warm” or “cold”. If
he picks up the correct tile with Little Witch, he flys it back to the
Witch Cottage and puts it down there. A wrong tile is put back
face-down. When all good deeds are at the Cottage before the
timer runs out, all win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Card collecting game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

Placement game with shapes for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Cooperative search game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Die kleine Hexe Das verdrehte Memospiel

Die Legende der Irrlichter

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: HUCH!

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Haba

5

Die Legenden von Andor

6

Designers: Dorothea Michels, Matthias Miller
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Little Witch wants to dance at Blocksberg and believes that she
needs Good Deeds for this. Players help her to do good deeds
and to master the witch exam without being caught by Muhme
Rumpumpel. Good deeds are laid out face-down on the game
unit - the active player tries to stop the flying witch on the unit
exactly over the next good deed on his personal board and
advances his witch if he turns up the correct deed. If it is a wrong
one, the other players may advance their witch if the deed is the
next one on their board. Muhme Rumpumpel is switched with
a good deed. If you reach your witch exam case and turn up the
good deed in demand, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Shadow creatures want to conquer King Nachtulas castle.
Shadow creature cards show magical objects. All confer who
takes which path, on sequence and possible path connections. A button lights up Ghost lights or secure Blue Fireflies for
memorizing. The active player moves his pawn and, if he reaches
an object, can cover its icon on Shadow creature cards. Then a
die roll determines, if lit-up Ghost Lights send pawns back to
the clearing, Fireflies light up, Light colors of cases change or if
a Shadow creature moves towards the castle. When all Shadow
Creature cards are covered before Shadow creature arrives at the
castle, all win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Die verschollenen Legenden „Alte Geister“ - an expansion by
fans for fans - featuring three new voluminous expansions, one
of them for the Mine board. The rules of the core game apply,
amended by many additional rules and supported lots of new
components. In Die Spur des Drachen you restore burnt-down
buildings with the help of the Tribes of the West and encounter
Arbaks, the Andorian Forest Spirits. In Der Hexer aus Andor you
confront hitherto unknown enemies - an Ice Demoness, an Earth
Spirit and the Chief of the Skrals. In Die steinernen Drei, you reveal
a long-hidden secret inside the Grey Mountains.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Expansion for Legenden von Andor for 2-4 players, ages 10+
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Die Prinzen von Machu Picchu

Die Quacksalber von Quedlinburg

Die Rote Kralle

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Antoine Noblet
Publisher: Corax Games

Incan Princes try to save their civilization in the shelter of Machu
Picchu, the Spaniards try to find Machu Picchu. By moving
within a city quarter you trigger actions - you can produce, introduce new Incans and acquire virgins or shamans. When llamas
are sacrificed you achieve progress on the Incan Path and this in
turns yields victory points. The game ends with the salvation of
Machu Picchu - if all virgins and shamans were acquired - or the
Spaniards conquer Machu Picchu at the end of Day Nine and
gold is included in the calculation of victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

At the Quedlinburg Bazar, quacks and charlatans brew potions.
Ingredients and ingredient books are displayed, the board is
prepared, and player bags are equipped with ingredients. A
prophecy card is revealed for the round and eventually resolved,
and rat tails are resolved. Then all draw ingredients from their
bags and place them into the cauldron according to their value
- if the total of white ones exceeds 7, the cauldron explodes.
Chips of other colors are resolved when drawn or at the end of
the round. When all passed or were forced to pass, the round is
scored, and rubies and bonuses are taken. After nine rounds you
win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The Red Claw, master investigator of the Syndicate, is chasing
an infiltrator. Four rows each comprise seven cards of a color;
you have two randomly assigned cards. The active player plays
one card and takes cards from the display according to icons on
the card he played; in case of a Claw icon the card is determined
by the next player. When a row is empty, you take – if you have
most and second-most cards of this color – a token from this
row; the token makes you take or neutralize or annul steps of
your spy pawn towards the Red Claw pawn. Cards you crossed
on the track unlock abilities. If you reach the Claw, you are
unmasked and lose.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Worker Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Bag building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Die Villa des Paten

Discover

Dixit: 10th Anniversary

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Corey Konieczka
Publisher: Fantasy Flight / Asmodee

Designer: Jean-Louis Roubira
Publisher: Libellud / Asmodee

10

Investigators use items in color symbols on police cards to arrest
13 body guards and the Godfather, who are on display in formation. The card backsides show number and color symbol of the
necessary cards for the arrest. Police cards are dealt evenly, four
are laid out. An attackable body guard (two free edges in the
display) is turned over and players in turn play police cards with
the necessary symbols in given order or pass, if necessary. Any
two cards can replace any symbol. As a bonus for making an
arrest players get back one card. Players can confer about the
order of arrests.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

In the wilderness, without information to where and why!
Therefore: Find food and water and explore your surroundings;
goal and winning condition for all is to survive to the end of the
game; you master quests and must find a balance between assistance to others and personal interests. Every copy of Discover
is unique! You play a scenario for each game, always about
another group of survivors; in the Day phase you move, collect
resources, manufacture items, etc.; in the Nigh phase there are
negative and positive effects and you receive stamina. The final
quest of the game must be mastered jointly.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es fr pl ru * In-game text: yes

10 years Dixit - this ninth expansion features 84 new cards;
Artists featured in previous editions have again be invited
to illustrate cards of this Anniversary edition. The edition is
compatible with the core game and any other expansion. You
hold six cards; the narrator selects a card and makes an utterance - sound, quotation, word, etc. All others hand one of their
cards to the narrator that they believe suits his utterance best.
The narrator shuffles all cards and displays them. All others vote
which card is that of the narrator. If some guess correctly, they
and the narrator score. When all guess correctly or wrongly, all
score but the narrator.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cooperative card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Unique adventure for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Dixit for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Dized

Djinn

Designers: Jouni Jussila, Tomi Vainikka
Publisher: Playmore Games

Designers: Sen-Foong Lim, Jay Cormier
Publisher: HUCH!

8

DKT Alpen

10

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Dized is an application for smart devices that teaches how to
play board games. Dized allows the game to start immediately
after opening the box and the step-by-step visual and interactive tutorials simulate a friend at the table, teaching what needs
to be known and when. It also comes with a rule look-up tool
that helps to find any rule in the game. Some of the games
featured in the app are ICECOOL, Blood Rage or Kingdomino,
with more to come. It is free to download but subscribers get additional content and features. The app will be available in several
languages such as English, German, French and Spanish.
Version: - * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: -

3x3 cave cards are laid out face-down, you need 3, 4 and 5
treasure cards to complete their tasks. You receive eight treasure
cards and one Djinn card at the start of each of eight phases.
The first row of cave cards and one card for trump are revealed.
Then you play a trick taking game where you must follow suit.
In addition to the treasure card, you can play one of your Djinn
cards to change the trick. The winner of a trick selects one card
for his display, the rest is discarded. If, after eight rounds, you can
complete a cave card with cards in your display, you mark the
card. You win with one completed cave card of 3, 4 and 5.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of Monopoly, now under the aegis of
Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, has been
given a new, typical Austrian twist with a special edition for her
capital. Following the well-known rules players, in the guise of
tourists, move through the Austrian mountains and want to
make big money with mountain huts and hotels. In this version,
amendments to the traditional rules - roll & move, buying lots
and paying rent or building houses and hotels - demand body
action, you must “wedeln” or moo! Summer and winter tourisms
demand different activities and tourist attractions, after all!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Rules Tutorial App for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Trick-taking card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Economics game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 8+
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DKT Classic

8

Publisher: Piatnik

DKT Das kriminelle Talent

DKT Europa

Publisher: Piatnik

Publisher: Piatnik

8

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of Monopoly, has been re-launched
unchanged by Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of
games. You roll the die and move your marker. If you end on a
free lot, you can buy it. If you do not want to buy, the lot is NOT
auctioned. If you end up on owned lots, you pay rent to the
owner. On lots you own you can build houses and hotels. If the
bank has not enough houses to satisfy the demand, houses are
auctioned. Event squares must be observed. You may only be
indebted to the bank. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game and
your assets are auctioned. The last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Businesses instead of real estate, action/bank cards and executive cases; toll for using or for ransom money! Besides the player
markers there are two blackmailers and several securities in play.
The active player first rolls red dice, moves his pawn accordingly
and resolves the case reached: Buy or upgrade business or buy
security, pay toll or resolve action, bank or executive. Then you
roll black dice to move one blackmailer and resolve the reached
case, money is paid! Securities protect against blackmail. The
last one in play or the richest player after an agreed number of
rounds wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This version features 21 European countries, and the special
squares, too, have been adapted to the topic. The rules correspond to those of the standard edition. You roll the die, move
and buy lots of land. Land that is not bought is not auctioned.
On lots owned by other players you pay rent. On your own lots
you build houses and hotels. If the bank has not enough houses
to satisfy demand, houses are auctioned. Event squares must
be observed. You cannot run up debts. If you go bankrupt, you
quit and your assets are auctioned. The last in play or the richest
player after an agreed amount of time of play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Economics game with dice, for 3-6 players, ages 8+

DKT junior
Publisher: Piatnik

DKT Weltreise

5

DKT Wien

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Publisher: Piatnik

8

The junior version of the Austrian classic! Players spend their
pocket money on acquiring fairground attractions and traffic
in entrance tickets. When a player has collected 5 different
entrance tickets, the game ends and the winner is the player
with the highest amount of money. You roll the die, move your
marker and can either buy an attraction or pay entrance fee for
it. At the house you receive pocket money or pay the owner.
The piggybank can be looted or you can pay money into the
piggybank. Surprise cards are carried out. On the way to the
playground you pause for a round and come back into the game
via your own home.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Austrian version of the game about real estate, rents and
building - you set up boarding houses and hotels and collect
souvenirs. Rules amending the basic rules are: If you arrive at the
airplane, you can go to any slot; if you catch the train, you move
forward up to ten slots. If you do not have a Souvenir card from
your current location, you can buy one; on corner slots you can
buy souvenirs or real estate lots or set up a boarding house, even
if you do not own all lots of a region. If you cannot do an action,
you can select a replacement. If you are bankrupt, you are out of
the game; the last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, now under the aegis of
Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, has been
given a new, typical Austrian twist with a special edition for her
capital. Following the well-known rules you visit Hofburg or
Donauturm or even the sewers in Vienna’s „Underworld“, evoking a flavor of „The Third Man“. You build hotels and typical Viennese cafés, hoping for customers, and instead of going to jail you
take a Fiaker and visit a Heuriger in Grinzing. And if money runs
scarce, there is always a therapy on the couch of a fellow player!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Economics game with money for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Economics game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Dog Kids

Dokmus

Doktor Bibber

Designers: Christian Fiore, Knut Happel
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Mikko Punakallio
Publisher: Lautapelit / Asmodee

Publisher: Hasbro

5

6

Dog - the new Mensch Ärgere Dich Nicht - in a version for children. All try to be first to get their three dogs to the finish. You
move a dog by playing a color card and move the dog to the
next case of the color of the card you played. Opposing dogs on
cases you enter are sent back to their kennel. Special cards allow
a double move, color selection, swapping of dogs or advancing
to the next free kennel case. In a game of three and four players
you can play in teams; a team wins when it has all its dogs at the
finish first; you jump over your own dogs, send opposing ones
back and push partner dogs forward.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dokmus has been rediscovered; as a tribal warrior you ask for
help from the God. Then you draft one Guardian card per round,
which is revealed in turn and players can place three pieces
per round – in numerical order of the cards – and implement
the Guardian action. Terrain types chosen for a piece influence
positions of pieces already present. Guardian actions are Take
Talisman, Move tile or piece, Rotate tile or and of Guardian
actions #2 to #4. After eight rounds you score ruins, discovered
temples and majorities in sacrificed pieces.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fi se * In-game text: no

Patient Paul lies on the table in the operating theatre and players
try in turn to heal poor Paul. In order to do so they use the pincers to extract bones and other things, here called “Autschi”, from
Paul’s belly. But take care! Don’t touch anything but the things
that need to be taken out. Don’t jolt anything or scrape along
the edges of the wounds! If you do, Paul will start to scream from
pain and his nose will gleam red and your turn ends. In this relaunch of the game there are 12 Doctor cards; you draw one and
it tells you which Autschi to remove and names the fee for the
operation. After all cards are taken, you win with most money.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+
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Dominion 2. Edition

Dominion Nocturne

Dominion Renaissance

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games / ASS

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games / ASS

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games

As a monarch you expand your deck of cards to expand your
realm. Ten sets of Kingdom Cards are laid out. You play an action, can buy a card, discard cards and draw new ones. Action
you played can lead to further actions and buys. When three
sets are empty, you win with most victory points in your cards.
The second edition replaces six Kingdom cards and the Blanks
with seven new Kingdom cards - Artisan, Bandit, Harbinger,
Merchant, Poacher, Sentry and Vassal; there are also newly
formulated rules and small function changes for Moneylender,
Mine and Throne Room. An Update Pack featuring the seven
new cards is available.
Version: de * Rules: de en es jp nl pl pt * In-game text: yes

Nocturne, the 11th expansion for Dominion, introduces new
Kingdom Cards NIGHT, a new money and a new victory points
card, Cemetery, Heirloom cards, Fate and Doom cards, Zombie
cards, etc., a total of 500 cards. If you play with Night Cards, there
is a Night phase after the Buying Phase; Heirlooms replace one
copper in the set-up phase of the game; Boon cards give gifts to
players, Hexes bring irritation and plagues. Plagues and one of
the kingdom cards can also cause states, influencing one turn
or all turn or a scoring, until the card is migrating. There are also
permanent card which stay with the player until used. Nocturne
can be combined with all other Dominion editions.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

The 12th expansion for Dominion introduces 25 new Kingdom
cards; some cards yield coins that you store on a tableau and if
necessary can use like a copper money card. In analogy, there
are also cards providing citizens, who you also store until needed
for an additional action. Five artifacts are also introduced via
cards, but their ownership changes. 20 projects are similar to
events. You acquire them with money, put one of your two
cubes on them and can use the effect during all of the game.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Deck building game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Doodle Rush

Dragonwood

Designer: Adam Porter
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Darren Kisgen
Publisher: Game Factory

10

Dragorun

8

Designer: Sven M. Kübler
Publisher: HUCH!

8

3x doodling, 3x guessing, one minute a time. You have six doodle boards and are dealt two cards with terms. While the timer
runs, you draw as many terms from your cards as you want,
without numbers or letters, and on separate boards. When the
timer has run down, it is immediately re-started and all guess simultaneously drawings of others. For an exact guess you receive
the board of the artist. Round 2 and 3 are played the same way,
in the doodle rounds you can improve drawings, erase them and
begin anew, or draw other terms. After 6 minutes, each board
you received scores +1, each of your own you still hold -1.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Adventures in an enchanted forest. You play cards to use dice to
defeat creatures or collect items. Dragonwood cards and adventurer cards are prepared; five Dragonwood cards are laid out for
a landscape. You draw a card - limit 9 - or try to acquire a card in
the landscape. You name the target card and method of attack
and play the adventurer cards you want to use for it. Then you
roll one die per card - if you reach or top the value of the target,
you take the card. If not, you only lose one adventurer card and
take the rest back. When both dragons are defeated or the stack
was used 2x, you win with most points from acquired cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: yes

Five dragons are at the start and each player has a marker for his
starting dragon. The active player can roll dice or switch dragons.
If you roll, you roll the color and the movement dice and can
re-roll one or both once. Then you move the indicated dragon
accordingly. If you switch dragon, you swap your dragon marker
for that of another player or one from stock and take a dragon
egg. The new dragon is safe till the next move of its owner. The
action of the egg is resolved. When the first dragon crosses the
finish, you win, if you own its marker, unless you have a toadstool egg. When the marker is in stock, nobody wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Drawing game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Card & dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Race game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dreams

Dreck am Stecken

Drecksau to go!

Designer: Olivier Grégoire
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Stefan Breuer
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designers: Frank Bebenroth, Arpad Fritsche
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

7

Gods place stars for the True Vision to unmask the Mortal among
them, who in turn tries to figure out the True Vision. Dream cards
are on display, God token stacks are prepared and one of them
is distributed to give each player a role and to the gods also the
number of the True Vision dream. Then all in turn place stars for
main points of the dream image. When all stars are placed, gods
bet on the player color number of the Mortal and he bets on the
number of the True Vision dream. You score for correct bets and
for not being unmasked. When someone has a score of 16, you
win at the end of the round with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

All players – virtual ones in case of less than 6 – each are dealt a
culprit and a crime card as well a time table of the main crime.
You question a player – from round 2 even a virtual one. He must
answer with yes or no, can lie, and places one of his 3 truth cards
or his 1 lie card. A virtual player answers by special rules. With
the “threat” card you can check a card placed. If a player wants to
solve or if all have been questioned 4 times, all must name their
suspicions for all players. You score for correct suspicions and
lose points for wrong ones. You win if you achieve the highest
score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Drecksau + Sauschön expansion in a Pig Bag: You try to be
first to have only dirty pigs laid out and to clean up the other
players‘ pigs. You have 3-5 clean pigs in front of you and hold
three cards. You play one next to your pigs – Stable, Lightning
Rod and Annoy-the-farmer. Or you discard the card – Mud, Rain,
Lighting and Farmer-scrub-the-pig. You can use the card actions.
Stables protect against rain that cleans up pigs, lighting destroys
an opposing stable withut lightning rod, Annoy-the-farmer
nails the stable shut and protects against farmer-scrub-the pig.
Sauschön introduces three new cards and you also win with only
Beautiful Pigs.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 7+
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drop it

Drunter & Drüber

Designers: Bernhard Lach, Uwe Rapp
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Dummschwätzer

9

Publisher: Hasbro

A vertical shaft board is set up; in relation to the number of
players you receive minimum one complete set of pieces of one
color, three players share the remaining fourth set. The active
player drops any of his pieces into the shaft and scores for the
highest level into which it protrudes when it has settled, and for
touching of bonus circles, but only if no taboo was violated. Taboos are: Touching a piece of the same shape or color, touching
a symbol of the same color or shape at the shaft edge or plinth
edge or protruding the top shaft edge. There are variants for
beginners, team play, color only or for using Jokers.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: no

The burghers of Schilda build a new, obviously completely crazy
town. City walls and roads have been left out, the river runs right
through midtown. You are assigned a group of buildings and
defend them against demolition. Wall, river and road tiles are
placed, hopefully without covering your buildings, and nobody
should notice which buildings you are protecting. You can also
demand a vote on outhouses, as they are obstacles and cannot
be built over easily. When no further tile can be placed, you turn
over your building cards and add the points on non-covered
buildings. You win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Speech Breaker Challenge?! The active player wars the earphones and taks into a microphone. Why? He has a card and
describes what he reads so that his team can give a guess. He
cannot use a word from the card, of course. While talking to
give as many hints as possible, he hears, with a slight delay, his
own talking in the earphones. After 30 seconds, the timer puts
an end to the descriptions and his team members name the
Who, What and Where, e.g. The Gardener Eats Insects in a Hotel
Room. When that was guessed to the satisfaction of all players,
the team keeps the card and wins after three rounds with most
cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Placement game for 2-4 players or 2 teams, ages 8+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 9+

Creative description game for 4-10 players, ages 14+

Dweebies

Echidna Shuffle

Designer: Tim Roediger
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

6

Eclipse Second Dawn for the Galaxy

6

Designer: Touko Tahkikallio
Publisher: Lautapelit / Asmodee

Colorful Dweebies are in the deck in different numbers, dots on
the cards indicate the amount of that Dweebie; you are dealt
five Dweebies. You play a card from your hand and put it on the
table open faced; into the middle to begin, or next to any card
already on the table. If this results in a pair of identical Dweebies
at the opposite ends of an orthogonal row of cards you pick up
all cards in this row. When the display is split in two by taking a
row, all must place their cards to ensure quickest possible reconnection; until then nobody can take a row. Then you draw a card.
When all players are out of cards you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr nl pl th * In-game text: no

Echidnas transporting bugs! Neutral echidnas, pick up markers
and tree stumps in player colors are distributed on the Forest or
the Snow board. You move one several echidnas along the arrows, alternating between steps according to a dice roll or to the
value of a dice symbol connected to the dice result on a chart.
When at the start of your turn, an echidna sits on your pick-up
marker, you can place a bug of your color on it. If an echidna
arrives at a tree stump and carries a bug in the stump color, the
bug moves to the stump and both are taken put of play. If you
collect all your own bugs first, you win.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Despite all efforts to keep peace, the tensions and missunderstandings among the seven main races and in the Galactic
Council become more frequent. You control one of those interstellar civilizations, build battle ships, intensify research and technology and explore new star systems. In this complex strategy
game, you can try many strategies to win, adapted to strengths
and weaknesses of your own civilization. After nine rounds you
win with most victory points from controlling galactic sectors,
battles, diplomatic alliances, researched technologies, discoveries and monoliths under your control. New revised edition 2018
Version: de * Rules: cz de en it fi fr pl * In-game text: yes

Card collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Race and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Complex development game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Ein Fest für Odin Die Norweger

Eindeutig zweideutig

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designer: Steffi-Maria Schlinke
Publisher: Piatnik

Eiserner Vorhang

8

Designer: Daniel Skjold Pedersen, Asger Harding Granerud
Publisher: Frosted Games

Vikings widen their horizons! Three action plan boards replace
the big board; four new discovery boards with new bonuses
replace or supplement those of the core game. There are stock
boards for ships and special tokens, personal craftsman barns
with storage cases and a new mountain strip. Animals that cover
cases do not count for offspring or victory points. You use the
rules of the core game with amendmends for animal offspring
and with new action options for the last Viking you place: Craft,
Build house, Hunt, Animal market, Mountains & Trade, Shipping
and Education & Emigration. The scoring is done as in the core
game.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en * In-game text: yes

Words with a double meaning - in this memo version you need
to find two tiles for which the same term/word can be used. You
play with the standard memo rules: 54 tiles are laid out facedown, in a grid or randomly, at your discretion. The active player
turns over two tiles - if he finds a pair, he keeps it and reveals two
more tiles. IF not, you put both tiles back into their slots and the
turn passes to the next player. When all pairs have been found,
you win with most. The fun in this game are the words - Kiwi for
fruit and bird, Löffel for eating and the rabbit ears, etc.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Conflict of ideologies, USA vs UdSSR. Europe is start card with
one influence marker per faction. You hold five strategy cards. IN
round I, you play four cards one by one openly and orthogonally
next to a card, if possible into its region and score this region
for ideology points, if completed. Then you command = place
influence markers as required by the rules on all cards or trigger
events on loyal cards, for ideology points. the 5th card is placed
for an aftereffect. If you reach your flag on the ideology track,
you win instantly; or else with most points after a final scoring of
regions and aftereffects after round II.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Ein Fest für Odin for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Memo variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2 players, ages 10+
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El Grande Big Box

Elefun

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Richard Ulrich
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Publisher: Hasbro

Epoch: Early Inventors

3

Designer: Martyn F
Publisher: Rio Grande Games

As a Spanish Grande you use 30 Caballeros to acquire majorities
in regions and to increase your influence at court. In a round you
choose a power card for turn order and Caballero movement
from stock to court. An action card determines further action
options and movement of caballeros from court into regions.
After each three rounds, the game is scored. New edition for the
20 Years Anniversary including all expansions - Großinquisitor
& Kolonien, König & Intrigant, König & Intrigant 2 (the former
Players Edition), König & Intrigant 3 (the former Unverkäufliche
Sonderkarten), Grandissimo - plus a new Anniversary edition
and new components.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it nl * In-game text: yes

Elefun, the baby elephant, plays with butterflies and gently
blows them high into the air with his trunk. In this version, three
children are invited to play along in Elefun’s game with the butterflies and are supposed to catch the butterflies with their net.
First, you have to try and catch those dancing in the air. At the
end of a round you can take care of those butterflies that have
sunk to the floor. The player who catches most of the butterflies
wins the game. In this edition Elefun accompanies the emerging
butterflies with a happy hooting and there is again a fast refillfeature. Series: Elefun & Friends
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Food for the clan, first experiments with bronze, and ambitions
to be the tribe leader! In a turn you have three options in any
order, need not use all and can use extras, but all only when
your clan pawn is present. Options are: Action - Work, Gather,
Fish, Hunt, Butcher and Explore. Develop tile - pay cost, place hut,
receive ability (each one only once). Ceremonial Offer - discard
resources, place marker. Extras are: Move - Use ability - Bronze,
Rope & Leather - Use abilities of other players, cost 1 status
- Deer to food. At the end you score status, developed tiles,
Ceremonial Sites and bonuses from ceremonial sites.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

New edition of El Grande for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Dexterity and action game for 1-2 players, ages 3+

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Escape

Escape: Illusions

Escape: Quest

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

The magical gems in the temple chambers must be activated
within 10 minutes in this real-time adventure, complete with
soundtrack, to enable adventurers to flee the cursed temple. All
roll their five dice simultaneously and as fast as they can to use
them to discover new chambers, enter chambers, activate gems,
flee or remove blockades from dice. During two countdowns
you must get back to the starting chamber each time or lose
a die. For same tasks you need to cooperate. During the third
countdown all players must reach the exit. If only one of them is
left behind, all lose the game together.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Adventure in real time - magical jewels in temple chambers
must be activated within 10 minutes to enable adventurers to
escape. All roll their five dice simultaneously and use them to uncover new chambers, enter chambers, activate stones, flee and
remove blockage from dice; cooperation might be necessary.
With the runtime of the third count-down of the sound track
all need to be out of the temple. If only one remains behand, all
have lost. Expansion 1 Illusions introduces components for the
6th player, an escape card, a treasure tile and modules Kammern
der Illusionen and Spezialkammern with double chambers,
treasure chamber and chalice.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Adventure in real time - magical jewels in temple chambers
must be activated within 10 minutes to enable adventurers to
escape. All roll their five dice simultaneously and use them to
uncover new chambers, enter chambers, activate stones, flee
and remove blockage from dice; cooperation might be necessary. With the runtime of the third count-down of the sound
track all need to be out of the temple. If only one adventurer remains behind, all have lost. Expansion 2 Quest features two new
modules, Questkammern and Charaktere - Characters provide
special abilities for players. Quest needs the base game to play
and can be combined with Illusions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Cooperative real-time adventure for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Escape for 1-5/6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Escape for 1-5/6 players, ages 8+

Escape: Traps

Escape: Zombie City

Escape: Zombie City The Survivor Chronicles

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Adventure in real time - magical jewels in temple chambers
must be activated within 10 minutes to enable adventurers to
escape. All roll their five dice simultaneously and use them to
uncover new chambers, enter chambers, activate stones, flee
and remove blockage from dice; cooperation might be necessary. With the runtime of the third count-down of the sound
track all need to be out of the temple. Expansion 3 Traps includes
two new modules, Fallenkammern and Zeitkammern, which introduce an additional time element into the game, using a sand
timer. Traps needs the base game to play and can be combined
with Quest and Illusions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

The game mechanics of Escape combined with a Zombie topic!
Within 15 minutes players must reach the bus, starting from the
church, in this real-time adventure and leave the town in order
to escape the zombie hordes. The town is set up from modular
pieces randomly. Then all roll their five dice simultaneously and
as fast as they can to collect - in the first phase of the game items, tools, medicine and stores, fight zombies and find the exit.
Some zombies must be fought cooperatively, but for this you
need to be at the same location. In phase Two you must leave
town on time on the bus.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

The game mechanisms of Escape with a Zombie topic! Within
15 minutes players must reach the bus and leave town in this
real-time adventure to escape from the Zombie hordes. The first
expansion features two modules: Challenges and Characters. In
Challenges so-called challenge rows are added and you must
comply with those challenges before you can leave town; the
more roads the more difficult. For Characters each player choses
a character - Nerd, Grandma, Policeman, Shopping Queen, Vendor or Construction Worker - with special abilities; you choose
one for the game and can us it as often as you want.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Escape for 1-5/6 players, ages 8+

Cooperative real-time adventure for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Escape Zombie City for 1-5 players, ages 8+
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Escape Room Das Spiel

Escape Room Das Spiel Casino

16

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Escape Room Das Spiel Funland

16

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Publisher: Noris Spiele

16

As in any Escape scenario you are „locked in“ and must solve
tasks and riddles to „escape“. Each of the four adventures - Prison
Break, Virus, Nuclear Countdown and Temple of the Aztec – has
three parts; each part is completed by entering a code using
four out of 16 keys; you place them into the decoder from left to
right. If you enter all three codes correctly within 60 minutes, you
have won. You open the envelope for the current adventure part
and use all information to find and solve the tasks and puzzles.
An App for background music and solution is available, you can
also download component templates to play again.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: yes

Casino - an expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel. As usual in an
Escape Room scenario, you are „locked in“ and solve puzzles to
„escape. In this scenario, we have made lots of money illegally
in casinos all over the world. All seems to be well and without
problems, when the phone rings in your shabby hotel room Carolyn Castle has broken the first rule of the game - don’t get
caught! Unfortunately, the Mafia family Trapani seems to own
the Casino, and yet, we must make enough money in 60 minutes to buy off Carolyn... The expansion provides solution cards
the website offers the complete solution and a supplementary
story for a conclusion.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

Funland is an expansion for Escape Room das Spiel. As usual in
an Escape Room scenario, you are „locked in“ and solve puzzles
to „escape. Bobo the Clown provides a freak show from which
you need to escape in three adventure stages - Cage, Dressing
Room and Fun Fair. You need components from the core game
and information on the three stages from the expansion envelope. Each stage is completed with a code garnered from solved
puzzles; if you enter all correctly, you win. The expansion also
provides solution cards for parts 1 and 2, the website offers the
complete solution and a supplementary story for a conclusion.
Version: de * Rules: de en es nl * In-game text: yes

Logic puzzle game for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Escape Room Das Spiel Murder Mystery
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Escape Room Das Spiel Secret Agent

16

Escape Room Das Spiel Space Station

16

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Publisher: Noris Spiele

16

Murder Mystery - an expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel. As
usual in an Escape Room scenario, you are „locked in“ and solve
puzzles to „escape. Side by side with Sherlock Holmes you solve
a murder case. The boss of a steel company, Jones & Jones,
was murdered in his study. Did he have enemies? Who hat evil
designs? Who murdered him? In one hour, the killer will murder
again - search Jones’ study together to stop the murders and
find the killer. The expansion provides solution cards the website
offers the complete solution and a supplementary story for a
conclusion.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

Secret Agent Operation Zekestan is an expansion for Escape
Room das Spiel. Zekestan is an autocratic state and is rumored
to develop a secret, world-destroying weapon. As secret agents,
players collect information to avoid the ultimate catastrophe.
You need components from the core game and information
on the three stages from the expansion envelope. Each stage
is completed with a code garnered from solved puzzles; if you
enter all correctly, you win. The expansion also provides solution
cards for parts 1 and 2, the website offers the complete solution
and a supplementary story for a conclusion.
Version: de * Rules: de en es nl * In-game text: yes

Space Station - an expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel. As
usual in an Escape Room scenario, you are „locked in“ and solve
puzzles to „escape. In this scenario, you are on an exciting mission in space. But the mission suddenly turns into a nightmare
with an explosion - the oxygen supply lasts for 60 minutes
exactly and your only chance to survive is the escape shuttle.
But to enter it, you must know the password! Will you figure it
out in time ... The expansion provides solution cards the website
offers the complete solution and a supplementary story for a
conclusion.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Escape Room Das Spiel The Dentist
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Escape Room Das Spiel Redbeard’s Gold

16

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Escape Room Das Spiel The Magician

16

Publisher: Noris Spiele

16

The Dentist is an expansion for Escape Room das Spiel. This
time, you need to have a tooth extracted and are sedated by Dr.
Siènski. When you wake up again, you are in his waiting room
with other patients, the door is locked, and you need to escape
before the doctor returns. You need components from the core
game and information on the three stages from the expansion
envelope. Each stage is completed with a code garnered from
solved puzzles; if you enter all correctly, you win. The expansion
also provides solution cards for parts 1 and 2, the website
offers the complete solution and a supplementary story for a
conclusion.
Version: de * Rules: de en es nl * In-game text: yes

The Legend of Redbeard’s Gold Secret is an expansion for Escape
Room das Spiel. He secret of Captain Redbeard’s legendary
treasure must be solved, the hunt is on for heaps of doubloons,
ducats and rubies. Which island did Redbeard choose to bury
all and where is the gold? You need components from the core
game and information on the three stages from the expansion
envelope. Each stage is completed with a code garnered from
solved puzzles; if you enter all correctly, you win. The expansion
also provides solution cards for parts 1 and 2, the website
offers the complete solution and a supplementary story for a
conclusion.
Version: de * Rules: de en es nl * In-game text: yes

The Magician is an expansion for Escape Room das Spiel. A
promoter in the street is shouting out an invitation to see the
Magician’s show for free! Who can resist? Visitors enter the
foyer, decorated all in red, under the nasty grin of the promoter,
and the door locks behind them! You need components from
the core game and information on the three stages from the
expansion envelope. Each stage is completed with a code
garnered from solved puzzles; if you enter all correctly, you win.
The expansion also provides solution cards for parts 1 and 2, the
website offers the complete solution and a supplementary story
for a conclusion.
Version: de * Rules: de en es nl * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+
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Escape Room Das Spiel Virtual Reality

Escape Room in A Box: Das Werwolf Experiment

EXIT Das Buch Logbuch 1907

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Juliana Pate, Ariel Rubin
Publisher: Mattel

Designer: Giorgos Kiafas
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

16

16

Virtual Reality is a new version of Escape Room Das Spiel. In
both scenarios - Submarine and Behind Enemy Lines - you are
„imprisoned“ and must solve puzzles and tasks to „escape“.
You need two smartphones and the free app on both; one
works as Chrono Decoder, the other one - with the cardboard
holder - as 3D glasses. Each scenario comprises three parts,
three correct codes must be entered into the decoder within 60
minutes. Some puzzles cannot be solved without virtual reality,
sometimes you must interact with it, that is, use an object in the
virtual reality. One smartphone can be replaced by the Chrono
Decoder from the core game.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

A new version of the Escape Room principle! 10 puzzles and
three padlocks must be solved/cracked/opened to find the
antidote for the werewolf infection. The surprise in the game
are the “real components, for instance boxes with real padlocks
that need to be opened with a code to find further clues. In this
cooperative game, some things might be needed more than
once and sharing out tasks will make the job easier, and there
are no intentionally false leads. To solve the puzzles, all you need
is your brain, pen & paper, any devices are only allowed to serve
as a timer for the maximum playing time of one hour.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Parts of a legendary marine diary have been scattered over the
globe for years. In mysterious ways, those notes have now reassembled. 45 puzzles of varying difficulty must be solved, if you
want to find out what happened and learn the story of the seafarer. As with the EXIT games, the book can only be used/played
once - you must puzzle, think, draw, tear or cut some pages and
sometimes also tear your hair; for the book, you also need access
to the Internet - you enter the solution for a puzzle on a website
and get a key term that you will need in later puzzles.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Escape Room variant for 2-8 players, ages 13+

Puzzle adventure for 1 or more players, ages 16+

EXIT - Das Spiel Das Mysteriöse Museum

EXIT - Das Spiel Die Katakomben des Grauens

EXIT - Das Spiel Der Tote im Orientexpress

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

10

16

Live Escape Games – A group is imprisoned in a room and must
escape within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or solving
puzzles, e.g. codes for locks. Depending on the topic you need to
solve other tasks like finding a missing person, traps or various
support items like an antidote formula. You have a decoder disc,
a book and an image of a room with items with symbols. In the
course of the game you might have to fold, paint or destroy
components of the game, so each copy can only be played
once. In Das mysteriöse Museum, players visit the Santa Maria
exhibition in Florence, but the door locks and leaves them with
a curious machine.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This edition of EXIT Das Spiel offers an intensive experience - it
comes in two parts, topic is a friend who disappeared in the
bowels of Paris. The basic principle is the same: A group finds
itself in a closed surrounding and must escape or find a solution,
by searching for clues or solving puzzles, and solving other
tasks finding person, traps or various support items suitable to
the topic. You have a decoder disc, a book and an image of a
location with items with symbols. In the course of the game you
might have to fold, paint or destroy components of the game, so
each copy can only be played once. Level Fortgeschrittene
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Live Escape Games – A group is imprisoned in a room and must
get free within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or solving puzzles for keys or codes for number locks. Depending on the topic
you need to solve additional tasks, maybe avoid traps or find an
antidote. With a decoder disc, a book and an image of a room as
well as the components of the game - which must be written on,
folded, torn or otherwise used - you need to find the solution. In
the issue Der Tote im Orientexpress you must solve the case and
find the murderer bevor the train reaches Constantinople. Only
playable once. Level Profis.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Live Escape Game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Live Escape Game for 1-4 players, ages 16+

Live Escape Game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

EXIT Kids Code Breaker

Eye Catch

Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Maureen Hiron, Sheyla Bonnick
Publisher: Game Factory

7

Eye My Favorite Things

6

Designer: Daiki Aoyama
Publisher: Surume Days / Japon Brand

A room, sealed with an electronic lock. You need to solve
puzzles to get clues for number codes, the code opens the
lock. Clue tiles are openly distributed about the room. A puzzle
card provides a puzzle in one of 10 types and in four levels of
difficulty, set in one of nine worlds. The card put into the lock
activates it for this puzzle. The puzzle provides hints for color,
item and comestible; you find those on the clue tiles, and on the
tiles parts for the code, using UV light, red filter or mirror foil. If
you enter the code correctly, the lock opens, and all have won.
Solutions are provided.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

64 animals on backgrounds of varying colors need to be caught.
They are stacked face-down, two are displayed. In turn, you turn
up one card - if you spot a “catch”, you call “catch” and take the
three cards. If several players call at the same time, the three
cards are set aside. If you call wrongly, you give back the last card
you won. A catch are three identical animals or three identical
colors or two animals and two colors, both identical. In a variant,
you memorize cards on display, turn over three cards from stack
or table, take an eventual catch and keep turning up until three
open cards do not form a catch, those are turned back down
again.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Trick-taking game on preferences! You have six blank cards and
six number cards 0 to 5. You name a topic to your neighbor,
who writes down five preferences and one non-preference
on the blank cards and then puts the corresponding number
underneath the writing cards. The pack is then handed to your
neighbor and, in turn, you play one card for a trick - the lowest
cards wins, unless the 1 and the 0 are in the same trick, in this
case the 0 wins; in case of a tie in lowest number next to the
starting player wins. After two rounds you win with most points
for tricks won.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Escape game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Spotting and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Trick-taking game for 3-6 players, ages 14+
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Fairy Tile

Family Trade

Designers: Matthew Dunstan, Brett J. Gilbert
Publisher: Iello

Designers: Kenichiro Kawaguchi, Noayuki Hirayama
Publisher: Librage Co. / Japon Brand

8

Fang mich!

6

Publisher: Noris Spiele

3

Princess, Knight and Dragon have adventures in the kingdom
of Fairy Tile. The kingdom is laid out step by step with tiles; each
player has cards for book pages, if you are first to read out all of
them, you win. The active player has two option: Create a story
- you have an adventure including moving a character placing
a tile including checking on completion of an adventure, that
is, reading the book page card - or flip the next page open with
activating of a magic tiles, which gives you a second action. If
you cannot complete the task of a page, you lose, the others go
on playing.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Three rules and three game modes on sets of three equal cards.
Market Making: You roll for product card values, hold eight cards,
draw one and discard one - the last missing card for three sets
must be announced; you put down your cards, cannot take/
discard cards anymore, but can pick up a discarded card for the
missing card any time; you pay/receive money depending on
the market value and source of the last card. God of the market:
If you have three sets, you roll for their market value before you
take or pay money. Battle Royale Market: Similar, but only for one
set at a time, no announcement of last card, used cards are taken
out of play.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

There are 20 picture cards, 19 of them are hidden, somewhere
in the room or even somewhere in the house or garden. Players
hide the pictures together and in any caches; the picture must
always be placed so that the big animal side is visible. One player
then turns over the last card and names the animal depicted on
its backside. This animal must now be found. If you find it, you
keep it for a point and turn it over to determine the next animal
that must be found. When all the animals have been found, you
win with most points, that is, cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Placement and adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Trade game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Search and memo game for 2 or more players, ages 3+

Farben

Farben

Farmini

Designer: Apolline Jove
Publisher: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Apolline Jove
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designers: Marie & Wilfried Fort
Publisher: Loki / Iello

5

Words are colored! You hold a set of color cards, 10 word cards
are stacked. As the active player, you display the top word card;
all players now simultaneously select a face-don color card for
the word. With a mixed-color card you can express your association with several colors for that word. Then the neighbor of the
active player starts to tell, why he associates his chosen color
with that word; all others follow in seating order, the color cards
are put under the word card. When ten word cards have been
dealt with, your right neighbor selects a stack for you and you
must now remember, who selected which card for this word,
and you and that narrator score accordingly.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Words are colored! You hold a set of color cards, 10 word cards
are stacked. As the active player, you display the top word card;
all players now simultaneously select a face-don color card for
the word. With a mixed-color card you can express your association with several colors for that word. Then the neighbor of the
active player starts to tell, why he associates his chosen color
with that word; all others follow in seating order, the color cards
are put under the word card. When ten word cards have been
dealt with, your right neighbor selects a stack for you and you
must now remember, who selected which card for this word,
and you and that narrator score accordingly.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Beauty contest for farm yards! Whoever owns most animals
and corn fields, wins! In your turn you select a card and add it
to your farm tile: Fence cards to enclose meadows, including
corn fields, if possible, or animal card to buy animals, which are
then placed on a fenced-in meadow square. When the display of
cards is replenished, and a wolf card appears, the wolf frightens
the depicted animals - all that are not within fences, go back to
the hen coop. When all cards are used up, you score for animals
and fenced-in corn fields without animals within the fence; free
places within the fences earn you penalty points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

Narrative game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Narrative game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Position game for 1-4 players, ages 5+

Fast Food Fear

Fast Forward: Fatal

Designer: Dario Dordoni
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F Spiele

8

Fat Fish

10

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Bernhard Lach, Uwe Rapp
Publisher: HUCH!

8

Monsters are difficult customers and only satisfied when all
orders = monster cards in the display are resolved. Player+1
monster cards are laid out, you hold six menu cards for twelve
dishes, they come in varying numbers, rarest are the most
wanted. The starting player reveals some of the monster cards,
showing three to five dishes. A card is resolved, when one player
discards all necessary dishes, players can confer. In turn, you
either resolve an order - a new one is revealed - or resolve an
action card or discard a card; then you refill your hand. When all
orders are resolved when the timer runs out, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es it pl pt * In-game text: yes

The 4th game in the Fast Forward series, based on the Fable
concept. Games using this concept feature pre-sorted stacks
of cards, which are used according to the individual game and
introduce all cards and rules in several games, played one after
the other. You can interrupt play, continue at any time or begin
again with another group of players. In Fast Forward Games, you
do not read any rules at all, but begin to play from the first card
on. Fortune ia game about points, featuring the topic of Slot Machines; will there be a new high score on the cards? You not only
need high numbers, however, but also the right bonus points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr jp nl * In-game text: yes

We catch fat colorful fish for points and stack fish bones for penalty points. You have 12 fish cards in your stack and 4 of them
in hand; 3 cards begin 3 rows, and between 3 and 15 cards are
draw pile. The active players places a card or cards from his hand
in a row of the same end color or a row still missing that color.
When 5 cards are in a row, you take all and put one card of each
color on your points stack and all other cards face-down on your
penalty stack. For a mistake you temporarily get the Fiasko card
and play again; this card gives you 5 penalty points if you hold it
at the end. When all are out of cards, you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Cooperative card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Fast Forward game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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201 9
Feiner Sand

Fertility

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F Spiele

Designer: Cyrille Leroy
Publisher: Catch Up Games / Blackrock Games

Festo!

10

Sand castles, built with your own deck that you want to get rid
of completely. Simultaneously, all play a turn of 1. draw cards, 2.
build/draw cards, 3. card limit. Cards are built in color columns
for actions or alternatives. Coins pay for building; sand castles
are free. Once per turn, you can place a card as gift to your left
neighbor. When all are done with their turn, card gifts remain on
the table, if at least one player did not receive one; otherwise,
you put one on your discard pile. When your own draw and
discard piles are empty, you win with fewest unbuilt cards. With
option Fable Campaign with three new Fable cards per game.
Version: de * Rules: de en es jp * In-game text: no

You manage a metropolis and its environs for the Pharao and
use resources of the Nile valley to supply shops in your metropolis to become the richest Nomarch. A turn has three phases: 1.
You must place a valley tile from your supply, at least one edge
must correspond to that of a tile already in place, and take
resources accordingly. 2. You can pay for a district tile on display
with resources and place the tile in your metropolis. 3. You can
supply shops in your metropolis with resources from your own
stock. After nine turns you score money earned with general and
special shops, god statues, monuments and wheat storage.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Deck-Diminishing game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Tile placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Designer: Arve D. Fühler
Publisher: Game Brewer

8

Halflings collect ingredients for the festive Festo recipes. In
the preparation phase, markets are filled and the top event for
the round is turned up. In the Shopping phase you roll for the
Morning to determine open and closed shops and place your
helpers; this is repeated for the Afternoon. In the Action phase
you collect ingredients and use traits of characters - Troll, Pixie,
Orc, Magician, Elf and Dwarf. 4. Cooking Phase - you spend
ingredients to prepare dishes, can do more than one, but only
one per turn. After four rounds you add up your victory points
for dishes, remaining ingredients and collected tokens.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no
Worker placement for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Fields of Green Grand Fair

Fields of Green Grand Fair

Finca

Designer: Vangelis Bagiartakis
Publisher: Artipia Games

Designer: Vangelis Bagiartakis
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designers: Ralf zur Linde, Wolfgang Sentker
Publisher: franjos Spieleverlag

10

Farmers want to improve and expand their lands and their
business; they acquire fields, livestock and facilities. Grand Fair introduces the topic of Agricultural Fairs to the game: Attractions is
a new module, featuring eight different mats, three of them are
used in a game. Awards is also a module to be added to Fields of
Green; 12 cards provide goals for additional victory points. There
are also New locations & Equipment to supplement those from
the core game, with new versions for two of them - Main Water
Tower and Main Silo. There is also a Solo variant.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Farmers want to improve and expand their lands and their
business; they acquire fields, livestock and facilities. Grand Fair introduces the topic of Agricultural Fairs to the game: Attractions is
a new module, featuring eight different mats, three of them are
used in a game. Awards is also a module to be added to Fields of
Green; 12 cards provide goals for additional victory points. There
are also New locations & Equipment to supplement those from
the core game, with new versions for two of them - Main Water
Tower and Main Silo. There is also a Solo variant.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Farmers on Mallorca want to harvest the maximum possible
amount of fruit and to deliver them on demand to villages, for
victory points. After an initial placement phase, you can, in turn,
either move one of your farmers on the windmill and receive
fruits or donkey carts, or deliver fruits or resolve action tiles.
These give you a double turn on the windmill or a big donkey
car or delivery of one fruit less or relocating on the windmill.
When the last demand tile is removed from a village, you place a
wooden Finca piece. When the last one is placed, the game ends
and you win with most victory points. New edition, includes El
Razul expansion.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr fi hu se * In-game text: no

Expansion for Fields of Green for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Fields of Green for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Find Idol! Diggers

Fine Sand

Firenze

Designer: Ryo Nakamura
Publisher: radiuthree / Japon Brand

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Quined Games

You „dig“ for pop idols to have most spectators. 1. Man „gräbt“
für die meisten Zuschauer nach Pop-Idolen. 1.Investigation
- open and face-down cards and dig counters are evenly distributed to players. Then you put the current top card of your stack
unchanged on the table, single or partly covering others, but
never under a card. 2. Discovery - you discard 1-3 dig counters
and take as many single cards, or more if you discard a “dig plus”
card. 3. Graduation - If you have managers, you discard one idol
per manager in his color. 4. Major debut: 10 SP per Idol; Nerd 10x number of idols in Nerd color; but -50 if there is no idol for a
Nerd. With variants.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

Sand castles, built with your own deck that you want to get rid
of completely. Simultaneously, all play a turn of 1. draw cards, 2.
build/draw cards, 3. card limit. Cards are built in color columns
for actions or alternatives. Coins pay for building; sand castles
are free. Once per turn, you can place a card as gift to your left
neighbor. When all are done with their turn, card gifts remain on
the table, if at least one player did not receive one; otherwise,
you put one on your discard pile. When your own draw and
discard piles are empty, you win with fewest unbuilt cards. With
option Fable Campaign with three new Fable cards per game.
Version: en * Rules: de en es jp * In-game text: no

Families in Renaissance Florence - competing in trade and politics, but also in building dynasty towers. You have commissions
from families and must select an action card, can swap stones
and build monochromatic towers, must demolish ruins, can
complete commissions and must check limits. Action cards give
you stones for building; you can place maximum six per turn,
two for free. Towers that you start must be added to in every
round or you must demolish them as ruins. Opponents can
snatch up orders that you deemed secure. Completed commissions give you prestige points; at the end you score majorities in
tower colors as well as celebration cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Deck-Diminishing game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Building and development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
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First Class

Fist of Dragonstones The Tavern Edition

Designer: Helmut Ohley
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Bruno Faidutti, Michael Schacht
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Five Little Fish

8

Publisher: Jumbo

3

Each game is played with two out of five modules - Die Aufträge,
Berühmtheiten und Postkarten, Wer ist der Mörder?, Passagiere und
Gepäck oder Weichen und Mechaniker – and the core game. In
six rounds 18 cards are displayed. In a round you take one action
card from the display in turn and perform the action – take car
or upgrade car, move conductor or engine, expand track, take
orders or end-of-game cards or starting player marker, etc. After
two rounds you score bonuses for track and points for trains
and after a scoring of coins and end-of-game card you win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Once, in an enchanted forest, princes rivaled for Dragonstones.
In the Dragon & Flagon Inn, guests sometimes reminisce and
play a simple game! In blind bids, you bid for creature cards,
following stringent bid requirements, creatures are auctioned
individually, beginning with the witch. Cards that you win give
you coins, Dragonstones, cast spells on other players or provide
victory points. The new edition has been revised; King’s Favor is
new and there are more than 70 characters, some of them can
be kept for later. The design has been adjusted to the Dragon &
Flagon universe.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Catch colored fish! Face-down lily pod cards and five fish with
folded bodies are laid out. As active player, you turn over a pad:
for a fish, you lift a fish with the rod - even one in front of another
player; if the fish has the same color as the fish on the pad card,
you take the fish. For the rainbow fish, you pull a fish towards
you without lifting it. For the frog, you push a fish back into the
middle. If you reveal a fish that you think you already have, you
lift the fish; if you are correct, you can turn up another card.
When all lily pads have been used, you win with most fish.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Auction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Memo game for 2-5 players, ages 3+

Flamme Rouge

Flamme Rouge Meteo

Designer: Asger Harding Granerud
Publisher: Lautapelit / Asmodee

Designer: Asger Harding Granerud
Publisher: Lautapelit / Asmodee

8

Flamme Rouge Meteo

8

Designer: Asger Harding Granerud
Publisher: Stronghold Games

8

Cycle race in Paris, you control a Rouleur and a Sprinteur and
want to get one of them across the finish line first. The race takes
place over rounds of three phases: In the Energy phase all draw
four cards simultaneously and play one card each face-down
for first and second cyclist. In the Movement phase you reveal
cards and move cyclists. In the Final phase you remove played
cards and resolve slipstream effects – advance by one additional
square – and exhaustion – a driver behind a free square receives
an exhaustion card as an energy card of value 2. Rules for alternate track building, handicap and mountain races.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr + dk fi no se * In-game text: no

Cycle race in Paris, you control a Rouleur and a Sprinteur and
want to get one of them across the finish line first. In the expansion Meteo, weather becomes a major influence; each weather
marker influences all six squares of the tile it is assigned to.
Crosswind - no slipstreaming is possible; Tailwind - you draw five
instead of four energy cards; Headwind - you draw three cards
instead of four; Wet - if you end your movement on such a case
and have lost movement points due to being blocked, you must
resolve a crash: Your pawn is laid sideways, put upright again in
the next turn and loses 2 units card value.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Cycle race in Paris, you control a Rouleur and a Sprinteur and
want to get one of them across the finish line first. In the expansion Meteo, weather becomes a major influence; each weather
marker influences all six squares of the tile it is assigned to.
Crosswind - no slipstreaming is possible; Tailwind - you draw five
instead of four energy cards; Headwind - you draw three cards
instead of four; Wet - if you end your movement on such a case
and have lost movement points due to being blocked, you must
resolve a crash: Your pawn is laid sideways, put upright again in
the next turn and loses 2 units card value.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Bicycle race for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Flamme Rouge for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Flamme Rouge for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Flick Fleck

Flip a Bird

Designer: Michael Kallauch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Arno Steinwender, Wilfried Lepuschitz
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

4

Floh am Po

8

Designer: Peter Wichmann
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Cows on pasture wake up one morning, totally bare of of spots,
they want them back! You have a cow and take - on a signal of
„How, wow, cow, now!“ - a face-down spot tile to put anywhere
on your cow - only requirement: never place white next to black.
If you cannot place your tile, you set it aside and pass this turn. If
you are first to give your cow now spots allover, you win. For use
as a cow puzzle, you spread the tiles face-up and try how many
individual spots you manage or how big a spot can you place,
how does a striped cow look and how is the outcome if you use
the opposite rule: Black only next to white?
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Bird cards and special cards are stacked face down, each player
has two cards. The active player draws the top card from the
stack and places one of his cards. When the top card on the draw
pile shows a closed cage, you place the card face down; if the
card shows an open cage, you place it face up. If you believe that
there are more birds in the row than the allowed maximum in
relation to the number of players - you play your red Tip card;
your left neighbor must then place his green Tip card, the others
place theirs according to their opinion. All that made the right
shice split the cards in they row between them. When the draw
pile is empty, you score your birds.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Fleas want to go on holiday and take the Dog Bus! Each player
has a dog at the start and places a randomly selected flea on it.
Then, in turn, you roll two dice - fleas of the resulting colors on
your dog are relocated to other dogs; fleas of resulting colors sitting on other dogs or in the middle are placed on your dog and
then you move the dog for as many steps as there are fleas on
its back. The first dog on the finish tile wins. In a variant for older
children you roll a number of dice according to the position of
the dog - one die for your dog on the first occupied tile towards
the finish, two for the dog on the second occupied tile, etc.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Tile placement for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Race game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Fool!

Foppen

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F Spiele

8

Forbidden City

8

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Jumbo

8

Shed your cards! In a round, tricks demanding following suit are
played. The highest card in the color that was led wins the trick.
If you played the worst card, you are “fooled”, take the marker
and pass in the next trick. With eight players, the two worst cards
are fooled. Cards #1 are jokers for each color, but need not be
played to follow suit. If someone is out of cards, you score the
round and add color card values and 5 points for #1 cards for
penalty points, no cards in hand score +10, albeit only if you
have no “fooled” marker. If someone reaches or passes -80 or has
scored +10 minimum 6x, you win with most points.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en es jp kr * In-game text: no

Shed your cards! In a round, tricks demanding following suit are
played. The highest card in the color that was led wins the trick.
If you played the worst card, you are “fooled”, take the marker
and pass in the next trick. With eight players, the two worst cards
are fooled. Cards #1 are jokers for each color, but need not be
played to follow suit. If someone is out of cards, you score the
round and add color card values and 5 points for #1 cards for
penalty points, no cards in hand score +10, albeit only if you
have no “fooled” marker. If someone reaches or passes -80 or has
scored +10 minimum 6x, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es jp kr * In-game text: no

Advisors of the new Emperor rival for influence in the Forbidden
City, represented by tiles in rooms. In a round, all draw one tile
and, in turn, add it to the display - next to a tile of the same color
or - with a separating wall in-between - next to another color.
A room completely surrounded by walls is closed - each tile is
worth 1 point, each dragon 3 points; rooms connected to it via
an archway are also scored. For the majority of advisors in the
room you score the room value, for second place half the room
value. When all tiles but two are placed, you score for advisors
and dragons on those tile and win with the highest score.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Trick-taking game for 4-8 players, ages 8+

Trick-taking game for 4-8 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Forbidden Sky

Fortune

Designer: Matt Leacock
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Stronghold Games

10

Forum Trajanum

10

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: HUCH!

You need to cooperate to build an emergency electric circuit
and close it. As an adventurer with special ability you have
four actions in a turn, and can do the same one several times.
Options are: 1. Move adventurer. 2. Explore - reveal and take
tile, maximum 3 in your display. 3. Discover - put tile from your
display next to your adventurer, continuing cable lines, maybe
place components or lightning rod. 4. Place or remove cable between two components, beginning at your adventurer. Then
you draw weather cards according to the current wind strength;
adventurers can be affected; if a health marker reaches the skull
case, the game is lost.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The 4th game in the Fast Forward series, based on the Fable
concept. Games using this concept feature pre-sorted stacks
of cards, which are used according to the individual game and
introduce all cards and rules in several games, played one after
the other. You can interrupt play, continue at any time or begin
again with another group of players. In Fast Forward Games, you
do not read any rules at all, but begin to play from the first card
on. Fortune ia game about points, featuring the topic of Slot Machines; will there be a new high score on the cards? You not only
need high numbers, however, but also the right bonus points.
Version: en * Rules: de en es fr jp nl * In-game text: yes

Emperor Trajan builds his Forum; you govern a Colonia founded
by Trajan, develop it as best as you can and send envoys with
reports and contributions to Rome. In a round, two road cards
are revealed that determine the two tiles that are taken off your
Colonia; you keep one and hand one to your neighbor; then you
select one to activate a citizen special ability or for resources builder, worker, assistant, coins, tribunes or upgrades - to place
envoys at the Forum and for building in your Colonia for victory
points. After four rounds of a cycle you score achievements in
the Colonia and at the Forum as well as completed Trajan cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cooperative placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Fast Forward game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Forum Trajanum

Forwarder of Xanadu

Franchise

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand

Designer: Christwart Conrad
Publisher: Queen Games

Emperor Trajan builds his Forum; you govern a Colonia founded
by Trajan, develop it as best as you can and send envoys with
reports and contributions to Rome. In a round, two road cards
are revealed that determine the two tiles that are taken off your
Colonia; you keep one and hand one to your neighbor; then you
select one to activate a citizen special ability or for resources builder, worker, assistant, coins, tribunes or upgrades - to place
envoys at the Forum and for building in your Colonia for victory
points. After four rounds of a cycle you score achievements in
the Colonia and at the Forum as well as completed Trajan cards.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Shipper is the new profession in Bonten. You place a worker - receive goods and have the indicated number of actions; you can
place proxies - or pass. Goods are placed anywhere, but depending on storage. Actions: Ship: Move good to adjacent region,
note storage capacity. Refine: Upgrade good, only in Hotan or
your Branch Office. Market: Complete card for points, place share
marker. Dailies : Complete card, no share marker. When all workers are placed, or all have passed, the round ends with company
upgrades. After round 3, you score share majorities, after round
6 = game end, you score company bonuses and share majorities.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Worker placement for 3-5 players, ages 14+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

From one branch to a chain of franchises! After placing of
branches in small towns, all in turn take turns of five phases: 1.
Income from towns with your branch. 2. One expansion - place
expansion marker in a town or small town, directly connect to
one of your branches. 3. More branches in towns where you
have a branch, cost 1$. 4. Replace expansion marker with a
branch -> scoring when all slots taken or there is n absolute
majority in branches. 5. Region scoring, if there are branches in
all small towns and all towns of the region have been scored. A
region token in the red area of the region track ends the game,
you receive additional influence.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no
Development game for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Frantic

Fruit Fair

Designers: F. Engeler, P. Frick, S. Weisskopf, P. Lippuner
Publisher: Rule Factory / Game Factory

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Fruit Friends

10

Designer: Takaaki Sayama
Publisher: Comet / Japon Brand

14

Discard cards in counter-clockwise direction! Playing cards and
event cards are shuffled and stacked separately, you hold seven
cards in hand and one card starts the discard pile. As usual, you
play color on color, symbol on symbol or card on demand or
special cards on any card. Special cards have special effect and a
wish effect for numbers or colors. Black, however, is not a color!
If a black card is played, the top event is revealed and resolved.
If you are out of cards or the draw pile is empty, you score for
remaining cards in hand. If someone tops the previously agreed
limit, you win with fewest points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Harvest in the orchard - you collect apples, cherries, plums and
lemons; but take care, the raccoon steals fruits. You have also to
decide if you 1) keep fruits to enter them in special competition
or 2) send them to an exhibition immediately to win medals
and ribbons. You play rounds of five phases: 1) assign workers,
2) raccoon, 3) harvest and planting, 4) go to exhibition and 5)
assign special tiles for turn order, migrant workers, raccoon and
lorry. When the necessary number of rounds I played, you sum
the points on all awards and fruits that you own and you win
with most points.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

You receive one fruit card for a starting card - Apple, Grape, Kiwi,
white or yellow Peach - and seven cards with fruits - apples,
grapes, kiwis, bananas, oranges, melons, yellow or white
peaches. You form three pairs with your cards and discard the
7th. Then the starting player reveals his pairs; the next two players take one each, he himself the last one. This is repeated for all
players. Then all have six open cards. After three such rounds you
have 18 cards and your starting card and score for the number
of cards per fruit; for peaches only one of the two types, and for
some fruit types only in relation to other fruit types.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Placement and collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Fuchs & Fertig

Fuji

Fummelei

Designer: Bernhard Weber
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Publisher: Hasbro

6

8

Ferdinand Fuchs is having a party and you should take the animals to it quickly by means of discarding all your animal cards.
One card is displayed and you must give a guess or assessment
if the next animal you turn up will be bigger, smaller than or as
tall as the animal displayed. If you guess correctly, you can guess
again. If you make a mistake, your turn ends and you put all
animals back under your card stack. If you stop, you can discard
all turned-up animals to the table. The animal used as reference
for guessing changes after each card you turn up. If you are first
to discard all cards, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Adventurers flee the lava flow of Fuji. You have a character + ability in a landscape for a scenario, with a difficulty level card. You
can only enter a tile with a result as required - color and value on
several dice - and with a higher value on your suitable dice than
on those of your neighbors. All roll their dice behind their screen
- discuss movement without naming numbers or average values
and use equipment - maybe roll again - use equipment again
and maybe lose stamina - lava spreads. When an adventurer is
caught by lava or is exhausted, the game is lost for all players.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Put your thumb away! But before you take your thumb or even
more fingers out of play using the Without-Thumb-Ribbon, you
collect items from all over the house that you will need for the
tasks - button shirts, cardboard cups, shoes with laces, coins
and so on. Then you draw a card and complete the task: Form a
shape according to a template or draw something or use one of
the collected items as stated. In case for formed items and drawings the other players decide which creation wins. Tje winner
gets the card and you win, if you are first to collect three cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Assessment and memory game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Cooperative dice game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dexterity game for 3 or more players, ages 8+

Funkelschatz

Furiosalone

Futuropia

Designers: Lena & Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Haba

Designers: Cristian Confalonieri, Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F Spiele

5

Dragon children discover an ice column full of sparkling stones;
to reach them, the column must be melted. Unfortunately, they
cannot vent fire, so they need help from their dad. In a round,
players select a sparkling stone tile, the active player holding
Dragon Dad chooses last. Then the active player removes the
top ice ring, which causes stones to fall off, onto the board or
into the holes. Then all players take all stones in the color of
their sparkling stone tile und puts them into his cave; all stones
fallen into holes belong to Dad and he is handed on. When the
last ring was taken, you win with most stones at the end of the
round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

The game about Milano Design Week! Days of the game have
Phases: Morning, Afternoon and Night. You have a turn in each
phase - movement over one or - when discarding movement tokens - several cases, using roads or subway; if you have reached
a location with an event suiting the current day phase, you take
the location card. Cards with design icons can be discarded to
acquire the goal card with this symbol. After the Night Phase, at
the Day End, you score immediately when your pawn is in a one
with an event. After six days, you score location cards, completed
goal cards and points for favorite zones.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Leisure time only for people as goal for a self-sustaining housing
estate. You expand your starting estate, extensions change
demands and require test runs in four categories. Grants or loans
provide money for food and energy. In a turn, you have five
actions. 25 people in an estate or a limitation of resources trigger
the game end, You check on self-sustenance, remove robots if
necessary, and relocate people or remove them and also living
room in case of room or food shortage. Then you score nonworking people, living rooms, surplus of food and energy as well
as unused actions and resources.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Economics game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Futuropia

Galaxy Defenders

Gämsh Alpin

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Simone Romano. Nunzio Surace
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Daniel Fehr
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Leisure time only for people as goal for a self-sustaining housing
estate. You expand your starting estate, extensions change
demands and require test runs in four categories. Grants or loans
provide money for food and energy. In a turn, you have five
actions. 25 people in an estate or a limitation of resources trigger
the game end, You check on self-sustenance, remove robots if
necessary, and relocate people or remove them and also living
room in case of room or food shortage. Then you score nonworking people, living rooms, surplus of food and energy as well
as unused actions and resources.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As a secret agent you fight enemy aliens together in a team of
up to five agents. You command unique abilities to defend your
planet, based on the mechanisms of conflict simulation. The
game controls the aliens; each mission can end several ways successfully, party successfully and in failure - and the success
of a mission influences the flow of the story. Experience gained
develops your agent’s abilities. The rounds of a mission comprise
Refresh, Strategy with choice of leader, Battle - including Movement, Combat and Action - and Event, implemented according
to enormously detailed and very complex and copious rules.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Each team of two players agrees on a secret sign. You hold four
cards, four cards are on the table. All swap a card from hand for
one from the table. If you have assembled a quartet, you send
the secret signal – when your partner notices it, he announces
it with “Gämsh”, maybe even a quartet for himself and you with
“Double-Gämsh”. When an opponent notices the sign first, he
calls “Counter-Gämsh”. With “Outgämshed” you announce the
sign of a team before it was given. Correct announcements score
points. Föhn cards are special cards on the table for additional
points. When a team has 9 points, the game ends and the team
with most points wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Economics game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Complex SciFi conflict simulation for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Collecting and reaction game for 4 or 6 players, ages 8+

Gangster City

Ganz schön clever

Designers: H. Larsson, K. A. Østby
Publisher: HUCH!

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

10

Geheimsache

8

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

You have your own case card hidden before you and see the
cases of all other players. Each case card shows icons for four
types of clues - one of three suspects, one of three weapons, one
of three locations and one of two motives; each combination is
represented once. In your turn you can investigate or arrest. To
investigate, you take up an open or face-down case card and
learn from the other players how many, but not which, clues on
the card correspond to your case. To arrest, you name all clues
and receive a new case card, if you are correct. Whoever solves
two cases first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

You mark dice values in five colors on your sheet for points and
win after 4-6 rounds with most points from color areas and
foxes. At the start of a round you receive an action or one of the
bonuses. Then the active player rolls all available dice, selects
one for his first dice slots and marks the dice value correctly in
the color area; this can unlock actions. For each color there are
special rules, the white die is a joker for all colors. Then you set all
dice smaller than the chosen one onto the plate and repeat this
rolling, selecting and setting aside twice. Then the other players
select a dice value from the plate - dice remain there - and mark
it on their sheet.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Spies are meeting their criminal contacts according to a strict,
but variable weekly schedule. You are dealt two informant cards
in each of the five colors plus two cards from the mixed stack.
You see the weekly plans of all other and must deduce your
own. In each round all play a card face-up and then in turn name
the player with the latest and earliest date. If you think you know
your schedule you take the lowest available agent card (1-5)
and keep playing, but you cannot alter your notes. When all are
done or 12 cards are played, you win with a correctly deduced
schedule and the lowest agent card number.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 1-6 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Deductive card game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Geisterburg

Geisterfalle

Designers: Janet Kneisel, Wolfgang Dirscherl
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Gunter Baars
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

6

Geisteruhr

6

Designers: Christoph Cantzler, Anja Wrede
Publisher: Noris Spiele

5

Junior ghost Spooky needs to master his entry exam, assisted by
all players. The castle is set up and the timer set at 20 min. One
player is Spooky, dons the mask and moves the ghostly wand
around the castle blindfold. The other players give him instructions as to directions. When a player has collected two items
corresponding to a task card and brought them to an entry spot,
the role of Spooky passes to the next player. If you catch another
ghost or several tiles at once, you bring everything to an entry/
exit and turn over a ghost tile there. When all tasks have been
mastered within the time limit, players win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + pl * In-game text: no

Ghost alarm in SkyCity! You have a track for three ghost-catching
marbles. All players simultaneously snip their marbles along the
track underneath the bridge into the ghost-trap holes - using
only one hand and snipping the marbles from in front of the
bridge. If you have placed all marbles in holes, you call “stop”
- all stop snipping and - in turn - sum the values of the filled
holes, move their Ghost Hunter accordingly on the road and - if
they trapped a will-o’-wisp ghost - draw and resolve a ticket.
The player in the lead gets the red marble for the next round
and must place it to score Whoever reaches the end-of-the-road
party first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Something is not right with the way the Geisteruhr is ticking; the
hand is broken and turns randomly and for various times in any
direction and changes direction during a movement period, too.
Players try to place their ghosts on the clock in a way that keeps
them on the clock and out of danger to be brushed off by the
clock hand. When the hand stops, the player with most remaining ghosts on the clock puts one ghost on the box edge. In case
of tie the player with more ghosts in stock can place, in case of
another tie, both players place a ghost. Whoever places his third
ghost first, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Magnetic cooperative game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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Geistesblitz

Geistesblitz junior

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Gelegenheit macht Diebe

4

Designer: Daniel Badraun
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

In Spooky Doo, the latest version of Geistesblitz, ghost Balduin
searches for items under a hat. One piece is under the hat, the
others sit in a circle. You try to grab the correct piece for the card:
The piece itself for the image in correct color; the missing piece
in missing color when all pieces show the wrong color, and the
hat for the missing piece; for the hat itself you name the hidden
piece. A mistake costs you a previously won card. Other versions
that can be combined any way are Geistesblitz 2.0 with new
items, color of a towel and using several languages as well as
Geistesblitz 5 vor 12 introducing naming the time and mirror
images.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr gr it nl * In-game text: no

Ghost Gary is standing in for his Cousin Scarecrow Steve and
haunting out in the country; he has also made friends - Frog
Freddie, Chicken Charlie and Piglet Peter. All four are sitting in a
circle - a card from the stack is turned up and you check quickly
which friends are depicted in their correct color and try to grab
them. If you manage that, you receive a reward card for each
friend that you grabbed. When all cards are used up, the game
ends and you win with most cards. In a game for experienced
players, you cannot grab a friend, when Ghost Gary is depicted
as black, and in case of a mistake you give back a card.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Jewelry Exposition - an opportunity for thieves, security personnel and visitors. On six exposition days you adopt one role to
use your own cards in an optimum way and win with most
points. You hold cards in hand and put 2 markers on one or two
role cards that correspond to your hand. One player leads, the
others follow suit as demanded by the rules. When the first 7+
Choice Deal card is played, all place three markers on role cards;
whoever then plays 3+ Deal, determines the loot of the round.
After the second 7+ Choice card each player chooses his role
according to the majority of markers. When all tricks have been
played, you score points according to role cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Reaction game and variants, for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Card game with a crime topic for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Gentes

GEOLINO Na, wer schwimmt denn hier?

Designer: Stefan Risthaus
Publisher: Game Brewer

Designer: Christoph Cantzler
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Gizmos

8

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: CMON / Asmodee

10

In Gentes - Peoples - you guide your people through history,
driven by an innovative time mechanism. In two rounds each
for Epochs I, II and III, you play a Heyday phase for actions and a
Decline phase for end-of-round and clean-up. If a you have a free
spot on the time track, you must do a Main action and can do an
additional action before and/or after the main action. When the
time track is full, you pass for the rest of the Heyday phase. You
can also do additional actions during the Decline Phase. At the
end, you score completed cards in hand, remaining coins and
cubes in Temple or Oracle and deduct points for timer tokens on
the time track.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl + it no pl * In-game text: no

Picture cards featuring ocean animals are laid out in a grid; one
player is quiz master of the round and draws an animal card carrying seven information texts; the other players are candidates
and get those information texts one by one. As active candidate
you name a number between 1 and 7, the quiz master reads out
the respective information. Then you can discard one of your 12
chips and ask for another information or you must give a guess
by pointing at a picture in the grid. If you selected the correct
image, you win the picture card. If not, you are out of the round.
When all cards have been taken, you win with most.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Scientists construct Gizmos! Gizmo cards are displayed, energy
marbles are in the dispenser, six form the current energy line.
You have one action from options: Store - Put Gizmo card from
display to your archive; Collect - Put energy marble from line into
your energy ring; Construct - Gizmo from display or your archive,
discard necessary energy marbles; Research - Draw Gizmo cards
= your research value, maybe build or store one immediately.
Constructed Gizmos have effects; actions trigger effects, once
per round per Gizmo. IF you built four Level 3 Gizmos or 16 in all,
you score active Gizmos and victory point markers at the end
of the round.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en hu kr * In-game text: yes

Complex development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Quiz game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Globe Twister

Gloomhaven

Glüx

Designer: Richard Champion
Publisher: Act in Games / Blackrock Games

Designer: Isaac Childres
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designer: Jakob Andrusch
Publisher: Queen Games

8

8

Travel logs are reconstructed: 1. Preparation - you receive an image and nine puzzle parts of this image, place them in a 3x3 grid
and covers them with the image. Then you move one seat to
the left and receive a frame and ten action tiles. 2. Reaction - you
uncover the grid and place action tiles into the frame where you
want to use the, - green = rotate, blue = move and red = move
+ rotate. 3. Reconstruction - you resolve the action tiles in order.
If your puzzle is correct you win; if nobody has it correct, a new
round of Reaction and Reconstruction is played; a red card you
used is discarded. Includes variants.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Tactical combat in a monster-populated universe; as a traveling
adventurer you need to cooperate with others to clear dungeons of monsters. Success improves your abilities; new locations give you booty in a surrounding developed by decisions.
Combats are resolved with an automated card-using system.
In a turn, you select two cards and then use the top power of
one and the bottom power of the other. If you take too long to
clear a dungeon, you are exhausted and must retreat. After each
scenario, player determine how the story continues.
Version: de * Rules: de en ru * In-game text: yes

Place Light Tiles in rooms for sums! To place a tile, you count
out the number of pips on one of your tiles already in place, in a
straight line over empty cases, and put your tile down in the target case, any side up. When the target case is occupied by ONE
of your own or an opposing tile, you cover it with yours; a third
tile on a case is not possible. You can cover your own starting
tile once, too, but not those of other players. If you cannot place
a tile, you are out of play until scoring. When nobody can move
anymore, rooms are scored one by one, the highest and secondhighest sum of pips in a room scores 4 and 2 points, respectively.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Shunting and sorting game for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Cooperative scenario adventure for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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Gnomeland

Gold Fever

Designer: Stefano Castelli
Publisher: Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti

Designer: Daniel Skjold Pedersen
Publisher: Lautapelit / Asmodee

10

Götterdämmerung

7

Designers: Dr. Hans Joachim Höh, Christof Schilling
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Gnomes want to be rich and famous, but are very volatile. A clan
leader must organize his gnomes for them to prosper. You have
a village of three standard and three special buildings. You roll
dice for resources from standard buildings, hire mercenaries,
build or upgrade buildings or complete missions by discarding
of resources and mercenary cards; you can also use a gnome token for special actions on cards on display or to copy the action
of another gnome. After five round, you win with most victory
points from buildings and completed missions.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Gold digging in a bag! You have a bag holding five gold nuggets
and four gravel pieces each in white, grey and black. In your turn
you draw one piece at a time and can continue or stop after
each piece. If you stop, you keep all nuggets and give all gravel
pieces to another player for his bag. But if you draw the second
gravel piece of a color, your turn ends immediately and all pieces
go back into your bag. If you have four nuggets on the table,
you win. In variants, rubies for simultaneous search, emeralds for
drawing two additional pieces or a special rule for black gravel
come into play.
Version: multi * Rules: en fi se * In-game text: no

Treachery in Asgard! As a Norse god, you are protector of Asgard
or conspirator, only conspirators knew each other. Each faction
wants to ban the other to the Underworld. Faction cards are
assigned, gods in play have god cards and maybe4 action cards,
all other players a Valkyrie. IN analogy to Werewolf games, players are accused and banned; in the action phase you use action
cards - e.g. protect a player or wound a player - and oracle - look
at a faction card in your own world, Asgard or Underworld - to
gain advantages for your faction. When all members of a faction
are banned, the faction with at least one player in Asgard wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dice and resources management for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Gambling game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Deduction game for 7-15 players, ages 12+

Grabolo

Gravity Superstar

Designer: Maureen Hiron
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Julian Allain
Publisher: Sit Down!

6

Gùgōng

7

Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Game Brewer

A simple aim of the game - collect cards! Collect 10-8-6 cards
in case of 5-4-3 players. All cards are spread out, number side
up, not overlapping. You roll both dice for a combination of
color and number and all try as fast as they can to cover the
corresponding card with their hand. The fastest player takes the
card and sets it aside face-down. When the wanted card is no
longer visible you can name the player of whom you think that
he does have is. If you are correct you take the card, if not, you
discard a card. You can also call your own name to protect your
card in case you have it.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Collect star dust and master gravity challenges! At the start, you
enter your Superstar pawn onto the board through an open
door; then you have one of three options for your turn: 1. Take all
used cards from the table back in hand. 2. Play a card face-down
to move your pawn one step to the left or right. 3. Play a card
open-faced for its special move - Long jump, High jump, Drop or
Rotate. Then you can use a Replay token. Stars and Replay token
that you encounter you take, an opposing superstar you eject
from the board. If only x stars are left, you score your stars, replay
tokens and pairs of stars with the same color.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Emperor Longqing if the Ming Dynasty wants to reform government, bring back honor and stability and repair, expand and fortify the Great Wall. Open corruption, however, has been replaced
with exchanging gifts. As a noble family you want bribe officials.
For a day you play Morning with preparations for the day; Day
with exchanging of gifts - Travel, Wall, Jade, Intrigue, Palace
and Decrees - and Night with checking of cards for congruency
with Destiny Dice. After four days, you score victory points for
Completion of the Great Wall, Level 3 Decrees, order of arrival at
the palace and your jade collection.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl + jp kr * In-game text: no

Memo and reaction game for 3-5 players, ages 6+

Move & collect game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Development and set collecting for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Guinness World Records Challenge

Haken schlagen

Publisher: HUCH!

Designer: Dieter Stein
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

8

Half-Pint Heroes Happy Hour

8

Designers: R. Goslar, J. Goslar, S. Schaffstein
Publisher: Corax Games

150 cards show an image of the record holder and, on the back,
the description of the record and four questions on it. You roll
and move accordingly for a number, and for a color directly to
the next such challenge slot. On question slots you answer the
question determined by the dice result. On a challenge slot you
can draw a challenge - for speed or for frequency - and master
it or challenge the owner of a mastered challenge to achieve a
better result. In case of a correct answer or a mastered challenge,
you have another turn. If you reach the finish owning three challenge cards in two colors, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The board with fox, trees and chips is prepared, player bunnies
are at the start. You draw three marbles. Their colors determine
the bunny jumps - one per marble on a empty slot of the
color, in any order and in straight line, forwards, sideways or
backwards - and are then returned to the bag. The black marble
puts a mole hill on empty soil slots, you can jump over them and
other bunnies. The red marble moves the fox, next to him your
bunny is limited to drawing one marble. Two identical marbles
can be a joker for another color. The first bunny back at the finish
after crossing to board to the other end and back, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Happy Hour at the Half-Pint Pub! Up to nine players can now
use - removable - stickers to change card values or use effects.
Depending on the value of the announcement you can put a
sticker on a card, the announcement requirement for the sticker
must be met. If you receive a card with sticker(s), you use them.
You can, but need not, use maximum one sticker per round, several stickers on one card are possible. In the display, cards with
frame-less stickers affect all possible combinations of the card;
stickers with frame have special effects. Sticker colors determine
the moment of use.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Quiz and action game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Race and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Trick-taking card game for 2-9 players, ages 9+
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Halloween Party

Hamsterrolle

Designer: kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Halloween! Children, party and candy. You keep one of two
secret cards; children, candy and items are in the grid. You take
row or column; the number of cards is the trigger number and
activates items with this position number in your house = your
display for use in any order. Then you put taken cards into your
house, but only one item per category. Now the grid is refilled,
and you score for each pair boy/girl in your house. When cards
are used up, you must discard children if you do not have
enough candy, this scores -1 for each child, and then you score
+1 for each child and for your secret bonus card, if it is fulfilled.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Haste Worte? Das Würfelspiel

6

A wooden circle with inner barriers is set up vertically and a little
pyramid is based at the bottom spot. You have seven different
wooden parts and place them in the tiers; if you are out of parts,
you win. The first players leaves the tier to the left of the pyramid
empty and places a part into the next tier, the other players must
keep to this direction. In your turn you can a part that is not
there into the same tier but higher up, where your predecessor
placed a part, or you can put it into the next free tier or the next
one after that; parts that fall off in your turn you must take! New
graphic design.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Find terms relating to symbols! Six dice are rolled, and each
player selects one in turn; then a letter tile is revealed, and the
timer turned over. Now you have 90 seconds to write down
words relating to the symbol category on your dice - and
beginning with the current letter - and also to those on the dice
of other players, maximum three for your own and maximum
terms equal to the number of players for other symbols. After
90 seconds you read your list, a match with other players’ lists is
deleted. For each remaining term for your own symbol you tace
a chip and win with 15 chips. With variants
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Word game with dice for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Card collecting game for 3-4 players, ages 14+

Hatchimals Hatchy Matchy Game

Heckmeck deluxe

Publisher: Spin Master

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

3

Heckmeck Junior

8

All hatchimals are placed into one egg each. The active player
opens two eggs, but is not allowed to shake them. If you
touched an egg, you must open it! Both eggs are opened - when
the hatchimals in both eggs match, you take both eggs and
have another turn. When the two hatchimals do not match, you
close them and put them back. If you find a Hatchimal Collectible, you keep it and can from now on open three eggs in your
turn. When all pairs have been found, you win with most pairsVersion: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt pl ru * In-game text: no

Helpings of fried worms - value 11, 13, 21 to 36 - are laid out. 11,
21, 23, 25, 27 and 29 carry specialists with special rules. You roll
8 dice, choose a value and set those dice and repeat this until
you either would have to choose a value again - such a failed roll
loses you a helping- or stop: You sum all dice, 5 for each worm,
and take a helping, for the correct value including at least one
worm, from the grill or another player or the next lowest one
from the grill; 11 and 13 only with the exact value. When all portions are taken you win with most worms. You take specialists on
any portions with the portion and you can use their advantages.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl and others * In-game text: no

Memo game for 2 players, ages 3+

Dice game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

Hedbanz

7

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

5

Fried worm portions of values 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are available.
You roll all 6 dice, choose an ingredient and set aside all dice
showing this ingredient. You can reroll the other dice but must
choose another symbol to set aside. When you stop, the values
of the ingredients are added, buns count double. If you have a
minimum of one worm in your result, you get the portion from
the grill or from a fellow member. If you do not achieve a valid
result, you must turn over the top value portion on the grill. If
nothing is available from the grill anymore, you win if you have
most worms on your portion.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no
Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Hello Dino

Publisher: Spin Master

Designer: Hartwig Jakubik
Publisher: HUCH!

Helltoken

5

Designers: KYo Tumuki, Melon Uminekozawa
Publisher: Ram Clear / Japon Brand

12

Players wear a head band with a character card. These “characters” can be an animal, a kind of food or an item. You ask all
players in turn a question about the card on your head; the other
players must answer truthfully. You can ask while the timer runs.
You cannot ask „What am I?“, but you can ask „Am I ...?“. Assistance cards suggest possible questions. If you did not guess the
card when time has run out, you take a chip and get a new card.
If you guess what you are, you discard a chip, get a new card and
go on guessing while the time runs. If you are first to discard all
chips, you win. 3rd edition with new cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The board shows five color areas with slots for two Dino eggs
each. The closed Dino eggs are distributed randomly on the
board. The active player rolls the die - for a color you may put
an egg into the rolled area, if there is room there, or relocate an
egg from the rolled area to another one, and then in both cases
check the color of the baby in the egg; or you can check an egg
in the area of the rolled color. For the arrow, you rotate the clear
top of the board and then you can look into any egg of your
choice. Whenever you find a baby in the color of its location, you
get the color chip - only one! - and win if you are first to have one
chip of each color.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

In a competition for the Helltoken robot, evil organizations
attack radio stations, try to attack opposing bases and to deduct
the location of their own. A player turn: Enter password = your
location, facultative, maximum twice in the game - move robot
three steps - opponents move robot towards themselves by one
step, using remote control cards - draw action card and resolve
special effect - roll for attack and cause damage to all bases. You
win, if you damage a base to Endurance 5 or lower or enter your
correct password. Advanced version, featuring special agents
and special abilities.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Deduction game for 2-3 players, ages 12+
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Heroes of Land, Air & Sea

Hexenhaus

Designer: Scott Almes
Publisher: Gamelyn Games

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

High Tide

8

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

8

War in Aughmoore! You begin as one of four factions with a
warrior and two serfs; you explore the territory, expand your
work force, fortify your army and build your capital - by clever
selection of action, exploitation, war and resources management. If one of the X-Objectives is achieved - eXplore, all
exploration markers are revealed; eXpand, all serfs and warriors
of a player are in play; eXploit, three towers of a player are in
play, and eXterminate, someone has destroyed an opposing
capital - you win after a final round with most VP from buildings,
towers, units, spells, occupied regions, etc. This triggering cannot
be revised.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

The witch lures fabled beings to the house with gingerbread,
she scores for caught beings and finished levels of the house.
The active with builds and attracts fabled beings or takes two
stair tiles. The building action has three parts: 1 Build - you place
a double tile on your grid, over two symbols - not on the same
tile and maybe a staircase underneath - and can use the effects
of the covered symbols - bake, take stair, swap or cage, including
attracting fabled beings. 2. Catch - You discard symbols depicted
on being cards and catch beings at the gate or directly from
the display. 3. Complete level - when a level is full, you receive a
reward card.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Rivalry for the best spots on the beach! A dice track determines
actions - you take dice off the track or draw them from a bag,
relocate beach chairs at the beaches of the dice colors and
place your towel - to determine turn order - on the first free
spot of the dice track and put the dice into the dice pool. When
all have been active, you add waves to two beaches. After six
rounds or when a beach chair is in the water, the two players at
each beach, whose chairs are nearest to the water, four and two
points, and the third nearest player one point in case of five or
six players. Includes variants Coins, Haialarm and Baywatch.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A 4X game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Hipp Hopp

Hippo Flipp

Designer: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

8

Hochverrat

4

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Alex Berry
Publisher: Frosted Games

Hipp -> place a pin; Hopp -> remove pins. You place a pin, then
the other player, next to yours- Then both alternate to place
a pin next to one of their own and then jump over the newly
placed pin with another one of their own. If no-one can place
a pin anymore, the player with fewer remaining pins scores the
difference as points. Then, remaining pins are put into the board.
Again, both players alternate and use one of their own pins to
jump over an own or opposing pin, which is then removed.
Chain jumps are possible. If you have removed all but one of
your pins, you score the number of remaining opposing pins;
you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Four hippos are hungry and want to gobble up as many marbles
as they can. Each player chooses a Hippo and places five marbles
into the corresponding shaft. One player presses the starter
and sends a marble into the playing board. All players press the
tail of their hippo as quickly as they can to swallow the marble.
When a Hippo has swallowed the marble, the next player starts a
new marble. When all marbles have been swallowed, the player
with most marbles in his tray wins. In a game variant all marbles
are started at the same time. There is also a variant in which you
compete for the golden marble. New cover 2018.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Court case against Louis Riel, after the rebellion against the conservative Canadian government. Five phases correspond to case
parts: 1. Selection of jurors; you play cards from hand for use of
their events; at the end, you reduce jurors to six. 2. And 3.: Main
sessions part 1 and 2 - You play cards to use the action points or
for session events; after phases 1-3, each player sets aside two
cards. 4. Final pleas - both players use the cards previously set
aside, for their action points or for plea events. 5. Jury deliberations and sentence, including evaluation of the clue tracks. Also
includes the variant “What would happen if?“.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Court case simulation for 2 players, ages 13+

Hol‘s der Geier

Holding On: Das bewegte Leben des Billy Kerr

Holding On: The troubled Life of Billy Kerr

Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designers: Michael Fox, Rory O’Connor
Publisher: HUB Games / Asmodee

Designers: Michael Fox, Rory O’Connor
Publisher: HUB Games

8

The vulture is flying in again! And once again, it is up to players
to catch mice and to avoid the vultures and to have fun at the
same time, again! In each round a number card with positive
(mice) or negative (vulture) value is up for auction. Each player
makes a bid placing one of his cards - of values between 1 and
15 - face-down. A mouse card goes the highest bidder, a vulture
card is won by the lowest bid. Identical values bid in the same
round cancel each other and are discarded; the card goes to the
next highest-or lowest bid in turn. At the end you win with the
highest total from cards won. New edition with new graphic
design.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl and others * In-game text: no

Billy Kerr is in intensive care after a heart attack, expected to
live only for days. As care personnel, all players together must
react to emergency situation and win Billy Kerrs trust to enable
him to confront the regrets of his past. In the course of ten
scenarios - played in sequence - you must sort out the patient’s
memories and collect information on his past. Medical care for
survival comes at the cost of palliative care to win trust, and vice
versa. Each scenario must be won to enable you to continue
playing, they can be replayed. A scenario is lost if Billy dies or is
transferred from the ward.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Billy Kerr is in intensive care after a heart attack, expected to
live only for days. As care personnel, all players together must
react to emergency situation and win Billy Kerrs trust to enable
him to confront the regrets of his past. In the course of ten
scenarios - played in sequence - you must sort out the patient’s
memories and collect information on his past. Medical care for
survival comes at the cost of palliative care to win trust, and vice
versa. Each scenario must be won to enable you to continue
playing, they can be replayed. A scenario is lost if Billy dies or is
transferred from the ward.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Auction game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Cooperative worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Cooperative worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 14+
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Hollywood Boulevard

Honeycombs

Designer: Patrick Stevens
Publisher: Numbskull Games

Publisher: Piatnik

Honga!

7

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Haba

8

Cinema owners in Los Angeles in 1954 rival for visitors with new
technology and high-quality films. In a turn, you relocate your
marker on an action case, usually at cost, and place a chip on
the case you vacated. This allows you to use it again later for less
money. You select films within your time and money budget and
invest surplus money in commercials. Insider tips give additional
advantages. Films earn money via dice rolls in relation to the
technical expenditure, and you generate additional dice for
commercials and comfort. Dice result minus costs are income,
most money gives you a „blockbuster“ and more visitors in the
next week = round.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Hexagonal tiles with six symbols in unique arrangements must
be placed so that symbols on adjacent edges correspond. The
Honey Bee can be placed next to any symbol. In three versions,
you form your own honeycomb or form a joint display using
tiles from your hand or form a joint display using tiles from
joint stock. Two rules: At the end of a round only one tile can be
placed with only one adjacent edge (Variant A) and tiles with a
mistake are removed without scoring. At the end each correlation scores 1 point, correlation on all six sides of a tile scores 5
bonus points and left-over tiles score a penalty of 1 point.
Version: multi * Rules: de it * In-game text: no

Sabretooth Tiger Clan in search of a new Chief! You meet tasks
and take care of Sabretooth Tiger Honga. All are active in turn
and resolve phases: 1. Place action disc on depot case. 2. Care for
Honga: If one hand of your action discs points at him, he stays
in place. If not, he eats one resource unit on your player board.
A bonus card or the missing hand of another player chase him
away. 3. Resolve selected action for resources, forest, mammoth,
trade and gods, maybe play bonus cards. When someone has
the necessary pints in relation to player numbers, you win at the
end of the round with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Tile placement game for 1-8 players, ages 7+

Tactical game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Honshu

Horizonte

How to Rob a Bank

Designer: Kalle Malmioja
Publisher: Lautapelit / Asmodee

Designer: Levi Mote
Publisher: Schwerkraft Verlag

Designer: Prospero Hall
Publisher: Jumbo

8

10

In feudal Japan, land is explored and developed. A round comprises a Trick Taking phase and a Map phase. In turn order you
play a Map card openly on the table and can place a resource on
it, it raises the card value by 60. When all have played a map card
and maybe placed a resource, identical to first one of the round,
the turn order is adjusted according to the total card values and
all players choose a Map card. In the card phase the map card
is added to your realm, you must cover any one section of the
old or of the new card, with the exception of lakes; resources
are laced on production spots. After 12 rounds you score visible
factories, forests, lakes and cities.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr fi se * In-game text: no

A new galaxy is about to be explored; wen need to manipulate
resources to control the galacy. You have two actions and the
same one twice; options are: Draw a world and place it, take 1
knowledge * activate one type of worlds, draw an Alien Ally card
* build a structure - Colony or Collector * Harvest - one resource
per collector you built * Conspire - draw two mission cards or
one mission and one Alien Ally card. If someone builds the last
colony, you score victory points from acquired knowledge,
explored new worlds, completed missions and structures placed
for control.Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Bank vs. Robbers - the robber team must steal money bags to
win, the bank player must hinder them. Each team commands
three movers. Three rounds have three phases each: 1. Reveal
Floor Plan, with positioning components - Money Bags, Robbers,
Guards, Alarm and Getaway cars; tiles must not be rotated when
revealed, unless completely surrounded by walls. 2. Planning
- all play cards for action in Phase 3, robbers may confer. 3.
Action - beginning with the bank player, all play the current top
card of their turned-over planning stack, each robber has a free
additional action. Only money in the Getaway car is secure for
the robbers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Trick-taking and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

SciFi placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Placement/collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Huns

Ice Cult

Designer: Fneup
Publisher: La Bôite de Jeux / Blackrock Games

Designer: Joe Wetherell
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Icecool 2

10

Designer: Brian Gomez
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

6

The Khan of Huns needs a successor who needs most victory
points from valuables and cards in camp. Five dice are placed
next to valuables of their color - in turn you select a die and
draw cards = die value or loot treasures. If you draw card, one
must go to camp. If you loot, you take valuable cubes of the die
color equal to the die value and place them any way on one
Mercenary or Curse card in camp or on one or more wagons on
slots of cube colors. When a wagon is full, you stash valuables
and draw a new wagon. Complete Mercenary cards are activated for effects, those of full Curse cards are deactivated.
Version: en * Rules: en fr hu * In-game text: yes

Playing pieces must be taken out of the cold by using symbols
on dice which are not rolled but tilted. You always use all pieces,
and the dice are placed in the fundament with the quarter
circles forming a circle on top. In your turn you take two cubes
and tilt them together by 90 degrees and repeat this with the
same two cubes or two different ones. Then you move pieces
according to the colors on top, in the direction where the arrows
are pointing, one step per arrow. Pieces can be stacked and carried along by other pieces. Purple circles are jokers. If you are first
to move all five of your pieces off the paths you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Five Rooms are set out, doors carry fishes and you take penguin
and ID card of a color. In each round, one player is Catcher, the
others are Runners. In turn, all runners and then the catcher snip
their penguin. When a runner passes through a door with his
fish, you take the fish and a fish card. When catcher and runner
touch, the catcher receives the runner’s ID. Fish cards provide
points and special actions. When a runner has all fishes, or the
catcher has all IDs, you score one card per ID. When each player
was catcher once, you win with most points on cards won. Can
be played in combination with Icecool in ten rooms by eight
players.
Version: de * Rules: de en es et lt lv ru * In-game text: no

Set-collecting game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Abstract movement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Snipping and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Large Groups
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Illusion

Im Tal der Drachen

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

Designers: Johannes Berger, Julien Gupta
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Imaginarium

6

Designers: Bruno Cathala, Florian Sirieix
Publisher: Bombyx Studio

The front side of the color card shows geometrical patterns in
four colors, the back side carries information for each color on its
percentage share in the total area, without the frame. An arrow
card determines the current color. In turn, you draw and place a
card to the left or right of the row or somewhere within the row;
the color share of the current color must get bigger in direction
of the arrow; or you can doubt that the sequence is correct. If
you doubt, the row is turned over; if you doubted correctly, you
take the arrow card; otherwise, the card goes to the player who
was last to place a correct card. Whoever owns three arrow cards
first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: no

A family of dragons lives hidden in Dragon Valley, only some
magicians are aware of this. When the dragon babies visit the
little magician’s apprentices to play dragon ball, Mage Razandar
is annoyed and you need to get the little dragons back to their
valley quickly. You roll the die – in case if a dragon baby all players holding a card in the color of the dragon baby pulled out of
the bag use their wands to lift and carry the baby to the valley.
If this magic fails, the black Razandar die is rolled and the Mage
moves toward his tower. When all dragon babies are in the valley
before Razandar reaches his tower, all players win together.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bric-a-brac - a board representing a collection of machines that
you repair, dismantle, combine and use to create Charcoalium
currency, or wood, copper and crystal as resources for completing projects, with help from hired assistants, too. Phases of
a turn: 1. Planning - you reserve a machine on the conveyor
belt or go to a Charcoalium Extractor. 2. Implementation - use
workshop machines, take reserved machine or generate Charcoalium, resolve to paired actions on your own workshop board
and complete projects. 3. End of turn - with game-end check for
20 or more victory points or else preparation of the next round.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: yes

Assessment and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Strategic development for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Imhotep Das Duell

Immortals

Impact

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Mike Elliot, Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Dieter Nüßle
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

Nofretete und Echnaton build monuments and rival for fame
points. As active player, you select placing a pawn or unload a
boat or play an action tile to influence tiles, pawns or unloading.
Six boats lie next to the harbor board with nine slots. A pawn
is placed onto a free harbor slot; when in a row or column of a
boat there are minimum any two pawns, you can unload the
boat - each pawn involved takes one tile which is added to your
location board immediately. The boat is refilled; when no tiles
are left, the boat goes out of play. If only one boat is left at the
harbor, you win with most points from monuments at your
location board.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Light versus Dark! A player board comprises one tribe board
each for both factions, you hold magic cards and armies. After
copious preparations including army placement you play
rounds with phases for each player: 1: Reinforcement with drawing of a conflict card and strengthening armies; 2. Plan actions
by setting down country and conflict cards on army cases and
of magic cards on magic cases on the player board. 3. Resolve
actions - in any order and with compensation for unresolved
actions. 4. Scoring of controlled countries, shrines and capitals in
your countries as well as controlled countries in regions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr * In-game text: no

Battle of Elements! 26 Element dice show symbols and one blank;
one die in the cauldron shows any symbol. You throw one die
into the cauldron, with a force of your choice, also against other
dice to “re-roll” them. Then dice showing blanks go out of play
and you take dice with identical symbols, your turn ends. When
all dice show different symbols, you can stop - the die you threw
is lost - or throw another die. When the cauldron is empty, you
must throw all your dice. If you are out of dice, you are out of the
game. The last player still owning a die or dice, wins. New edition
of Der große Wurf, includes a tournament version.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 2 players, ages 10+

Area control game for 3-5 players, ages 14+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Imperial 2030

Insectini

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Brad Ross
Publisher: Piatnik

Interaction

5

Designers: Manfred Lamplmair, Reinhard Kern
Publisher: rudy Games

The world in the year 2030! Players embody investors and want
to achieve control over the big powers, USA, Russia, Europe,
China, India and Brazil by giving them credit. In a country’s turn
you choose a segment on the roundel and apply the action production, maneuver, tax, factory, investor or import. Thus you
collect power points, with 25 power points you end the game
and calculate vuctory points based on power and credit interest.
As regards to Imperial there are neutral regions and control over
canals, improved rules and simpler bonus payments. Can be
used as a stand-alone game or as an expansion for Imperial!
Version: multi * Rules: de en + cn it nl pl pt ru * In-game text: no

A strong wind has stirred up the leaves and players help the
insects to hide again under suitable leaves. Insect tiles are
displayed, all leaf tiles are dealt evenly to players who stack them
leaf-only side up. All play simultaneously - you look at your top
leaf tile and search for the depicted insect in the display. If you
spot it, you cover it with your leaf tile - leaf-only side up. If you
are out of leaves, you call „Insectini“ and win, when all players are
done and all insects have been covered. In case of a mistake the
round is repeated. In a version, players look for the insects on the
floor of the room.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Interaction is the first board game that interacts with social
networks, among them Facebook, for instance. A special Social
Engine was developed to integrate the game with the social
networks used by individual players and uses contend to generate funny games and individual questions in five individual
categories - knowledge, creativity, action, social and games.
Connections happen via smart devices and you can play locally
or with friends all over the world. The APP adapts the tasks in the
game to age and interests, updates of the free app introduce
variety.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Economics game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Social board game with App for 2 or more players, ages 8+
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Isidore Schule der Magie

Isle of Skye

Isle of Skye Druiden

Designer: Hiddee van Dijk
Publisher: Jumbo

Designers: Alexander Pfister, Andreas Pelikan
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designers: Alexander Pfister, Andreas Pelikan
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

6

For the exam spell, you need the treasures of three magical
beings. IN forest and mine, you collect ingredients, gold and
silver and can buy or exchange ingredients in the markets. In
the School, you swap ingredients for one of three spells - Water,
Fire or Stone. To get treasures from the magical beings, you need
to duel them and win, using their specific spell and one or two
others. In Rock-Paper-Scissors mode, you duel a being and either
receive the treasure or must collect new ingredients for the lost
spell. If you reach the school with three treasures, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Clan Chieftains rival for the crown; if you manage your land best
you will be crowned king with most victory points. A round
starts with income from castle and whisky. Then you draw three
tiles, mark one for discarding and assign gold to the others,
both behind your screen before setting the screen aside. Now
each player can buy one tile from any other player for the sum
assigned to the tile, or pass; tiles that were not sold are kept
by their owners. Then you add your tiles of the round to your
land and score them according to the active scoring tiles of the
round. After six rounds you score scrolls in your land.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr + 12 languages * In-game text: no

Clan Chieftains rival for the crown; if you manage your land best
you will be crowned king with most victory points. A round
starts with income from castle and whisky. You buy landscape
tiles from other players and place them for scoring into your
own realm. After six rounds, you score scrolls in your land.
Expansion #2, Druiden, introduces a Dolmen board and new
scoring tiles. In the purchase phase you can now also buy druid
tiles from the Dolmen board, for a fixed price + surcharge for the
tile’s position on the Dolmen board, or buy a landscape tile from
the bag. Can be combined with the Journeyman expansion for
use with the core game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Move & collect game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Placement and auction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Isle of Skye for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Jenga Classic

Jenga Pass Challenge

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Jet Set

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

This is the currently available edition of the classic game with
rectangular blocks, once again made from wood and attractively packed. The blocks are now housed in an oblong box that
comes with a packing aid that enables you to store the blocks
quickly at the end of your game. The rules and the mechanics of
the game are of course unchanged. All blocks are stacked, 3 in a
level, each level rotated 90° against the one below. You pull out
a block with one hand and place it on top of the stack. If you can
place the last block before the stack tumbles, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Jenga with new challenges! Yes, you pull a block out of the stack
and put it on top of the stack as usual. But the tower of 27 blocks
sits on a platform with two handles. The first player takes the
platform off its stand, holds it with one hand, pulls and places a
block and hands the platform to the next player. The real challenge is how you pass the platform. There are ten challenges in
the game, e.g. play with Chopsticks or hand the platform on by
passing it under your own leg or with stretched arms; for some
challenges you need household items like socks or ball. If you
topple the tower, you lose the round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

In Jet Set you acquire rights for air links between cities and place
planes on those links. In Phase 1 of a turn you replenish Flight
Cards and can pay to lay out additional card. In Phase 2 you have
a choice of one of five actions, all relating to links, planes, Flight
Cards, expenditures or income. When two vacation cards have
been revealed, you only use Final Cards from hand or cards on
display. If you Play Final Flight, you visit cities in order and can
then only put planes on the Final Flight Card. All Final Flight
Cards played, end the game und you score Flight Cards, Final
Flight Cards and planes on Final Flight Cards.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Position game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Jet Set Distant Lands

Jet Set Jumbo Jets

Jump Drive

Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designer: Tom Lehmann
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

In Jet Set you acquire rights for air links between cities and place
planes. A turn comprises 1) replenishing Flight Cards and 2) one
of five action options for links, planes, Flight Cards or income.
Final Flight Cards trigger the end of the game and you score
Flight Cards, Final Flight Cards and planes. Distant Lands comprises four expansions and cards for Jet Set. Distant Lands - long
distance flights; Investor - Investor cards for money; Business
Cards - Received for Long Distance links; to be used for money,
according to text or for business offers. Hub - you choose a city
and get money or bonuses for flight including the hub.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Five new modules for Jet Set: 1. Jumbo Jets are used in links,
other planes in the link are removed and they block the links
for further planes. 2. Charter Flight – an additional board and
the action option charter flight, you need to own all links from
start to destination for such a flight. 3. Hotels – You begin with
two hotels, have hotel building as action option and, when you
acquire a flight card and have a hotel in a city on the card, you
receive money. 4. City Bonus – the first player with a flight from
or into a city receives a bonus. 5. Final Flight Cards – three options for incorporating them into the game.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Settle worlds, develop technologies! Sou use the introductory
deck or start with five out of seven randomly dealt cards. You
select one or two cards from hand or or once per game one
card Research Team card or take a Research tile; then you reveal
cards and pay the costs by discarding cards from your hand,
modified by abilities - abilities are permanent and cumulative.
At the end of the round you score victory points and take new
cards from the stack for income, maybe also in relation to other
cards in your display; a limit of ten cards in hand applies. If you
have 50 or more victory points, the game ends after the victory
points scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Jet Set for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Jet Set for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Jungle Race

Jungle Speed Kids

Designer: Simone Luciani
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Designers: T. Vuarchex, P. Yakovenko, M. & W. Fort
Publisher: Zygomatic / Asmodee

6

Jungle Trip

4

Designer: Brad Ross
Publisher: Piatnik

5

Car race in the jungle - five animals race each other! Five track
cards are laid out, one animal is randomly placed on each card.
Pilot cards are stacked face-down, and you draw seven cards.
In a round, you take turns to play one card on the table before
you: the pilot depicted on the card swaps places with the pilot
immediately in front. If you play a card for the pilot in the lead,
he moves back into last position. If you pass, you are done for
the round and put down your cards before you. If no-one can
play anymore, you score for your cards according to the position
of the drivers on them. After three rounds, you win with most
coins.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Save hidden animals from the lion. Monkey, elephant, giraffe
and zebra look up, down or ahead or have closed eyes. Animal
and lion cards are laid out face-down around the totem. In turn
you reveal a tile and then turn it down again. If you think you
know where there is an animal of the same kind, you grab the
totem and put it on the supposed card. If you are correct, you
take the pair. If you made a mistake, you freeze by turning your
adventurer over; in your next turn or when a lion appears, you
can unfreeze. Lion tiles are left open; when the fourth one appears, the game ends and you win with most cards. Includes an
Eye version for pairs.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Trick taking with jungle animals - 55 cards are made up from
five color sets, comprising twice values 1 to 5 and once 6. You
have one of the sets; all play simultaneously and put a card
face-down. Then the cards are revealed - if there are only different cards on the table, the highest card wins the trick. In case
of identical values, those cards cancel each other out and the
highest remaining single card takes the trick. When all cards are
placed, you score one point per trick. All take back their sets for
a new round. When one or more players have a score of 15 or
more at the end of a round, you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it sk pl * In-game text: no

Race game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Memo and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Trick-taking game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Jurassic Snack

Just One

Designer: Bruno Cathala
Publisher: The Flying Games / Blackrock Games

Designers: Ludovic Roudy, Bruno Sautter
Publisher: Repos Productions / Asmodee

7

K2: Lhotse

8

Designer: Adam Kałuza
Publisher: REBEL.pl

8

Baby Diplodocus saurians want to eat more grass then the other
faction or mobilize the T-Rex. Blue begins with one action, then
both teams alternate to take two actions per turn, the same or
different ones, with the same or different Diplos: 1. Move a Diplo
until blocked; grass at the end of the move is eaten and the
effect resolved. 2. Move T-Rex until blocked, a Diplo he reaches is
chased off the board. If someone has no Diplo left on the board,
he has lost. If there is no more grass on the board or, within the
last two turns, no-one has eaten grass or chased off a Diplo, you
win with the highest score from your eaten grass.
Version: en * Rules: en es fr it * In-game text: no

All play against the game and try to guess as many of 13 secret
words as they can. One player guesses, the others all write
down a clue, but cannot confer on the clues; when two or more
identical clues are noted, all are invalid and are not shown to
the guesser. A clue can only be one word; a number, name,
abbreviation, sound representation or special symbols are
considered to be a word. Forbidden are: other spellings, other
languages, the same word stem, invented or artificial words or
words that sound similar. The guesser has only one try, but can
name a similar-sounding word! Wrong guesses take unplayed
card out of play.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr pl * In-game text: yes

For the mountain climbing game K2 - named after the Karakorum Peak - K2 Lhotse offers a new board, which takes players
on the fourth-highest peak on Earth, Lhotse. You can play two
scenarios: The South Face - you use the weather markers from the
expansion, the rules of K2 apply with the exception of weather
influence; in Lhotse there is different weather in three sections
of the map, depending on altitude. Landslide is a new effect of
weather, Fixed Rope tokens connect cases. The South Col Race
scenario is played on the backside of the Lhotse board, and uses
either summer or winter weather tokens from the core game.
Version: multi * Rules: en pl * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 2 players, ages 7+

Word guessing game for 3-7 players, ages 8+

Expansion for K2 for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Kakerlacula

Kanban: Driver’s Edition

Karate Tomate

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Vital Lacerda
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

6

Kids run - protected by garlic - through the spooky castle to
light candles, Kakerlacula moves to stop them. You roll a die
and move your pawn accordingly towards a candle chip of your
color, one room per step. If you reach a chip, you turn it over, the
room is lit up. If you are touched or moved Kakerlacula, you go
back to the nursery and discard a garlic chip. If Kakerlacula runs
onto the catapult, you try to shoot him to the moon - depending
on your success you get back garlic chips. When all candles are
lit, players win. When all garlic is used up before that, Kakerlacula
wins. Includes a competitive variant.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The manageress of a car factory must be impressed by efficient
use of working hours; she plays, too, in the mode Friendly or
Strict. In a round = one working day, you place a worker at a
station in the Department selection phase - Design, Logistics for
components for production at the Assembly Line, Test & Innovation, Administration - and, in the working phase, complete tasks
at the station in maximum four shifts; you can save shifts! Then
the manager does her task and evaluates her current station.
There are certificates for additional qualification, number of
cards and of new designs; you also score round goals and final
factory goals.
Version: en * Rules: de en es it pt * In-game text: yes

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 14+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

8

Tomatoes for Karate masters! You hold a tomato and five
number cards. You play rounds of turns with phases: Warm-Up:
Reveal triumph cards. Combat: Play a card face-down; any one
for first card, then only the same color; if you cannot do his or
want not to do this, you play the tomato. Triumph: All reveal
the card - tomato players are out of the round. When players
= triumph cards are left, they receive one triumph card each,
in relation to their number card sum, and swap according to
rules. When someone announces the end, holding 12 cups, or
Triumph cards are used up, you win with most cups but only if
you NOT have the fewest knives.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

Card game for 3-10 players, ages 8+
GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

201 9
Kero

Key Flow

Keyforge

Designer: Prospero Hall
Publisher: Hurrican / Asmodee

Designers: Sebastian Bleasdale, Richard Breese, Ian Vincent
Publisher: R&D Games / HUCH!

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Fantasy Flight / Asmodee

Kerosine is a rarity, you fight for survival and against a rival clan.
In only thrree rounds you need to collect as many resources as
possible and use up as little kerosine as possible. Every round
has several turns with three or four steps per player: Refuel;
Select and roll dice - supplementary dice for more resources, Tuareks or free explorers cost you kerosine; Upgrade camp - collect
resources, draw cards, visit Tuareks and explore new territories;
Fire - remove burnt cards; Claim new territories - when Claim is
revealed. When the third Claim is revealed, you score, at the end
of the round, cards and new territories.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

In four rounds you play four seasons; you begin with a Home
card, Winter cards that stay secret to the end as well as Spring
cards in hand. Village cards with river or road are added to the
Home card, Keyple cards are placed into your or another village
for resources or actions - gold, iron, stone, wood, skills, keyple tokens, transport or building upgrades. Sommer cards bring boats
with unique skills, Autumn cards storage barns with resources
demands. At the end of Autumn, you select and play one of your
winter cards, the others go the standard distribution. At Winter’s
end you score village cards, upgraded buildings and gold.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Ruf der Archonten! Beings, created in the Crucible of endless possibilities, duel each other with cards from a deck that is unique
throughout the world and cannot be altered, to be first to forge
three keys. The Introductory game - the active player resolves
five steps: 1. Forge key, if he owns 6 Ӕmber. 2. Select faction. 3.
Play cards of the selected faction, use or discard them. 4. Reactivate exhausted cards. 5. Draw cards. In the standard game, there
are chains for a handicap. The starter set comes with two unique
Archon decks besides the introductory decks, other decks are
available separately, ready to use.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: yes

Development game for 2 players, ages 9+

Development game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Unique-card game for 2 players, ages 14+

KHG Quiz

Kilt Castle

Designers: Christian Felsenreich, Klaus Hofegger
Publisher: Gamification

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Kimono

10

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

10

Korrupte haben Geld Das Quiz - 34 cards carry three quotes
each, gleaned from the Austrian corruption culture, offering
three answer choices to the question „Who said that?. The
backside of the cards provides answers with explanations on
person and situation. Cards are stacked, you play with or without
a game master who reads out all questions and answers. If you
play without, players take turns to read cards. In case of a big
group, up to 20 players, you form groups and can confer within
the group. Immediate answers score three points when correct;
answers given after hearing the answer options score one point,
when correct.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Clan McKilt fights over castle construction. First you replace one
of the building cards – not necessarily a top one or your own
color – according to rules for the new position; a resulting gap
triggers money for building areas after building. Then all players
whose colors are on the relocated card build at its new position:
One level for free on the first empty square in the row or one
level on top of a tower with payment for all levels to the previous
owner of the top level. When two players build at the same
tower in a turn, a neutral roof is placed. If you build your last
level, all score 1 coin per tower owned and visible coat-of-arms.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Collect Japanese curios, but too many will cost penalty. The
Master lines up a round’s stack, splits the group in two and adds
the apprentice card to one. All secretly select a group and reveal
their choice. An unwanted group goes to the bin. If only one
player wants a group, he takes it. If several players want a group:
If it has one card, the card goes to the bin and all involved take a
Kimono. In case of several cards, you split and select again. When
all cards are taken, cards in the bin go to the player with the
apprentice card, he is the next Master. After five rounds you sum
items, coins and fire.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Satirical quotation quiz for 2-20 players, ages 18+

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Set collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Kingdom Builder

Kingdom Builder Nomads

Kingdom Builder Crossroads

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Each player creates his own kingdom by building settlements
to earn most gold at the end of the game. In a game you use 3
out of 10 kingdom builder cards; they state the conditions for
earning gold. Four of eight landscape boards are laid out and
equipped with location overview tiles. In your turn you discard a
landscape card and set up settlements in this landscape according to exact building rules; if they are next to location spots you
receive location tiles and can use their special actions once per
turn either before or after building. For each castle spot next to
your settlements you always receive 3 gold.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl se * In-game text: no

Players create kingdoms by building settlements, to earn most
gold at the end. You place a terrain tile and set up settlements
according to exact rules. The first expansion Kingdom Builder
Nomads introduce components for a fifth player, four new quadrants (boards) with the terrain variety Nomad Terrain that cannot
be settled, and four new locations. 15 Nomad tiles offer special
actions and new Kingdom Builder cards bring gold during the
game. Worker and Merchants from the core game are replaced
with new cards of the same names. 25 walls from the terrain
type Quarry block terrain hexes.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Players create kingdoms by building settlements, to earn most
gold at the end. You place a terrain tile and set up settlements
according to exact rules. The second expansion Kingdom Builder
Crossroads introduces four new quadrant boards with two
different location hexes and one fortress hex, as well as six task
cards for additional gold at the end of the game. 16 location tiles
introduce special actions, among them Garrison with warriors
to block adjacent terrain hexes; wagons for wagon movement,
Lighthouse for ships to move across water and Town Hall for city
tiles to replace seven settlements.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Placement and development game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion #1 for Kingdom Builder for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Expansion #2 for Kingdom Builder for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 9
Kitchen Rush

Kitchen Rush: Piece of Cake

Kitchen Rush: Piece of Cake

Designer: Dávid Turczi
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designers: Dávid Turczi, Vangelis Bagiartakis
Publisher: Artipia Games

Designers: Dávid Turczi, Vangelis Bagiartakis
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Hourglasses for kitchen personnel! Depending on the difficulty
level you select an objective with requirements. Orders come
in, are prepared und served. All play simultaneously. Phases of
a round: 1. Preparation with event; 2. Action in real-time - place
hourglass on action case - relocation is possible after running
out - waiter, shopping, storage, oven, spices, office or sink, for
instance. 3. After four minutes: Clean-up with checking orders,
paying wages and prestige bonuses. After four rounds you
check completed orders, money, prestige and you need to have
minimum one coin and one prestige and must not have unpaid
hourglasses to win.
Version: en * Rules: en es fr * In-game text: yes

Hourglasses for kitchen personnel! You select a goal with necessities, receive orders, prepare them and serve them. In Piece of
Cake, customers have come up with new desires - you must now
prepare sweets - orders show deserts with fridge time and ice
cream demand or only ice cream orders. New components are
brown cubes for chocolate and nuts, markers for cream/butter
and fruit as well as domes for scoops of ice cream in five flavors
and an hourglass for a specialist worker. Take card! When the
freezer unit remains without cover when ice cream was taken
out, all ice cream in the freezer melts!
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Hourglasses for kitchen personnel! You select a goal with necessities, receive orders, prepare them and serve them. In Piece of
Cake, customers have come up with new desires - you must now
prepare sweets - orders show deserts with fridge time and ice
cream demand or only ice cream orders. New components are
brown cubes for chocolate and nuts, markers for cream/butter
and fruit as well as domes for scoops of ice cream in five flavors
and an hourglass for a specialist worker. Take card! When the
freezer unit remains without cover when ice cream was taken
out, all ice cream in the freezer melts!
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Cooperative real-time game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Kitchen Rush for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Kitchen Rush for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Klartext

Klartext Duell

16

Publisher: Hasbro

Klartext Familien-Edition

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Hasbro

One player speaks „plain language“, but only seemingly, because
he wears a lock-jaw and his sentences therefore sound a bit distorted. You play in two teams, using 200 double-sided utterance
cards. One player dons the jaw-lock, draws the top card and
reads it, as clearly as possible despite the lock-jaw, even if the
the sentence is something like „Eine Pinzette ist keine Pipette“,
he is allowed to gesticulate. When the other players guess the
sentence correctly word for word, they take the card, and so
on, until the time has run out. When each player has taken two
turns, the team with most cards wins. With ten lock-jaws, good
for larger groups.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Again, you only seem to use plain language, as a lockjaw contorts your speech. The game unit is positioned, cards are stacked
next to each hand and players form two teams. In a round, one
player for each team sits with a lockjaw at the unit; both turn
over their top card and start the unit. Hands move randomly - if
your mouth is not blocked by the hand, you read your card,
your team must repeat the text correctly to receive the card. If
the hand blocks your mouth, you stop speaking immediately,
otherwise you can go on to the next card, etc. until the unit
stops. When each player has spoken twice, the team with most
cards wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

In the family edition, you play in two teams, parents against
children, if possible, using 100 blue cards for children to read and
100 red cards for adults to read, and there are four lock-jaws for
adults and six for children. One player dons the jaw-lock, draws
the top card and reads it, as clearly as possible despite the lockjaw, he is allowed to gesticulate. When the other players guess
the sentence correctly word for word, they take the card, and so
on, until the time has run out. When each player has taken two
turns, the team with most cards wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Party game for 4-10 players, ages 16+

Party game for 4 or more players, ages 8+

Party game for 4-10 players, ages 8+

Klask

Kleine Fische ganz groß

Designer: Mikkel Bertelsen
Publisher: Game Factory

Designers: Peter Neugebauer, Stefan Wiewiora
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Kobold

8

Designers: Marco Ruskowski, Marcel Süßelbeck
Publisher: Queen Games

6

A game board carries two magnetic pawns, for each pawn
their is a directing magnet underneath the board, magnetically
connected to the pawn. Three white magnets are arranged in
the middle of the board; the ball starts in any corner. Now both
players simultaneously try to move the ball into the opponent’s
goal to score a point. The pawn on top of the board is moved by
moving the directing magnet underneath the board. You also
score when the opposing pawn has attracted white magnets or
if your opponent moves into his own goal or if he loses control
of his pawn. If you managed to collect six points, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

As a diver, you photograph fishes and explore caves. You move
your diver in swimming orientation to an adjacent case, reveals
the card and can stop or swim again. If you reveal identical
fish, your turn ends, and you turn over the identical fish and all
open-faced ones between them. You can use revealed fish equal
to the number on a cave to explore this cave, your turn ends.
If you stop, you can move the Octopus, can use him to steal
fish from opponents with a dice roll. Finally, you take open fish
and refill the display. Cave cards enhance the range of diver or
Octopus, let you look at cards, repeat a roll, upgrade fish or give
victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Kobolds want to pilfer toys and gems from Maurice’s room. A
mobile flashlight plan covers two segments of the room. Toy and
gem tokens are displayed face-up or face-down. You have one
of two options: Place a kobold in an unlit segment or take back
all kobolds from the board and take a token for each one from
his segment. Then you roll the die and turn the flashlight accordingly, if applicable, it chases away kobolds, and then replenish
unlit segments. When five gem trophies have been taken or
segments cannot be completely replenished, you score gem set
trophies, point tokens, toy majority trophies and kobold tokens.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2 players, ages 8+

Search and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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König GrummelBart

Krass Kariert

Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Katja Stremmel
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

5

Kreuzverhör

10

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

König Grummelbart‘s birthday cake is not ready! You put your
animal piece on the top step of the stairs and push it - maximum
three tries; if it ends up on a step, you either - in relation to the
step you reached - draw one to three ingredient tiles or the king
retreats by one step. Ingredient tiles go on the cake parts, in
sequence of big-medium-small. When three different ingredients are on a cake part, you turn the part over and put it on the
birthday table. When all three parts are completed and stacked,
the cake is ready and all win together, if König Grummelbart has
not yet reached the garland case.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You begin with cards in hand and two open cards; cards in
hand are NEVER sorted, you take them up and fan them out!
The starting player plays 1-3 adjacent cards from his hand, all
others must overbid, Solo < 2-straight < pair < 3-straight< triplet.
If you cannot raise, you take up one of your two open cards at
any position into your hand. X-cards are number jokers, a Stop
cards wins the round instantly and the Draw card, with detailed
rules, lets you avoid bidding. The highest combination wins the
round, and a new round begins. If only one player has cards,
or someone cannot overbid and has no card in reserve, the lap
ends, and he discards a chip.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A crime has been planned and players must find out which
crime, and also the crime scene, the probable culprit and the
means of the crime. Both players investigate at the same time,
the questioning lasts 12 mutual questions at the most. In each
question an assumption is stated on the four details by using
case cards, and the witness names the number of correct assumptions. Further details can be learned from using an investigation card; the opponent can fend off such a card with another
card. When after 12 rounds none of the player has solved the
case, it is set aside unsolved.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cooperative snipping game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Deduction game for 2 players, ages 12+

KRIMI total

Kristallica

16

Publisher: Krimi total

Kritzeln

3

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Bernd Beckers
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

Dinner Crime games by KRIMI total are an essential part of the
genre and now also trendsetter. A new era has come for that
type of game - interactive party planning and a KRIMI total App
provide even more interaction for each scenario, e.g. for Nachts
im Salon Rouge. You plan the party via the website, send out
invitations per e-mail and assign roles with a click. The invitation
comes with a linkt to the KRIMI total website and a personal participation code. This lets you download your personal character
information and files on your mobile. Games can be upgraded
with images and audio or video content.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Ice cubes are placed into the frame and the big, beautiful slab of
ice is placed anywhere in the frame and you place Phil the Penguin on top of it. Then, the active placer takes an ice pic, selects a
cube and tries to tap it out of the frame. Once started on a cube,
you must continue, even if other cubes fall. If you succeed and
Phil did not fall off, your turn passes to the next player. If Phil
falls off, you are out of the game, the ice floe is reassembled and
the next round begins. This continues until only one player, the
winner, is left. Series: Super Toy Club
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Draw images without a mistake! You receive an image sheet either with a grid in the background or not - and an empty grid
sheet and repeat the image on the grid sheet. You start at the
marked point, must draw in uninterrupted line, cannot miss
points in the image and lines cannot cross each other. If you are
done, you stop the game and hold template and drawing into
the light - you win the round, if all is correct. If not, play continues if somebody wins. If nobody wins, the round is repeated
with the same image. For further rounds equal the number of
players you hand your image to your left neighbor.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Player aid for KRIMI total editions, for players ages 16+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Drawing game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Kroko Dinner

Kroko Doc

Designer: Hayo van Dusseldorp
Publisher: Noris Spiele

4

Kuan

4

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Hajime Watanabe
Publisher: KUA / Japon Brand

Ready, steady, eat! - Crocodiles eat fish! You don a crocodile
mask, the long snout of which opens, with the help of a rubber
band, when you open your mouth. All players agree on a place
to deposit their fishes. Then one player throws all fish into the air
and gives the signal of “Ready, steady, eat!” All players now crawl
around the room on their knees to pick up the fish of their mask
color with their snouts; you must not use your hands! If you pick
up a fish, you take it to the deposit and start again. If you have
collected all four fish, you need to pick up the goldfish, call “that
was yummy” and win!
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: no

The frog-green crocodile is still going strong, and still suffers
from terrible tooth-ache. It opens its mouth very wide to look
for help. In this version of the game the principle of the travel
edition is used, the teeth are not pulled out but pressed down
to find the aching one. If you are unlucky and find the aching
tooth, Crocodile in his pain closes his mouth rather fast and you
must be quick to pull your hand out. If you touch the aching
tooth, you lose this round of Crocodile Dentist! And due to the
very good chance mechanism it will be another tooth that hurts
next time! Part of the series Elefun & Friends.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Red versus blue, but each player has five red and five bluepieces.
You alternate turns and alsoalterned red and blue. If you place
a pie so that he - together with a second one of the same color
already on the board, encloses one or several pieces of the
opposite color, you take this or those pieces off the board. Your
opponent must then replace it or them with a piece in the color
of the enclosing pieces, and then has his own turn. If a row of
five pieces of the same color forms, orthogonally or diagonally,
the currently active player wins. If a player must replace a piece
and cannot do it, he has lost.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

Action game for 2-3 players, ages 4+

Action and chance game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 14+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Kuhno

Kunststück

Designer: Thierry Chapeau
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

8

Kurzer Prozess

10

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

10

Cows need to go to pasture, but Kuhno the Dung Fly drives
them crazy, only by placing their spots correctly can the cows
graze in peace. Cards are stacked cowpat + Kuhno side up and
you try to be first to place all your seven cards correctly. You put
one next to the pat, either on a free spot or another cow, in correct alignment and in relation to Kuhno’s position on the Pat. The
type of cow you play influences the type and number of cows
that need to be played next. If you are out of cards, all other
score one dung point per cow spot in their hand. After as many
rounds as there are players you win with fewest dung points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Players are thieves stealing paintings according to their orders.
The paintings are marked with their museum of origin, the
epoch, the value and chances to be sold easily. There is a cache
for each player and three joint caches. You have a painting card
and an order card, next to each cache there is another painting
card. Actions are: take a new card, move a card, play a card or fill
an order. There are basic rules for arranging the cards or capacities of the caches and limit for hand cards. “Large-scale raid”
starts the last round. Then the player with the highest total from
paintings sold wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Criminals want to put the blame for their crimes - cards representing crimes, witnesses and „Schwarzer Peter“ - on others.
The active player puts an open card before another player, even
himself. Each player must be given another color and always
the same one. Witnesses are color jokers. Schwarzer Peter you
play at yourself and all shunt their cards on the table to the left.
If you have five or more points on the table or cannot play a
correct card, you have been caught and take all open cards. If
someone is out of cards, all receive jail sentences depending on
the number of their cards. After three rounds, you win with the
shortest jail sentence in total.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Crime card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Kwatro

La Granja

Last Call

Designer: Gene Mackles
Publisher: Game Factory

Designers: Michael Keller, Andreas Odenthal
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

8

Add tiles for points! 64 tiles show a combination of color, shape
and number. A row comprises 2, 3 or 4 cards. Each attribute
is checked separately for a row und must - for a valid row - be
either the same on all tiles or different on all tiles. You hold four
tiles and one tile begins the display. You can, in your turn, add 1
t 4 cards, horizontally OR vertically, to a row, suiting at least one
card and also those eventually adjacent in other rows, and then
score the row(s), or pass your turn. You can add tiles to the left
and right of a row, a row of four tiles constitutes a Kwatro and is
complete.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A small farm must be developed into the large country estate
of La Granja and provide for the village. Six rounds of the game
comprise: Farm Phase with farm cards, income, growth and
buying of room markers; Revenue Phase; Transport Phase with
donkey markers for player order and deliveries and, finally, the
Scoring Phase for victory points. Anytime in your turn you can regardless of the current phase - use goods to acquire silver, play
or draw a cards, take a pig, upgrade resources or take harvest
goods or you can buy and sell resources or upgrade resources or
use harvest goods.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + cn es fr nl pl * In-game text: yes

Each barkeeper gets all bottles of a kind and each player a card
for each kind of drink plus one coaster. Cards are dealt to the
barkeepers. If you want to move a bottle you call “order” and
move the bottle of your choice from one bartender to the other,
cards at both barkeepers are discarded. Four cards next to a
barkeeper are discarded automatically. When a barkeeper has
the right bottles for your drink, you play the card and must take
an ice cube for each bottle not needed for your drink. If you are
out of cards, you call „Last Call“ and quit the game, the others
must finish their drinks. You win with fewest ice cubes.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Development and resources management for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Lästerschwester

Leaders Edition 2018

Leinen los!

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Manfred Lamplmair, Reinhard Kern
Publisher: rudy Games

Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

16

6

The grapevine is buzzing! 110 cards carry more or less malicious,
spiteful or low statements which need to be spread among players. Every player holds a “catty” chip with a “yes” and a “no” side.
The current mastermind draws a card, adds a player’s name to
the statement and reads the statement. The victim selects yes, if
he believes that the majority will agree with the rumor, the other
players do the same. The master mind scores when the majority
votes “yes”, the victim scores for a majority for “no”, and the others score when their selection corresponds to that of the victim.
Whoever collects ten points first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Leaders is a Combined Strategy Game, a strategic conflict
simulation and a hybrid of board game and App. In the era of
the Cold War, up to six players try to take over world domination.
You research new technologies, use diplomatic skills and enter
formidable alliances. Spies bring you information and you
join missions of the international collective of nations. Military
strength is used as well, because you conquer new regions. The
smart device enables use of an innovative battle system, hidden
interaction among players - research, diplomacy or sabotage and complex economic and research threads.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Queen Lonne of Ovelgonne holds a race. Players choose a track
and place their boats at the start; the double bollard is set out
with the rope unwound. One player takes the double bollard,
calls “cast off!“ and begins to loop the rope around the bollard,
while the active player pushes his boat along the track with a
finger on the motor. When the line is completely looped around
the bollard, its player calls out „stop“ and the turn for pushing
passes to the next player. The buoys cannot be touched, you
may push away other boats and you cannot stop on shark areas.
If you leave the water, your turn ends immediately. The first at
the finish wins!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Assessment game for 3-8 players, ages 16+

Conflict and development game for 2 or more players, ages 13+

Dexterity and race game for 2-4 players, ages 6+
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Let’s party!

[come on] Let’s Quiz Again

Designers: Catty, Führer, Los Rodrigues
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Arno Steinwender
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Li-La-Laut

12

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

5

The Activity cards on one side list terms and the method to explain them and on the other show the number of steps earned
for a correctly mastered task. The Tick-Tack-Bumm cards state
combinations of letters. You play a game of standard “Activity”,
until a Tick-Tack-Bumm card turns up. Now you roll the die to
determine the location of this letter combination in the word. If
you name a correct term, you pass the bomb. When it explodes,
the team with the last correct answer moves 4 steps, the one
holding the bomb when it exploded goes 1 step back. Then you
play “Activity” again. The first team over the finish line wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Who’s going to snatch the best questions? Quiz cards are laid out
on 6 cases on the board. In phase 1, Reserving Quiz Cards, you select a card and reserve it with your chip. Cards carry information
to topic, question category - who, when, where, how many, why
- and difficulty. The chip determines, how you answer - alone, in
a team, another player must answer, or you hear only part of the
question; your Risky Chip can double points. Then, in phase 2
Answering and Scoring, questions on cases A to F are answered
and you score for correct answers, your chip is discarded. After
six rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Move cards with noise volume! Nine target cards are laid out in
a circle; the car begins in front of a random card; the louder a
noise, the further it moves. The active player turns up a task card.
It shows a target card and the type of noise - clapping, hissing,
knocking or war whoops. You must now make the indicated
noise in exactly the right volume so that the others can guess
the target correctly. In turn, every player gives a guess. Then you
move the card and each correct guess earns a card from the
stack. If at least one guess was correct, the noise maker gets a
card. When the stack is empty, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Creative association game for 4-16 players, ages 12+

Quiz game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Sound volume game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Lifestyle

Lift it!

Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Per Gauding
Publisher: Game Factory

10

Lift off

8

Designer: Jeroen Vandersteen
Publisher: Hans im Glück

You roll dice for valuable assets for an impressive life style. You
may begin your turn with paying chips to replenish the display
and must then take cards for your Dice Zone - any single one
or a row or a column - or you must roll to meet all cards in your
Dice Zone. If you manage this, you move them into Points Zone.
Chips and Sports cards let you modify dice results; an animal
card gives you a chip instantly. For a botched roll, you gain a chip
and can discard any number of cards from your Dice Zone. When
the Display and the Dice Zone of any one player are empty, you
win with most points on cards in your Points Zone.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Fast and exact construction, in teams with cranes connected by
a hook, or alone. You build the construction shown on the card
in the given time, by the method determined by your marker
location - e.g. with the crane fastened to your head or following
instructions of another player. You must always build with in
the construction area and use the crane. When time has run out
you move your marker one step for each correctly placed piece
and by a bonus for finishing within the time frame. In a duel
you score when you are done first. When a marker reaches the
opposite start/finish case, you win at the end of the round, if you
are in the lead.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Retro Race into space! 1950/1960 - Technology and science
make enormous progress, and space flight profits a lot from
that progress. Players take on the roles of a private astronautics
agency - independent from the race of the two super powers
for space supremacy - and want to develop our company in
individual areas of our own. This is achieved by hiring specialists,
improving rockets and upgrading abilities. If one is this well prepared, one can decide which mission one wants to accomplish
and what one wants to transport into space. The race to the
stars will be won by whoever plans well ahead and manages
resources well.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dice game for cards for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Construction game for 1-8 players, ages 8+

SciFi development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Lighthouse Run

Ligretto Kids

Designer: Jim Harmon
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Britta Fiore
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

Liguria

5

Designer: Alessandro Zucchini
Publisher: Queen Games

Regatta lit up by lighthouses! Ships want to reach the harbor,
but can only enter into river sections illuminated by lighthouses!
You play one of your 14 movement cards, relocate a beacon
as indicated by the card and then, again indicated by the card,
move one ship from start into the river or several ships on
the river, maybe even ships of other players; this gives you a
movement bonus for one of your ships. At the end of the round,
the storm cloud moves one step. Ships that she reaches or
overtakes, must end their movement. After 12 rounds you win
with most points from the positions of your five ships.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Shed cards quickly; you have a well-shuffled, face-down hand of
30 cards as a stack featuring animals - monkey, crocodile, parrot,
tiger and elephant - with he same backside; you put the first
card openly as the start of a stack in the middle. On a signal, all
play simultaneously and place cards on any of the stacks, either
color on color or animal on animal. Unsuitable cards go on your
own discard pile. If your hand is empty, you turn the discard
pile over for your new draw pile in hand. If you could discard all
cards, you win. In a Beginner’s version for younger kids, everybody plays to his own stack.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Merchants transport colors, trade, conquer and use diplomacy.
Selection tiles and ship tiles are on display. You place a merchant,
his locations determines tile selection and silver coins. Then
you take tiles and coins, then a ship card and color cubes and
upgrade selection tiles. Now ship movement is done and you
can - depending on the location - place knights, load or unload
color cubes or use diplomats. After eight rounds each player can
move his ship one last time and then you score islands, selection
tiles in harbor as well as points from ship cards, monks, knights
and bishop’s orders as well as color sets.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card shedding game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Trade game for 3-4 players, ages 12+
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Lingo Twist

7

Publisher: Piatnik

Lippengeflüster

Little Monster

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: Robin lees, Steve Mackenzie
Publisher: Strawberry Studio

8

Guess terms named for categories! Where is the problem? Well,
before you determine the category with the spinner and can
name the terms, you must draw a mime card, with which you
must comply while naming the one or two terms demanded by
it. This can be touching your nose with the tip of your tongue, or
sticking out your tongue and holding it down with both hands.
Who believes that he knows the terms hits the Red Nose buzzer
and takes the mime card, if he is correct. IN case of two terms,
the same player must guess both to receive the mime card. If the
terms are not guessed, the speaker moses a card.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Two teams rival for most sentences read correctly off lips within
a minute. 150 cards show four sentences in four color cases;
for each game, you select a color. One player draws a card,
another team member dons the headphones, presses the start
button on the phones for the timer and the player with the card
whispers the sentence. The player with the headphones guesses
what was whispered. The whisperer must not gesticulate, but
can repeat the sentence as often as he wants; the sentence must
be repeated exactly! When it is guessed, the next card is drawn,
and the sentence read. After three such rounds for each team
the team with most cards wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

that came for Lunch an Stayed for Tea.
You guide two monsters in the race for food; you feed them with
cards in hand and take them nearer to tea time. In your turn you
activate monster abilities, if applicable, draw a food card, select
a monster and play cards for it - if their appetite total is above
15, the monster walks one step on the table. If it is at the finish,
you put it on the monster card. Then you turn down cards you
played, until the appetite value is below 15, and resolve the
remaining open-faced monster cards. Whoever is first to have
both monsters on their cards, wins.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Mime & talk game for 3-6 players, age 7+

Word guessing game for 4-8 players, ages 12+

Race game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 8+

London Markets

Looping Louie

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Queen Games

Publisher: Hasbro

Lost & Found

4

Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Game Factory

5

In Victorian London trade with exotic goods is booming. You
hold goods cards in hand, an Offer card is on each market
and Goods cards for Coffee, Soap, Silk and China are in those
markets. Starting Goods bars of players are placed on markets. A
Market card is revealed: You choose Merchant or Assistant for his
action – Place Goods bar, Money for visible crates, take Goods
Cards from the market for your own crates; then comes Goods
Replenishing, auctions of all goods varieties for money and
movement of markers. At the end you win with most money
from cash and special cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Looping Louie in his Flying Machine careers in low-level-flight
over the hen-coops! He is on the hunt for chicken chips that
he wants to snatch away from the players. Each player has 3 of
those chips in the side-bar of his catapult. With this catapult you
can fend off Louie and make him fly loops, nose dives and steep
ascends. You try to use Louie to steal chips from your fellow
players and keep your own. If you are out of chips, you stay in
the game. The last player to own a chip wins the game. Looks
like a children’s game, but provides fun for all ages! One round is
never enough!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

On the backside of cards, lost items keep appearing. Can you
spot them? 54 cards show varying numbers of items, depending on the difficulty level. All look at the top card and try to
memorize all items. Then the card is turned over and you try to
name the item that has been added. The first naming of an item
is checked. If you are correct, you take the card. If you are wrong,
you cannot play for the next card. If you take your fifth card, you
win, or, as an alternative, the player who now has most points
on his cards. You can also play ”backwards” - look at the backside
and name the item that has disappeared in front.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

Economics game for 3 or 4 players, ages 10+

Action and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Lost Cities Das Abenteuer to Go

Lost Cities Das Brettspiel

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

8

Lost Cities Das Duell

10

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

10

Once again, we lay out expeditions - maximum one per color;
in the display there are face-down expedition and raid tiles.
Revealed number and betting tiles can be left in the display or
put into your camp with room for two tiles or add to your expedition in ascending order of values; betting tiles - even several
of them - only at the start of the expedition. Placing numbers 2
to 4 earns you a bonus turn. Raid tiles remove number tiles from
play. When the last tile from stock is revealed, the expeditions
are scored - number sum x betting tiles minus cost of 20. After
three such round, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expeditions search five lost cities. You play a card to place a
pawn at an expedition or move it forward, or discard a card,
which can be picked up by other plyers. You can, but need
not begin all expeditions. After the first card, any further step
demands a card of equal or higher value than the previous
one; cards you played are laid out. Event tiles that you reach are
resolved. From Stage 4 onwards, an expedition scores positive.
When the fifth pawn reaches Stage 7, the round is scored for
artifacts, coins and expeditions; after three rounds you win with
most points. Adaptation of Keltis.
Version: de * Rules: de en ru * In-game text: no

You use 15 Wager cards and 45 expedition cards of values 2-10
in five colors to lay out expeditions from ascending values of the
same color. You place a card and draw a card from stack or discard pile. To start a row, you can place up to three wager cards,
but not add one later; gaps in the numbers cannot be filled later
either. Instead of placing a card you can discard one to its color
pile. The game ends when the last card from the stack is taken.
Each expedition you begun is worth -20 basis costs plus the total
of card values in it; eight cards in a row give 20 bonus points.
After three rounds, you win with most points. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de + 18 languages * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Positioning and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card placement game for 2 players, ages 10+
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Lost Cities Unter Rivalen

Lost Galaxy

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

10

Lunte

8

Publisher: rudy Games

Designer: Bruce Whitehill
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Routes for expeditions. 65 expedition cards in five colors and 15
betting cards form four stacks. The active player can Turn up you reveal the top card of the stack and put it at the end of the
row - or auction the row. The winner puts any number of cards
- in ascending order and with the same color, gaps are possible
- into his routes and can take one card from the row out of play.
Surplus cards stay in the row. After each stack, the coins at the
bank are evenly distributed and the next stack is begun. Betting
cards at the start of a route double your points at the end of the
4th stack; routes of four or more cards score a bonus.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Factions in Space, you select yours, with unique special ability.
! A smart device with the game App is laid down as the center
of the solar system in the middle of eight display slots. The card
stack holds planets of Level 1 to 4; planets are placed od top
of each other, with a difference of + one Level. A space ship
is put on a planet of Level 4, it evacuates the planet, you take
the stack. You want to evacuate most planets in your color for
victory points. Special cards influence the planet stacks. If the
sun goes Super Nova, the game ends and you calculate your
victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

All get four fuse cards and one water card. You add one fuse card
or a water card to one of two rows which called burning lines,
the value of the previous card is covered by the new card. With a
water card you take all cards in the row but the water card out of
play. Twice in the game you can play a fuse card explosion side
up and take all cards from the burning line. When the final card
is drawn or all bombs have been triggered, you sum all open
cards in your bomb stacks minus cards in hand and win with the
highest total. New edition, first edition Mücke Spiele 2014.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and auction game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card game with App for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card placement game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Lustprinzip

Luxor

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Queen Games

16

Mächtige Monster

8

Designer: Desnet Amane
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Clear communication about suggestive terms, which must be
explained to the other players without using bodily or sexual
connotations or context, without using parts or translations of
the term itself. You could, for instance, explain Virgin with Zodiac
Sign. In the phase Vorspiel, in turn players explain as many terms
as they can, the others guess; when the timer runs out the
explainer scores for all terms that were guessed, the guessers for
those that they guessed. When 25 terms have been dealt with,
they are re-shuffled, read again and explained again - as in Vorspiel - in the Nachspiel phase, but using different explanations.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Adventurers hunting for treasures in the temple. The board is
randomly equipped with tiles and you have five cards. The active
player plays the right- or left-most card from his hand, moves his
adventurer accordingly and resolves the action of the reached
tile. Then he draws a card and inserts it in the middle of his
hand. Tile actions: Treasure - take the tile, score and maybe place
temple; Temple - resolve action; Horus - take key or card; Osiris
- additional move. When two adventurers have reached the
Burial Chamber, you score - at the end of the round - adventurer
points, sarcophagi, keys, sets of treasure tiles and scarabs.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es fr hu nl pt sl * In-game text: no

Monsters cooperate in order to rob King Edgar of his gold in the
castle. At the start of a round you place a monster at a free position or oust a weaker monster, even your own, albeit by paying
gold to the guardian, in relation to the guardian’s level. Then the
first guardian is revealed; if he is weaker than the sum of monsters next to him, he loses and all players involved in the fight
get gold, then the next guardian is fought. As soon as monsters
lose a fight, monsters are healed for gold, and monsters in hand
and guardians are replenished. After 5 or 6 such rounds you win
with most gold. Two versions are included.
Version: de * Rules: de en hu pl * In-game text: no

Communication game for 3-8 players, ages 16+

Move & collect game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Collecting game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Magia cum laude

Magic Maze Hidden Roles

Magic Maze Kids

Designer: Conrad Hamel
Publisher: Spieltrieb

Designer: Kasper Lapp
Publisher: Sit Down!

Designer: Kasper Lapp
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

5

Final exams for the mage apprentices. Players are masters and
try to influence the result for their own task. Each apprentice
collects six magic crystals in varying combinations for his task
and moves around the room. Crystals on cases go first to the
apprentice, surplus one to the master for his task. All tasks can
be secured. This ends the picking up of crystals. When a master
has completed the tasks of both apprentices on his mission card,
and one of the apprentices is in the middle case or encounters
the examiner, you win with most victory points from completed
tasks and crystals.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

In the cooperative, simultaneous placement game, players need
to reach their equipment in the Shopping Mall and leave quickly
afterwards. When the timer runs out before you reach the exits,
all lose together. All move their hero and do his unique action
on the suitable slot, but may not talk while the timer runs and
also not communicate non-verbally. If the timer is turned, you
can talk until someone does an action. Hidden Roles is meant to
enhance interaction - you have a secret role, maybe as a traitor,
or have a secrete mission or follow your own rules, all again in
five levels of difficulty.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

The king’s experiment turned him into a frog; princess, prince,
knight and sorceress brew a potion to turn him back. All play
simultaneously, can confer on their actions and can move any
character anytime, but only in direction of their personal action
tile. On four double-sided boards, players complete missions either collecting ingredients or, on Plan B, collecting ingredients
or meeting another hero. Plan C introduces special abilities for
heroes and the minotaur for a new obstacle. Plan D is played
with a timer, if it runs out, a new mission is added. There are
three learning scenarios for each of the boards, and additional
challenges.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Magic Maze for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Cooperative collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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Magic Maze Kids XXL

Magnastorm

Magnificent Flying Machines

Designer: Kasper Lapp
Publisher: Sit Down!

Designers: Bauldric & Friends
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designers: Matthew Comben, Richard Denning
Publisher: Medusa Games

5

His experiments turned the king into a frog; princess, prince,
knight and sorceress brew a potion to turn him back. All play
simultaneously, can confer on their action and move any character anytime, but only in direction of their own action tile. On the
huge playing mat, players use all rules from Magic Maze Kids,
with Griffins, Dragons, Unicorns and Minotaur. You complete
three missions using a timer; new are one-way paths along arrows between slots. River crossing can be done with rope ferries
but need a 2nd hero on an activation slot; you can also include
the additional challenges from the core game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Salvage artifacts in the magnetic storm! Explorer groups of four
earth power blocks explore the planet. You place turtle robots
to collect resources and explore the ancient civilization, for
advance in the research sector. Both is needed to meet orders.
In Phase 1 of a round, you do actions in turn - take over commander or use action of the lower action board, with optional
completion of an order - until the upper Crew member board
is empty; Phase 2 is for administration. You win with 23/25/27
Reputation points from completed orders, commander control,
sector majorities at the end of the round and construction
transmitter stations.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + cn pt * In-game text: yes

Planes from the hayday of flying race each other for sponsor
prizes and victory points. The track is made up from airfield,
fields, mountains, towns and water; the dash board has information on the plane and room for cards. A turn comprises two
actions from options: Repair and spare parts; take off, flying, trick
maneuvers, gain altitude or land. Boost cards offer assistance,
Dirty Trick cards hinder other players. To pass flying tests you
must roll the necessary symbols. Victory points are won by
mastering tasks, transporting passengers or freight, etc., using a
clever strategy suiting both pilot and the plane.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Variant of Magic Maze Kids for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Air race game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Majesty

Mangrovia

Manhattan

Designer: Marc André
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Eilif Svensson
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

10

As aspiring ruler, you want to entice persons for wealth and
success into your realm of eight buildings. The active player
selects a person from the display - on each card not taken in the
sequence, you place one meeple - and put it into a building;
then you resolve the building for actions and income. Actions
are defense, attack, healing and effects at the end of the game.
If you receive meeples when taking persons, you place them
on your meeple card; surplus ones are discarded for one coin
each. With twelve persons, your realm is complete, and you win
with the biggest sum of coins from persons, person majorities in
buildings and coins.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: no

The tribe lives in harmony with nature, and must find a successor for the chief. So you collect amulets and build huts on the
Stone Yard, the Pole Yard and the God Path. In your turn you first
place bowls on ritual sites and thus choose actions. Then you
move the boat and implement the action when it reaches your
bowl - draw a card, collect amulets, set up a hut. Buildings are
paid for with treasures or amulets and landscape cards. Then the
next round is prepared. When someone builds his last hut, you
score huts on Stone Yard, God Path and Pole Yard, at the end of
the round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Manhattan stands in for all skyscraper towns of this world. In
turn you play one building card which determines the building
lot, place a building piece of your choice and draw a building
card. The top piece in a tower determines the owner of the
tower. You take over a tower if you have as many levels in it as
the former owner, regardless of where in the tower. You can always place a piece on your own tower or on a free square. When
all six pieces are placed, the round ends and is scored. After four
such rounds the game ends; your highest own tower scores
three points, the majority in a tower two points and a single level
tower scores one point.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr fi * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Manila

Manitoba

Marco Bohno

Designer: Franz-Benno Delonge
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Marco Pranzo, Remo Conzadori
Publisher: dlp Games

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

In several travels at see three ship approach the harbor by rolling
dice. First, you auction the Harbor Master. He buys shares and
decides on freight and starting advantages. Then you place
accomplices for money: You can smuggle them on board or rent
harbor and shipyard spots with them to earn money from repair
work or as an insurance agent. Or you use your accomplices as
pirate or pilot to influence the speed of your vessel. At the end of
the trip there are rewards for successful accomplices. When the
price of any good raises over 30, the game is won by the player
with most wealth.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Cree Clans live in harmony with Nature and Seasons. In rounds,
one player is active and has up to two actins, the others are
passive with maximum one action; at the end of a round - not
in Winter - there is an event or a scoring. Action - selected by
manipulation of the totem - are Territory and Vision path in an
action area, for goods or development bonuses, or only WakeUp, passive players can only select Territory or Vision path. In
a scoring after rounds 3 and five you score goods as required,
always all copies of a good. After 15/16 rounds, there is a scoring
at the end of Autumn with special rules.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

In the guise of famous adventurers like Marco Bohno or Indiana
Bohns, players complete various tasks which are adapted to the
core game you use. At the start, there are four tasks between
Venice and the Golden Beanstalk, during the game more
are added. You play the four phases of Bohnanza und move
your pawn for each completed step onto the next task. If you
complete a task, you can interrupt the game anytime, announce
completion and move. Instead of completing tasks you can
discard Beantaler, either as active player or in an interim phase
for all. Whoever reaches the Stalk first and owns five Taler, wins.
New edition of Bohnröschen.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Economics game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Complex development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Bohnanza for 1-7 players, ages 10+
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201 9
Master of the Galaxy

Mastermind

Designers: Timofey Bokarev, Konstantin Seleznev
Publisher: Ares Games

Publisher: Hasbro

Mayfly

8

Designer: Kyu Takai
Publisher: I Cannot Live By Myself / Japon Brand

Tales of the sixth millenium! Rise and fall of races over Millenia which one will dominate the sixth? You begin with a base and
resources in your bag; whoever achieves galactic supremacy
due to Expansion - you place all your bases, Domination - you
have five identical supremacy markers on cards and systems, or
Conquest of another starting system, wins. In your turn you draw
three resources from your bag, assign them to projects - from
settling, building, route establishing, stealing a resource, fulfill
species agenda, developing to conflict - and use and discard
cards. New resources come from settled planets and from
discarded cards.
Version: multi * Rules: en ru + es * In-game text: yes

In alternate games players are either Code Setter or Decoder.
The Code Setter secretly sets a color code. The Decoder must
deduce the code by setting out a color sequence as “question”.
The Code setter answers with a red peg for „correct color in
correct position“, or a white peg for “correct color in wrong
position“. He does not place these red and white pegs in their
corresponding places in the code. You then ask again with a new
color sequence. This edition presents the mechanics in a modern
design and for five players. The biggest changes are the sliders
for information on correctly placed pegs.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As deities all players work together to create a mayfly larva and
foster it to grow up, find a partner, have offspring and have the
offspring prosper. In the larva stadium you use food cards from
your hand, according to food icons on the card and room on
the larva card; the larva can molt twice When there was always
enough food, the larva survives to the adult mayfly stage. You
then deal with four trial cards, flight or challence is selected and
resolved with food cards and discs. The outcome of the game,
partner and offspring that is, is decided by the cards used in the
trial and is read from the card.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

SciFi development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Deduction game for 2 players, ages 8+

Cooperative card game for 2-4 players, ages 9+

Mea Culpa

Meeple Circus

Designers: Rüdiger Kopf, Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Cédric Millet
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Mein Taschengeld

8

At heaven’s door with Letters of Indulgence! You get them for
donations of goods, for owning those you might have to sin.
In a round you prepare market, helpers and brothel and then
make a closed bid for Pope, Emperor, Merchant or Little Sinner
for a helper and resolve his Prelude. Then you resolve helper
action – buy goods or Letter, sell goods, donations, visit brothel
– maybe with raising your tally. When a dome is complete,
donations are evaluated. When the market is empty, the soul
with the highest tally level goes towards Hell. When the second
dome is complete, you move towards Heaven with your Letters
of Indulgence.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Acrobats await instructions for the next program featuring two
rehearsals and one act; you win with most applause. A round
comprises preparation, presentation, evaluation and end. You
take one component tile and a presentation tile for the current
round. Then all simultaneously present their act within the App
music’s run-time - within their own arena, upright, and each
piece touching the floor must carry minimum one other component. In Evaluation, you score applause for public demands,
acrobat meeples and speed bonuses. In round II, guest stars are
added, and in round III the acts are assembled in player order
and evaluation criteria change.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr kr * In-game text: no

Auction and development game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Dexterity game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Meine Pferde und ich

Memo-Palace

Designers: Heidemarie & Michael Rüttinger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Don Ullman
Publisher: Piatnik

6

Designer: Michael Rüttinger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

With pocket money of 5€ you set out and want to collect the
cards with the symbols according to your wish list. You roll the
die, move accordingly counter-clockwise and implement the
action of the square you reach: On or over tart you earn 5 €, on
red and blue squares you must buy a card, if you have enough
money. On the green bank squares you can buy a savings card,
save money on it by advancing the savings marker or sell the
card back to the bank for cash. On orange squares you earn
money, at the flea market you can buy or sell, on “Money lost”
you give half of your coins to the bank.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no
Move & roll and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Memoarrr!

5

Designer: Carlo Bortolini
Publisher: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus Spiele

8

Who will have the most successful stable? Five stacks of cards
are available, you start in the corner circle of your color. You roll
and get horses or answer a question - for a correct answer you
get a horse, for a wrong one you give one back - or you draw a
“Bad Luck” card. The racing symbol triggers a race - all riders are
at the start of a lane and then you roll dice and move in turn
until one rider reaches the finish and wins the tournament card.
On opposing corner circles you draw a tenant horse from this
player. When all cards are taken you win with the best total of all
positive and negative points on your cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Animals hide in the Memo Palace and you must memorize their
hide-outs. The palace is randomly assembled and the selected
number of animal pairs is stacked face down, separated by
backside color. In turn, players draw a yellow tile, look at it and
place it into any of the rooms; the also tell a short story on the
animal and the hide-out. When all animals are placed, the blue
tiles are spread out. In turn, you turn over a tile, try to remember
the animal’s story and, hopefully, turn over the correct animal. If
you manage this, you keep the pair and win with most pairs. The
cooperative version includes three memo monsters.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it sk * In-game text: no

A volcano erupts while you are looting! You have to find your
ship! 25 combinations of animal and landscape are laid out facedown for an island; the middle card is taken out and treasures
are stacked in its place. You reveal a location and check if it is
connected to the previously connected location via the same
animal or the same landscape; the card remains in place openfaced. If the locations are not connected, you are out of play and
take a volcano tile. The last player without a volcano takes the
top treasure from the stack and all cards are turned down again.
When all treasures are taken, you win with most rubies on your
treasure cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Story & memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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201 9
Men at Work

Menara

Designer: Rita Modl
Publisher: Pretzel Games

Designer: Oliver Richtberg
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Mercado

8

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

10

Building on steel girders. You turn up a building plan: The back
side of the top card on the stack tells you what to build, the
turned-up card tells you how and where. If a part topples to the
table, you discard a Safety Certificate or are out of the game.
In the Architect variant, you have two plans for jokers; in The
Crane, you can use the crane for support, and in the Sky Scraper
variant you build in the box bottom. You win either with the
necessary number of “Worker of the Month” or if you are the last
one in play or with the best total of safety certificates + Worker
of the Month certificates, when all building components have
been used.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

New temple from old ruins! Level cards are displayed for height
requirement. The active player may swap columns from his stock
with columns in the camp; then you reveal a building plan blue/easy, yellow/medium, red/difficult - and build accordingly;
you can confer with other players. You build in suitable pedestals
or elevate columns or temple floors or place a new floor.
Incompletely met building plans become additional level cards.
When the temple topples or is not high enough, when plans or
columns or floors are used up, the game is lost. If the temple is as
high or higher than the number of level cards, all win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As a wealthy Burgher you buy items and with them prestige.
Coins have colors, white ones are jokers, black ones are counterfeit. You can resolve a privilege and must then 1. Draw three
coins from your bag - counterfeit coins go to your person board
- and place it with item or market tiles, or 2. Put all coins on your
person board into your bag. If you are first to meet the price for
an item, you receive its prestige and resolve additional effects;
your coins go to your board. All others take back their coins. If
someone reaches the starting slot on the scoring track, you win
with most prestige at the end of the round.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Stacking game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Cooperative building game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Acquisition game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Merlin

Merlin Arthur Expansion

Metro

Designers: Stefan Feld, Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: Stefan Feld, Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

King Arthur, together with Merlin, is looking for a successor
among the knights of the Round Table. In six rounds, players
use their dice to move Merlin or their own knight on the action
rondel; the space you reach determines the action of your turn
- place a follower into a principality, score points for influence,
take Excalibur or the Grail, swap shield, flag or construction
material, swap task cards or build. Players move only their own
knight, Merlin is moved by all. In three scorings, you score built
manors, defeated traitors, influence in principalities and followers as well as completed task cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The search for a successor continues, but suddenly the Picts
appear and King Artus himself must deflect the danger. A new
action rondel for Artus is put on top of the standard rondel,
carrying Artus, Ring, Grail and Excalibur. In now five turns per
round you place your dice and the Merlin die in the rondel and a
new Artus die, which is placed on each player’s own Artus board
- and move Artus accordingly on his rondel for the actions there.
All in all, there are 13 new action slots in the rondel and you
now score Picts with traitors, environs, influence and henchmen.
Then, all but one manor in a landscape are removed.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

1898 - Paris Metro is built. Metro tiles are placed, per template,
at the edge of the board. The active player places a track tile, in
correct orientation and next to the board edge or to a tile on
the board. When a station is reached, the track is scored. Module
1 introduces stock companies, you hold shares of some of the
eight companies instead of owning Metro tracks and can place
tiles or swap shares for majorities. Module 2 enters stations for
the central station area, for additional tracks. Tiles from Module
3 cover the central station area. Module 4 yields points for your
tracks to stations of which you own the station number token.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Merlin for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Track tile placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Miau-Mäh-Muh!

Micropolis

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Bruno Cathala, Charles Chevallier
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

4

Millionenraub

8

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

36 animal tiles are laid out in a 6x6 grid. The active player rolls a
die and looks for this animal by turning over a tile in the grid: If
you did not find the wanted animal, you turn the tile back over
again and the turn passes to the next player. If it is the wanted
animal, you decide if you keep searching or collect animals. If
you want to search again, you roll the die, turn over a tile and, if
you found what you wanted, decide again, etc. But if you turn up
a wrong animal, you must cover up all open animals again. If you
want to collect animals, you take all open tiles. When all animals
are taken, you win with most.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Impress with your ant hill! Your base carries five soldiers at the
start, seven hill tiles are laid out in a row. In turn, you take a tile the front one is free; any other costs you one soldier per ignored
tile - and put it next to your base, always to the left or right of
tiles already there. When at the end of the round there are fewer
tiles than players in the row, you move the remaining ones to
the front and fill the row from the stack. After ten rounds, you
score ants in the hill, ant majorities in galleries, galleries with
only one queen, soldier majority at the base, soldiers in barracks
on tiles and different fruits in galleries.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

The starting player creates a museum room on a 6x6 grid
according to specifications for corridors and locations of
visitors and works of art. He determines starting position and
a sequence of clues, which he transfers to the Forensic Sheet
which is visible for all. The other players reconstruct the room
by interrogating witnesses: You play one police and one witness
card and are shown the corresponding clue card by the starting
player. Twice in the game you can demand to see information
requested by another player. When you know the content of
all grid spots the culprit results from the sequence of clues.
Whoever deduces this quickest, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Memo and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Tile placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Crime deduction for 2-4 players, ages 12+
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Mini City

Minute Realms

Misch Masch

Designers: Teodoro Mitidieri, Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Stefano Castelli
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Bettina Katzenberger
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

7

6

Ants store food cubes in storage rooms. You have a sequence of
actions: 1. Add a movement card to an ant trail. 2. Move an ant
in relation to the color of this card and the number of connected
cards of that color in the trail. 3. Deposit food cubes in an unloading zone, in the color of the storage room. 4. Play up to two
more movement cards and repeat steps 2 and 3. 5. Replenish
movement cards and food cubes from reserve. When the trail
reaches the river, it is emptied and a new one is begun. If you
deposit all your food cubes, you win. In the Friends variant, you
score for unused deposit spots and use the points to buy friends
cards for advantages.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Compact city building! In eight rounds, you are dealt one openfaced card, two more are on display. In turn, you select a card
and add it to your realm: If you take the card from another player
or from the display, you replace it with your own card or resolve
trade actions of the taken card - take a coin, pay a coin or place
the top invasion marker. Then you build the card into your realm
- either as a building and pay the building cost or face-down
as a Defense Bastion and take 2 coins. After rounds 4 and 8 you
defend yourself against invaders, using symbols; if you dot have
enough, a building turns into a Bastion. After round 8, you add
victory points of your buildings.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Carnival in the jungle, but there is chaos in the costumes and
all animals try to complete them. You hold seven cards and one
card begins the discard pile. You begin, if you are quickest to
discard a suitable card, which is one that combines with the card
on the pile to form an animal that really exists. Then all continue
to play in clockwise direction and discard suitable cards; if you
have a card that fits both halves, you can discard it at any time. If
someone plays a real animal, a special action is triggers, players
must draw cards. For a card with only half an animal, the next
player must pass his turn; and a chameleon can be played
anytime. If you are out of cards, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Transport game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Building game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Monolith Arena

Monolith Arena

Monopoly Banking Ultra

Designer: Michał Oracz
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Michał Oracz
Publisher: Portal Games

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Factions in the arena want to destroy the opposing banner!
You place pre-selected tiles into the arena, for orders or other
uses. When the arena is full or someone orders combat, you
compare effects of involved tiles in order of initiative and
remove destroyed tiles. If no banner is destroyed if someone
draws his last tile, a final conflict happens, and the winner is the
lesser damaged banner. In a game with monoliths, you place the
banner in the top layer and two tiles of your choice in two more
monolith layers beneath; the monolith functions as banner in
the arena, is treated as such and is laid out or reassembled if
necessary or so desired.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: no

Factions in the arena want to destroy the opposing banner!
You place pre-selected tiles into the arena, for orders or other
uses. When the arena is full or someone orders combat, you
compare effects of involved tiles in order of initiative and
remove destroyed tiles. If no banner is destroyed if someone
draws his last tile, a final conflict happens, and the winner is the
lesser damaged banner. In a game with monoliths, you place the
banner in the top layer and two tiles of your choice in two more
monolith layers beneath; the monolith functions as banner in
the arena, is treated as such and is laid out or reassembled if
necessary or so desired.
Version: multi * Rules: en pl + de * In-game text: no

Monopoly even more digital! In this version you pay again, as
in Monopoly Banking, with an electronic reader and banking
cards; but the Ultimate Banking unit in this version can also scan
the real estate cards und keeps track of changes in rents. Instead
of Chance and Community cards there are Event and Location
cards; you can win or lose money with them, rents can rise and
fall and Location cards let you pay to move to any slot on the
board. Playing pieces are helicopter, car, yacht and plane; the
edition is designed in classy black and the real estate properties
are again roads and squares in Austria.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Conflict and position game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Conflict and position game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly Classic

Monopoly Gamer

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Gamer Mario Kart

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

8

This is the standard edition of this classic game, more exactly,
the Austrian Standard edition featuring Austrian cities, roads and
special places. Monopoly is the ancestor of all games featuring
property, money, rent, interest and real estate, combined with
dice. If you invest your basic capital wisely and are a bit lucky
when rolling the die, you will win. Passing „Go“ often enough
and getting out of Jail quickly can also help to win. You roll the
die, move around the board, buy real estate, build houses and
hotels and collect rent. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game.
The last player still in the game wins. New edition with new
playing pieces.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

New variant and new mechanisms with Super Mario. You select
your favorite character and move it around the board, by rolling
a die, buy real estate, pay rent and activate special powers. IF you
pass “Go”, you trigger a boss fight - the top boss card is revealed:
If you want to fight and can pay you roll a die and win if you roll
equal or higher to the requirement, and get the bonus. If you
lose or pass, the next player can fight. When the last boss fight
is over, you win with most points. In the party mode, you play
with several characters; additional characters are available from
Monopoly Gamer Power Packs.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Yet another variant of Monopoly Gamer, again with Super Mario
as leading character. You select your favorite character and move
it per dice roll around the board, buy lots, collect coins and win
races. In your turn you roll / move, collect all coins on crossed
cases and case you reached, and activate the ability on the
Power-Up Die. On cases with banana chip you must stop and
resolve the case. Star activates the special ability of the character.
If you pass GO, you trigger a race - the top Grand Prix card is
turned up; if you want to race, you pay and then all roll in turn
and win with the highest result.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Property game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly variant for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly variant for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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Monopoly Junior

Monopoly Junior Banking

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Junior Die Unglaublichen 2

5

Publisher: Hasbro

5

Publisher: Hasbro

This new junior edition of the classic game takes us back to the
roots: with one of the markers - dog, cat, car or ship - players go
on a shopping spree between burger joint and board and buy
pool, bowling alleys or pet shop. You only buy lots and pay rent,
houses and hotels are left out and the attractions of the colorful
town are illustrated in a style suitable to the user group. Prices
and rents range from one to five monopoly Dollars and thus
remain within the reference frame of junior real estate brokers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Standard Monopoly Junior, but amended by a card reader
and bank cards. You have a playing piece, the bank card of
corresponding color with 18 M credit and the corresponding
ownership markers. As usual, you roll and move in clockwise
direction and resolve the case you reached. On LOS you get
money, on event cases you draw and resolve an event card;
free slots you buy and mark them with one of your ownership
markers; on slots owned by others you pay rent; on Frei Parken,
nothing happens; etc. If someone is bankrupt, the card reader
terminates the game and names bank card number and account
balance of the winner.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A new film, a new monopoly - this time you move as an Incredible from the Parr family around the board; you roll and move
accordingly in clock-wise direction. Unowned lots you reach you
must buy and mark them with your ownership token; or else
you pay rent to the owner. If you own both lots of a color, you
accrue double rent. If you do not have enough money to resolve
an event or a buy or paying rent, you are bankrupt and the game
ends. All others count their cash and you win with most money.
In the advanced version, you can give lots back to the bank to
avoid bankruptcy.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Junior edition of Monopoly for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Roll & Move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Monopoly Mogeln und Mauscheln

Monopoly Star Wars

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Star Wars

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Hasbro

You play Monopoly as usual, but you only build hotels, no houses, the bank moves from player to player and you may cheat and
fiddle. Five cheat cards are displayed, and you can try anytime to
complete one. Event cards have been adapted to the theme. You
roll and move, resolve the case you reached and then hand on
dice and bank. When the next player has rolled, you announce
if you have successfully cheated and receive the reward. If you
are caught cheating, the penalty on the card applies. If you are
accused and can prove your innocence, you are paid 100 money.
When all lots have been sold and all are back on LOS, you win
with most money.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Somehow a bit retro - not only as to the topic. The game picks
up the topic of the film Solo - A Star Wars Story, which tells about
Han Solo and the band of smugglers and about how Han met
Chewbacca, but also due to the components. Slots and cards
are geared to the topic; the cards are called Smuggler and Villain
cards, but the Hideouts and Bases are the familiar houses and
hotels, playing pieces are plastic miniatures. The standard rules
apply, if you are bankrupt, you quit the game, the last one in play
wins. Monopoly as it was, is and will be.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A version of Monopoly featuring the best-selling topic of Star
Wars. The board and the rest of the components have been
adapted accordingly. The playing pieces are representing four
characters - Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, Finn und Kylo Rem
- and have been designed to be collectible pieces. You decide
on one side of the Force, can form alliances with other players
and use Force cards. On planets that you conquered, that is,
acquired, you set up outposts to rule over as many planets as
possible. And in the Star Wars Universe there are unforeseeable
events, too, introduced by the respective card decks.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Game based on the film, for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monster-Bande
Designer: Florian Biege
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Monster Empire

7

Publisher: Freaky Design / Japon Brand

Monster Meister

8

Designers: Maja and Amelie Dorn
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

7

Describe and spot monsters! You play in teams. One set of
monsters is stacked face-down, the other is spread out openly
on the table. The active team rolls two dice to determine the
monster features that cannot be named, hinted at or otherwise
described. The timer is turned over and the team tries to find
pairs. One player draws a monster and tries to describe it - while
avoiding forbidden features - in a way that his partners can find
it; team partners can ask questions, but have only one guess per
card. When all pairs are found, the team with most pairs wins.
Variants are stated for two, three and younger players, and for a
memo game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Adventurers fight monsters together and collect treasure; the
fewer co-combatants the richer the loot! Monsters are placed
on stages. Players take turns to secretly select a stage and give
three clues on the monster, one of them must be true. The
others guess the stage by putting their pawn to a location. If
you guessed correct, you join the expedition - if there is enough
treasure at the location for all, all roll for monster damage; victorious adventurers share the booty; a victorious monster steals
treasure from the adventurers. If there is not enough treasure at
the location, the expedition fails. Whoever collects six different
jewels first, wins!
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

All monsters want one Master! But he wants to be rid of them!
You have 16 monsters with the same backside in a 4x4 grid;
Stray monsters are stacked face-down. A task is turned up. All
players turn up monster cards in their grid until the task is met
and count their score. Whoever has most points, is Monster
Memorizer and puts a card from his grid under the Stray stack.
If you have fewest points, you are Monster Catcher and draw
a card with another backside (!) from the Stray stack for your
grid. Then all cards in your grid are turned back again and a new
task is revealed. After ten tasks you win with fewest of your own
monsters in the grid.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Search and description game for 2-8 players, ages 7+

Dice and collecting game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 7+
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201 9
Monsterstarker Glibber-Klatsch

Monstrite

Moomery

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: Riccardo Remo Appino, Pierluca Zizzi
Publisher: Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti

Publisher: Captain Macaque / Asmodee

5

6

Swatting monsters with elastic goo hands. You hold such a hand
and goo monster card. The spinner determines a City or Goo
monster and you try to swat it with one try. If you swat only the
correct city monster, you move two goo spots along the box
edge; if you caught several monsters, only one spot. The same
goes for an opposing glibber monster indicated by the spinner.
If the spinner indicates your own monster, you must swat the
garbage can to earn two goo spots. Should a monster stick to
two hands, you keep pulling carefully until one player wins or the
monster falls off.
If your marker is back first at the ladder on the box edge, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Monsters are the latest hype for business and show business, but
their creators want to rule the world with them. In the production part of the game you can lay out machines, use machines
with Monstrite and monsters, provide energy, sell monsters for
points on contracts or draw Monstrite from the bag . Is the endof-production condition achieved, you fight for battle cards after
calling monsters back - you secretly select monsters, receive
strength for monsters you bid and then decide on retreat or
fighting, and maybe using trick cards. After five battles you win
with most points from both parts of the game.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Remember well, react fast! 72 cards showing one of eight items
on one of three colors plus three cow cards are stacked face
down - you turn them over one by one and cover the previous
cards with the current last one. If you believe that there is already
such a card in the open stack, you put your hand on the stack
and name item and color. If you are correct, you take all cards in
the open stack; if not, you distribute all cards evenly to all other
players. For a cow, you also touch the stack and take it if you are
fastest. If you have most cards, you win the round, when the last
card is turned up and the stack is won, or nobody remembers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Auction and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Memo and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Moorea

Mord im Weißwurststüberl

Mord in der Villa Mafiosa

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Designers: Michaela Küpper, Marlies Müller
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designers: Michaela Küpper, Marlies Müller
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

8

Rivalry in the South Seas for items and building, facing the
dilemma of deciding between producing quickly with acquired
resources or to craft tools first to then produce more effectively.
You must draw resources card, normally from the face-down
deck, ca do an action or pass and then check card limits. Action
options are: Swap two resources for one from the display; swap
resources for product in the display; acquire tool card or place
resources or products into storage. When the product cards cannot be refilled, you add up - at the end of the round - points from
product cards, tool cards and all resources in storage.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Schlemmen, spielen & ermitteln again, in the second case of a
crime dinner, promised by the subtitle to a murder case in a
Bavarian scoundrels; Frau Helga, however, is an old acquaintance
from Mord in der Villa Mafiosa, the first game of the series. The
victim is „Patin“ Elfriede Butterweck. Minimum five and maximum eight players, always including the host of the dinner, want
to solve the crime. The host invites the guests and assignes them
their roles, all players have and give information as directed.
As a special feature, the game comes with a book off recipes,
„Bayerische Schmankerl“.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Gmeiner Verlag is well-known for his elegant and challenging
crime games and now invites us to the first Crime & Dine event.
The murder in Mafia circles promises schlemmen, spielen & ermitteln, that is, eat, play and investigate. Sauce Guru Enrico Fratinelli
has been murdered. Who is the culprit? Minimum five and up to
eight players investigate together. The host invites and assigns
roles, each player has and gives information as stipulated. As
a special titbit, the game comes with the cookbook ≈ Italien.
Kochen mit Corleone & Co. ≈.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Card collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Crime dinner game for 5-8 players, ages 14+

Crime & Dine game for 5-8 players, ages 14+

Mountains

Mouse in the House

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Haba

8

Mr. Cabbagehead’s Garden

3

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Todd Sanders
Publisher: LudiCreations

On mountain hikes you collect peak stamps, optimize your
equipment and can acquire missing items with favor stones. You
draw a card from a tour card stack of your choice: Tour card - if
you can discard the items depicted, you receive favor stones and
stamp. For missing items, you give a stone to a player and then
ask him for the item. If he has it he lays it out; the stone is his in
any case. Rest day card - you draw favor stones. Special card, Hut
or Quick Stamp - you can buy equipment items or peak stamps
with favor stones. When two tour stacks level 3 to 5 are empty,
you win with most peak stamps.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A little mouse is hiding, players need to find her in her mouse
hole with the little stick. The first player takes the box bottom
with the fixed board and squeaky cushion for the mouse
underneath and shakes it well. Then the box is set in the middle.
In your turn, you roll the die and may poke the stick into one of
the holes on the board as often as the die indicates, one, two or
three times. If you hear no sound in any of your tries, the turn
passes to the next player. If you hear squeak, you found the
mouse and win. For a new game, you shake the box bottom
well again.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Vernon Cabbagehead wants to grow his vegetables in peace.
But he has aggravating neighbors and goes for holidays to the
beach, while neighbors interfere in his garden. Three rounds
have two phases each: Planting - vegetable cards are placed,
and neighbor tokens are revealed. Neighbor - determine
interfering neighbor. After three rounds, the Garden Club arrives
to score the garden for vegetables and merit awards for garden
design minus compost. You use neighbors or new neighbors,
expansions provide Grasshoppers and Romancing Eudore for
the solo game. In a two-player game, Mr. Cabbagehead rivals
with his Neighbor Ned.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Searching game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Placement game for 1-2 players, ages 14+
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Mucca Pazza

Munchkin Starfinder

Murmelmikado

Designer: Iris Rossbach
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Andrew Hackard
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Publisher: Hasbro

4

5

Inmates from planet Cowpiter wanted to teleport to Earth, but
crazy cow Mucca Pazza pressed the wrong button and mixed up
the animals. For a game with ten animals you place heads, bodies and legs randomly into one row each, nothing may match.
In your turn you slide an end tile along the row, thus moving
all other tiles, until one tile falls out at the other side; this tile is
placed into the free spot. You can slide three times per turn, the
same or different rows. For a complete animal to remove its tile
from the landing site and place another animal there. At the end
you win with most animals.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Munchkin goes Starfinder! You begin as a Human adventurer
of Level 1 and, in turn, have a move comprising 1. Open door
- draw a card from the door stack; monster means combat,
curses take effect instantly, other things you can take or play
immediately. 2. Look for trouble - play a monster from your hand
and fight, or 3. Loot a room and 3. Donation - you hand out surplus cards. IF you eliminate a monster, you gain minimum one
level. You win, if you are first to achieve Level 10 by eliminating a
monster. If you die, you came back at the same level, but without
all your thins. Can be combined with other Munchkin games.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dexterity with a futuristic design! A clear spiral tower is carrying
a top with holes. Into those holes you place the colored sticks,
one stick is put through two opposite holes. When all sticks are
in place they form a grid on which the marbles are placed and
are held by the sticks at the start of the game, you simply pour
them onto the grid. Then players in turn very carefully remove
one stick and try to avoid marbles falling through the grid into
the spiral tower and rolling into their collecting bays. When all
marbles have fallen you win with fewest marbles. In a variant
you try to collect as many marbles as you can.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Shunting and sliding game for 2-4 players, ages 4/6+

SciFi / Fantasy card game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Mutabo

My best moments

Designers: Kathi Kappler, Johann Rüttinger
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

myLiliMals Mau Mau

18

Publisher: ASS Cartamundi

4

Red text cards with beginnings of sentences and green cards
with sentence ends yield a total of 26.000 crazy little stories. You
draw a red and a greed card, decide on a combination of start
and end of sentence and write the resulting sentence on the top
of the sheet. The cards are set aside, and you hand the folded
sheet to your neighbor. He reads the sentence and draws a
corresponding scene. The next player receives the folded sheet,
sees only the drawing and writes a describing sentence. Folding
and then writing a sentence or doing a drawing alternate until
the sheet is filled. Then the sheets are unfolded, and you can
laugh at the turns the stories take.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Share memories - triggered by images; 32 theme cards and 32
mood cards are shuffled face-down and spread out. The active
player turns over one theme and one mood card; if they trigger
a memory, you tels the story or anecdote and win the pair of
cards. If you do not remember anything for those cards, the
cards are free for all and are won by the player who is first to tell
a story. When all pairs are taken, you win with most pairs. In a
variant, you select a theme for the whole game and only turn
over a mood card, which is the one also that you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

LiliMals are little animals, carrying a colorful striped unicorn
horn on their head. In myLiliMals Mau Mau, playing cards are
illustrated with LiliMals, and you play a Mau Mau according
to the usual rules: You hold cards in hand, one card from the
draw pile begins the discard pile. In turn you discard a card that
corresponds to the top card on the discard pile either in color
or value. If you cannot play a card, you draw a card. Special
cards can be played at any time, they demand drawing cards or
change of direction, pass your turn or a color. The last-but-one
card is announced with Mau; if you discard your last card, you
say Mau Mau and win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Interpretation game for 3-6 or more players, ages 10+

Narrative game for 2 or more players, ages 18+

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Mythos Tales

Napoleon 1813

Nations The Dice Game

Designers: Hal Eccles, Wil Kenyon
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Stephan Riedel
Publisher: Clicker-Spiele

Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Investigation in the Cthulhu universe! You draw first conclusions
from the case introduction, investigate, discuss, note clues, use
newspaper cuttings, address lists and map and answer questions at the end of the investigation, with the minimum possible
loss of points. The current Leading Investigator selects a reference address and thus determines who the investigation continues - if there is an entry in the Book of Investigation, you search it
for clues or information. When all decide - within the time frame
- that there is enough information to answer the questions, you
do so and evaluate the result in the Solutions phase.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Six puzzles from easy to difficult, on troop locations on six days
in October 1813. There are 32 General and Village cards, you
need to use all of them for each puzzle, in any order. The board
shows for types of landscape, wooden marker represent Generals and troops. Both General and Village cards provide clues; e.g.
Card Bertrand - he is in a grain field, or to the west of Murat. Or
Card Probstheida - name crossed out means his troops are not
present. The position of a clue on the card indicates the puzzle
for which it is valid. The cards can also be used to play Happy
Families or Top Trumps.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In four rounds representing eras of history you develop your
nation. You receive new dice from development and military,
you build monuments and colonies for victory points and
resources. At the start of each round progress tiles and events of
the current era are displayed. In your turn, you roll dice and then
do actions: Repeat roll, buy progress tile or build wonder. When
all have passed you collect and score books, famish and war
and determine the turn order for next round based on strength
symbols. After four rounds you score for colonies, developments,
advisers and completed wonders.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Detective game for 1-10 players, ages 12+

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 12+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 14+
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Navegador

Nemeton

Neom

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Johann Favazzo
Publisher: Blam! Éditions / Blackrock Games

Designer: Paul Sottosanti
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

The Portuguese colonial imperium must be expanded, players
participate as clever trade dynasties – they discover sea regions,
found colonies for sugar, gold and spice. They build factories,
shipyards and churches and buy privileges, all this for victory
points. The game has three phases; II and III are initiated by the
discovery of sea regions. These yield new privileges and influence the sailing range of ships and costs for additional ships and
workers. You choose yoiúr move in the rondell: Market, Builder,
Sailing, Workers, Colonies, Privileges or Ships. After PhaseIII the
game is scored.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Druids want so save the cursed forest with potions brewed at
sacred sites called Nemetons. Turns have phases. 1. Night - put a
tile from your stack into the forest, plants can appear. 2. Dawn Moon tiles are turned over, you place special tiles and elements
on top. 3. Day - Druid movement and - facultative - action of the
tile you reached: Take plants, use Oak power, brew potion or
gain animal trust.; once per game, summon animal spirit. 4. Dusk
- replenish common board, maybe complete goal. After ten or
eleven turns per player, you score Triskells, potions, completed
coals and animal series minus reserved unbrewed potions.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Build the city of the future over three generations: You draft
four anchor buildings to keep three; with 8 tiles of the current
generation you play 7 rounds - draft a tile, reveal it and then
either build anchor building, or the tile in correct alignment with
instant use of the tile effect, or sell tile, but not a catastrophe.
To build, tile requirements must be met and also a connection over at least one road to the source tile; other tiles can be
covered, and trade routes established. Necessary resources can
be bought. At the end of the round, you receive income and the
city is scored after three generations.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Drafting and tile placement for 1-5 players, ages 10+

Nessos

Newton

Newton

Designers: Takaaki Sayama, Toshiki Arao
Publisher: Iello / Hutter Trade

Designers: Nestore Mangone, Simone Luciani
Publisher: Cranio Creations / Asmodee

Designer: Brady Peterson / Marbles
Publisher: Spin Master

8

8

Greek heroes offer mythical beings in amphoras to gods, pursued by Charon. You offer a face-down amphora card to another
player - for a mythical being you name the true value, for Charon
you can and should lie. The other player can accept and reveal
or deny and hand it back - you must then reveal it - or add
another card, name its value and offer both cards to yet another
player, etc. If you had an offer, you cannot receive another one
in a round. With three Charon cards you are out of play; if you
achieve a score in relation to the number of players from mythical beings that you collected, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Scholars following Newtons footsteps travel to universities and
cultural institutions to learn, experiment and invent. A round has
two phases: Action with five turns per player - you play cards on
your desk - and Clean Up - place card under your Studies board,
it boosts later actions. Basis actions are Work, Technology, Travel,
Teaching, Studies and Joker. Entering destinations and shelf tiles
needs foliants or visits to universities or cultural institutions. You
pay coins for supplement actions. Victory points are earned as
bonus or income; after six rounds, you receive them for presence
on destination tiles and master cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it kr * In-game text: no

Apples and sky - red and blue marble, that is, as an allusion to
Newton, in a variant of „x in a row“, in this case five marbles in
tubes, horizontally, vertically or diagonally. At the start you put
a blue-red-blue-red-blue marble into the tubes, and in a second
row you place a red-blue-red-blue-red marble. Then you select
a color and then in alternate turns one of two options: 1. Place a
marble into one of the tubes, maximum eight per tube. 2. Take
a marble from the bottom row in the tubes and put it back into
the same tube. If you form a row of five, you win. If a row for both
players is formed in a turn, the active player wins.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Bluff game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Niagara

nimble

Designer: Thomas Liesching
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Peter Jürgensen
Publisher: Stronghold Games

8

Nitro Glyxerol

6

Designers: Luca Borsa, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

7

Everyone wants to mine for precious stones near Niagara Falls!
Each player has two boats and some action tiles. In each turn
you choose a tile and can then move each of your boats accordingly or influence the weather. When all tiles are implemented,
the river is moved ahead according to the lowest number on
the tiles played, modified by the weather indicator. Boats that
fall over the waterfall must be bought back with stones. The first
one to own four identical precious stones or any seven stones or
one stone of each color wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl pl * In-game text: no

Race through classics of literature! One set of cards per player
represents one of the novels; card fronts show two colors - frame
and circle; three cards for three races are laid out. You put your
first card down openly for your discard pile. Then you turn up
card after card - if the frame color of a card fits the circle color
of a card on one of the target stack, you put it there, but must
touch your personal discard pile with it first. You can take back
cards from your discard pile to reach suitable cards underneath.
When your hand pile is empty, turn over the discard pile. If you
are out of cards, you win!
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The new miracle concoction Nitro Glyxerol must be mixed. In
seven rounds you shuffle five color cards for a sequence of ingredients and then all shake their Myxxer to achieve this sequence
in the target area. If you stop - even before the timer runs out
- takes the lowest available stop card. Then the target areas are
checked in ascending order of stop cards and you receive Glyx
cards for correct ingredient positions. If you are checked later,
you might get nothing. Stop card 1 earns you mouse crap, which
must always be in front in the target area to allow you to score.
After seven rounds you win with most points on your Glyx cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Game of moves and acquisition for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Rattling and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+
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#No Secrets

Noch mal! Encore

Designers: Arno Steinwender, Markus Slawitschek
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Nomads of Arabia

8

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

The merciless game of disclosure! Team cards are assigned secretly; then a question card is turned up and you give an answer
to the pink or the blue question, depending on your team assignation; however, you do not answer verbally, but by placement
of your marker on the relevant side of the question card, yes or
no. After three questions you indicate your suspicion of a team
member of yours by pointing a finger at him. If you guessed correctly, you receive three chips; if your were picked out correctly,
you win one chip. After three rounds, 3x3 questions, that is, you
win with most chips.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The starting player rolls six dice, chooses one color and one
number die and marks the result as stated in the rules; all others
choose from the remaining dice and mark or pass. In the first
three rolls of a game all can use all dice and several players can
use the same combination. You can pass and mark nothing.
The first roll must be marked in column H, you can never place
more than five marks in a round and cannot split marks between
several blocks. Completed columns and colors as well as remaining jokers score points, unmarked crosses on the sheet cause
penalty points. Noch mal! Encore offers three additional layouts
in blocks IV, V and VI
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Players travel from town to town and catch wild animals to sell
them at the markets; if you have most money to donate when
the pilgrim reaches Mecca, wins. In a turn you move your Nomad and - depending on his destination - use Handlers to call or
catch wild animals, relocate the desert or sell animals in towns.
One step for the nomad is always free, the second steps costs
you money for animals and a 3rd Handler. If you want to move
as a Pilgrim, you discard all Handlers and all but two animals.
Towns appear when you relocate the desert, but you now that
Mecca is among the five final towns; when Mecca appears, the
game ends.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Communications game for 3-6 players, ages 14+

Dice game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Placement and collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Northern Pacific

Nusfjord

Nusfjord Schollen Deck

Designer: Tom Russell
Publisher: Rio Grande Games

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

7

1870 - Railway construction from Minneaopolis to the Pacific. In
three rounds you want to make most profit, from Minneapolis to
Seattle, on a route determined by players. You invest in towns inbetween and take influence on track building. You either place
an investment cube in a town not yet connected to Minneapolis,
but not in Seattle, or place a locomotive for track building on
one of the three tracks coming out of Minneapolis. When a town
is reached, you take back investments with profit. When Seattle
is connected, you score good cubes in hand versus bad ones
still on the board and win after three rounds with most good
investments.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Fishing on the Lofoten islands - you develop the harbor and use
three workers as well as boards for harbor, storage and Elders.
Phases of a round are 1. Fishing - take fish and distribute them
to Elders, your own shares with you and with others, reserve and
general supply. 2. Work, three turns for placing a worker for gold,
transfer reserves, serving fish, building, buying all shares or issue
a share, forest actions, ship building, Elder actions and copying
of an action. 3. Return home; you take back your workers. After
three rounds, you score buildings and ships, issued shares and
gold and deduct empty building spaces and unissued shares.
Version: de * Rules: de en pt ru * In-game text: yes

Fishing on the Lofoten islands - you develop the harbor and use
three workers as well as boards for harbor, storage and Elders.
Phases of a round are 1. Fishing 2. Work 3. Return home. After
three rounds, you score buildings and ships, issued shares and
gold and deduct empty building spaces and unissued shares.
The Expansion Schollen Deck / Plaice Deck introduces a new deck
for Nusfjord with 44 new buildings - #401-454 - and the Architect; she gives the holder of the card a random A or B building.
There are also 25 metal coins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Rail building game for 3-5 players, ages 7+

Development game for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Nusfjord for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Nyctophobia

Oh Fortuna

Designer: Catherine Stippell
Publisher: Pandasaurus Games / Asmodee

Designer: Michael Feldkötter
Publisher: Piatnik

Ohne Furcht und Adel

8

Designer: Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Die Gejagten - Axew murderer or sorceress, whoever, you must
escape. You wear dark glasses and face a hunter, who is the only
one to see the situation - all others must find their way across
the 3D board by groping, memory and communication. The
turn oder of Hunter and Hunted is given. For a Hunted’s turn,
the Hunter guides a finger of the Hunted to his pawn; then
the Hunted can search the surrounding orthogonal cases - the
hunter informs on findings - and then moves one or two steps;
he can investigate again after each step. A direct encounter with
the hunter results in combat. When one Hunted finds the car, al
are saved.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Gods guard Heavens and Seas, with Fortuna’s help you choose a
side. Some number cards 0 to 42 also show a golden score value,
others with white numbers are Fortuna cards. You roll six dice,
select a faction and set one dice aside, roll remaining dice, set
aside, and so on - equal or ascending values for Heavens, equal
or descending for Seas. In case of a failed roll, one dice goes to
the penalty slot. After all rolls, you take the card equal to dice
sum + penalty points from the respective area of the ascendingly sorted card display. Fortuna cards allow you to adjust dice
results. You win with 35-35-21 points in case of 2-3/4-5 players.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Eight mysterious personages compete for the most valuable
buildings. In each round players choose different roles and
decide whether to stock up on gold or draw a building card. You
need buildings in hand and need gold to build them, that is,
laying them down. The more a building costs to build, the more
points it scores at the end of the game. In each round, players in
turn, starting with the king, secretly choose one of eight characters for their special ability in influencing play - the Magician can
switch hands, the Builder receives 2 buildings free and may put
down 3 cards, the Assassin can neutralize a player!
Version: de * Rules: de en and many more * In-game text: yes

Search-in-the-dark for 3-5 players, ages 9+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-7 players, ages 10+
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Ohne Moos nix los!

Okavango

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Jumbo

8

One to 9

10

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Every day in a month comes with costs or income, a lottery win
or a bill for insurance. You roll dice, move your pawn and resolve
the case you reached. You can also pay €100, roll two dice
and then either move your pawn or resolve the action of the
Ohne-Moos-nix-los die first - Buyer, Occasion, move three steps,
roll again. You can take out loans and must pay 10% interest on
payday. After the previously agreed number of months you add
up your assets - cash, savings and interest - and deduct unpaid
bills, loans and interest for loans; you win if you are the richest
player or the least indebted one.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

As a ranger you want to take herds of parched animals to river
delta or watering holes; both are equipped with animal tiles und
you have 13 animals behind your screen. As active player you
prepare animals by setting them out before your screen, then
take animals from water hole or delta and replace them with the
prepared ones - the same number of higher-ranking animals
or more and all different animals of any rank - in the delta only
more different ones - and score when you achieved a certain
filling grade of a water places; then you take animals from the
river. When all white cases of all watering places are filled, you
win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Combine cards in hand with cards on the board to rows of one
color! Five numbers are on the board that shows rows 1-9 in red,
yellow, green and blue. You have one of four actions: 1. Play a
card on a free case and draw two cards, or discard it for an occupied case and take a joker card or use +3 Draw. 2. Form a row
of one color including 4-8 cards, or 3. play a number quadruplet;
both combinations earn you a small star; or 4. form a row 1-9 of
one color from cards and small stars for jokers to earn a big star.
After each star scoring, involved cards are removed and two new
ones are placed. You win with three big stars.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Roll & move game about money for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Orbis

Origami

Designer: Tim Armstrong
Publisher: Space Cowboys / Asmodee

Designer: Christian Giove
Publisher: dV Giochi

Orléans

8

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Universes shaped like pyramids! You create your own from 14
hex tiles. A tile in the pyramid must have the color of one of
the two underneath. You take a tile from the display or - once
per game - one of the god tiles for a bonus and possible other
effects. To take a tile, you place worshippers in the tile color from
stock on orthogonally adjacent tiles, take the worshippers from
the selected tile, pay costs with worshippers from your realm,
place the tile into your pyramid and resolve eventual effects.
After five rounds you win with most creation points from the
pyramid, your god tile and your temple token.
Version: de * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Origami cards are grouped into of farm animals, sky, ocean,
savannah and meadow. In a game, you use three of those
groups and draw open cards until you have minimum ten folds.
Four cards from the stack are displayed. The active player draws
cards for maximum four folds or plays an Origami from his
hands. Costs for playing are paid for with the exact number of
folds from cards in hand. The Origami you played is placed into
one of your two collections, and there can never be a balance of
more than one card between both collections. Or you can use
the special ability of one of your two top Origami - Instant Effect,
Scoring or Special Action.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

France in the Middle Ages - in 18 rounds of seven phases you
want to acquire commodities, coins and points from production,
trade, development or social services: 1) reveal event 2) receive
or pay money, in relation to the number of farmers. 3) draw minions for the market 4) place minions from the market on action
spots, where always several minions are needed for an action 5)
resolve activated action or pass 6) resolve event from 1) and 7)
change of starting player. If you cannot pay when you should,
you discard other items in the necessary amount. At the end you
score coins, five different commodities, offices and citizen tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Otrio

Outback

Designer: Brady Petersen / Marbles
Publisher: Spin Master

Designer: Michael Kiesling
Publisher: HUCH!

6

Outback

8

Designer: Michael Kiesling
Publisher: R&R Games

8

Rings and pins in dents - the board has 21 cases - a 3x3 square
in the middle and three more cases at each side of the square
- with dents for one pin and two rings. Playing pieces are smallmedium-large - one pin and two rings, 3x each in four colors.
Aim of the game is to form an Otrio of three pieces of the same
color - either pin plus two rings in one case or a row of three
pieces of the same size in three cases or a row of three pieces
small-medium-large in ascending or descending sizes in three
cases. Players alternate turns. In a game of two players, you use
two colors per player and also alternate those in your turns.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

New animals need to be settled into the Outback. At the start
of the turn, you replenish the Jeep to five animals. Numbers on
your board indicate the number of the same symbols you need
to put an animal into a row. You roll six dice up to three times
and then take animals off the Jeep, put them on the board and
score for newly placed animals and groups of identical animals.
For a failed roll you cover a hex on the board. If someone has
filled all hexes, you add the points of the three bottom markers
on the left track and of all markers on the top track and deduct
two points for each covered hex. Includes variant Outback Plus.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

New animals need to be settled into the Outback. At the start
of the turn, you replenish the Jeep to five animals. Numbers on
your board indicate the number of the same symbols you need
to put an animal into a row. You roll six dice up to three times
and then take animals off the Jeep, put them on the board and
score for newly placed animals and groups of identical animals.
For a failed roll you cover a hex on the board. If someone has
filled all hexes, you add the points of the three bottom markers
on the left track and of all markers on the top track and deduct
two points for each covered hex. Includes variant Outback Plus.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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Outburst!

Paititi

Designer: Brian Hersch
Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Walter Schranz
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

16

Panda

8

Designer: Peter Szollosi
Publisher: Piatnik

8

A game on vocabulary and associations, in two teams. The nonactive team has card reader and timer. One player of the active
team draws a card and reads out the category. The non-active
team puts the card into the card reader, the active team calls out
terms suitable to the category, e.g. Sandman for category Man.
You need to find all ten answers given on the card within one
minute. Each word found scores a point. A dice roll can give you
a bonus for a certain word on the card, if you found it. You can
also shunt the card, which must be used by the opposing team
next round.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

You dig for the legendary treasure of Paititi. In your turn you
choose; Draw excavation cards, place excavation cards for
pickaxes, excavate or an artefact or mount an exhibition for
victory points. To excavate an artifact you need as many pickaxes
as shown on the card + the necessary amount of shovels from
your hand. Shards are discarded and you draw two excavation
cards. Artifacts you set aside; if you at least two of them you can
mount exhibitions according to a chosen card, other players can
participate. When the end of the game has been triggered by
the stop card you score remaining artifact cards and win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Monkey, tiger, crocodile and panda cause problems in the
palace and for the dragons, too. 52 number cards 1-13, 4 dragon
cards and 4 animal cards are shuffled, you hold eight cards. In
a trick, you play one card - or two identical ones, always higher
than all previous ones, or else your lowest card; in case of identical values the color decides. Dragons beat numbers, animals bat
dragons, animals have special abilities. Six tricks are taken by
highest dragon or highest animal; the 7th trick is taken by the
highest number. If you win it or played animals for it, you score.
After 12 rounds or if someone has 222 points, you win with
fewest points.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Word and association game for 2 or more players, ages 16+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Trick-taking game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Pandemic 10 Jahre Jubiläumsedition

Pandemic: Untergang Roms

Paper Tales

Designer: Matt Leacock
Publisher: Z-Man Games / Asmodee

Designers: Paolo Mori, Matt Leacock
Publisher: Z-Man Games / Asmodee

Designer: Masato Uesugi
Publisher: Frosted Games / Pegasus Spiele

Four deadly epidemics threaten mankind. Players are specialists
and travel to different regions of the world, fight dangers of
infection and research antidotes. One player might be able to
set up a research station, the other can stop an illness maybe
already with four cards only. In a round you have four actions
for travel, healing, research and building. But time is scarce, as
new outbreaks and epidemics speed up the spreading of the
plagues. You need to work hard to find the antidotes on time.
New 10 Years Anniversary Edition with metal box, plastic playing
pieces, wooden components and new graphics.
Version: de * Rules: de en and many more * In-game text: yes

New theme and setting, new danger - Rome is threatened
by invading Barbarians; players must eliminate five invading
tribes or form alliances with them, before the Roman Empire
falls. The game is lost, if either Rome or too many other towns
have been plundered, the realm is overrun by Barbarian hordes
or if the sources for raw m materials and resources run dry. In
cooperative crisis management, using special abilities coupled
to each player role, you assemble soldiers of Roman Legions
and fight Barbarians by rolling dice. Includes a solo mode and
the mode Roma Caput Mundi, in which Roman soldiers cannot
enter Rome.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Once upon a time, the world was full of heroic fights and fantastic creatures. You collect legends points to rewrite history in your
favor. You have cards for your kingdom on display and develop
it by using units and constructing buildings. War, building and
card abilities win you legends points. Each of the four rounds
comprises phases, simultaneously played by all: Recruiting units
by drafting, deployment of maximum four units, wars fought by
comparing values of units in the front row, income from buildings and cards, construction/building with resources from cards
and aging of units.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr it * In-game text: yes

Cooperative development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Variant of Pandemic for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Paper Tales

Paper Tales Beyond the Gates

Party Bugs

Designer: Masato Uesugi
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Masato Uesugi
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Martino Chiacchiera
Publisher: Abacusspiele

8

Once upon a time, the world was full of heroic fights and fantastic creatures. You collect legends points to rewrite history in your
favor. You have cards for your kingdom on display and develop
it by using units and constructing buildings. War, building and
card abilities win you legends points. Each of the four rounds
comprises phases, simultaneously played by all: Recruiting units
by drafting, deployment of maximum four units, wars fought by
comparing values of units in the front row, income from buildings and cards, construction/building with resources from cards
and aging of units.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en es fr it * In-game text: yes

In their quest for power, kingdoms breach barriers and get near
to the Underworld and to awaken something unimaginable.
You develop your kingdom and collect legends points from
war, building and card abilities win you legends points. Each of
the four rounds comprises phases, simultaneously played by
all: Recruiting units by drafting, deployment of maximum four
units, wars fought by comparing values of units in the front row,
income from buildings and cards, construction/building with resources from cards and aging of units. The expansion introduces
20 new units and six new buildings, all components for a 6th
and 7th player, and a solo variant.
Version: en * Rules: en fr jp * In-game text: yes

Cockroach costume party! From your color set of 13 cards you
draw the top one, put it on the dance floor around the disco ball
and draw three cards in hand. In twelve rounds you play one
card each, face, down; all reveal their cards and take in ascending order of cards played a card from the floor into their display
and move the played card onto the floor. In round 13, all only
take a card from the floor. If you play the Party King, you take all
cards from the dance floor. If you have two cards of the identical
value in your display, you discard both of them. After 13 rounds,
you win with the lowest total in your display.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Card game for 1-7 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Patchwork

Patchwork express

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

8

Pechvogel

6

Designer: Peter Jürgensen
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

A quilt is created from patches. If you are last on the time board
you can advance and take buttons or add patches and advance.
For buttons you place your time piece on the spot in front of
your opponent and take one button per step. For patches you
choose an available patch, place your time piece next to it, pay
the necessary buttons and place the patch on your quilt board.
Markings on the time board yield special patches and scorings
for buttons on the quilt. The first player to completely fill a 7x7
square earns the special tile. When both time pieces are at the
finish you score buttons minus free squares on the quilt board.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + 16 languages * In-game text: no

In this simplified version of Patchwork, you use the same rules:
The player in 2nd place is active and can advance and take
buttons or take a patch and advance. For buttons, you move
your time marker in front of the one in 1st place and take one
button per step. For a patch you move your pawn onto it, pay for
it and add it on empty spaces on the quilt. The time line provides
special patches and scoring for buttons on the quilt. When both
time markers have reached the finish, you score buttons minus
free spaces. There are new rules for the blue patches, the time
line has six leather patches and the 7x7 tile is not included.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bad luck in dicing! You roll seven dice and set all of any number
on the Bad Luck board as your target number - you want four
such dice! Ravens also go on the board! If you have neither four
target dice nor three ravens, you roll again and set aside dice! If
you have met one or both conditions, you take a scoring chip of
that value and/or the Frustration cubes from the Board or one
from stock. If you surpass a target, you take Murphy for -7 points
at the end. The other players can place Frustration cubes on
the board and force you to repeat a roll; you can, once in a roll,
discard a Frustration cube and repeat the roll.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Variant of Patchwork for 2 players, ages 6+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Penk

Penny Papers Adventures

Designer: Simone Luciani
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Publisher: Sit Down! / Pegasus Spiele

8

Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift

7

Designers: T. Multamäki, K. Wilson, T. Klausner
Publisher: Dragon Dawn Productions

The active player rolls six dice and re-roll twice. Then you mark
the result - rows and columns in a 5x5 grid are marked for the
necessary dice value and the number of dice with that value for
the case at the crossing point. Cases in the grid show their scoring value when marked. Joker symbols cannot be used alone. If
you mark all cases of a row or column, you achieved PENK and
close this row or column for all other players. For a failed row,
you must cross out unmarked cases in a column! If someone has
two full columns, you add - at the end of the round - all values
marked in rows and columns with minimum three cases marked
in them.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Im Tempel von Apikhabou - We explore the Temple of Apikhabou
together with Penny Papers and Dakota Smith. Three dice are
rolled, and we enter the results - numbers and symbols for
Lockpick = Dakota Smith, Penny Papers and Mummy - into our
adventure sheets, following stringent rules. When all squares
without doors are filled, you score the longest row of adjacent
numbers with one star per number and groups of minimum
three adjacent identical numbers with two stars; mummies cost
you two stars, unless neutralized with a 9 in an adjacent case,
which then scores you two stars. You win with most stars.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

In the desecrated ruins of a dwarven city heroes must stop an
evil cult summoning a Demon. In a round each hero has a turn,
monsters have a joint turn. You choose one of eight actions
on the wheel. Spaces on the wheel are limited, so you need to
discuss the selection prudently. With your deck of cards you can
support your own actions or those of other players. You can play
the levels separately or consecutively. Between levels heroes
regenerate, treasures are kept and can be swapped among
heroes. Heroes win when the Demon has been annihilated and
at least one hero is alive and leaves the dungeon.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 1 or more players, ages 7+

Fantasy adventure game for 1-6 players, ages 14+

Perplexus Mini
Publisher: Spin Master

Perplexus

8

Perplexus Rookie

Publisher: Spin Master

8

8

Publisher: Spin Master

Perplexus mini is a simplified version of Perplexus, on occasion
of the game‘s 10 Year Anniversary. The miniature edition is not
shaped like a ball, but like a cylinder, and is available currently in
two versions, both featuring a double-sided track: One is a spiral
with 20 stages, you need to manage as many loops as possible.
The second version is a Cascade of cups, a jump track of 20
stages, for which you must make the marble jump. Both are new
challenge for hand-eye coordination and spatial thinking, ideal
to take along and also ideal as an instruction into the Perplexus
universe.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Perplexus is a clear plastic ball with a futuristic, colorful interior,
the dexterity game of the computer age! Aim of the game is, on
the one hand, to master the three difficulty levels in the given
time frame and, on the other hand, to play each level as fast as
you can to score most points. The marble must cover a given
distance; each section of the track has its own obstacles, and all
demand concentration and spatial thinking,
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Rookie version of Perplexus is the easiest version of the
game, the introductory version to meet surprising challenges.
The little steel marble inside the clear plastic globe with colored
obstacles must be moved over 75 barriers to the end of the
track. To move the marble you tilt, twist or turn the big globe.
The barriers have interesting and challenging names like „Scary
Stairs“ or „Terrible Tube“ and „Igloo“ and offer those challenges in
an attractive and enticing way while training hand-eye coordination, motor skills and spatial thinking.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+
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Pictomania

Pie Face!

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

8

If you can draw quickly and your images are recognizable, you
should play Pictomania! Three cards show seven words each
for similar things, for instance Ski Goggles, Mask, Eyepatch and
so on. For each round a new deck is used. With a letter and a
number card you are secretly assigned a word, the number is
different for every player. All draw and then guess by placing
a number next to a drawing. The quicker you draw the earlier
you can guess; and the earlier you guess, the more points you
can score. When all have guessed, points are handed out, the
scoring awards good guesses and recognizable drawings. New
edition 2018.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes
Drawing game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Pie Face Duell!
Publisher: Hasbro

5

The “hand” of the „sling-something-in-my-face“-machine is with
a wet sponge or whipped cream or so. Then, in turn, you use the
spinner - it indicates the number of turns you have to give the
handles on the machine. If you manage to turn them that often
without being “pie-faced” by sponge or whipped cream, you
scores double the number of turns. If you are “pie-faced” you do
not score. You can also announce that you will turn the handle
less often than indicated; if you do so and are not “pie-faced”
you score the number of your handle turns. Whoever collects
25 points first, wins. Includes connection piece for combination
with a second game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The „sling-something-in-my-face“-machine is assembled, and
you can load the „hand“ with a wet sponge or some whipped
cream. This version of the game offers a duel between two
heads! Each player puts his head into one of the frames and
then tries to push his button as quickly as possible to activate
the hand on the sling-arm and then to move the arm as quickly
and as near to the opponent’s face as possible. When the arm
gets too near to a face, the spring is triggered and the sponge or
cream land in the player’s face. Whoever is not hit, wins the duel!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Action game for 2 players, ages 5+

Pie Face Kanone

Piepmatz

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: Matt Riddle, Ben Pinchback
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

5

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Pig 10

10

Designer: Ayelet Pnueli
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

The „sling-something-in-my-face“-machine is now a foam-cannon! One player tries to „pie-face“ the other player by squirting
foam into his face, while the victim tries to protect himself with
the blocking-hand attached to the face-frame. The attacker fills
the cannon and uses the spinner wheel. The number determines
the position of the cannon and thus the distance to the victim’s
face, the color determines the alignment of the cannon. The
victim may press the buttons to move the hand as often as he
wants. Players score for hits or full or partial blocking of the foam
attack. Whoever scores five points first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Birds and seeds! You play an open card at the end of a row at a
bird feeder and compare the total of birds in the queue to the
value of the bird at the feeder; is the queue total higher, you take
a seeds card from the feeder, maybe together with a “bad” card,
or a card from the stack. Then you put the bird at the feeder in
your collection and resolve eventual “bad” cards. Birds in the
queue move forward, the first in line becomes the bird at the
feeder. Then you repeat summing of values, etc. If the queue total
is smaller, you put a bird from your hand into your collection.
When the feeder card stack is empty, you score - at the end of the
round - pairs of birds and type majorities as well as seed cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Everyone receives three cards; the remaining cards form the
draw stack. You play a card on the discard stack and name the
new stack value of old stack value + new card. Then you draw a
card. When the stack value reaches exactly 10, you call “Pig 10”,
take the stack and set it down before you. When the value is
higher than 10, your right neighbor gets the stack. The mermaid
card of value 5 you can add or subtract. A second identical card
can be added or the value can be taken as new stack value. The
frog card sets the stack value to 0. When all cards are played, you
win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card game on numbers for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Pioneers

Pipi Party

Designer: Emanuele Ornella
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Pit

4

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

6

North America is being settled; you transport pioneers in
coaches and settle them in towns. The profession of each
pioneer determines the town where he can settle, as each
town needs only one profession. For transport, you can build
roads and earn money for their use by other players. Phases of
a turn: Income, Acquisition of roads or coaches, Move and settle
including permanent and instant special actions, and settling
an opposing pioneer. If you can place all pioneers in a coach in
towns, you receive money and victory points. You also score for
connecting towns with your own road network.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Watery action out of the toilet bowl! A „real“ toilet bowl is assembled and filled with water according to instructions. If you
are the active player, you turn the toilet paper roll and must
then flush the toilet as often as the arrow on the toilet paper roll
indicates. If you only hear the noise of flushing and are not hit by
a jet of water, you are still in play and the next player becomes
the active player. But if you are hit by a jet of water from the
toilet bowl, you were unlucky and are out of play. The last one
in play wins!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

In analogy to a stock exchange, players offer contracts on eight
types of commodities, represented by cards, and look for other
contracts. You try to control one of the markets by acquiring
all nine cards of a commodity by buying and selling, that is,
swapping up to four cards from the same commodity for the
same number of other cards. All shout offers simultaneously. If
you have collected one commodity, you hit the bell in the game
box and thus win the round. If you are first to win three such
rounds, you win the game. Includes versions for experienced
players - using a Bear and a Bull card - and for younger players.
New edition
Version: de * Rules: cn de dk en es fi fr gr is it jp nl no se * In-game text: no

Logistics game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Trading game with a stock exchange topic, for 3-8 players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Pixbox

Pixie Queen

Pizza Monsters

Designer: Klaus Altenburger
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Rudy Seuntjens
Publisher: Game Brewer

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Abacusspiele

8

5

Transparent cards showing shapes of blue squares must be - in
your mind - combined to the red shapes depicted on task cards.
For a round, eight Pix cards are displayed and the rest stack is
covered. Using the cards displayed, all try simultaneously to
form the top shape of the task card pile. IF you have a solution,
you call „Pixbox“, take the involved cards and form the shape squares on separate cards may NOT overlap! The correct solution
wins you the card, for a wrong one you discard a card. Used Pix
cards are set aside. When all have been used, you win with most
cards.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Pixies steal from Humans for sacrifices to their queen who
punishes insufficient work and you win with fewest penalty
points. Phases of a round: 1. Steal - all pixies but those in the
Mine receive food. Action - place an action disc for one of 21
possible actions, e.g. steal food or silver, promotion, trade, food
tiles, double sacrifice, bag, mercy, penalty points, Gold & Silver
track, copy action, rob a pixie, etc. 3. Sacrifices from all pixies, if
someone offered the right food, the queen gives 4. Rewards - Silver, Gold or promotion, otherwise 5. Penalties as penalty points.
If you have 60, you are out of the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl + es it pl * In-game text: no

Each player has two four-slice pizzas of the same backside color
on the table, topping side up. In turn, you draw an order from
the bag and set it down or put it back; a second order drawn in
this case must be set out. Now, each player can feed the monster
in the box with a slice of his pizzas matching the order. If it is the
last slice of a pizza, you take a chef’s hat and any four slices from
the box for a new pizza. If you take the fourth chef’s hat, you win,
maybe with one or more other players. Includes variants and a
bonus game, in which you must find a slice matching the order
in a heap of pizza slices.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Geometric puzzle for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Worker Placement for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Shedding game for 2-8 players, ages 5+

Planet

Polar Party

Designer: Urtis ŠULINSKAS
Publisher: Blue Orange Games / Asmodee

Designers: Liesbeth Bos, Anja Dreier-Brückner
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

A planet is created - you place mountains and deserts, forests,
oceans and glaciers, planning continents with habitats for
the biggest variety of animals. In a round, continent tiles are
displayed; you select one and place it on your planet and then
- beginning in round 3 - you check your planet for fulfilling
conditions for animals on display. If you fulfill a card, you get
the animal. After twelve rounds, planets are complete, and you
reveal the target card you received at the start. You score one
point for each animal whose habitat is that of your target card,
and two points for every animal with another habitat. Includes
variants.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Polar Smash

5

5

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Penguins alone at home! Party with sliding off icebergs and fishing! You shape your own iceberg and place two penguins - alert
side up - on the iceberg and lay out the ice floes face-down. You
roll a die: Fish - take a flow and put it - unsecured - face-down
into your fish stock. Whale - he eats you unsecured fish stock.
Penguin - one parent moves one step on their path towards
home. If you want to secure your fish, you put one of your
penguins to sleep on them. If both your penguins sleep, you do
not roll but move one of the parents. When all penguins sleep or
parents are at home or the all floes are taken, you win with most
secured fish.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Polar Bear Totti sits on top of his Igloo, Penguin Fred and his
chums want to steal fish from Totti’s Igloo, and players as
penguins assist by pulling ice blocks from the Igloo. The Igloo
is set up with the help of the support cupola, Totti is placed
on top. Then players in turn pull a block from the Igloo using
their Penguin Pick. If the block falls off the pick, you must take
another one, and also any blocks that fall off to the outside of
the Igloo. When Totti topples, the then active player takes all
blocks within the Igloo and you win, if you have fewest blocks. In
case of a tie, you add the numbers on your blocks and win with
the highest total.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dice and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Potato Man

Potion Explosion The 6th Student

Designers: Günter Burkhardt, Wolfgang Lehmann
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Stefano Castelli, Andrea Crepi, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games

10

Potions Brew

8

Designer: Andreas Prior
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

8

The game comprises potato cards in four colors plus Evil Potato
on some high cards and potato man of some low ones. In turn
you play a card – each color can only be present in a trick once,
the highest card played wins the trick; in case of a tie the card
played last wins and in a trick containing Evil Potato and Potato
Man wins. A trick you won earns you a corresponding sack card.
If you cannot adhere to the color rule, the round ends instantly,
otherwise after the last trick was played. You count potato sacks
on your sack cards and note their total. After four such rounds
you win with the highest total of potato bags.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Final exam at the Magicians Academy, topic potions. You take
ingredients from the dispenser, can cause explosions and use
potions already brewed. In each round, you take an ingredient
marble from the dispenser and hope for collisions of marbles
of the same color so that they “explode” for you to take. The 6th
Student introduces new plastic dispensers with a drawer for
marbles, and the new Wild ingredient Mandragora leaves - a
joker, but not for mixing - not in the same level of the potion and
they do not change color ever! In a game of five and six players,
you use two dispensers - on for pick-up, one for discarding, but
their purposes change!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Witches brew potions and need ingredients and suitable mixing
ratios. Each witch has four ingredients, six recipes are on display
and one card begins – ingredient side up – the discard pile.
You draw two cards, discard one and take the other one up.
Then you can place cards for recipe ingredients. The current
top card in a recipe states the currently valid rule for collecting
ingredients. You can work on five recipes at the same time and
can also re-arrange ingredients. When you have collected the
exact ingredients for a recipe, you brew, discard the ingredients
and take the recipe card, your amulet charges. If if arrives at 48
points, you win!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Trick-taking card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Potion Explosion for 2-5/6 players, ages 8+

Card collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+
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Probieren oder Verlieren

Pulp Detective

Pulp Detective Double Cross

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Todd Sanders
Publisher: AV Studio Games

Designer: Todd Sanders
Publisher: AV Studio Games

8

Four chips are your goal, but to win one you might have to drink
cocoa with orange juice. Players select six beverages - all must
agree on them and know what is used, don’t forget to check for
allergies - and fill every cup from the container behind it. Then
the active player spins the wheel and follows instructions: Drink
the indicated cup - pour the contend of one cup into another salute another player and drink from the cup that was chosen by
the other player and he drinks from your choice - select a player
who must drink. If you must drink and don’t dare to drink, you
hand a chip to the active player; if you drink, you receive a chip.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Solve cases by rolling dice! You select a case card and level of difficulty and mark the tracks for time, stamina and clues. To solve
one of three cases, you must find all four clues and confront the
criminal. Turn phases are: 1. Storyline - you draw three cards,
place one for a storyline, discard one and put the last one back
into the deck. 2. Investigate - achieve dice results for tasks,
improved by twist markers and special ability. If you succeed,
you get something, if you fail you lose something, maybe time.
3. Time passes. For the confrontation, you must also achieve the
necessary dice result.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

New components for Pulp Detective,; cards can be used with
any case. There are four new detectives and new cases: The Case
of the Crimson Chemist, with Storyine Icons on the timeline. The
Case of the Karny Killer - three clues to solve the case. The Case
of the Agent Agenda - Twist Marker cannot be played at certain
times. The Case of the Fatal Fix - if you have no item, you receive
one at certain times. Eight Double Cross cards are added to the
game; if one appears, you stop the phase and resolve the event
on the card. In the confrontation, you can use one of the Mastermind criminals and in phase 2 the Sidekick Die.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Drinking game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Detective game with dice, for 1-2 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Pulp Detective for 1-2 players, ages 14+

Punto

Push a Monster

Designer: Bernhard Weber
Publisher: Game Factory

Designers: Wolfgang Dirscherl, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Queen Games

7

Puste Party

5

Publisher: Hasbro

4

72 square tiles come in four colors with two cards of values 1 to 9
per color. In relation to the number of players, you have a different number of cards, in one or two colors. You want to achieve 4
or 5 adjacent tiles of one color in a row, column or diagonal. The
starting player turns up his top tile and puts it on the table. All
others in turn either place a card - adjacent over edge or corner,
and within a 6x6 grid - or put it on top of a card; in both cases
color is not regarded, but to top a card the upper one must have
more points. If you win a round, you remove the highest card of
the row from play. If you win two rounds, you win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

All monsters want to get into the arena; seven of them are
already there at the start of the game. The active player rolls the
die and takes the respective monster, or, for a question mark, the
most frequent monster in stock, and places it on the big slide.
Then he tries to get the monster into the arena, using both slides
by pushing, sliding or turning monsters already there. Those
monsters may also exceed the edge of the arena, which the current monster must not do! If a monster drops off, all other players receive a tile of this monster. When someone rolls a monster
no longer in stock, you win with the longest row of monsters.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

The birthday cake with candles is assembled - adult assistance
necessary - and switched on. You can press the multiple player
button to register more than one player, everybody selects a
color. Then the game is startet - all candles light up and blink,
and you hear „Happy Birthday“. In the middle of the cake, the
player colors blink and stop randomly at one color, with a horn
signal. The player of this color must now blow out all candles
quickly, by puffing hard. When all candles are extinct, before the
music stops, you stay in play; if not, you are out of the game. The
unit can go to Level Ups with shorter music runtime. The last
one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dexterity game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Pyrami

Quack Quack

Designer: Zoltan Labas
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

8

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Quartino

4

Designer: Petr Doubek
Publisher: Loris Games

7

All players together build a pyramid for a visual and haptic
experience. You build your own side of the pyramid and win, if
you are first to complete your side. You use rectangular blocks,
corner blocks and a top and place the pieces within a frame - the
pyramid is built horizontally, not vertically. The active player rolls
four dice: The results determine the row where you can place
pieces: 6 to 1 from bottom to top and this is also the direction of
building. If you cannot use a result, you can - if already placed remove a piece in that row of another player.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The little ducklings want to collect eggs and take them to their
nest; ducks and drakes want to prevent this. The pond with a
water lily leaf in the middle is set up and 20 eggs are placed in
holes. You don the head band and try to use the duck at its end
to collect as many eggs as possible, as quickly as you can. IF you
took up an egg with your duck, you move the duck over your
nest and place the egg in the nest with your hand. In a variant,
you try to be first to get all eggs of your own color out of the
pond, regardless of the nest in which they end up.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Eight cases around a middle case, all connected by lines. You
draw four cards showing formations of four pieces in four colors.
As active player, you place one piece into the board, also on
top of other pieces. If you achieve a formation on one of your
cards, you discard the card, take all involved pieces off the board,
and have another turn immediately. In case of a mistake, you
simply take back the card. When there are four or more pieces
of the same color on the board, you announce it and can place
two pieces in your turn. If there are four pieces in a column, you
remove all and place two. If you are out of cards, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: cz en * In-game text: no

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Collecting and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Abstract placement for 2-4 players, ages 7+
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Queen’s Architect

Qwantum

Designer: Volker Schächtele
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: A. Oppolzer, S. Kloß, R. Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

Race to the New Found Land

8

Designers: Martin Kallenborn, Jochen Scherer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

As an architect you recommend yourself and your craftsmen to
the queen by new buildings, repairs and working in the fields.
Craftsmen are placed at the action star, their current efficiency
determines approval and coins for buildings. You relocate your
architect by one to three steps on the star and implement
the action - day laborer, trip, hiring, inn to motivate workers,
trust/bonds or building - at the location of the wagon without
building and with craftsmen according to demand - or repairs
anyway with three craftsmen. If someone worked at the palace,
this player wins at the end of the round, or the player with most
prestige at palace construction.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Qwixx - Qwinto - Qwantum! A white standard D6 and six dice,
showing numbers 1 to 6 on four colors, in varying distribution.
You roll all seven dice and can re-roll once. Then you can select a
color, add up all values plus the value of the white D6 and enter
the total into the color row - from left to right, without gaps and
ascending values, after the mark descending. Then, all players
can enter one of the remaining colors + white D6. If a color is not
rolled, the white D6 represents this color, too. When a column is
filled, you score the second-highest value in it. If someone has
filled all rows, you win with the highest score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As a Governor you send out ships to discover new land in North
America and to trade profitably with the new lands. At the start
of a round you receive income in the Land phase, expand your
harbor and build ship. In the Planning phase you plan your actions of the round - loading, settling, delivering and discovering.
In the Action phase, you implement the selected actions. In the
End phase of the round, you chart islands with automatically
discovering new island tiles, followed by eventual scoring of an
island or a town and then the completion of target cards. After
four rounds you win, after a final scoring, with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Radetzky: Milano 1848

Raiatea

Raids

Designers: A. Barbieri, M. Garavaglia, P.S. Martensen
Publisher: Demolea / Post Scriptum

Designer: Jan Schmidt
Publisher: Quined Games

Designers: Matthew Dunstan, Brett J. Gilbert
Publisher: Iello / Hutter Trade

8

In the battle known as „Five Days of Milano“, you lead the Italian
forces against the Austrian army under Radetzky, which moves
following an automatic systematic occupation of districts and
must conquer five districts before the opponent manages this.
A round comprises 1. Individual player turns, 2. The Austrian
turn of check castle, conquer districts, check victory conditions,
place new soldiers and 3. Preparation of next round. A player
turn comprises three actions from five options: Move, conquer
district, fight soldiers, fight Radetzky and draw cards. You can
discuss your actions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

The Legacy of the Arioi. You build colossal To’o statues. Action
Rounds: Location cards are on display, the active player takes
one for a bonus and all implement the action - obtain forest
cards, get tattoos and ritual cards, dive for pearls, recruit priests
and gain mana, exchange masks, sell commodities + hire assistants. In Ceremony rounds, there are six steps, simultaneously for
all players: Dance of the priests, buy ritual cards, preparation of
rituals, incantation of the gods, divine blessing, ceremonial to’o
cconstruction. After three Ceremony rounds, you score ranks,
ritual, completed to’o orders and masks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

You sail your longship from the harbor back to the harbor and
stop at the tile that you want to claim, take it and put weapon,
sail, Mjöllnir, pennant and goods into your ship; runes and ports
next to at. At a port, you can sell goods or hire a Viking. Then you
move the ship along the arrows, remove all tiles between your
ship and that in front and can decide to go back to the harbor in
one move. If you stop next to another ship, combat results. Back
in harbor, you score points for fulfilled harbor requests. After
four trips, you score fame from coins, runes, Mjöllnirs, goods,
pennants and monsters.
Version: en * Rules: en es fr * In-game text: no

Conflict simulation for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Placement and collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Railroad Ink Blazing Red Edition

Railroad Ink Deep Blue Edition

Designers: Hjalmar Hach, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games

Designers: Hjalmar Hach, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games

8

Railroad Ink Knallrot

8

Designers: Hjalmar Hach, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games / Asmodee

8

Exits - three on each side of the 7x7 grid - to connect in seven
rounds over tracks in networks, the more exits in the same
net, the more valuable it is. The longest railroad, the longest
highway and drawing on the central nine cases of the grid give
bonuses. For a round, dice showing track sections, stations and
overpasses are rolled; all results must be entered on your board
once - connected to an exit or a track section. Stations are necessary to connect highways and railroads. With two expansions
- Meteor Dice for catastrophes, iron and metals, and Lava Dice for
the biggest Lava Lake and contended lava streams.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Exits - three on each side of the 7x7 grid - to connect in seven
rounds over tracks in networks, the more exits in the same net,
the more valuable it is. The longest railroad, the longest highway
and drawing on the central nine cases of the grid give bonuses.
For a round, dice showing track sections, piers and overpasses
are rolled; all results must be entered on your board once - connected to an exit or a track section. Stations are necessary to
connect highways and railroads. With two expansions - River dice
as 3rd type of track with the goal of Longest River, and Lake Dice
with piers to connect track and bonus for the smallest lake.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Exits - three on each side of the 7x7 grid - to connect in seven
rounds over tracks in networks, the more exits in the same
net, the more valuable it is. The longest railroad, the longest
highway and drawing on the central nine cases of the grid give
bonuses. For a round, dice showing track sections, stations and
overpasses are rolled; all results must be entered on your board
once - connected to an exit or a track section. Stations are necessary to connect highways and railroads. With two expansions
- Meteor Dice for catastrophes, iron and metals, and Lava Dice for
the biggest Lava Lake and contended lava streams.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Track construction game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Track construction game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Track construction game for 1-6 players, ages 8+
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Railroad Ink Tiefblau

Rapid Cups

Designers: Hjalmar Hach, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games / Asmodee

8

Reef

8

Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Emerson Matsuuchi
Publisher: Next Move / Plan B Games

8

Exits - three on each side of the 7x7 grid - to connect in seven
rounds over tracks in networks, the more exits in the same net,
the more valuable it is. The longest railroad, the longest highway
and drawing on the central nine cases of the grid give bonuses.
For a round, dice showing track sections, piers and overpasses
are rolled; all results must be entered on your board once - connected to an exit or a track section. Stations are necessary to
connect highways and railroads. With two expansions - River dice
as 3rd type of track with the goal of Longest River, and Lake Dice
with piers to connect track and bonus for the smallest lake.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Stacking cups as fast as you can! But you must follow rules! 32
two-colored cups in four colors - cup and cup bottom have different colors - are dealt evenly to players and stacked as stated.
The color fortune wheel determines the starting colors: All try
simultaneously to stack their cups. You can only pick up the top
cup in one of your stacks and to stack a color left or right of the
wheel, the cup must have the same color as the cup bottom of
the top cup in one of the two stacks next to the wheel. If no-one
can stack, the wheel gives new colors at the press of the button.
If you are out of cups, you win. Includes advanced versions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it + cn fi * In-game text: no

Patterns in coral reefs! You begin with a coral each in four colors
and two cards. Turn options: 1. Take a card from stack or display
- place a point marker for taking from stack or take all point
markers on cards with a card from the display. OR 2. Play a card
to improve/grow your reef and maybe score pattern. You place
the corals depicted in the top half of the card on your board - on
an empty slot, on top of a coral or a coral stack, maximum height
4. Then you check for the pattern in the bottom of the card, in all
its rotations and sometimes with relation to level. For multiple
appearance of a pattern, you score as often.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Track construction game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Reaction/stacking game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Pattern formation for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Reise zu Osiris

Reykholt

Richest Rascal

Designer: David MacKenzie
Publisher: Schwerkraft Verlag

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Frosted Games

Designer: Sotogamo Nakiku
Publisher: ORUCAgames / Japon Brand

Monuments for the dead Pharao determine his successor - the
Governor with most glory from building monuments, building
along the river, building certain configurations and building at
certain locations. All draw workers from the bag as required and
have one action in turn - harvest resources, visit city, Caravan,
hire worker, trade at the market, plan a monument or build it for
glory, play a city card or a boon card or retire from the season.
You can do any kind of barter at any time with other players,
agreements on further actions are not binding. After four
seasons, glory bonuses are scored.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Islandic vegetables due to geothermal energy; tourists come
and marvel at bananas. Rounds comprise: Work Time - actions
for workers, you put them on free slots and resolve the action
instantly. Harvest Time - you harvest goods once from every
vegetated hothouse. Tourism Time - advancing on the tourism
track in order of positions there - as many tables as you can and
must, with discarding the necessary goods, and also using a
bonus once, which means taking goods instead of discarding
them. Homecoming Time - take back your workers. After seven
rounds you win if you are first on the tourism track. Includes a
story mode with scenarios.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it jp kr pl pt ru * In-game text: yes

Boys fight with toys for the sobriquet of „richest rascal“. The
leader of the round plays an open card, the others a face-down
one and reveal them simultaneously. The leader decides if he
himself will distribute the cards between him and his best friend
- the guy who played the highest card - or if the best friend
does it. Dependingon distributor and acceptance, cards might
remain for the next round. If no suitable card for „best friend“
was played, you play in Insolence State; when all played the
same valueas the leader, you play in Opposite Mode. Depending
on the mode, you score highest or lowest card of each type, with
bonuses for the same colors.
Version: jp * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Building and worker placement for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Worker placement game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Card game for 3-4 players, ages 14+

Riff Raff

Riga Lubeca

Risiko

Designer: Christoph Cantzler
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Stefan Risthaus
Publisher: Ostia Spiele

Publisher: Hasbro

8

10

Captain Bullseye stores his cargo in the yardams to protect it
against pirates. You hold a set of cards and 8 cargo pieces. All
choose a card and turn it up simultaneously; the highest card
determines the new captain. He begins, all others follow by descending card value and place a piece in the ship’s area chosen
by the card value. If you played a card between 5 and 10 and
a piece of cargo is already in the area, you can place two parts.
Sliding cargo which you can catch is discarded; dropped cargo
must be taken and placed again later. If you are rid of all cargo at
the end of your turn, you win instantly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Lubeca is the old name of Lubeck - Riga Lubeca intruduces new
building in Lübeck and additional commodities. Using this expansion, five can play and trade in Salt and Fur from Novgorod to
construct market hall and tavern of a new color. There are twelve
new buildings in the new color White and ten new commodities
cards: Four for Fur which realizes highest prices in all cities - and
six for Salt - doubles the value of another commodities card.
There is also a new Riga card, Brunnen, which allows you to use
a once only function on a building card again. Included are also
replacement market hall cards in red, green and yellow.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The original Risk was the predecessor of all conflict simulation
games and all strategic position games. In this new edition all is
different. You need not conquer certain territories according to
your objective card. Instead you must control a certain number
of territories or the most territories when the “cease fire card”
appears, both in the introductory game. In the standard game
you simply need to eliminate all opponents. Territories you
control earn you bonus troops. To attack you move troops into
territories, and then such attacks are resolved by rolling and
comparing dice.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Balance and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Riga for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Tactical dice game for 2-5 players, ages 10+
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Risky Adventure

Risky Dice

Designer: Antony Rubbo
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Harald Havas
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Rob ´n run

8

Designer: Michael Luu
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Three adventures discover unknown facts in three categories. In
excavations you collect fame from artifacts; expedition is a race
for fame, and the camp delivers equipment for easier search
and bonuses for the expedition. At the start you put all three
adventurers on camp, excavation and/ or expedition. Then all
roll dice in turn and check if the acquire an artifact or equipment
or advance in the expedition; with the clock you can change a
symbol. At the camp you receive equipment cards, clocks and
fame, for clocks you do not need adventurers at the camp. At the
end you score scarabs and completed treasure tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Roll again or stop? You roll all available dice and must set aside
at least one to score after each roll; then you can decide to stop
or roll again. Points are summed up; if you cannot score a die,
the turn ends without result. If you can score all six dice, you
can begin again with six dice to roll. A 1 or a 5, scored alone,
are worth 100 or 50 points, respectively; all other values only
score in combinations of triplets or a straight, all those must be
achieved in one roll. A straight of 1-6 scores 2.000 pints; a triplet
of 1s is worth 1.000 points; triplets of 2s to 6es are worth 200 to
600 points. If you achieve 5.000 points, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As a gang of robbers, you want to reach the airport and rob
banks, casinos und museums to collect gold; all win together,
when you reach an airport terminal without being caught by
police. You set up a scenario as per requirement. In the preparation phase, the boss selects a building, puts the safes behind his
screen and places clue cards; his accomplices place tools as per
requirement. A robbery spans several rounds, comprises phases
of Clue, Accomplices and Alarm; when safes are cracked or an
alarm is triggered, you score and robbers and police advance
accordingly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Cooperative deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Roboter Randale

Rock Me Archimedes

Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designer: Brady Petersen
Publisher: Spin Master

6

Rock the Bock!

8

Designer: Christwart Conrad
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Cute instant fun! Catapult your robots through the wormhole
into the opposing star system! But take care, the opponent
could fire back! If he finds the time ... You open the game box,
put your six wooden pieces into your half of the board and
begin immediately - simultaneously to your opponent - to shoot
the pieces through the gap into the opposing half of the board,
by tightening and letting go of the rubber band. Good hand-eye
coordination is necessary. If you are first to have all pieces in the
opposing half of the board you win. Of course, you can also try
to return a stone to the opponent, but that costs you time!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A see-saw with dents in the board for marbles, split into an end
zone for each player, two intermediate zones and a middle zone.
Players alternate turns and can either put a marble into any dent
in the middle zone or roll a die and move one or several marbles
accordingly: Only orthogonally, rolling them along the lines or
lifting and setting them down again; you can jump opposing
marbles and each marble can only be moved once in a turn. You
cannot touch the see-saw and cannot use a marble to keep it
from toppling. If you get four marbles into your end zone without unbalancing the see-saw, you win. Includes variants.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en es hu it nl pl pt ro ru sk * In-game text: no

Tickets for the Beastly Festival! A reservation card determines
available tickets for animal types and VIP zone. All play one
animal card and reveal it; then two cards, including special cards,
reveal and resolve them for animal types and VIP zone. If there
are enough tickets, you take - if you have most or second-most
animals of a type - all cards or one card on your festival stack.
If there are not enough tickets, the player with the current
majority of the type takes all cards back, until there is enough
room. If someone is down to 1 or 2 cards in hand, you score the
round and start a new one. After three scoring, you win with
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Quick dexterity game for 2 players, ages 6+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Roll for Adventure

Roll Player

Rudi Reck

Designers: Matthew Dunstan, Brett J. Gilbert
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Keith Matejka
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Publisher: Hasbro

10

8

Four area tiles in four colors represent a kingdom and need to
be defended. You roll all your dice, select a result and place all
dice of that result into an area, roll, place etc. Placed dice meet
tasks for power markers or defeat enemies. After each player
turn an enemy card is revealed, which first causes all enemies of
lower value to attack everywhere and then this enemy attacks,
too. Enemies remove dice from areas or damage the area. Once
per turn, you can use the special ability of your hero. Players win
with sufficient power markers on the adventure board and lose,
if the damage marker in an area arrives at the skull position.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Create an adventurer instead of having an adventure - he needs
race, class, alignment, skills, traits and equipment. The class
card is assigned, you take a Backstory card and an Alignment
card. You draw dice from the bag, place them on the character
board and can resolve the attribute action - strength, dexterity,
constitution, intelligence, wisdom and charisma - once. Then
you can buy a market card - weapon, armor, trait skill. When all
boards are full, you determine reputation from attribute goals,
class color, alignment, backstory and armor and trait cards and
win with most reputation stars.
Version: de * Rules: cn cz de en es it kr pl * In-game text: yes

A horizontal bar is assembled and the athlete is hung by his
hands from the bar, facing the scoring mat. By controlled pressing of a yellow button on the horizontal bar, at first slowly and
then faster and faster, the athlete swings around the bar. Then
you press - hopefully at the right moment - the red button on
the bar unit, the athlete takes off from the bar and flys down to
the mat. If he ends up standing, you score points - 25 points for
a landing in the red zone, 50 points for the yellow zone and 100
points for the perfect landing in the green zone.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 8+
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Rukuni

Rummikub Classic Erweiterung

Designer: Andreas Kuhnekath-Häbler
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Rummikub Twist

7

Publisher: Piatnik

7

61 dents in a hex arrangement, with a tower in each corner. Players alternate to move a tower in a straight line into a free dent,
over any distance - crossing other pieces is not possible. Then
you put one of your markers into a dent directly adjacent to the
tower. When all towers are blocked, the game is scored. Groups
are markers of the same color, directly adjacent and not interrupted by tower or opposing markers. You count the markers in
each of your groups and multiply the number with the number
of directly adjacent towers. You win with most points, in case of a
tie with the largest group.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with 14
random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go out.
The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then you
can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other players.
Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this number.
You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out all your tiles,
you win. The expansion, only for use with Rummikub Classic,
comes with two racks and additional pieces for a game with five
and six players.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Tile placement game about rows of numbers of the same color
or groups of identical numbers. You add a tile per round to 14
randomly drawn tiles until you can go out. The minimum value
of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then you can add tiles to your
own display or the displays of other players. Jokers replace a
number and can be exchanged for this number. You can also
rearrange the display. If you can lay out all your tiles, you win.
Rummikub Twist introduces a double Joker that replaces two
numbers, the Farbwechseljoker lets you lay out a row in two
colors and the Spiegel-Joker lets you lay out a mirror group or
row, for instance 3-4-J-4-3.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Rummikub for 5-6 players, ages 7+

Rummikub version for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Rummikub XXL

Rummy 17

Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

7

Russian Railroads

8

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with
14 random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go
out. The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then
you can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other
players. Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this
number. You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out
all your tiles, you win. Special edition featuring large pieces and
large numbers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A new experience - with cards 1-17, joker and bonus cards. Five
random bonus cards and all jokers are laid out; you hold 10
cards. The active draws a card from draw pile or discard pile. If
you draw from the draw pile, another play can knock and take
the top card from the discard pile. Then you can put down sets
or series and add other cards to sets and series on the table
without rearranging them; then you discard a card. For a series
of minimum four cards you can take the joker to lay out the
series. If you discard your last card, you end the round, if you do
this with a 17, penalty points and points from completed bonus
cards are doubled.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Set collecting game with numbers for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Designers: Helmut Ohley, Leonhard Orgler
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Russia at the end of the 19th century. Tsar Alexander III. orders
the Trans Siberian Railroad and other routes to be built. In an
attractive mix of resource management and worker placement
you try to construct the biggest and most advanced net of
routes and to use your workers as best as you can. Resources
are scarce and you must allocate them carefully – will you use
them for track to Siberia or the important and lucrative route
to St. Petersburg? But a route to Kiev would yield a good score!
Furthermore, you could add factories to your tableau which,
used properly, will give you advantages for track building.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no
Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Sagrada

Sails of Glory

Salamamba

Designers: Daryl Andrews, Adrian Adamescu
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Andrea Angiolino, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Anna Oppolzer
Publisher: Piatnik

8

7

Roll dice for the most beautiful window in Sagrada Familia! Dice
show color and tinge depending on their value. At the start you
receive favor tokens and a secret order, and then have two actions in a turn, in any order: 1. Put a die from available stock into
your own window, starting in a corner or at an edge, later next to
any die in the window. You follow the requests of the randomly
received pattern cards and can never place two dice of the same
color or tinge = value next to each other. 2. Discard favor token
and use tool card. After ten rounds, you score order cards and
remaining favor tokens minus free slots in your window.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr hu it jp kr pl pt ru * In-game text: no

Naval battles in the Napoleonic era - Sails of Glory is a system
based on the Air Combat simulation Wings of Glory, with which
you can simulate those battles. You sue ship miniatures and
cards for abilities and maneuvers. You choose your maneuver
card, align the ship and move it; each card has several options
for wind and sails used. Movement is followed by combat and
reloading. The rules take into account details like line of sight,
collisions or ammunition flight curves and provide an introductory scenario, standard rules and optional rules. You can invent
your own scenarios and additional ships are available.
Version: multi * Rules: en it + es * In-game text: no

Three chapters of a race and of a thrilling story, each can be
played in its own, and the next one is always a bit more difficult
than the previous one. Salamamba, the magic snake, lives in the
forest with gnomes and must complete tasks, before Magician
Fiesolix arrives at his goal. After setting up the chapter, you
roll the die -> Fiesolix moves according to the magic die or a
Exploration or Dusk Spell is resolved. Then Salamamba moves
by adding or removing scales according to the snake die and
collects tokens she reaches. Magic items can be used any time.
When the chapter goal is achieved, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Conflict simulation for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Magic cooperative race for 1-5 players, ages 7+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Santorini

Sau Mau Mau

Designer: Gordon Hamilton
Publisher: Spin Master

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

Saus und brau’s

10

Designers: Thomas Daum, Violetta Leitner
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

5

Strategic placement with exceedingly beautiful components
and a topic - building on Santorin. You move two worker pieces
and - in your turn - place one of them on an adjacent space, on
the same level or one level up or any number of levels down.
Then you place a building part adjacent to the worker that was
moved. On the fourth level, you must place a dome, this blocks
this space. If you move one of your workers to the third level, you
win. 30 God cards - Greek mythology-themed - provide special
abilities - build twice or move twice or enabling a worker on
ground level to build up to three times. Contains “Golden Fleece”
expansion.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Mau Mau with cards, a race with pigs. In turn, you place a suitable card on the discard pile and then resolve the consecutive
action - move a pig, draw a card, etc. If you cannot place a card
or do not want to, you put one of your pig betting cards on the
first empty betting case on the board; you can swap this card
later for a card for another pig. When the first pig reaches the
finish or if someone is out of cards, the player in first place scores
points, and others score for betting cards of the correct winning
pig color, depending on the position of the card. After four such
races you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Winnie whirling Witch is whirling across the board to collect ingredients for her potion, but finds them only with the right spell.
Spell panels and ingredients are added to the board, Winnie
starts in the middle. You push Winnies broom with the wand, she
whirls and then flies to the next ingredient as indicated by the
broom, also over several different laps. To collect the ingredient,
you need to flip up the correct panel. If you do so, you take the
ingredient for your cauldron; if not, you relocate the ingredient.
For Salamander or Snake you need to turn up two spell panels.
You win with any five ingredients in your cauldron!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Race and betting game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Scarabya

Scare it!

Designers: Bruno Cathala, Ludovic Maublanc
Publisher: Blue Orange Games

Designer: Adrian Dinu
Publisher: Strawberry Studio / Asmodee

8

Scatterbones

8

6

Publisher: Ooba / HCM Kinzel

A mysterious Scarab symbol appears at various locations,
archaeologists want to collect lots of them. The starting player
determines the board arrangement for all players and then turns
up one mission card per round for a tile that then all players put
on their board from their stock: The first one covering one of the
middle cases, all others adjacent to a previous one; rocks remain
uncovered, tiles cannot overlap, scarabs can be covered. For
enclosed areas you receive scarab markers equal to the number
of enclosed cases, for each scarab symbol in the area. After
twelve rounds, you win with most points on scarab markers.
Includes variants.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt ru * In-game text: no

Animals in the game are easily frightened and can be scared
away by other animals. Depending on the number of players
you get a target card for color and type of animal or only color or
type. 32 animal cards are laid out in an 8x4 grid. Tje Scare rules:
Elephant->Dog->Cat->Mouse->Elephant. You select an animal
and scare one of the orthogonally adjacent ones; it is removed,
and the scaring animal can be moved into the gap. If a column
is empty or no animal can be frightened anymore, you win with
most points from animals remaining in the grid that fit your
target card(s). Includes team, junior and solo variants.
Version: en * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: no

Bone dice rattle! The headstone is rolled to determine the color
of your six-part skeleton. If you are first to roll a chest in your
color with your six bone pieces, you lay it out and also previously
rolled parts of your color. In your next turns your roll remaining
skeleton pieces and the die, add suitable results to the skeleton
and then do what the die tells you: Scatterbones - reroll all six
skeleton parts; Change of color - you must now use the opposite
color; Body Parts - add them if they have the right color; or turn
this part over to the wrong color for your opponent. If your
skeleton is complete and has the correct color, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Card game for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2 players, ages 6+

Schaben jagen

Schatz Rabatz

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designer: Karin Hetling
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

SchatzJäger

5

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Each of 80 puzzles - best solved in number sequence - shows
the starting positions for exterminator, cockroaches and boxes
as well as available movement cards. The exterminator moves
first using one of the movement cards; in his line of sight on free
cases; then all cockroaches move one step or do an 180 degree
turn, when their path is blocked; several cockroaches on one
case are allowed; then the exterminator moves, and so on. Each
movement card can be used once. The exterminator catches
cockroaches by moving onto their case or by sucking up all in
direct line of sight with his vacuum cleaner.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The old pirate captain will hand his ship over to the pirate who
will complete his ship first due to best-filled treasure chests. All
play simultaneously while the timer runs and try to fill their chest
with treasures in five colors and eight shapes. When you are
done or the timer runs out you must be able to close your chest
correctly, otherwise you have to remove treasures. Then each
player in turn compares his treasures with the current board and
discards all treasures depicted on this board. Whoever then has
most treasures left, may take one of four ship parts and wins if
his ship is complete.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

In the caves of Frost Mountains, in the jungle and in lava caves
we hunt for treasures. In each round you draft a hand of nine
cards with adventurers, watch dogs, coins and action cards. Then
you place cards for locations and can improve those with action
cards. The two treasures of a location go to the player with the
strongest group and to the player with the weakest group.
Treasures that were handed out must be defended with watch
dogs against Goblins or you risk loss of coins. Finally, you can
swap yellow spell scrolls for coins. After five rounds you win with
the highest total from treasures and coins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Logik puzzle for 1 player, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Card game with drafting for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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Scheiß drauf!

Schicht im Schacht

Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Anna Oppolzer, Stefan Kloß
Publisher: moses. Verlag

6

Schlaraffen Affen

8

Designers: Amanda Birkinshaw, Jim Harrison
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

5

How to use the toilet correctly? Yes, right, you sit down, do what
you must, clean up, wash your hands – but if you want to get
rid of all your cards quickly, you might mess up. Cards are dealt
evenly to all and stacked face-down. Then all turn up the top
card of their stack and try to play it onto the stack in the middle –
first a Toilet, then Crap, then Paper, then Washing Hands and on
that card again a Toilet, and so on. If you play your last card, you
press the fart cushion. Whoever has now most cards in hand,
takes a crap marker. If you have most of them after five rounds,
you lose.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Moles are digging: You hold cards and select one of them in a
round; then all reveal the cards and place them in descending
order of values; in case of the same value, color decides: yellowred-green-blue. Cards of a color go into a row in ascending
order, at one end of the row or within the row on top a card
with the least difference to the new card; different colors go into
columns. Four cards in a row or column or a stack are a corridor;
if you complete a corridor, you take all cards in it; resulting gaps
are closed by shifting the fewest possible cards. When all cards
are placed, you win with most.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Monkeys want their coconut! The Schlaraffen-Affen-Forest is
assembled, coconuts hang from the palm tree, monkeys from
the start tree. You roll three dice - for a fruit you may jump to
this fruit, if it is depicted on an adjacent tree; for the palm tree
you can jump to any fruit. For a blank, the monkey stays put and
for the Cockatoo symbol you move the Cockatoo to any fruit,
which is then blocked for monkeys. You can attach yourself to
a monkey that hangs at a suitable fruit and are taken along by
the monkey. If you reach the palm tree, you jump from leaf to
leaf and look into the coconuts. If you find your own, you win
instantly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 9+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Schnapp’n Happen

Schnapper-la-papp!

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Schneck di-wupp

4

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Wilfried and Marie Fort
Publisher: Haba

5

Titbits on a crown! An elaborate crown with holders for forks is
assembled - adult assistance might be necessary - and titbits are
readied. As active player, you put the crown on your head, puts
titbits on the forks and align the titbits on the forks so that they
are level with your mouth. Then you press the button - briefly
for a short game, longer for a long game. The crown rotates,
and you hear a song, while you try - within the runtime of the
song - to eat all titbits off the forks with your mouth. You must
not use your hands! When all have played once, you win with
most eaten titbits!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

36 tiles show a colored background and a white frame or vice
versa; front side and back side show different images and their
background is once white and once colored. 6/8/10 tiles 2/3/4
players are laid out. The active player rolls two dice and all touch
the corresponding tiles quickly, you can use both hands. You
may also touch a tile on which you suppose the correct image
on the back. You keep correctly touched tiles. For the next
round, all tiles are turned over and the display is replenished. If
tiles cannot be replenished correctly, you win with most tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Magnetic Snail Race. You hold a betting card for the finish.
Snails and dice show symbols. You roll both dice: Two identical
symbols -> The snail carrying this symbols goes to the next case
showing the symbol. Two different symbols-> You choose a snail
with one symbol and put her on the other symbol. On occupied
cases the snail symbol is valid, you put an arriving snail on top;
on vertical cases you jump over the snail. If there is no suitable
symbol between snail and finish, you put her on the pedestal.
When all spaces there are taken, you win with most points from
placements according to your betting card.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Collecting and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Schnecken checken

School Fair Café Club

Schusselige Schurken

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Yukihisa Tsubu
Publisher: Tohoku Wisteria

Designer: Luca Bellini
Publisher: moses. Verlag

16

8

A game of smutty propositions! You have a checker chip; 55
starting phrases of a sentence are stacked face-down, and you
are dealt six out of 55 cue cards. For a round, a starting phrase
is turned up; each player selects one of his cue cards and uses
one of the two cues on it to make up a proposition. When all
have chosen, the completed propositions are read out. Then
every player hands his chip to the player whose proposition he
liked best. If you have most chips - ties are possible - you win the
round; all other players draw a card. If you have only two cards
left at the end of a round, you win!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

New members for the Afterschool Club from the School Fair
Café! Rounds comprise Activity phase and its preparation and
Trade phase. In the activity phase you have one action in each
turn in turn order, until you pass. - take time marker, change
“done” status of a member to “ready”, or assign an activity to a
member invitation, school activity, out-of-school activity. In the
Trade phase you have actions up to the number equal to your
publicity, you take actions in sequence of play - sell product, buy
equipment or end trade. After four rounds, you score reputation
for invited members, equipment, saving money and activity.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

All doors are the same! Where are treasures, where traps?
Treasure troves are laid out in sequence, topped by treasure
cards, door up. 15 traps are hidden - swapped for the treasure
card - at the start and during the game as specified, door up and
are assigned a code. During the game, you take such a swapped
treasure card for booty. In a round, you name - for a supposed
treasure - the number of the next trove, or use the code if you
suspect a trap. If someone protests, he must make the correct
announcement and the trove is controlled. For a mistake or a
wrong protest, you get a penalty card. If you protested correctly,
you hide a new trap.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Creative phrasing game for 3-8 players, ages 16+

Worker placement for 3-5 players, ages 14+

Memo game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
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Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Schüttel’s

Scorpius Freighter

Scubi Sea Saga

Designers: Bernhard Lach, Uwe Rapp
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: David Short, Matthew Dunstan
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment

Publisher: rudy Games

8

6

Diligent gnomes are poured out by you as a mage and you aim
to be the richest mage due to their work. You shake gnomes out
of the cup into the gnome catcher, their number determines the
case for your gnome action: Pechwichtel - On those cases you
lose money or goods. Handwerkshäuser - You place one of your
goods; goods already there are shifted along and gain value, but
if a good is shifted off the track, it is placed on the storage area
without earning you money. Or you sell goods for the price at
their case and put them in storage. Glückswichtelfelder give you
money or goods.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

As a freighter pilot, you undermine the government. You select
available crew and assign it. Then you select a planet and move
the mothership according to crew you assigned. If it passes the
checkpoint, you lose on freight. Then you do the action at the
mothership location - meet informant, expand storage, upgrade
freighter, pick up cargo, operate freighter, make side deal,
fulfill a contract - by using unassigned crew and bonuses from
experienced crew and equipment, and then take back all crew, if
applicable. If a mothership has confiscated a certain amount of
freight, the game is scored after a final round.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Markers for five characters and sea horses of the same color
are placed in the board as required. The App names the active
player who has 10 seconds to swap two adjacent markers -> if
then three or more markers of the same color - at least one is a
character - orthogonally adjacent, next or above one another,
you take them -> then close gaps in the board -> if you can take
markers again, you do it and score again, etc. Sea horses double
your points. If nothing can be taken, you refill the board, move
the Shark and your turn ends. After six rounds you win with
most points. In later levels, events are added.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tumbling and placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

SciFi worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Logic game with App, for 2 players, ages 6+

Scythe Aufstand der Fenris

Seikatsu

Designers: Janey Stegmaier, Ryan Lopez Devinaspre
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designers: Matt Loomis, Isaac Shale
Publisher: HUCH!

Shadows: Amsterdam

10

Designer: Mathieu Aubert
Publisher: Libellud / Asmodee

Scythe Rise of the Fenris is the final part of the expansion trilogy,
for independent use without the other expansions; can be
played as a campaign expansion with eight consecutive modules or without a campaign, using the modules directly in the
game in any combination; the modules are also compatible with
the other Scythe expansions. In the campaign, the modules are
introduced one by one into the game. Modules are Mech modifications, infrastructure modifications, War track, rivals, Peace
Track, Alliances, Vesna faction, Fenris faction, Tesla, Success tiles,
Mad Tesla and the Hord. Can be played solo, using Automa rules.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr hu pl ru * In-game text: yes

Gardens among pagodas, planted cooperatively but in competition for the best view. You place a tile from hand on an empty
slot next to another tile, maybe score a flock of birds and draw
a new tile. A flock of birds is generated, if the newly placed tile
shows the same bird as some of the adjacent tiles, it scores 1
point per bird. Koi ponds are bird-jokers for the current turn.
When the board is filled, you score, beginning at your pagoda,
the most common type of flower in each row, Koi ponds are jokers. Four players play in teams, using two pagodas, you must not
give information on your tiles to your team partner.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr nl + kr * In-game text: no

Two teams play simultaneously and need to solve a case; one
player of a team is informant and provides his team with clues
on picture cards; he must not speak or communicate in any
way, only place picture cards. The cards provide clues for the
next case that the team should enter, cases that are entered
are resolved. The informant has the city map and knows, where
evidence, police and client are situated. The first team to collect
three pieces of evidence - general or team-specific - wins the
round, two won rounds win you the game. However, if the team
enters the third police space, the round is lost.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Expansion for Scythe for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Real-time detection game for 2-8 players, ages 10+

Shibuya

Showtime

Designer: Yusuke Sato
Publisher: New Board Game Party / Japon Brand

Designers: Anna Oppolzer, Stefan Kloß
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Sieben unter Verdacht

8

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Pedestrians and target tiles are laid out, leaving room for 4x4
street tiles, stacked face-down at the start. In the Construction
part, you take the top street tile and put into the grid. If the grid
is full, you have one of two actions in the Crossing part: Move a
pedestrian - select color/shape of your starting tile and move
your pawn over any number of such tiles, no stopping in front
of the opponent’s start or target cases. Or you build a street tile
from the stack over one on the board, without a pawn and not,
if there already two in that slot. You win, if you have three more
pedestrian on targets than your opponent, or all six.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

In three rounds of Showtime, films are shown and you try to
put four visitors into the best possible seats; they should see a
film of their favorite genre and have pleasant neighbors in the
seats around them. The better you meet those requirements the
more points you get! The active player plays a person card on a
free seat, checks for favorite genre - if you achieved correlation,
you move two steps forward on the Red Carpet - and draws a
card. When the hall is full, you score VP for seats and effects of
seat neighbors; some persons have also or only effects on themselves. Includes a variant, Director’s Cut, where you pre-select 12
characters, which then are used by all players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Murder has happened; seven well-known gangsters have been
arrested. You need to find the real culprit using clues. These
are gathered from a series of confrontations – a witness always
names the number of culprits among the suspects. The game
master is the witness and makes the statements. He takes the
top card from the stack to represent the solution. Then he takes
another card and places clue stones on it. Players choose a
suspect card and the game master places clue stones again. The
fewer clues you need to solve the crime the better you are!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Position game for 2 or 4 players, ages 14+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Crime card game for 1-5 players, ages 12+
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Silhouette

Silhouette Das Kartenspiel

Silhouette Das Würfelspiel

Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Thinking around corners is necessary. All silhouettes are open
for interpretation. A doe can be deer and together with a pork
then be a boar and if necessary a light bulb above a ladder is
taken for a High Light. All tiles are on display, two are turned
over and if you are first to come up with a term that is accepted
by all others, you take the pair of cards. When nobody offers a
suggestion, the tiles are turned back over and the next player
reveals two new tiles. When all agree that remaining tiles cannot
be used for new terms you can use tiles already won. You win
with most pairs.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As in the basic game you need to combine two silhouettes,
depicted on cards, into a word made up from two parts. For 3-8
players you deal 6-10 cards to each player, the rest is stacked and
one card from the stack is turned up. Now all search for a word
made up from the image on the card and an image on a card
in hand. If you find one, you discard the card from your hand,
it is now part of the new word. In case of 2 or 3 players you are
dealt 8 cards, one card is turned up. If you can form a word, you
discard the card, if not, you draw a card. In both variants you win,
if you are first to get rid of all cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As in the basic game you need to combine two silhouettes to
form a word of two parts, e.g. window frame. You either roll all
dice and whoever finds a word first, moves his marker. Or a die
is set aside as one part of the word, the other dice are rolled and
you move if you find a word first. Or players in turn roll all dice
alone and must find four pairs, and you get a bonus step if you
use the 9th die in a three-part-word. In variant 4 players together
form pairs from all dice, an imaginary opponent moves for
unused dice. Variant 5 is played like variant 4, but you only move
for three-part-words.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Creative association game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Creative word finding game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Creative word forming game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Silhouette Junior

Skylands

Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Shun and Aya Taguchi
Publisher: Queen Games

3

Sleeping Queens

8

Designers: Miranda Evarts & Family
Publisher: Game Factory

7

60 tiles show 30 images, each one twice. You can use them
to play a standard memo or use each image only once and
combine two images into a pair, you can spot them by their
frames of the same color; here you only place half of the tiles
face-down, the other 15 are placed face-up. In a somewhat
more difficult version you place all tiles face-down and name the
word, when you find a pair. Variant 4 is played like variant 3, but
with all 60 images, so that each pair and each word are present
twice, In each version you win with most pairs when all pairs
have been found.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The citizen of Skylands combine island fragments, create islands
and provide energy for cities. You place island tiles for forest,
mountain, crystal and city islands on free cases on your board,
with corresponding edges, for points and actions. The active
player moves to one of four action boards and uses its action
plus an advantage, all other players only use the action: Discover
island and take tile, send citizen to an island, create a special island or convert energy. When a player board is full or the stock of
points is empty, you score citizens, complete and special islands,
point tokens and penalty points for empty slots on the board.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Twelve queens on cards sleep in the middle of the table and
you are dealt five of the remaining cards. You play a card: 1.
A King – You take the queen for points, or 2. The Jester - you
reveal the top card; if it is a special card is you take it for a second
turn; or 3. One or several number cards as a pair or a sum made
up of three cards; or 4. A Knight - steal an awake queen; or 5. A
sleeping draught on an awake queen. At the end of your turn
you draw up to five cards. Knight and Draught are deflected
with Dragon or Spell. For the Rose, Poodle and Cat queen there
are special rules. If you have 4 out of 5 queens or 40 out of 50
points, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Search and memo game for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Small City

Snow Time

Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: AV Studio Games

Designer: Frank Meyer
Publisher: Lui-même / Asmodee

Soggy Doggy

10

4

Publisher: Spin Master

You have eight rounds or elections to receive enough votes to
be elected Mayor. Votes = Victory Points come from placement
of citizens in residential areas, building Public Buildings and setting up commercial areas as well as keeping promises given at
the start. While doing all this you should avoid pollution which
can cost you votes. The advanced version offers three alternative
victory conditions - economical, population or cultural. The eight
phases of a round are: Choose special action, extend borough,
move citizens, receive income, count votes, determine pollution,
influence city council and next visit of the mayor.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Fights in the snow for fruits and mana. Players place champion
cards for fruits and mana next to tree levels. In a round two
fruits grow, dice determine the levels. All place a face-down
card, reveal and put it next to the corresponding level. Cards are
resolved from tree top to bottom: a) special cards; b) conflict champions on the same level or champions below others fall off
the tree; c) fruits - remaining champions take all fruits on their
level for 1 point each. d) Mana - the champion lowest on the tree
receives 1 mana point. You win, if you reach the last case on the
victory point track first.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en es fr it ro * In-game text: no

Doggy sits in the water-filled shower in the middle of the board.
The active player rolls the die: For a color result, you move to
the next free space of that color and resolve it: You either push
the Pawn faucet once or twice or turn the Bone faucet once or
twice, clockwise. For a Question Mark, you roll again and from a
Pawn Case you move your marker forward in front of the current
player in the lead. When Doggy shakes off water if you turn the
Bone faucet, you take a token and go back to the basket space. If
you already have such a token, you discard it and remain where
you are. If you are first to be back at the basket space, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Urban development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Placement and collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Solaris

Solenia

Designers: Brigitte and Wolfgang Ditt
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Sébastien Dujardin
Publisher: Pearl Games

Solo!

10

Publisher: Amigo Spiele

6

Solaris rotates around a sun and transfers energy to Earth via
a laser. In a round, one station is activated and you select one
of five action options in turn order in relation to descending
amounts of energy. Actions are: Replenish energy, Transfer
energy, Swap card, Pass or do a Station Action for Engine Deck,
Headquarters, Biotope, Shuttle Port, Canteen and Energy Cell to
shift energy to the Laser, using a docked shuttle. If someone has
seven or more Energy at the laser, you win with most energy at
the laser. Includes variants: „Time Game“ and „Layout Change“.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Solenia has no day/night rhythm; the day side needs water and
stones, the night side wood and wheat. In a round, you play one
of three cards to the board, adjacent to the airship or one of your
cards; bigger distances cost resources. For cards on production
islands you receive resources, for cards on a city you receive stars
equal to the value of the card and then deliver resources to a
delivery tile, which you then put on your board for a bonus. For a
card of value 0, the airship moves, and you resolve the power of
each card in the current first board-strip. After 16 cards you score
stars for day/night tile pairs, stars on tiles and resources
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

You begin with eight cards and place color on color or number
on number or symbol on symbol of the top card or take a card.
A card identical to the top number card or a number triplet can
be played anytime. Action card cause color selection, pass your
turn, change direction or draw cards. The last card but one must
be announced with SOLO. If you are first to shed all cards, you
win the round, all others score penalty points for their cards.
Jubilee edition 25 years of Solo, featuring two new action cars:
Geschenk - you give to cards to another player, Schutz protects
you from action card effects.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Transport game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Card shedding game for 2-10 players, ages 6+

SOS Dino

Sound Jack!

Designers: Ludo & Théo
Publisher: Loki / Iello

Designer: not named
Publisher: Zanzoon / HUCH!

7

Sowas fragt man nicht!

8

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Dinos flee from erupting volcanoes, players place lava, move
Dinos and collect Dino eggs. You draw a tile from the bag, place
it and implement its action: Lava expands the lava flow of the
same flower color; when placed on a case with Dino or egg, Dino
and egg are eliminated from the game. Meteorite tiles go on
the corresponding symbol and are then obstacles for Lavas and
Dinos; tile actions are moving Dinos or drawing a tile. When a
Dino moves over an egg, it is rescued and placed on a mountain;
a Dino moving onto a mountain is rescued, too. When all Dinos
and eggs are on mountains, all players win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

The grand audio quiz on pop culture! A game unit like a
microphone on a plinth with five buttons in yellow, green, blue,
red and purple. You select a color button and the game mode
for player ages 8+ or 15+ and are tasked with recognizing as
many sounds as possible. Game Master Jack names a category
and then plays the sound - whoever presses his button first, can
answer, but must do so before the gong sounds - after the gong
Jack gives the solution. If solution and answer correspond, the
other players press the Smiley-Button. Jack also announces the
game and and scores; you win with 20 or more points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

To answer or to refuse to answer and pass - you have to select
the right moment for passing, because if you are passing too
often, you incur a penalty. 110 cards each carry one easy and
one awkward question. For a game, all decide together which
category to use and then decide together on the penalty for
the loser; then every player takes two chips of a color. The active
player reads a question in the chosen category to his neighbor,
who decides to answer or to pass. If you answer, nothing happens; if you pass, you discard one chip. If you pass for the third
time, you lose the game and must resolve the penalty.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Placement and movement game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Sound-Quiz for 2-5 players, ages 8/15+

Communications game for 3-8 players, ages 16+

Space Escape

Space Freaks

Space Freaks The Violet Morass

Designer: Matt Leacock
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Max Wikström
Publisher: Lautapelit / Stronghold Games

Designer: Max Wikström
Publisher: Lautapelit / Stronghold Games

7

The Space Station has been invaded by snakes; the Nacktmull
rodents must collect their emergency equipment and reach the
escape pod. Cards determine movement for snakes and rodents,
both can only climb up ladders and slide down chutes. When
a rodent reaches an equipment tile, you take it. If your rodent
is in the escape pod, you can then move others in your turn. A
first snake bite for a rodent is cured by his First Aid Box. When a
rodent is bitten for the second time or slides down a chute into
space or a snake climbs a ladder into the escape pod or you run
out of cards, the game is lost.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tournament in the Arena of Annihilation - you design your own
freak team with unique abilities. It must defend the home base
and collect victory points from attacks, completed missions
and securing of regions. After preparations for a round, player
turns follow, including * playing mission card or completing it
anytime * Fire turrets - at one target, regardless of lines of sight *
activate pawns - each one once per round for limited movement
and attacks, with using of sponsor cards, laboratories, healing
centers and wormholes, and * Clean-Up. After six rounds, you
win with most victory points. Joint publication by Lautapelit and
Stronghold Games.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

A new season in the tournament in the Arena of annihilation
- the basic rules of Space Freaks apply, but there are a few changes. The arena has been relocated to a labyrinthine jungle planet,
rich in amphibian predators, man-eating plants and treacherous
fungi. You can mix the expansion components with those of the
basic game and use one to five Myron’s Modifications cards to
change the rules. New tokens are Freak Upgrades, Alien Plant/
Swamp and Fortress; new hex cases are Empty Hex, Neutral
Base, Water and Alien Plants. You put a fortress on neutral base
hexes.
Version: multi * Rules: en fi * In-game text: yes

Cooperative move game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

SciFi confrontation for 2-4 players, ages 14+

SciFi confrontation for 2-4 players, ages 14+
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Speed Colors

Speed Cups 6

Designer: Erwan Morin
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

5

Speedy Words

6

8

Publisher: Game Factory

Image cards are stacked black & white side up; their backside
shows the image - always in six parts - in six colors. In a round,
you draw a card, turn it over - when you have memorized the
color arrangement - back over again and begin to color the
image: One color per part, a pen can only be used once in a
round, a part hat you begun in a color cannot be completed in
another color and you cannot clean a part during the turn. When
all are don, each part correctly filled within its boundaries scores
2 points, such a part, done in a wrong color, scores 1 point. Variants are included.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

The game comprises colored cups in five colors, task cards and
a bell. Each player has five cups - blue, red, green, black and yellow. On the task cards, flowers or houses or balloons represent
those cups. The top task card is revealed and, depending on the
image, you need to line up the cups or stack them in correct
order - stack them, for instance, for birds in a tree, or line them
up for cars. When you are done, you hit the bell: If you arranged
the cups correctly, you take the card. When all cards have been
played, you win with most cards. Special edition for 6 players,
with 36 task cards, 12 of them are new ones.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

60 circular cards show a letter side and a category side, cards
are stacked category side up. You reveal a card and search for
words fitting the category and beginning with the letter in the
category color. The first term named counts, you get the open
card for the correct term and turn up a new one. If you name a
wrong term or a term already named, you return a card which is
placed with the current card under the stack. For A, O and U you
can also name words with Ä, O and Ü. If only one card remains,
you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Coloring game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Word and association game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Spielkarten! Playmobil

Spinderella

Publisher: ASS Cartamundi

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Spirit Island

6

Designer: Eric Reuss
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Spielkarten! Playmobil is part of the range of playing cards,
featuring license topics and for use for a variety of family card
games. Each box comprises 110 playing cards, detailed rules, a
poster and a glitter card. The inside of the box serves as a storage
area and also as a play area. Games that can be played with the
Playmobil box are: Schätzmeister! with predicting the number
of tricks, Rommé, Mau Mau, Memo, Solitaire, Schwarzer Peter,
Kartenraten, Mogeln, Einundzwanzig and Königreich der Karten
- you lay out Königreich cards, that is, cards of values Three to
Nine - from your hand and pay for this with other cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Spiders Roberto and Klaus are letting Spinderella down on a
rope, they want to play and grab ants to take them back to the
start. You roll all three dice. For a spider on the green die you
move Roberto or Klaus on top on the spider web board, according to the white die. When Spinderella descends on an ant
it is caught and put back to start. If you catch an opposing ant
you can move one of your own. For an ant on the green die you
move one of your ants according to the brown die. For a leaf on
the green die you move the bark and then move spiders or an
ant. If you are first to have all ants at the finish, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Fight invaders! You are Nature spirits with individual abilities that
develop during the game and cooperatively defend the land,
together with the native Dahans, represented by huts. Phases of
a round are: 1. Spirit phase - Spirits receive energy and abilities,
expand and play cards, for instant and delayed effects. 2. Instant
spirit cards are resolved. 3. Invaders, driven by revealed cards,
explore certain island regions, build villages and cities and rage,
thereby eliminating Dahans and damaging the land itself. 4.
Delayed spirit cards are resolved. 5. End of round - discard used
spirit cards, heal surviving native Dahans and invaders.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Collection of card games for 1-6 players, ages 4+

Magnetic collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Cooperative conflict for 1-3 players, ages 13+

Spooky Wooky

Spring Meadow

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus Spiele

5

Spring Meadow

10

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Stronghold Games

10

When romping in the attic the little ghost children tear their
shrouds and Mama Ghost needs to darn them with different
types of cloth. The tiles are laid out face-down, one is revealed.
In the basic game the topic are shapes only – the active player
turns over a tile and shows it to all. When another tile with those
shapes is already visible, you put your hand on it quickly. The
fastest player takes the tile, the one that was revealed stays on
the table, even if no match was found. In the advanced game
you either look for shape and color or for shape and number of
patches. When all tiles have been revealed, you win with most
of them.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr it hu pl sk * In-game text: no

Hiking in the mountains on snow-free spring meadows! The
signpost indicates a row; you select a meadow tile from it to
achieve the biggest possibel snow-free area on your board. If
you must cover a cave, you must put a marmot into one of your
cleared caves in a tile. Holes next to each other in the meadow
earn you rock tiles for filling gaps. When the signpost indicates a
row holding only one or no meadow tile, you score - beginning
at the bottom - all completed rows and the first incomplete
row on your board and cleared caves in those rows. If you score
most points, you receive a Hiking Pin; if you receive a second
one, you win!
Version: multi * Rules: de en + es nl * In-game text: no

Hiking in the mountains on snow-free spring meadows! The
signpost indicates a row; you select a meadow tile from it to
achieve the biggest possibel snow-free area on your board. If
you must cover a cave, you must put a marmot into one of your
cleared caves in a tile. Holes next to each other in the meadow
earn you rock tiles for filling gaps. When the signpost indicates a
row holding only one or no meadow tile, you score - beginning
at the bottom - all completed rows and the first incomplete
row on your board and cleared caves in those rows. If you score
most points, you receive a Hiking Pin; if you receive a second
one, you win!
Version: en * Rules: de en es nl * In-game text: no

Spotting and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages 10+
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Squadro

Stack-a-Biddi

Designer: Adrián Jiménez Pascual
Publisher: Gigamic

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Game Factory

8

Stand Up, Sit Down

8

Publisher: Piatnik

8

One board, five pieces per player and start = finish. Pieces begin
at start positions, head directed to the middle. In a turn you
move a piece by the number of steps equal to the dots at the
start position, straight ahead in direction of the tip. When the
target spot is taken, you move to the next free space behind it.
If a piece reaches the opposite end, it turns around and ends
the move. The moving range for the way back equals the dots
at the turning space. Jumped-over opposing pieces go back to
their start or turn-around position. Pieces back at the start go off
board and you win with four pieces off the board.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + 6 languages * In-game text: no

Stacking, aided by dice - you use eight blocks of a color and
one BIDDI block each in red, white, grey and blue. You stack
one BIDDI or one block per level so that the front of the stack
shows a continuous line - six levels in the first round and then
one level more in six more rounds. A roll of four dice in BIDDI
colors determines the number of BIDDIs used in the round and
the level in which they are used. Then you build you stack of the
round with BIDDIs as rolled plus the necessary blocks to make
up the level number. Stacks score 1 point per correct level up to
an eventual mistake. The fastest player scores a bonus per BIDDI
that looks at him.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

By giving clever tips you want to stay in play during three rounds
and be first to collect three chips. 300 quiz cards give two questions to a topic: Stand up, if you think that Neil Armstrong was the
first man on the moon, sit down when you think that Buzz Aldrin
was the first. The correct answer is marked. If you react wrongly,
you are out of the round, the other players remain standing or
sitting and the next question is read. The last one in play receives
a chip and is game master of the next round. If nobody reacts
correctly, the round ends without a chip being awarded and the
game master changes.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Stacking game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Quiz for 3-10 players, ages 8+

Star Wars X-Wing 2. Edition

Steam Pirates

SteamRollers

Designers: J. Little, A. Sadler, B. Sadler, C. Konieczka
Publisher: Fantasy Flight / Asmodee

Designers: Pini Shekhter, Elad Goldsteen
Publisher: Golden Egg Games

Designer: Mark Gerrits
Publisher: Stronghold Games

New edition of the miniatures game, focusing on the flying of
the ship, with finetuning of mechanics and some new ones. Red
actions cause stress, there are connected actions on ship cards,
changes to turrets, upgrades with load limitations, repairing of
damage, etc. Force is becoming a central element of the game;
special abilities of factions were intensified, having more unique
tactics and strategies. First Order and Resistance are introduced
as individual factions with topics, strengths and weaknesses,
independent from Rebel Alliance and Galactic Empire. An app
and a website offer aa tool to configurate X-Wing squadrons.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it pl * In-game text: yes

Syndicates against Britain - faction in Material build their
imperium with piracy and trade with coal, rum, firearms and
automatons. Three seasons have as many rounds as there are
players. In turn, you select one of seven dice in the action phase,
can sail and do a dice action - official, trade house or profit. Profit
actions are influenced by Embargo and Blockade by the Flagships. If you cannot use any dice, you may sell goods for a minor
profit. Points are scored by bribing official, finding treasure cards,
achievements of coal cards, support for the event goal of the
faction and of course from getting rich!
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Railway barons in the USA, after the Civil War. You build a railway
network, improve steam engines and meet delivery contracts.
For a round, all dice are rolled, and action tiles rotated to reactivate them. Then, in turn, all players take one die for an action
- build track, deliver goods - the die determines the source, the
goods color the city for delivery - or upgrade an engine. When
three cities on the Supply Board are empty, the game ends and
you score for deliveries, track network and engine upgrades +
victory points on action and order tiles that you won. Includes
two mini expansions and a solo variant.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr nl pl * In-game text: no

New edition of Star Wars X-Wing for 2 players, ages 14+

Steampunk dice game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Railway game for 1-5 players, ages 10+

Sticky Chameleons

Stone Age

Stone Age Jubiläumsausgabe

Designers: Théo Rivière, Cédric Barbé
Publisher: Iello / HUCH!

Designer: Bernd Brunnhofer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Bernd Brunnhofer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

6

Hungry chameleons catching insects. Six types of insects, each
in five colors, are spread on the table, wasps sit evenly distributed in-between. The active player rolls two dice for insect and
color and all players try simultaneously to be quickest in catching this insect with their sticky tongue. If you manage it, the others can steal if from the tongue until you put it back on the table.
If you catch a wasp, you are stung. If it is on your tongue, when
you put back the insect, you do not receive a yummy-marker. If
you get the insect back on the table without being stung, you
take a Yummy token. If you take the 5th Yummy token, you win!
Version: en * Rules: cn en fr * In-game text: no

Players act in a Stone Age setting, cut down wood, get stones
from a quarry and wash gold in the river; they barter goods,
expand their village and acquire new levels of civilization. Each
round comprises introducing persons to the board, use the
persons for actions and feed the persons. In turn you place workers at location to implement actions, usually in limited numbers.
Different locations can hold different amounts of persons. Possible actions for persons are either producing resources, increase
food, receive tools, acquire civilization cards or acquire buildings.
At the end you score for civilization cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

This edition features double-sided board, buildings and tableaus
for a winter and a summer version. For the Winter version the
variant Der Winter ist hart is included: Buildings must be isolated,
demand 1x stone extra and provide 5 points for it. If you acquire
a civilization card, you can discard one more gold for six points.
Two mini expansions are for winter play only, too: In Die wilden
Tiere , an animal threatens the village and reduces dice results.
Persons equal to the number of players next to the animal chase
it away. Die Iglus are buildings with given resources, do not trigger the game end and are NOT multiplicators for hut builders.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 10+
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Stone Age Junior Das Kartenspiel

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Hans im Glück

5

Storiez

4

Designer: Jürgen Heel
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Thematically based on Stone Age, players in the guise of
children experience daily life in the Stone Age. Three huts are
turned up, commodities are displayed on commodity cases and
the exchange case, markers start at the building case. You turn
up a wood tile and implement the related action, either move
as many steps or go directly to the indicated case and do its action – take a commodity, swap commodities with those on the
exchange case, take a dog tile – they are jokers for commodities
– or turn back all open wood tiles and, if possible, build a hut
and discard the necessary commodities. If you build your third
hut, you win instantly.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Settlements with huts must be built; building a hut requires
three commodities. Nine face-down commodity cards are
laid out, each player has one hut card. You move Martin the
Mammoth along 1, 2, 3 or 4 commodity cards and turn over the
target card. If it shows a commodity depicted on your hut card,
or Guff the Joker Dog, you take the card and replace it with one
drawn from stack. If you have all necessary commodities for your
hut, you build i by turning over the card, discard the commodities and draw a new hut card. You win, if you built three huts.
Martin and the commodity cards can also be used to expand
Stone Age Junior the board game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Telling stories with topic cards and image cards! A topic card
is turned up: The starting player names a topic suiting the
depicted scene, turns over the first image card and begins the
story. In turn, you can continue the story by revealing and using
a new image - you stack it on the previous one - or you can
end the story. If you end it, you are the challenger and take the
stack of used image card face-down in hand. When all players
together remember all images used in the story in correct
order, all but the challenger earn one card; if not, the challenger
receives two cards. He begins the next round. Whoever has five
cards first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Movement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Collecting and building game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Narrative game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Story of Kizuna and Luciola cruciata

Super-Vampire

Designer: Takehiro Shimazu
Publisher: Talosil Games

Designers: Julien Gupta, Johannes Berger
Publisher: Queen Games

Sushi go!

6

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Young people, members of the Luciola Cruciata organization,
fight insane deities, called OR or Old Rebellion. Characters have
special abilities, and you select from several characters and play
scenarios. A round comprises: 1. Event of the round. 2. Player
turn. 3. Wake-up phase. 4. OR turn with movement and maybe
breaking Kizuna. 5. Cut-in turn event and 6. End of round. Player
turns comprise actions for action points: 1. Kizuna chips - they
connect abilities of two characters. 2. Attack on OR with dice. 3.
Use „awake“ Kizuna ability. 4. Pass. When rounds are used up and
the scenario goal has not been achieved, the game is lost.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Garlic cloves are fed to the Knobe. You roll for a garlic clove and
then slide your vampire along the planks to the intended clove.
Then you can roll again and collect again or go the the tower.
If you are completely on the spot before “Sunrise” is called, you
feed all cloves that you collected into the tower and can go on
collecting. Meanwhile, the other players roll six sun dice: Always
one die, re-roll an empty side, and place the die on the Sun
Board when the result is a sun. When the Sun Board is full, you
call “sunrise” and the vampire’s turn ends. When the last cloves
has been fed to the Knobe, you win with most of them in your
tower.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

All 108 sushi cards are shuffled and you are dealt 7, 8 or 9 cards.
In each turn of a round you choose one card that you want to
keep and lay it down. Then all cards are revealed and you hand
your remaining cards in hand to your left neighbor. Wasabi is
covered with Nigiri, Salmon Nigiri or Tuna Nigiri, Chopsticks
allow you to keep and display two cards in a turn. When all
cards are laid out, you score Maki for majorities, Tempura and
Sashimi for sets, Mussels for numbers and Nigiri for numbers and
combinations with Wasabi. After thee such rounds you score
Pudding (those cards remain always on the table) and win with
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Cooperative game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Dice and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Sushi go Party!

Switching Tracks

Sword & Sorcery Immortal Souls

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designers: Simone Romano, Nunzio Surace
Publisher: Ares Games

8

Players select the cards they want to use in a game - the rules
give recommendations - and add desserts for each round. You
hold 7 to 10 cards. In each turn of a round, all players select a
card. Reveal und hand the remaining cards to their neighbor.
Effects of Uramaki, Miso-Suppe, Wasasbi, Menü, Sonderwunsch
and Bento-Box are resolved accordingly. Spoon and chopsticks
give you additional actions for future turns. When all cards are
displayed, you score your display. After three such rounds you
score all desserts that you collected during the game - they stey
on the table at the end of a round - and win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it nl * In-game text: yes

Sheep and textiles are transported across America. The active
player first fills empty cities, can throw switches and then moves
the train, according to the dice status on the engine - from city
to city. If your train has room you must pick up a commodity in a
town you reach and must, if possible, also deliver a commodity if
you have a suitable one and take this commodity and, if present,
also the demand marker, behind your screen. With commodities
taken you can upgrade your train - range, number of cards - or
complete one of the contracts or buy offices for special abilities
of the train or Switchmen.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Heroes, who were called back from the dead, in the guise of
immortal ghost souls, cooperate fighting evil, controlled by the
game itself. During the game, heroes gain strength, and can
acquire soul points to achieve legendary status with various
benefits. Game components and game set-up vary with the
choice of quests, which are played in rounds. Phases of a round
are 1. Time with clean-up, refresh, etc. 2. Battle - Skirmish for each
hero, comprising one hero turn and one enemy turn; 3. Events
- Standard, Story und Day & Night events. When all heroes are
ghost souls or the last event card is discarded, the quest is lost.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Set collecting game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Logistics game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Fantasy adventure for 1-5 players, ages 13+
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Sword & Sorcery Das Portal der Macht

Tabu

Tabu Familien-Edition

Designers: Simone Romano, Nunzio Surace
Publisher: Ares Games / Asmodee

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

8

The first campaign expansion for Sword & Sorcery Unsterbliche
Seelen / Immortal Souls, and only for use with the core game.
Rumors about a secret cult and enemies in the tunnels of Thunder Mountains, and a demonic portal opens .... The expansion
features new boards, treasures, monsters, event and emporium
cards and four new scenarios: Der Herr aller Wünsche, Das Tor
zur Hölle, Schrecken in der Finsternis, Das Ritual der Bestie. The
campaign is story-driven, and the new enemies are designed to
ineract with each other. You can continue the campaign from
Immortal Souls or begin new with Portal der Macht / Arcane
Portal.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The 6th edition of Tabu with yet another 1000 new terms,
without a board and a completely new feature, the Taboo Die.
One player of a team describes a term, the other members of
his team must guess. The opposing team checks adherence to
the rules. Each player starts his turn with a roll of the taboo die
for a special rule: Only one player guesses, or both teams guess
or you have double the time or you must not move at all while
explaining or you play standard Taboo. Each term that is correctly guessed yields a point. Rules violations and cards that are
set aside earn points for the opposing team.
Version: de * Rules: de en and many others * In-game text: yes

A new edition of the word-guessing, vocabulary-using game,
now for all the family, using the familiar rules. One player in turn
is his team’s describer and tries to get his team to name the term.
The opposing team supervises the adherence to the rules. Each
term that is guessed within the time frame, scores a point for the
time. Rules violations or set-aside cards score for the opposing
team. New in this edition are the two different card sets for
children and adults; the kid cards have two taboo words, the
adult ones five. Each of the double-sided cards carries four terms
in four colors and you decide on a color for a game.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Fantasy adventure for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Creative vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

Vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 8+

Tabu Junior
Publisher: Hasbro

Tabu Midnight

8

Tabu XXL

18

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

Tabu Junior is aimed at children between ages 8 and 12, featuring the same game mechanisms, but simpler rules. Cards in four
categories name 2 taboo words each. Categories are “At home”,
“At school”, “Animal Creation” or “Garments & co”. You draw a
card corresponding to the location of your mover and describe
the term to your teammates without using taboo words or
abbreviations. You can set aside cards that seem too difficult and
draw a new card. When time runs out, your mover advances the
number of correctly described terms. The team that reaches the
finish square first wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The adult edition of Tabu, which is played according to the
familiar rules:
One player of a team describes a term to his team who must
guess it correctly. You can use synonyms or describe the term,
but are not allowed to gesture and must avoid the taboo words
listed on the card or variations of the. The opposing team checks
for observes adherence to the rules and sounds the buzzer in
case of a mistake. Each term that is correctly guessed within the
time limit scores a point. A rules violation and passed-on cards
score for the opposing team. Tabu Midnight uses only terms for
adults from the topics of Erotic & Co., on 264 cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Tabu with a puppet and featuring a track showing squares for
different tasks. You must get your team to name the correct
term by using the means appropriate to the location of the team
mover: In “classic Taboo” you must avoid forbidden terms. “15
words” allows you only that many words to get the description
across, “Draw” demands drawing of the term, and for “KnotenKnut” you use the purple doll to enact a pantomime to explain
the term. “Memory” gives you 2 hints to remember terms already
guessed. For each accomplished card the mover advances one
step. The first team to reach the finish wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 8-12

Vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 18+

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

Tal der Kaufleute

Talisman Legendäre Abenteuer

Designer: Sami Laakso
Publisher: Schwerkraft Verlag

Designers: Lukas Zach, Michael Palm
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Tar’aram

8

Designers: Christin Rudolph, Annika Dencker, Malte Ulrichs
Publisher: Spieltrieb

Dale is the annual meeting point for animalfolk traders, who
rival in a competition for acceptance into the Trader’s Guild. As
traders you try to be first to lay out the necessary eight stacks of
commodities. A number of animals equal to number of players
+1 is selected, you receive the #1 animals for your start deck.
The remaining cards of selected animals are draw pile, five open
cards form the market. The active player can buy a card and pay
it with cards from his hand, use a card technique, display a stack
- of ascending values without gaps, the first stack value 1, the
second value 2 and so on till stack 8 of value 8 - or discard cards.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es hu it nl pl pt * In-game text: yes

Heroes with special abilities set out to find five talismans which
protect the Crown of Command. They need to master five
adventures in series. Each adventure can be played in varying
degrees of difficulty and also several times until it is mastered
successfully with the number of stars necessary to enter the next
adventure. Players are active in turn, with movement, resolving
revealed tiles and collecting of rewards and items; they can
confer on actions and win the adventure if they receive the talisman. However, the adventure must be mastered before the time
token arrives at the crescent moon!
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Stone scarabs block the way for explorers into the pyramid.
You can move those scarabs by arranging correct hieroglyphs
in correct order. You can use hieroglyph cards for movement
or for working at the puzzle: You place a hieroglyph card on
one of your own gate cards and ask your left neighbor, if this
hieroglyph is part of the riddle that he secretly wrote down at
the start of the game. If only the type of hieroglyph is correct,
you may move scarabs for the value of the card; if the location is
also correct, you may move scarabs and explorers twice and the
card is turned over to the path side. If you are first to have both
sides in Burial Chamber, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Deck building and deck dismantling for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cooperative fantasy adventure for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Move & logic game for 2-6 players, ages 10+
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Te-Trix

Designer: Wilfried Fort
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Christof Tisch
Publisher: moses. Verlag

7

Templar’s Journey

8

Designers: Jani and Teri Moliis
Publisher: Queen Games

Dice are placed on targets to win win discs. Three discs are on
display. You stack your three dice as a tower on your puck. In
your turn, you snip the top die and leave it - with the exception
for some particular cases - where it ends up. When a die touches
the center of a target, you win the disc instantly. A die as part of a
double can be taken back. When you hit opposing discs beneath
pucks you get them. When all dice are played, discs under pucks
turn into discs you won; discs with majorities of dice on them go
beneath the puck of this player. If you own four discs that you
did win you win the game. Includes variants.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr nl * In-game text: no

Roll symbol dice and mark the result on your sheet! As active
player, you roll four dice and arrange them in one of four shapes;
you can place the symbols anywhere within the shape, but
cannot change a die result. Then all players enter the shape with
symbols as it is, but can rotate it by 90°, 180° or 270°, alone or adjacent to other symbols. Individual symbols can exceed the area,
at least one symbol must be within the area. If someone cannot
enter a shape at all, not even partially, you score the number
of areas with more than 5 identical symbols, times number of
symbols in all those areas, for all three types of symbols.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Europa is preparing for the Crusade. Templars are travelling the
lands, recruit knights in cities, collect gold, complete missions
and want to place their knights in ship when the Papal Edict
arrives, all for victory points. In an action round, you move the
pope: Move him on a case for knights or move an opposing
knight and then play action cards, secure or daring. Or move the
pope on a ship case and trigger a ship round with scoring of two
ships according to the edict and distributing knights on ships.
Knights in temples allow special actions. At the end, you score
gold, knights in the seventh city and completed missions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Worker placement game for 3-5 players, ages 14+

Tempo Toni

Teotihuacan

Terraforming Mars: Colonies

Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Publisher: Beleduc

Designers: Daniele Tascini, Dávid Turczi
Publisher: NSKN Games

Designer: Jacob Fryxelius
Publisher: FryxGames / Stronghold Games

4

Catch mice with cheese! A board for each player shows a lot of
mice in red, blue, green and yellow; 16 cards show three such
mice in varying color combinations. The first card is revealed; all
players move their cheese piece across to board and try to make
the color combination depicted on the card appear in the three
holes in the cheese piece. If you manage it, you hit the card and
take it. If another player found the combination, too, he rolls
the die twice to roll the symbol with which one of the mice is
marked; if you succeed, you also take a card. Whoever has collected four cards first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

As a scion of a noble family you look for fame in the planning
of Teotihuacan; players are active in turn and select one of two
options: Standard turn or unlock all locked workers, maybe
advance light token on the Calendar track, this can trigger an
eclipse. For a standard turn, you move one unlocked worker
by 1, 2 or 3 action boards and resolve one of the actions there resources, alchemy, nobles, decoration or construction. Eclipse
means scoring - steps on the Alley of the Dead, pyramid track
and sets of masks minus missing cocoa for workers - and eventually game end.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr kr * In-game text: no

Spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Worker placement for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Terraforming Mars: Prelude

Texas Showdown

Designer: Jacob Fryxelius
Publisher: FryxGames / Stronghold Games

Designer: Mark Major
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

The outer Solar System is the new frontier - colonies on Saturn,
Jupiter within reach! As a corporation you visit several moons,
where you set up colonies or trade with them. Colony project
cards and corporation cards are shuffled into those of the
core game. With one action you can build one of maximum
three colonies on a moon; and only one colony per player on
a moon. Trading is an action, too, you move your trade fleet to
a colony, only one fleet per colony is allowed, and you follow
the instructions of the colony. The Solar Phase is resolved after
the Production phase, step 3 is Colony production with marker
advancement on the colony tiles.
Version: en * Rules: en fr hu pl ru * In-game text: yes
Expansion for Terraforming Mars for 1-5 players, ages 12+

The Boldest

10

Designer: Sophia Wagner
Publisher: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus Spiele

The prestage to Terraforming Mars, you can now step up the
procedure and also finetune your corporation. Project cards and
corporation cards are shuffled into those of the core game. In
addition to the cards you are dealt at the beginning, you also get
four Prelude cards from their separate stack; you select two of
them when selecting Corporations and Project cards. When all
corporations are played, and cards are pad for, you play the two
selected Prelude cards, the other two are discarded and work as
Green cards. Then, Action phase 1 begins, the set-up is deemed
to be part of Generation 1. Includes a new solo version.
Version: en * Rules: cz de en es fr hu it nl pl ru * In-game text: yes

60 cards in 8 colors, values 0 to 74, marked with the number of
cards in a color and the rank of the card within the color. Cards
are dealt evenly and in turn you play one open card. 0 leads the
first trick, all others play a card in a color already in the trick, if
possible, otherwise any card. If you played the highest card of
the color with most cards in the trick, you win the trick and lead
the next. If you win the trick with the highest card of the color,
you choose who leads. When all tricks are played, each trick is
worth one point. If someone reaches 15/12/10 points in case of
3-4/5/6 players, you win with fewest points!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In the Iron Valley you fight mechanical monsters and collect
artifacts. At the start of a round = day, you relocate your heroes
and then form three hero groups for your planning board. In
the action phase, hero groups in the planning positions are
compared - class ranking is Warrior - Technician - Hunter - Cook;
group strength = number of visible class symbols. The strongest
group at the current position resolves the actions of the heroes
in it: Warriors take monster or item, Technicians take Artifact or
Item, Hunters take three tiles from a column and Cook brings
three heroes from your camp. After 5/6 days, you score your
monsters, artifacts and unused items.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Expansion for Terraforming Mars for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Trick taking game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+
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The Boldest

The Bottle Imp

The Cat!

Designer: Sophia Wagner
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Günter Cornett
Publisher: Lautapelit / Asmodee

Designers: Brad Ross, Don & Jack Ullman
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

In the Iron Valley you fight mechanical monsters and collect
artifacts. At the start of a round = day, you relocate your heroes
and then form three hero groups for your planning board. In
the action phase, hero groups in the planning positions are
compared - class ranking is Warrior - Technician - Hunter - Cook;
group strength = number of visible class symbols. The strongest
group at the current position resolves the actions of the heroes
in it: Warriors take monster or item, Technicians take Artifact or
Item, Hunters take three tiles from a column and Cook brings
three heroes from your camp. After 5/6 days, you score your
monsters, artifacts and unused items.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The Devil’s trick and its penalty points must be avoided. The
game comprises cards 1-37, #19 is the starting card and the first
Bottle Imp carrier. At the start, you set aside one card for the
Devil’s Trick and then hand one card each to your right and left
neighbor. Then you play a trick-taking game where you must
follow suit, but need not trick or use trumps. The highest card
takes the trick; if you go below the the Bottle Imp value, the trick
is taken by the highest card below the Bottle Imp to become
the new bottle Imp carrier. If you own the Imp at the end of the
round, you receive the Devil’s Trick for negative points.
Version: en * Rules: de en fi fr nl * In-game text: no

Cats in the same mood for cuddling! Four cards each for 13 cat
moods are shuffled face-down and split into stacks of four cards;
you get three or four stacks. One stack is spread out openly as
individual cards. All play simultaneously - you look at one of your
stacks and swap a card from it with one card from the display,
as often as you want and with any stack of your choice. If you
have achieved four identical cards in each stack, you call Stop
and score one point per stack + 1 bonus point. All others score
1 point per completed stack. If someone has 20 points or more,
you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Card game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

The Cat Game

The Legend of the Cherry Tree

Designers: Dustin DePenning, Nick Hayes
Publisher: Spin Master

Designer: Hinata Origuchi
Publisher: Iello / HUCH!

8

The Mind

8

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

8

Cats for clues! 18 double-sided cards showing various cats are
on display. You draw a task card and select a category - Schnurrige Streifen = films, KATZöhnlichkeiten & MIEZleister = famous
people and professions or Katzivitäten = activities. Then you
select one or several cat cards, put them under the clear foil
of the drawing tablet and build a drawing around the cat(s) to
represent the selected term. Talking, noises and gestures are
forbidden. If you guess the word, you take the card. The game
is won with five cards. Includes a team variant, guessing first
gives 2 points, guessing 1 points, guessing opponent’s term first
1 point.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

This cherry tree only blossoms once in ten years and fulfills
wishes for blossom amounts. You draw blossoms from the bag:
Minimum one, maximum eight in maximum three draws; if you
then do NOT have three identical blossoms or five different ones,
you have succeeded and can - if applicable - draw again; it you
were unsuccessful, you need to display blossoms immediately before your screen in case of failure; otherwise a combination on
a master card and take all blossoms of one color in front of your
screen and put them behind it. When the last blossom has been
drawn, you score blossom colors in front and majorities of color
groups behind the screen.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Players are a team, holding lives and shuriken stars. Each player
begins in Level 1 with one out of 100 cards; for each level, cards
are reshuffled, and you get one card more. In a level, all cards
of all players need to be stacked in one stack, openly and in
ascending order, without turn order. You play when you want,
but always your currently lowest card and you must not give any
information on your hand. Successfully completed levels bring
one shuriken; a shuriken can be discarded to let each player set
aside his lowest card. A wrongly played card costs one life. When
all levels have been completed, you play again, but stack cards
face-down.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Drawing and guessing game for 3 or more players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

The Rise of Queensdale

The River

Designers: Inka & Markus Brand
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Designers: Ismaël Perrin, Sébastien Pauchon
Publisher: Days of Wonder / Asmodee

The Table is Lava

8

Designer: James Schoch
Publisher: R&R Games

10

A city and a castle are to be built in the Vale of Queensdale. You
control one quarter of the city, build houses and castle and
collect fame. In several games of the campaign you play rounds;
if someone achieves an epoch goal, a game ends. The campaign
ends with the successful completion of the last epoch goal by
one player. During the game, you strive for different goals and
your progress will be individual. In the course of the game stickers for new rules, action board, summary board, game board,
character boards and individual dice are irreversibly to the game.
Can be played again after completing the campaign.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Scouts explore up-stream riverbank regions! In turn, you can first
swap resources for food and must then put a scout from your
ship onto an island on the main board and do the related action:
Take a landscape tile, produce resources, reserve or switch or
build a building or become starting player. Landscapes produce
and/or store resources. When all ships are empty, remaining
landscapes are cleared out, buildings are replenished, and you
take back your scouts. If someone has five bonus tiles or his 12th
landscape, you score, at the end of the round, resources and
landscape types in rows and columns as well as meadows.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Kahlualualuau volcano spews fire on Meepleville, residents try
to reach safe grounds. Start cards are laid out, touching each
other. Meeples are placed on them as per requirement. Then, in
turn, you select a card and throw it on the table from the edge
or place it at the edge and flip it towards the starting area to
knock opposing meeples off the cards. When the card touches
other cards. you place your own and opposing meeples on it
as indicated. Meeples not touching a card are removed. When
all players have played all their cards, you score for meeples
touching cards, two points for standing meeples and one point
for lying-down meeples.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Legacy game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Thunderstone Quest

Thurn und Taxis

Tic Tac Moo

Designers: Mike Elliott and Team
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment

Designers: Karen and Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Jay Cormier, Sen-Foong Lim
Publisher: HUCH!

8

Board game version of the Thunderstone card game. Champions
recruit heroes, cast spells, fight monsters in the Dungeon, gain
experience and find treasures. When four guardian keys have
been found, the Thunderstone Guardian is summoned, and you
have one final turn. Then you score victory points from cards
in your deck and experience points. After a preparation phase,
you enter the village or the dungeon. In the dungeon you fight
monsters, in the village you acquire cards, equipment or heal.
Then you discard all cards and draw new ones, gold not spent
is lost. Side Quests give additional points or Legendary cards.
With Variants.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Each player develops a stage coach line and tries, by means of
clever building of lines, to get as many stages = houses onto the
board as possible. These efforts result in valuable coaches and
bonus tiles, there is also help available from officials. In his move
a player must take up a city card, lay out a city card and can if he
wants score a line. In addition he can use the support of Stage
Coach Man, Postmaster, Bailiff and Wainwright for one action
in his turn. If a player has placed all his houses or has received a
coach No. 7, you win, at the end of the current round, with the
highest score.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fi pl ru sk * In-game text: no

Farmer’s deputies rival for the best husbandry. You have - in
a meadow grid of 6x6 slots - two 3x3 pastures, adjacent over
a corner. At the start, you draw two of your animals for the
farmhands and one for the barn. In your turn, you place the two
farm hand animals on your own or the opponent’s pasture or a
neutral meadow, adjacent to an animal of the type in the barn.
This barn animal is then placed with farmhand I, and you draw
two tiles for farmhand II and barn. You win, if you fill one pasture
with 9 animals - one pair per type + any one, or are first to own
twelve animals collected from three-in-a-row of which then you
take two.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Fantasy adventure for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Connection-building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Tick Tack Bumm Chain Reaktion

Tick Tack Bumm Family

Designers: Los Rodriguez, Andrew & Jack Lawson
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Burkhardt, Kreek, Rodriguez, Barc
Publisher: Piatnik

Tick Tack Bumm Party Edition

8

Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

Word chains on categories and letters. Nine categories are
displayed; the first player starts the bomb, selects a category,
names a word, marks the category and hands on the bomb. The
next player selects an unmarked category, names a word beginning with the last letter of the previous word, marks the category
and hands on the bomb. If a yellow-framed category is selected,
the direction of play changes. When the bomb explodes, the
current holder takes a penalty card. When all categories are
filled, the next player takes a penalty card. In both cases, all
marked categories are replaced. If you hold three penalty cards,
you are out of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Once again, you need to get rid of a ticking bomb by passing it
on quickly. The active player starts the bomb and rolls the die;
all players in turn resolve the corresponding task until the bomb
explodes: For Dexterity, you alternate to assemble a green or
pink worm or get the marble into the cup after it touches the
table once: for Word, you reveal a card or cards in the rolled
category and name a suitable word. When the bomb explodes,
the currently active player advances his pawn by one step. When
someone reaches the last case “Explosion”, he has lost and the
winner is whoever is furthest away from the last case “Explosion”.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This is another version of the word and association game in
combination with action elements. The categories have been
changed in this edition. „Movers“ asks for persons whose name
starts with the current letter; „Mixers“ describes a scenario,
„Makers“ demands word combinations, „Shakers“ offers a jumble
of letters that need to be make into a word, and „Original“ asks
for words that contain a given combination of letters. For this
category the original die is used to determine the place in the
word for the letter combination. If you hold the bomb when it
explodes, you take the card.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: yes

Word finding game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Word and dexterity game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Vocabulary and association game for 3 or more players, ages 12+

Tigerilla

Timeline Classic

Timeline Ereignisse

Designers: Brad Ross, Jim Winslow
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Frédéric Henry
Publisher: Zygomatic / Asmodee

Designer: Frédéric Henry
Publisher: Zygomatic / Asmodee

5

Tigerilla & Co must find both their mirror images. At the start of
a game you combine one animal tile and one pattern tile, the
same animal should have different patterns. Then you place all
duos with the same side up, shuffle them and then players try
to find triplets; when the first two revealed tiles correspond, you
can reveal a third one; if all correspond, you take a chip; the tiles
of the triplet remain in place with the revealed side up. When
four triplets have been found, the round ends; the last triplet is
turned over and you now search now for the alternative images.
Whoever has five chips, wins instantly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr hu it pl * In-game text: no

Chronological sequence of a mixed bag of themes. Doublesided cards show the same question / topic / theme / event on
both sides, one side carries the year of its occurrence. You have
six cards in a display, image-only side up. In turn, you place a
card into the row, where you think it belongs chronologically,
and turn it over to show the year. If the placing is correct, the
card stays; if not, the card is removed, and you draw a new card.
If you are first to be out of cards, you win. Timeline Classic can be
combined with all theme sets in the series, currently Erfindungen
and Ereignisse.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Chronological sequence of events. Double-sided cards show the
same event on both sides, one side also carries the year of the
event’s occurrence. You have six cards in a display, image-only
side up. In turn, you place a card into the row, where you think it
belongs chronologically, and turn it over to show the year. If the
placing is correct, the card stays; if not, the card is removed, and
you draw a new card. If you are first to be out of cards, you win.
Timeline Ereignisse can be combined with all theme sets in the
series, currently Classic and Erfindungen.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Memo game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Ranking game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Ranking game for 2-8 players, ages 8+
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Timeline Erfindungen

Tiny Epic Zombies

Tip Tap

Designer: Frédéric Henry
Publisher: Zygomatic / Asmodee

Designer: Scott Almes
Publisher: Gamelyn Games

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Chronological sequence of inventions. Double-sided cards show
the same invention on both sides, one side also carries the year
when the invention was made. You have six cards in a display,
image-only side up. In turn, you place a card into the row, where
you think it belongs chronologically, and turn it over to show
the year. If the placing is correct, the card stays; if not, the card is
removed, and you draw a new card. If you are first to be out of
cards, you win. Timeline Erfindungen can be combined with all
theme sets in the series, currently Classic and Ereignisse.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

At the Echo Ridge Mall: In one of five modes, Humans play first,
then the Zombie. Humans must balance meeting targets agains
fighting zombies; they administrate wounds and ammunition;
if both markers meet, the Human is eliminated and returns with
0 wounds and 9 ammo, but a survival marker is removed. A
human moves three times - can killl a zombe, use a room trait
or marker or take and item - and explores the shop. The Zombie
checks for noise, places new zombies, and draws new search
cards. Humans must complete three target cards, the Zombie
mus eliminate all survival markers or hiner Humans to complete
meet their targets.
Version: en * Rules: cz de en fr hu * In-game text: yes

45 shapes are - colored side up - randomly spread out; cards are
stacked grey side up. The top task card is turned over; all players
keep their hands under the table and search for the shape on
the card in the display. If you spot it, you put a finger on it to
secure it. You can also secure two shapes with one hand each
and can also secure shapes for yourself that are with another
player. Then you take correctly spotted shapes and a new round
begins. If you have eight or more shapes, you win. In variants,
you play with the black side or display frames for the shapes that
you must find, or even use black frames.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Ranking game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Zombie adventure for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Shape-spotting game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Tobago

Tokyo Highway

Designer: Bruce Allen
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Naotaka Shimamoto, Yoshiaki Tomioka
Publisher: itten / Asmodee

Top Secret

8

Designer: Prospero Hall
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Players search and find treasures on a variable board, different
for each game. They play clues for paths to the treasures and
thus narrow down the number of possible treasure locations. If
a location is definitely found, the first player to reach the location with his car seizes the treasure. The treasure is distributed
among all players who gave hints for its location. A move comprises placement of a treasure card, marking, and movement of
the car. You can collect amulets which protect you from cured
treasures and offer other advantages. When all treasures are
distributed, you win with most gold.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr hu nl * In-game text: no

Road network in Tokyo, a complex structure constructed on
columns and with roads. You build an expressway together,
across Tokyo and want to be first to place all your car tokens on
the roads. Roads are wooden planks that are placed on pillars,
albeit only between pillars of different height. If you cross such
a road above or below, or even several roads, you can place one
of your cars on the new road for each road you crossed. Yellow
pillar pieces enable you to construct pillars of the same height
and to branch out roads. This edition is suitable for four players
and comes with four buildings as additional obstacles.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Secret signals for secret missions! You have your agent board;
agent and location cards are stacked, four location markers are
on the table, widely separated. You hold an agent and a location
card you want to contact the agent and meet another agent at
your location. You wink at the agent you have in hand and signal
an agent that winked at you the meeting location by looking at
the marker on the table. If you hold the briefcase, you can reveal
the card of the agent you winked at and name the location he
signaled. If all is correct, both set aside the card for points. You
can be sussed out - with consequences for right and wrong
accusations.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Game of treasure acquisition for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Construction game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Observation game for 4-8 players, ages 8+

Total normal

Tramways

Tramways The Engineer’s Workbook

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: AV Studio Games

Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: AV Studio Games

18

Assess fellow players and guess percentages! A question is rad
and all anwer with their Yes or No card, truthfully, based on
personal experience. Then you assess the answers of all other
players by placing chips of your color accordingly and then you
guess at the percentage of population in German-speaking
countries that answered Yes. Then the answers are scored, and
the percentage is named - each correct assessment of another
player gives 1 point, the correct percentage 2 points. Once per
game you can place two chips for double the points. If you
are first to reach the target score in relation to the number of
players, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Set in the universe of Small City, Town Center and CliniC; you
lead a team of engineers building a network of tracks. In six
rounds you resolve auction, actions and administration. For
auction you receive a new card and determine turn order at the
same time. In the action phase you do an action or take 2$ in
Round 1; in round 2 you do two actions or do one action + 2$ or
only 2$. Actions are laying track or expand your network, build
a building or expand it or transport passengers. All this causes
stress, too much stress costs you points. In administration you
can use left-over cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

As Financial director of Tramways Company in Small City you
want to become its CEO. You need to master 36 challenges, usually within six rounds, some could take more or fewer rounds.
You always mark each building slot with a passenger. At the
start, you have two action options - build track and move passenger. Later, additional actions become available. For an action,
you combine Icons on tickets and mark tickets as used. In the
Update phase you get tickets back and new passengers arrive.
After the last round you check for winning conditions and either
move to the next puzzle or play again.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Answer assessment game for 2-6 players, ages 18+

Track building game for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Tramways puzzle collection for 1-2 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Tramways The Green Expansion

Tramways The Yellow Expansion

Trans Europa

Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: AV Studio Games

Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: AV Studio Games

Designer: Franz-Benno Delonge
Publisher: Rio Grande Games

8

In Tramways, as the leader of a team of engineers, you build a
track network. The Green Expansion includes: Forest - two Forest
boards, building on forest slots costs one happiness point. New
Building Cards - four cards, can be combined with all expansions,
can only be built while available. The Mayor - a permanent
passenger, to move him earns you a happiness point. He stays at
his destination and can be moved by the next player, too. New
Residence - they are fundamental, markers are placed next to the
stress track; moving passengers does not reduce stress and gives
you a development card; a marker can transform a building into
a residency.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Tramways - Building a track network, leading a team of engineers. The Yellow expansion comprises: The Funfair - more Happiness Points, should not receive passengers; two Destination
icons to build. Airports - needs Destination Action Icon tu build,
is never a final destination; passengers go directly from one Airport to the other and then to the destination you played. Super
Rail Workers - You need the Super Rail worker to build more than
three track segments for a link, he enters the board for $5. New
Industry - New action, passenger moved to industry does not
increase stress and provides two workers; you can transform a
building to Industry.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Players draw one card in each color and place their starting
marker somewhere on the board. In your move, you build 2
single or 1 double tracks, along black lines and continuing your
track. If you connect to the tracks of other players, you can use
those. The round ends when a player has connected his five
cities. If your track is incomplete, you move the engine according to the number of missing track segments down the track
from Twelve towards Zero. Then, for a new round, all tracks are
removed, and new city cards are drawn. If one player reaches
the red spot with his engine, the game ends and the player with
most points wins.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Expansion for Tramways for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Tramways for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Track-laying game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Trans Europa / Trans Amerika

Transatlantic

Trapwords

Designer: Franz-Benno Delonge
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designers: Jan Březina, Martin Hrabálek, Michal Požárek
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

8

For a round, you draw a city card per color and place your
start marker on the board. From there, you build two single or
one double track in your turn - along the black lines and connected to your net, no building-over and not over sea or lake.
Connecting your net to others allows you their use. Whoever
connects his five cities first, wins the round and prestige points
are awarded - 4 to the winner, and 3-2-1-0 for 1-2-3/4-5+ missing
track segments in other players’ net for the other players. Then
the board is cleared, and you draw new city cards. New edition
with a double-sided board for Central Europe and USA and a
variant with special cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr nl + en * In-game text: no

You own ships and transport freight, mail and passengers, buy
ships and have a go at winning the Blue Riband. You start the
game with a random sailing ship and buy a steam ship from
the market. In your turn, you play an action card and resolve
the action; you take back your cards in hand with the Director
card. You can acquire additional action cards; ships are a source
of money and earn income when they sail, and also victory
points in combination with trading houses. Additional victory
points come from wrecking old ships, from ships in combination
with markers and ships lying in the roads as well as in the final
scoring.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dungeon-Crawl with words! Two teams move through rooms,
avoid traps and fight the Boss Monster. The Clue Giver draws a
word card, puts it unchecked into his book and shows it to his
team members; they write down trap words. Then the books are
exchanged, and the clue givers describe the word they received;
it must be guessed by the team within 40 seconds and with
five guesses. In case of success, the team enters the next room.
If both teams fail, the monster approaches by one step. When
team and monster are in the same room, the monster modifies
the rules. If the team succeeds, it is defeated; otherwise, the
monster wins after eight rounds.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Track-laying game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Party game for 4 or more players, ages 10+

Tribes

Trick `n Trouble

Tricky Wave

Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Fukutarou
Publisher: Frosted Games

Designers: E. Rudell, G. Hoffmann, J.-P. Schliemann
Publisher: Game Factory

10

6

You lead a tribe through three epochs of human history,
beginning in a small cultured area. Action increase population,
enlarge the area and with it access to resources. You select an
action tile, pay eventual costs and resolve the action - offspring,
movement, exploration or achievement for resources, provided
by tribe members on landscapes. Achievements give you access
to the next epoch and its achievements. Events can be positive
or negative. When x events of epoch III have been resolved, you
score progress track, majorities in tribe members and landscape
tiles and points from bear teeth.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Complete tasks to hinder Doc Crazy with items for points in relation to the value of the items for him; communication, however,
is restricted. In a round you refill tasks and your hand to five;
then you may shift a card to your neighbor and you can set aside
a task and draw a new one. Then in turn all play a card, having to
follow suit; a Two suits any of its two colors and there are special
rules for three-colored Ones. Then you add the color values of
the three cards and complete tasks with those values. After nine
rounds, you add up completed tasks - 50+ points mean that you
stopped Doc Crazy. Features expert mode and story mode.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + jp * In-game text: no

Turtle families want to reach the open sea from the beach. Three
turtles per player begin individually at the beach. You roll a die:
-> Number - you move one of your turtles towards the sea; it
can, as a last step, cover any smaller turtle and slide it along later,
or jump onto the back of a bigger turtle and be carried along;
you can also end on top of the wave or mover across it. -> Tricky
Wave - the wave moves one step towards the beach, pushes
turtles ahead and takes along all turtles on its top. From the last
water case, the wave goes back to first and begins again. If you
have all three turtles in the sea, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cooperative trick-taking for 3 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 6+
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Tripods & Triplanes

Tripolo

Designers: A. Angiolino, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Trivial Pursuit Classic Edition

Publisher: Game Factory

6

Publisher: Hasbro

16

H.G. Wells‘ War of the Worlds combined with WW1 Wings of
Glory! Alien fighting machines land in Alsace - the waring nations hastily sign a truce to fight the invaders together. Tripods
& Triplanes is a stand-alone games in the Wings of Glory system
and can be combined with all other games in the WW1 Wings
of Glory range. The rules of Wings of Glory apply, with the
additional rules for the two types of Martian fighting machines,
Locust and Scarab, with special weapons and armor. Miniatures
in this starter set, painted and in 1:144 scale, are one Mk. I Locust
and one Nieuport 16 Airplane. Expansion packs are available.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Nine of 64 cards are laid out in a 3x3 grid, the rest is dealt evenly
to all players. You take four cards in hand and try to discard cards
quickly by completing Tripolos. For each placed card you draw
one from your own stack. A Tripolo is made up of three cards in a
row, orthogonally or diagonally and shows three times the same
characteristics – color, pattern or letter. You form a Tripolo with
the third card, it must always be formed anew and you name the
characteristics. If you are out of cards, you win. Or else you win
with most cards, if nobody can place a card anymore.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

An edition in analogy to the original game, compete with
playing pieces and board. Categories are: Blue - Geografie, Pink
- Unterhaltung, Yellow - Geschichte, Brown - Kunst & Literatur,
Green - Wissenschaft & Natur and Orange - Sport & Freizeit. The
rules are those of a standard Trivial Pursuit edition, you play individually or in teams and must fill your mover with one wedge of
each category. You acquire those wedges on the cases specially
marked for them, by answering a question. Correct answers
on square color cases do not give you a wedge. Edition in the
design of the first edition of the game, 1981.
Version: de * Rules: de and many more * In-game text: yes

Conflict simulation for 2 or more players, ages 10+

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Trivia quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 16+

Trivial Pursuit 2000er Edition

Trivial Pursuit Familien Edition

16

Publisher: Hasbro

Troll & Dragon

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Alexandre Emerit
Publisher: Loki / Iello

7

A new edition of Trivial Pursuit on the years of 2000 to 2016,
featuring the categories of Places, The Arts, Entertainment, Science and Technologies, Events and as well as Sports & Hobbies.
The cards for those categories are placed in six slots that are
combined into a star, in between there are triangles with movement cases. You roll and move and, on a color spot, decide if you
want to answer yourself or if you want to challenge the other
players, who then must decide together on one answer. When
they answer wrong, you get the category wedge for your mover
and win with a completely filled mover.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

This edition features a complete game, with movers and board.
Categories are blue for Geography, pink for Entertainment,
yellow for History, brown for Art & Literature, green for Science
and Technology and orange for Sports & Leisure. The question
cards are separated into blue cards, for players aged 14 and up,
and yellow cards for younger players, featuring 1200 questions
and answers each. General Rules and mechanisms correspond
to those of a standard Trivial Pursuit edition, for movement you
use a die and can jump to any corner spot if you roll the joker
symbol. New edition with a new package design.
Version: de * Rules: de and many more * In-game text: yes

Adventurers collect diamonds and gold nuggets for the king,
threatened by Dragon and Troll. You roll four dice in the diamond cave and take diamonds, can re-roll all dice but trolls and
stop and keep diamonds any time. If you cannot use a result,
collected diamonds go to the Troll. For a door + key result you
can enter the treasure chamber and roll its dice quickly, take
gold nuggets you roll and stop any time. The other players take
turns to roll two dragon dice - a result of two dragons wakes the
dragon: All treasures of the round and from the troll go to the
dragon players. When a chamber is empty, you score diamonds
and gold nuggets.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

Trivia quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 16+

Trivia quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Acquisition game with dice for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Trollfjord

Tubyrinth

Designers: Eilif Svensson, Kristian A. Østby
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Game Factory

Tudor

8

Designer: Jan Kirschner
Publisher: Corax Games

The Mountain Spirit rewards trolls for rubble removal! When
your own Chief Troll is in last position, you move him on a placement or movement case to place or move trolls; then the lowest
free string case on your treasure bag determines a fortress for
rubble removal; with enough trolls in regions around it, you may
hammer at the rubble tower, maybe with a buddy. The number
of trolls determines the number of hammer hits and the rubble
maximum of a color - then you can hammer - more rubble than
treasure value earns you the treasure, but again only with a troll
presence,. Finally, you remove trolls from a region and throw
rubble back into the tower.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Build a pipeline! You have a board and a set of tube parts and
connect start and finish in an uninterrupted line, comprising
minimum five parts and with leaving obstacles uncovered. Dead
ends, branches and open ends are allowed. In the Komplett
version, the first one done announces “Finished”, the others have
30 more seconds to complete their line. You score for order of
finishing and number of parts used. If you did not finish the
line, you score for left-over parts of the fastest player. For further
rounds, you turn over your board or hand it to your neighbor or
take a new one - you play each side only once! If you are first to
score 25 points, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Intrigues at the court of Henry VIII. in rivalry for the power
behind the throne! You have courtiers and a lord in audience
rooms; courtiers, however, do not work without the presence
of any of the lords. Each courtier in a room gives you one action
there, your own lord both. Actions involve cards and movement
of courtiers in the hierarchies; each step needs one card or ring
of the color; each level you enter gives you a token, each final
rank a ring for a privilege. Positions of rings on the fingers of
your screen hand upgrade actions. Which actions you use when
is determined by the varying game goals and starting set-ups.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Placement and action game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Tile placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Tuscany Essential Edition

Twin it!

Designer: Bruce Shadorf
Publisher: Game Factory

Designers: M. M. Pedersen, J. Stegmaier, A. Stone
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designers: Natalie and Rémi Saunier, Tom Vuarchex
Publisher: HUCH!

8

6

Growth in all directions! 54 identical wooden bars as well as 10
yellow and 15 white plastic nuggets, called tumps, are waiting
in the box. Two starting tiles are laid out any edge touching any
edge. In turn, players add a bar or a tump to the construct, determined by a dice roll. The die also tells you how to place a bar. A
yellow tump block a bar completely, a white tump only the area
on which it sits. If you make pieces fall, you take all fallen pieces
that do not touch the two basic tiles. If fallen bars touch the tiles
but are slanting, you cannot build on them anymore. When the
box is empty, you win with most blocks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Expansion for Viticulture, featuring three new modules for use
in any combination with the core game. The new modules are:
1. Extended game board - four instead of two seasons, new and
adapted bonus cases, and an expanded turn sequence list: Turn
table - Gray symbol “any card” - Influence card - Trade action
- Wine sale action - Extended points track - Cleaning-up and
turn position. 2. Special workers - you can school two randomly
drawn ones per game, they change the value of some action
cases for their owner. 3. Structures - permanent extension for the
winery, there are action, enhancement and income structures.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

135 cards show patterns on both sides; some patterns are only
featured once, others twice or trice. You collect sets and win
with five sets of two or three identical cards. Cards are evenly
distributed and stacked. In turn, you flip your top card over and
display it; if you spot two identical cards anywhere on the table
and touch both, you take them. Chain reaction due to cards
appearing on stacks are possible. If a third card appears, you
can take the set off another player. When three cards appear
simultaneously, you take two if you touch them, the third is
turned over. For a mistake you lose a set. Includes team and
cooperative versions.
Version: de * Rules: de fr hu jp pl * In-game text: no

Stacking game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Viticulture for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Reaction and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Twister

Tybor der Baumeister

Über Stock & Stein

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Dennis Rappel
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designers: Christian Fiore, Knut Happel
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

6

7

The well-known agility game does not need much: A plastic
sheet with big colored dots, arranged in four rows, and a spinner.
The spinner determines which hand or foot must touch which
colored dot. The rules have stayed the same – only hand and
feet may touch the mat, if you touch the mat with any other part
of your body you must leave the game. If the spinner gives you
a position that you already hold you must move all the same – a
foot on blue must either go on another blue dot or the other
foot must touch a blue dot. All in all, Twister is good training for
balance and coordinated movement.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Im Auftrag des Königs / At the King’s Behest. The expansions
offers three modules: Königserlass - Decrees equal to number
of players +1 are displayed; if you meet the requirements of an
open decree, you show them and take the decree for points at
the end. Die Ratsherren - Six Council men are shuffled into the
persons of the core game; at the end each Law text symbol
scores 1 point per set of four privileges of different color. Das
Mysterium - Four Mysteries are shuffled into the buildings of the
core game; for each stage, you display one building more than
in the core game; each mystery provides one of the depicted
symbols, at your discretion.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cookie the Filly must get back to the stable! Landscape tiles
with obstacles and titbits are laid out. You begin with one action
tile. Someone rolls four dice, all confer on their best use - for a
landscape symbol next to Cookie you put Cookie on that case;
an obstacle there demands two symbols. A horse allows you to
move Cookie without a die. The half moon turns over a landscape tile to the night side; a clover leaf gives an action tile for
help with missing symbols or obstacles or for moving diagonally.
If Cookie arrives at the stable with all titbits before all landscape
tiles have been turned over, the game is won.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Agility game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Expansion for Tybor der Baumeister for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cooperative dice game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Ubongo Solo

Unearth

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Jason Harner, Matthew Ransom
Publisher: Brotherwise Games / Asmodee

8

Unlock Exotic Adventures

8

Designers: Alice Carroll, Thomas Cauët, Cyril Demaegd
Publisher: Space Cowboys / Asmodee

1 player - 45 tiles - 546 levels on 100 pages for the solitaire version of Ubongo. You begin with sheet 1, side a, and sort out the
depicted tiles for task 1 - there are tiles made up of squares, of
triangles or of hexagons. If you have filled the area completely
you have solved the task - you can rotate and turn the tiles any
way. Some sides of the 50 sheets name special rules, which are
valid for each level on the page. Aim of the game is to solve all
546 tasks in ascending order of raising difficulty. Solutions are
available from a website.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Tribal culture must be rediscovered and renewed. Five dice are
Delvers helping to conquer ruins and collect stones. Phases of
a turn are: 1. Optional - play any number of Delver cards one by
one, resolve and discard them, maybe re-roll a die on a ruin. 2.
Rol a die from your own stock and place it on a ruin. For values
1, 2 or 3 you take a stone from the ruin; rings formed with such
stones earn you a miracle. When the total of all dice on the ruin
is equal to or higher than the ruin’s excavation value, the ruin is
conquered and goes to the player with the highest individual
die there. When all ruins are conquered, you score sets of ruins
and miracles.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Escape Room adventure using cards and app in real-time. You
search situations, combine objects and solve puzzles, as usual
within 60 minutes. The app is a must, codes for progress must be
entered into the app.
Exotic Adventures again provides three scenarios, all set - as
promised by the game title - in unusual environments; In a in
world of dreams - William and the Boogeymen, in a lost world Expedition Challenger - and in an oriental world - The Last Arabian
Night.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

Area filling game for 1 player, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Escape Room variant for 1-6 players, ages 10+
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Untold: Adventures await

Valletta

Valparaiso

Designers: Rory O‘Connor, John Fiore
Publisher: HUB Games

Designer: Stefan Dorra
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Stefan & Louis Malz
Publisher: dlp Games

Adventures in a collaboratively told story. You play a hero in
his own Adventure TV episode of five scenes - A Dangerous
Dilemma, The Plot Thickens, A Heroic Undertaking, The Truth
Revealed and The Final Showdown. Players create a background
and other basic elements together, create characters and use the
six cards of a scene, together with nine image dice, to tell and to
develop the story.- Scene cards give you sentence skeletons to
use; reaction cards determine what happens when players act.
You can also play series of episodes with the same setting.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

On Malta, the capital Valletta is being built, supervised by
historic personalities like Jean de la Vallette; players score with
constructing building and with influence of personalities. You
have a set of personalities and always five of them in hand; in a
turn, you play three cards of those personalities for their actions.
Actions are mainly taking resources, or constructing a building
and getting a new card, or copying an action or moving Jean de
la Vallette and letting a character go or hiring a character; new
cards give you upgraded actions. At the end of the game, you
score buildings and remaining resources.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Valparaiso is given the rights for free trade! You trade in the
outback and acquire achievements from Overseas. In rounds
you play phases: 1. Planning - you select cards, arrange them for
order of resolving and all reveal their cards. 2. Resolve cards - you
use one card in turn in the planned order or out of sequence for
payment - transfer or sell good, hire or move merchant, build a
house, trade in the village, move ship or trade overseas or use
an alternative card action to receive goods or money. 3. End of
round - receive revenue from your houses. If someone has 18
victory points, you score goods, money and achievements.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cooperative narration game for 1-4 players, ages 18+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Resources management for 2-5 players, ages 12+

VektoRace

Verflucht!

Designers: Spartaco Albertarelli, Davide Ghelfi
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Verfuxt!

10

Designers: M. Peña, S. Lyon, C. Tipton-Johnson
Publisher: Game Factory

5

Car racing with a track simply formed by laying out corners, a
pitstop line and a finish line, using a vector movement mechanism, the Octagon System. A car has five gears, represented by
five movement vector pieces of varying length. You place the
vector in front of the card and then place the car at the end of
the vector, facing one of the indicated directions. Then you can
upgrade or downgrade the vector. Nitro points influence standard values and you can use a boost vector in addition to your
current vector. The pit stop mussed by passed in 2nd gear with a
speed limit. The first car passing the finish line wins.
Version: multi * Rules: en es fr it * In-game text: no

Creatures in a cursed house must be displaced! The active player
draws a card from the face-down heap - a creature is displayed
openly, an item is taken up in hand. Then you can play any items
to displace creatures - item values must equal or top the creature
value. You may not tell values of your items, but can announce
which creature you could oust or ask for a creature to be ousted
by others. A 6th creature in the display or a group of creatures
attacks and must be defeated with cards or limited seals. When
all cards are drawn, and all attacks defeated, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The golden egg was stolen from the hen coop! The fox thief
must be identified before he disappears in his burrow. A
thief card is placed secretly and unchecked into the decoder.
Then you name the desired dice result - all eyes or all paws; if
you manage it, you can look for clues using clue tiles and the
decoder or reveal one of the suspects and check him for items
according to decoder clues. When the fox reaches his burrow or
an accusation is wrong - the card in the decoder shows another
fox - all lose the game together; when the correct suspect is the
only one left next to the board or is guessed correctly before
that, all win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Card game for 1-5 players, ages 10+

Deduction game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Villa Paletti

Viroid

Visioo

Designer: Bill Payne
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Malte Meinecke
Publisher: Ostia Spiele / Danta Spiele

Publisher: Captain Macaque / Asmodee

8

7

Players compete to place their own pillars on the highest level
of Villa Paletti. In your turn you take one of your own pillars,
be it still loose or already built into a level, and place it one
level higher. If you cannot do so, you ask for a new level. In
case of a veto the opponent must remove a pillar of the player
demanding the level. In case of success this pillar goes out of the
game, otherwise a pillar of the opponent. From the green level
upwards you score points for pillars on the top level and receive
the seal for most points. When the villa tumbles, the owner of
the seal wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it pt * In-game text: no

Research versus epidemic. Players are viruses and infect the
population, mankind researches cures. Phases of a turn: 0.
Pathogen, development or spreading. 1. Event, then Healing,
DNS points and maybe research success. 2. Infection, but not in
quarantine cities. 3. Develop mutations. 4. Mortality - death of infected populations. Players win with one infected marker in each
non-extinct town and empty corpse slots on continents. Players
lose instantly, when research and cure markers are on the same
case or at the end of phase 4 when one or two players are out of
infected markers or instantly when the event cards are used up.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

On each of 60 cards there are eleven different items, cards are
distributed evenly. All turn up their top card, and all search
simultaneously for two identical items of different color. If you
spot one, you name it and take all displayed cards. If nobody
finds a pair, you can, after some time, add one card per player to
the display. When the last cards are revealed, and nobody finds
a pair, or someone wins the cards, the game ends and you win
with most cards. In a variant, you must find two pairs to win the
cards in the display.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups
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Vollpfosten

Voltage

Designer: Antony Proietti
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Brian Yu
Publisher: Mattel

7

The Walls of York

10

Designer: Emiliano Venturini
Publisher: Cranio Creations

10

Seems easy! Roll and grab a post! But! The white symbol die tells
you which one to grab, orange grab dice tell you how to take it;
blue action dice tell you what to do before grabbing, and the
green interaction die provides contact. Dice results can cancel
each other or counteract or invalidate other results Players
decide which dice they want to use in addition to the white one.
When all posts have been grabbed, meeting of requirements is
checked, and you can earn one of three sticks of varying length
depending on how well you met the requirements. When all
long sticks have been taken, you win with the longest line of
sticks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

In an abandoned power station you direct the energy flow and
place cards at your side or the opponent’s side of the terminal; if
five cards are placed there, you sum card values on your side and
win the set with the higher or lower total, depending on the +
or - sign on the terminal token. In your turn you play a card and
draw a card or play two cards next to two colors of the terminal
or draw two cards. Number cards are placed according to color;
Bypass - you move an opposing card to your side - and Blow
Fuse cards - they remove an opponent card - can be placed at
any color. If you have collected four sets, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bulding York! All have the same board. Goal tiles are at the dice
tower. Someone rolls construction dice and all players with cities
not yet closed take the corresponding wall and simultaneously
place them on their board, in the arrangement required by the
dice, mirrored or rotated. If you have a surrounded are with minimum the buildings requested by the Goal dice, you can close
your city; all walls not involved are removed, and in following
turns you take coins instead of walls. When all cities are closed,
you score coins and Vikings; majority of Vikings triggers an invasion. After two such rounds, you win with most coins.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Party game for 3-8 players, ages 7+

Set collecting game for 2 players, ages 10+

Construction game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

War Chest

War of the Ring

Was ist das?

Designers: Trevor Benjamin, David Thompson
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment

Designers: R. die Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Publisher: Noris Spiele

3

Medieval battlefield commanders vie for the control of tactical
positions on the battlefields. You use four randomly determined
units. In each round, players draw three coins from their bag and
use for one action each: Place units on the board for deployment
or bolster; discard a coin face-down to claim initiative, recruit or
pass; discard a coin open-faced to move the corresponding unit
on the board for movement, attack, control or using the tactic
of the unit. Royal Coins can only be used for face-down discard
actions or for using the Tactic of the Royal Guard. If you place the
last control marker on a location, you win.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

You command one of the armies of factions confronting each
other in this epic struggle: The united armies of the Free People
against the Dark Hosts of the Shadows. In this new edition elements from the limited Collector’s edition have been included;
character abilities, event cards, army deployment of the dwarves,
use of combat cards as well as “The Hunt” and the entering into
Mordor have been modified. In this game with highly complex
rules you can either win with military achievements or with
ring-related events: The Ring is destroyed or Sauron corrupts the
Ringbearer.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en es it pl pt ru * In-game text: yes

Cards show four semi-circles in yellow, red, green and blue; each
one contains a different image. At the start, players decide on
a color for the game. Cards are stacked face-down. The active
player draws the top card and looks at it - the other players in
turn ask a question for a yes/no answer. For a yes-answer you
may ask again. Instead of asking you can give a guess on the
image. If you are correct, you get the card. You win with three
cards. If two are playing, the guesser counts the questions with
his fingers; if you guess correctly with fewer than 10 questions,
you get the card and win with four cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Bag building game for 2 or 4 players, ages 14+

Epic strategy game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

Was ist Was Das große Quiz

Wendake New Allies

Wer ist es?

Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Danilo Sabia, P.S. Martensen
Publisher: Placentia Games

Publisher: Hasbro

8

6

A „great“ quiz on the license WAS IST WAS, featuring questions in
five categories. One player in turn is quiz master; he selects category and type of question, reads the question, guesses himself
and then names the solution. Categories are Round the World,
Wonders of Nature, Culture and Sport, Through the Ages and
Simply Ingenious; types of questions are ABC with a selection of
three answers, True or False or Assessing within number ranges,
numbers are rounded up. All select the answer on their disk; if
you answer correctly, you can cover one of the task slots on his
individual board. Who has covered all slots, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Daily life of the tribes living around the Great Lakes at the time
of the Seven Years War in this area. As chief of a tribe you engage
in all areas of daily life and receive points on the tracks for
economy, military, ritual and mask. Central element is an action
selection mechanism, with which you receive steadily improving
actions within seven rounds = years. New Allies deals with the
presence of the Europeans in the area of the Great Lakes, your
tribe can now be an ally for France or Britain, for trade or joint
battles. Rifles are a resource for Turtle tiles, effects and victory
points, available from Turn cards or Advanced Action tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Each player sits in front of a gallery of portraits, some wear a
hat, some are bearded, some wear glasses. Now you need to
find the portrait depicted on the card of your opponent. You
ask him questions and turn down the portraits that do not suit
the answer to your question that you received. Who is quicker
to find the correct portrait with clever questions? In this edition,
the portraits are again placed in separate slots and the two
frames for the players are also separate and laid out flat on the
table. A classic game for children, come back in its old and again
new design.
Version: de * Rules: de and others * In-game text: no

Quiz game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Wendake for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Logic and question game for 2 players, ages 6+
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Wer weiß denn sowas?

Werwölfe: Vampirdämmerung

Wettlauf nach El Dorado

Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designers: Ted Alspach, Akihisa Okui
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Ravensburger

10

Quiz game based on the TV show. Teams „Bernhard“ and „Elton“
alternate to select a category and get a question from that
category plus a choice from three answers; the correct answer
earns the team 500 Euro and the category is marked for the
team. For a wrong answer, the category is turned over. Once per
game, a team can ask the audience - you draw an audience card
and act accordingly - as if you gave a wrong answer or a correct
one or you have to flip a coin. After 12 rounds, you can bet
money on the master question, the team must answer within 20
seconds; a correct or wrong answer doubles or loses you the bet
money; then the richest team wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Biss zur Finsternis! Werewolves eat villagers, villagers eliminate
werewolves, using respective winning conditions. In this
version, werewolves are defeated, but vampires are a new
threat! Again it is villagers versus vampires in roles with special
abilities - Anstifterin, Das Ding, Der Graf, Infizierte, Kobold, Der
Meister, Meuchler, Nachahmer, Nachwuchs-Meuchlerin, Priester,
Renfield, Spurenleser, Taschendieb, Vampir und Venus. Vampirdämmerung can be played as a stand-alone version or you
can use it with roles from Werwölfe Vollmondnacht and Werwölfe
MorgenGrauen. Rules include suggestions for combinations.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: yes

Heroes & Hexes - The 1st expansion for use with the basic game,
with lots of new components and features. There are 12 new
expedition cards for now 16 stacks and new cave tiles. Animal
companions as 9th basis card are used normally or discarded
after use of the special ability. If you enter the new board part
Game Tavern, you receive a hero. Demon cards are fillers, you
can use them on rubble hexes or ½ coin. Three new landscape
boards feature new landscape types - demons and tunnels, new
blockades work like a demon hex. Curses must be banned immediately or later by meeting a condition or demand.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Quiz game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Werewolf variant for 3-10 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Wettlauf nach Eldorado for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Wimmelspiel

Woodlands

Designer: Daniel Fehr
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Daniel Fehr
Publisher: Ravensburger

3

Word Slam Family

10

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

12

Collect „busy scenes“ cards! 20 such cards with show crowded
scenes in front and individual images on the back, one of them
in a circle. Two cards scene-up and one card image-up are laid
out. All search on the two crowed-scenes cards for the image in
the circle on the third card. If you think that 1. The image is on
both cards, you touch the image; 2. The image is only on one
card, you touch the card, or 3. The image is missing on both
cards, you clap your hand. When the quickest to react is correct,
he takes one of the scene card; if not, he must give one back, if
possible. If you are first to have three cards, you win!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

In a world of fairy tales and legends you lay down paths crossing
a forest and then move the story marker to master challenges
of story chapters. Each player has a set of path tiles, the symbol
foil for the chapter is laid out. Then all players place their tiles
on their board to form paths that reach as many symbols for
the chapter as possible, for instance for Chapter 1 of Little Red
Riding Hood the signpost, strawberries and a yellow gem. After
two runs of the timer players in check use the story character to
check their paths by moving it along them to the symbols. At te
of the story you score your gems. A free App is available.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Words in categories - animals/plants/creatures, travel/outdoor/
history, food & drinks, Social Media/www, emotions & miscellaneous, science/technology/religion and film/music/literature
- are defined with words from Explanatory cards. Explainers from
both teams look at the word determined by dice roll and select
explanatory cards from their stack to explain the term; Sounds
and pantomime are prohibited. You can re-sort cards or take
them away, covering part of the card for part of a word is not
possible. If you guess the term, you get the card. After a pre-set
number of rounds, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

Path laying game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Word guessing game for 3 or more players, ages 12+

Word Slam Midnight

World Control

World Monuments

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Ivo Antunic, Michael Lee Cregger
Publisher: imago.im

Designer: Piero Cioni
Publisher: Queen Games

18

8

Words in four levels of difficulty < Beginners - e.g. Pest, Simple
- e.g. Mont Blanc, Advanced - e.g. Competition, and Expert - e.g.
Midlife Crisis > are defined with words from Explanatory cards.
Explainers from both teams look at the word - determined by
dice roll - and select Explanatory cards from their stack, showing
nouns, verbs, adjectives etc. - to explain the term; Sounds and
pantomime are prohibited. You can re-sort cards or take them
away, covering part of the card for part of a word is not possible.
If you guess the term, you get the card. After a pre-set number of
rounds, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Rule the world! In a mix of familiar standard mechanisms, you
use money, leaders and troop = Corpz. Leader and Corpz are
moved with cards or dice; available cities or other lots you buy
and receive shares = Stoxx; cases like Oceans or Influence give
you advantages like direct travel or opposing Corpz. Entering
another player’s city means fees or war; when city Corpz are
eliminated within three attacks, you take over the city. Stoxx can
be exchanged for Corpz or control cards from the bank or in any
way among players. News = event cards can be censured. If you
are bankrupt, you are out of the game, the last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In three rounds you erect monuments stone by stone. One
monument is selected. Then you add stones to the bag, as stated
on the material plan, draw them one by one and set them into
the quarry, according to template. Then players in turn move the
worker according to the rules and take one stone for each case
he enters, at least one per turn. Then, in turn, each player adds
one stone to the monument according to the building template
and you score points immediately; for placement of stones in
upper levels the lower levels must be built correctly. Passing
does cost you points. When the monument is complete, you
score jewels and win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Word guessing game for 3 or more players, ages 18+

Roll & Move game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Würfelland

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: Andreas Spies, Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

5

WW2 Wings of Glory Battle of Britain

8

Designers: Andrea Angiolino, Pier Giorgio Paglia
Publisher: Ares Games

Worm party in the garden and Chicken Charly goes hunting for
worms! The holes in the worm garden are covered with mounds,
players take turns to be Charly, the other players are worms and
hide under the mound - each pushes his hand behind the fabric
curtain and pushes one finger for a worm up through the hole
underneath a mound. The Charly player rolls the die and may
search under as many mounds for worms. If he finds a worm, he
takes a scoring tile in the color of the mound; if he did not find
all worms, the player of the overlooked worm receives a scoring
tile in the color of his mound. Whoever is first to own six tiles of
a color, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Boards show areas in four colors, treasure and obstacle cases.
From the white case on, you mark adjacent cases. A color area
must be complete before you begin a second one. The active
player rolls, selects a color and can re-roll surplus dice as long
as he can set aside at last on in the chosen color. If not, he uses
all achieved dice to mark cases. All others can use one of not
selected colors of the first roll. If you have more dice of a color
than cases to mark, you cannot mark anything. A marked treasure case gives you another roll of five dice without re-rolling. If
you have marked nine treasure cases and all cases of any color,
you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The WW2 Wings of Glory system simulates air battles; you use
miniatures for planes and cards for plane maneuvers. The new
starter set Battle of Britain contains the basic equipment for a
new player or can be a source for supplements for experienced
players. You have a maneuver deck for each plane, and a turn
comprises planning and three actions, including movement and
firing. The rules take line of sight, damages etc. into consideration. Basic rules use simple starting mechanisms, Standard rules
introduce variable speed and planning of plane movement one
turn ahead; advanced and optional rules also use variable flight
levels or acceleration.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Hide & Seek game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Battle simulation for 1-4 players, ages 8+

X

X-Code

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Kasper Lapp
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Yam Yam

10

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

You roll dice and mark cases, in a game of two or four, some
cases at the start of the game. The sheet is halved; in the left
half you mark when you are rolling; in the right one the rolls
of others. If all cases in a left row are filled, you mark the „!“, it
scores two points. Completed rows on the right side are worth
one point for each player, who has marked his “!” in this row. The
active player rolls and can form two pairs and mark their sums;
the other players may select the sum of any two blue dice. After
4, 5 or 6 „!“ in case of 4, 3 or 2 players, you score the markings on
your sheet.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The control over the system can be recovered with a 12-digit
code, players are hackers and need to crack the code within
the time frame. All play simultaneously and can do any of four
actions anytime: draw a card with the hand card limit - discard
three cards - swap a card with your right and left neighbor place a set of three cards. Sets of three time-cards let you turn
the timer. When all 12 cases are filled with corresponding sets,
the code is cracked. In four training levels you play with varying
numbers of code cards, time cards and jokers; when those levels
are mastered, you open mission cases with a key, Blue Mission
first.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Hedgehogs must feed before their winter rest; the longer they
stay awake, the more they can eat, but the must be asleep
before winter arrives. You have for “awake“ hedgehogs; food
and winter cards are shuffled. The active player turns up the top
card - a winter card is placed on the table; for a food card, you
compare your awake hedgehogs with the number of hedgehogs on the card. If enough hedgehogs are awake, you take the
food card. Then you can put a hedgehog to bed. When all four
winter cards are on the table, the game ends. If you are the only
one with four sleeping hedgehogs, you win. If not, you win if you
hold most food cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Cooperative real-time game for 2-8 players, ages 10+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Yu-Ca-Tan

Zack Zack

Designer: Carlo A. Lanzavecchia
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Zicke Zacke

8

Designer: Marek Zoschl
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Roll well, bet well and stop on time! Betting cards are laid out,
they offer points for each die with even/uneven numbers,
symbols, colors or the exact number. You select a bet card, roll
twelve dice and place those that fit the bet on the betting card.
Then you can stop and score your points, or you can select a
new betting card, roll all remaining dice, place suitable ones on
the betting card, and so on. If, however, you produce a failed
roll because no die corresponds to the betting card, you do not
score at all and your turn ends. After a number of rounds, agreed
upon at the start, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Find words fitting dice results quickly! There are two imperative
dice with black consonants, one die with green numbers for syllables and one restriction die with red vowels. 25 category cards
are prepared, and a category color is selected. One card is turned
up and you roll the dice as stated: They determine the conditions
that a valid word must meet: It contains minimum one of the
letters on the imperative dice, the respective number of syllables
and - if applicable - not the vowel on the restriction dice. If you
know a word, you slap the card and take it if your word is valid.
After 25 cards you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Animals are hiding and need to be found. You place hiding cards
next to the barn and next to each player’s dung heap, the stack
of seek cards and the slapping cards for each player and the
barn are placed in the middle. The top seek card is turned up. If
you spot the animal next to dung heap or barn you slap the corresponding slapping card and receive the animal. If you make a
mistake you place one of your animals next to the barn. If a poop
card is turned up the same animal as before must be spotted
again. When all cards have been turned up, you win with most
animals next to your dung heap.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dice game on words for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 4+
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Zicke Zacke Hühnerkacke

Zippy Racers

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Zocken

4

Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

In the chicken coop the hens try to steal feathers from each
other when overtaking in a race. The hen collecting all feathers
wins. The track is laid out. You draw one of the face-down tiles
and compare it to the tile in front of your hen. If the motive on
the track tile is the same as on the tile you drew, you can move
your hen forward to this track tile. This you may repeat as long
as you turn up a corresponding tile. If you turn up a wrong tile
your move ends. Overtaking other hens is a must as you should
steal their feathers. 10 Year Jubilee Edition. There is now an app
for iOS.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: no

Snails race on the floor! Cute snails can stretch their body up to
six segments, and use this ability to reach flowers in the snail colors. Starting disc and flowers are distributed on the floor. You roll
the dice and then move the full number of steps in one go or in
stages of varying length, stages up to the result; you can change
direction after each partial stage and also move fewer steps than
rolled. You pull out the head of the snail to the desired mark and
then let go of the head, it „jumps“ forward to the head. Whoever
is first to reach the flower of his color or - in the advanced version - is first to cross the finish, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Seven dice in seven colors need to be placed in ascending or
descending order. The active player rolls one die at a time and
puts it suitably into one of the nine placement slots; adjacent
dice can have the same value and differences between dice can
be higher than One. Dice that you cannot place are put on the
OUT slot. After three rolls, the other players can bet if you will
achieve more than 50 points. After seven dice, you score penalty
points for dice on edge and OUT slots and points for placement
of all dice and for color correlations. Correct bets earn you half of
the player’s points, wrong bets give you 20 penalty points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Game of moves and memory for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Race game for 2-3 players, ages 4+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Zombicide No Rest for the Wicked

Zug um Zug New York

Designers: R. Guiton, J.-B. Lullien, N. Raoult
Publisher: CMON / Asmodee

Designer: Alan R. Moon
Publisher: Days of Wonder / Asmodee

Zwischen zwei Schlössern

8

Designers: Ben Rosset, Matthew O‘Malley
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Humans cooperate for mission goals and survival against
game-controlled Zombies. Players activate survivors for three
actions each, adhering to copious detailed rules: Zombies attack
a survivor or move. Humans win by completing all missions,
Zombies by eliminating all survivors. No Rest for the Wicked is an
expansion for Black Plague and Green Horde and introduces new
Zombies- Necromancer Dragon with a Weak Spot card listing
weapons that are effective against him; Spectral Walkers as
Ghost Zombies that are immune against non-magical weapons;
Rat Swarms and a new siege engine, Ballista, one of the weapons effective against the Dragon.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Taxis instead of rail tracks - we use routes between locations in
New York. You begin with one or two destination tickets and all
taxis of a color. In your turn you draw a transport card or claim a
route or draw a destination ticket. To claim a route, you discard
the necessary number of cards and joker cards in the route color
and put taxis of your color on the route sections for points at the
end. Claimed tracks of a player need not be connected and you
can only claim one route per turn. If you connect locations on
your destination ticket, you score points, uncomplete destination cards give penalty points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl pl * In-game text: no

King Ludwig wants new castles and you build castles cooperatively, one with your left and one with your right neighbor.
At the start of a round, you draw nine room tiles. In a turn,
you select two tiles and hand on the remaining ones, the last
remaining one is discarded. Then selected tiles are revealed and
you decide with with both your neighbors, in which castle you
will place which room - adhering to general placement rules - as
a new level or the enlarge the castle. Three rooms of the same
type give a bonus. After two rounds, the castles are scored
separately, but each player scores only the lower value of both
castles he built.
Version: de * Rules: de en es hu pt * In-game text: no

Expansion for Zombicide for 1-6 players, ages 14+

Route building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Cooperative placement game for 2-7 players, ages 10+

PUBLISHER CONTAC T INFORMATION
2F Spiele, www.2f-spiele.de
Abacus, www.abacusspiele.de
Act in Games, www.act-in-games.com
Alban Viard Studio Games, www.avstudiogames.com
Alderac Entertainment, www.alderac.com
Alea, www.aleaspiele.de
Amigo Spiele, www.amigo-spiele.de
Analog Lunchbox, www.japonbrand.myshopify.com
Ares Games, www.aresgames.eu
Artipia, www.artipiagames.com
Asmodee, www.asmodee.de
ASS, www.spielkarten.com
Bankiiiz, www.bankiiiz.com
Icon explanation
Solo Play

Beleduc, www.beleduc.de
Big Potato Games, https://bigpotato.com
Blackrock Games, www.blackrockgames.fr
Blam!, www.blam-edition.com
Blue Orange, www.blueorangegames.com
Bombyx, www.studiobombyx.com
Brotherwise Games www.brotherwisegames.com
Catch Up Games, www.catchupgames.com
Captain Macaque, www.captain-macaque.com
Clicker Spiele, www.clickerspiele.de
CMON, www.cmon.com
Comet, www.japonbrand..com
Corax Games, corax-games.com
GABIS explanation on page 3

Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Cranio Creations, www.craniocreations.com
Czech Games Edition, www.czechgames.com
Days of Wonder, www.daysofwonder.com
dlp Games, www.dlp-games.de
Dragon Dawn, https://perditionsmouth.com/dragondawn-productions
Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne, www.hasehasehase.de
Drei Magier, , www.dreimagier.de
dV Giochi, www.dvgiochi.com
Edition Spielwiese, spielwiese-berlin.de/edition
Eggertspiele, www.eggertspiele.de
Exploding Kittens, https://explodingkittens.com
Fantasy Flight Games, fantasyflightgames.com
Feuerland Spiele, www.feuerland-spiele.de
Frosted Games, frostedgames.de
Freaky Design, wwwfreakydesign.com
Fryxgames, www.fryxgames.se
Gallery Ouchi, c/o Japon Brand,www. japonbrand.com
Game Brewer, www.gamebrewer.com
Game Factory, www.gamefactory.ch
Gamelyn Games, www.gamelyngames.com
Gamification, www.khg-das-spiel.at
Gerhards, www.spiel-und-design.eu
Gigamic, www.gigamic.com
Giochi Uniti, www.giochiuniti.it
Gmeiner, www.gmeiner-verlag.de
Golden Egg, www.goldenegggames.com
Haba, www.haba.de
Hans im Glück, www.hans-im-glueck.de
Hasbro, www.hasbro.com
HCM Kinzel, www.shop.hcm-kinzel.de
Horrible Games, www.horrible-games.com
HUB Games, www.wearehubgames.com
Huch, www.hutter-trade.com
Hurrican Games www.hurrricangames.com
Hutter, www.hutter-trade.com
I Cannot Live by Myself, c/oJapon Brand, www.japonbrand.com
iDventure, www.idventure.de
Iello, www.iello.fr
Imago.im, www.world-control.net
Itten Games, www.itten-games.com
Japon Brand, www.japonbrand.com
Jumbo, www.jumbo.eu
Kaleidos Games, www.kaleidosgames.com
Kawasaki Factory, c/o Japon Brand,
www.japonbrand.com
Kosmos, www.kosmos.de
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Krimi total, www.krimitotal.de
Kua, japonbrand.myshopify.com
La Boite de Jeu, www.laboitedejeu.fr
Lautapelit, www.lautapelit.fi
Libellud, www.libellud.com
Librage Co. c/o Japon Brand, japonbrand.com
Lifestyle Boardgames, wwwlifestyle-boardgames.com
Loki, www.loki-kids.com
Lonny Games, www.lonny.at
Lookout Spiele, www.lookout-spiele.de
Loris Games, www.lorisgames.cz/en
LudiCreations, ludicreations.com
Ludonaute, www.ludonaute.fr
Lui-même, www.luimeme.com
Manifest Destiny, c/o Japon Brand, japonbrand.com
Mattel, www.mattel.com
Mebo Games, www.mebo.pt
Medusa Games, www.medusaga,es-co.uk
Moses Verlag, www.moses-verlag.de
Müller-Mätzig Spiele, www.mueller-maetzig-spiele.de
New Board Game Party, japonbrand.myshopify.com
Next Move Games, www.nextmovegames.com
Noris, www.noris-spiele.de
NSKN Games, www.nskn.net/en2
nsv Nürnberger Spiele Verlag, www.nsv.de
Numbskull Games, www.numbskullgames.com
ORUCAgames, c/o Japon Brand, www.japonbrand.com
Österreichisches Spiele Museum,
www.spielemuseum.at
Ostia Spiele, www.ostia-spiele.de
Pandasaurus Games, www.pandasaurusgames.com
PD Verlag, www.pd-verlag.de/spiele
Pearl Games, www.pearlgames.be
Pegasus Spiele, www.pegasus.de
Piatnik, www.piatnik.com
Placentia Games, placentiagames.it/en
Plan B, www.planbgames.com
Plato, megalopole.com
Plaid Hat Games, www.plaidhatgames.com
Playmore Games, playmoregames.com
Portal Publishing, portalgames.pl
Post Scriptum, www.postscriptum-games.it
Pretzel Games, pretzelgames.com
Queen Games, www.queen-games.de
Quined, www.quined.nl
R & D Games, www.facebook.com/richard.breese.9
R & R Games, www.rnrgames.com
Radiuthree, www.radiuthree.co.jp
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Ragnar Brothers, www.ragnar.brothers.com
Ravensburger, www.ravensburger.com
Rebel, www.rebelgames.eu
Repos Production, www.rprod.com
Rio Grande Games, www.riograndegames.com
Rudy Games, rudy-games.com
Schmidt, www.schmidtspiele.de
Schwerkraft Verlag, www.schwerkraft-verlag.de
Sit Down, www.sitdown-games.com
Space Cowboys, www.spacecowboys.fr
Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg, www.spielkarten.com
Spieltrieb, spiele-entwickler-spieltrieb.de
Spin Master, spinmastergames.com
Stratelibri, www.stratelibri.it

Strawberry Studio, strawberry.studio
Stronghold Games, strongholdgames.com
Surume Days c/o Japon Brand, japonbrand.com
Talosil Games www.talosil.com
Tohoku Wisteria, c/o Japon Brand,
www.japonbrand.com
The Flying Games, c/o Blackrock Games, blackrockgames.fr
Wattsalpoag, wattsalpoaggames.com
Z-Man, www.zmangames.com
Zoch Verlag, www.zoch-verlag.com
Zygomatic, www.asmodee.com

The Games Club Osttirol meets monthly
at the Games and Book hotel “Spieleund Buchhotel” at Nikolsdorf

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
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Istanbul Das Würfelspiel

Competition among merchants; you collect
rubies and goods and money with your
assistants. Rubies are acquired with money
and goods. Dice are assistants, they can
provide bazar cards, money and four types
of goods. You take income for mosque
tiles, roll five dice and can use the results
for two actions - always with dice or goods
tiles to acquire other tiles, bazar cards,
money or rubies or mosque tiles. Mosque
tiles also provide additional dice and other
advantages, five mosques provide a ruby. If
someone has five or six rubies, you win at
the end of the round with most rubies.
Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+, by
Rüdiger Dorn, art by Andreas Resch and
Chris Conrad, at Pegasus Spiele 2017,
ca. 40 min

Schlaraffen Affen

Speed Colors

Tief im Riff

Azul

Salamamba

Woodlands

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+,
by Amanda Birkinshaw and Jim Harrison, art
by Eva Künzel, at Schmidt Spiele 2018,
ca. 15 min

Abstract set collecting game for 2-4 players,
ages 8+, by Michael Kiesling, art by Chris
Quilliams, at Next Move 2018 / Plan B Games
2017, ca. 30-45 min

Coloring game for 2-5 players, ages 5+, by
Erwan Morin, art by Robin Rossigneux, at
Game Factory 2017, ca. 15 min

Cooperative magical race for 1-5 players,
ages 7+, by Anna Oppolzer, art by atelier 198
and Andreas Resch, at Piatnik 2018,
ca. 30 min

Cooperative roll & move game for 2-6
players, ages 5+, by Alex Randolph, art by
Doris Matthäus, at Amigo Spiele 2017,
ca. 20 min

Path laying game for 2-4 players, ages 10+,
by Daniel Fehr, art by Felix Mertikat and
Fiore GmbH, at Ravensburger 2018,
ca. 40 min

5 Minute Dungeon

Bunny Kingdom

Drafting and development game for 2-4
players, ages 12+, by Richard Garfield, art by
Paul Mafayon, at Iello 2017, ca. 45 min

Collecting game with a risk/stop feature for
2-4 players, ages 10+, by Wolfgang Warsch,
art by Dennis Lohausen, at Schmidt Spiele
2018, ca. 45 min

Gaia Project

Heaven & Ale

Pulsar 2849

Our 4 target groups
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Real-time adventure for 2-5 players, ages
8+, by Reid Connor, art by Alex Diochon, at
Kosmos 2017, 5 min pro Dungeon

Development game for 1-4 players,
ages 14+, by Helge Ostertag and Jens
Drögemüller, art by Dennis Lohausen, at
Feuerland Spiele 2017, ca. 150 min

Positioning and development game for 2-4
players, ages 12+, by Andreas Schmidt and
Michael Kiesling, art by Fiore GmbH, at
Plan B Games / eggertspiele 2017, ca. 90 min

For Families: Parents and children play on equal
footing, all have the same chances to win.
With Friends: Yound adults and adults play on
equal footing, all players are older than 12 years.
For Experts: Games with complex rules, a high
accessability threshold and lots of interesting
games play, especially suitable for experienced
players.

Interaction

Social Board Game with App for 2 or more
players, ages 8+, by Manfred Lamplmair and
Reinhard Kern, art by Team rudy games, at
rudy games 2017, ca. 45-60 min

Please be aware that boundaries between groups
are blurred. Children who play often and gladly can
be ahead of their age group when playing. „For
Families“ is not equal to the classic „Family Game“!
Your taste and fun while playing decides what is a
game for you. When choosing the right game for
you, we always recommend to play the game!

Die Quacksalber von Quedlinburg

SciFi development game using dice, for
2-4 players, ages 14+, by Vladímír Suchý, art
by Sören Meding, at Czech Games Edition
2018, ca. 60-100 min

© Bilder:

Henk Rolleman
Klemens Franz atelier 198
Andreas Resch
Bernhard Czermak

Wiener Spiele Akademie

